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PRELIMINARIES TO THE RECONSTRUCTION OF VERBAL
ENDINGS IN YUK*
J. L. Morgan
1. Introduction . This note is concerned with the reconstruction of the
morphology of the verbal affixes of the Yuk dialect of Yupik Eskimo. Data
and some generalizations are drawn from Koo (1975), and from discussions
with Professor Koo, who is nonetheless to be absolved of complicity in any
errors herein.
The results here are preliminary and tentative, a first attempt at
understanding the quite complicated verb paradigms of Yuk. In particular,
no claim is intended about the synchronic reality of the forms presented
here; insofar as any of the analysis is correct it may reflect just history,
though I think at least a couple of the rules discussed—those needed to
account for the te*n, t«^, and k~x alternations, for example—can be
established synchronically on grounds independent of the verbal endings.
This paper takes up only the indicative verb forms, and the reader will
also notice that only the gross outlines of the rule environments have been
worked out, and the interactions of the rules have not been explored. These
lacunae will be repaired in future work.
I will present first a morphological schema for verb endings, then
some of the rules necessary to account for the phonological alternations.
Finally I will present the verbal paradigms together with their reconstructed
forms
.
2. The morphological structure of the reconstructed verbal endings .
The morphology of the Eskimo verb is very complex. The verb consists of a
stem (verbal or de-nominal) followed by (potentially) a number of deriv-
ational and inflectional affixes. Word-final position in the indicative
mood is occupied by a set of affixes marking the person (1, 2, 3)1 and
number (singular, dual, plural) or the subject (intransitives) or of the
subject and object (transitives) .2
These subject/object endings generally consist of pairs of markings, the
first member marking the person of the subject/object, the second marking
the number. 3 In the transitive verb, object markings precede subject
markings when the object is third person; btherwise subject markings precede
those for objects. Number markings throughout are: singular, 0; dual, -k-;
plural, -t-. Person markings are tlot nearly so simple, and are represented
in charts to follow.
The reconstructed morphological structure of the verbal endings,
including order of morphemes, is summarized in the following charts.^
I. Intransitive.
SUBJECT PERSON AFFIX
II . Transitive .
A. Third person object .
^ OgJECT' AFFIXES ,,; . ^l, .i- ..,, v. SUBJECT -AKFIXES
•Fet'gon'(3p) ,' & ". ,Itui[iber. ^! '. Pejspn • ., , '& .Watiber
/vrhan sub- \ fs
(jett Ts 3p/ id
/when .siri)T \ *•
.|.,j€0t, lS:.< \ •
-k-
ri-i
\ non-3p
.
sg.J,
B . ' Tirst or second person object .
SUBJECT AFFIXES ._,&. •. .. OBJECT AFFIXES . ,..-,-
.. :
,
:
.'.
^
*•
'
,
—r-m—<•; . '• .J' —'
Person & ^tumb6r , , . Person ... ^ -I'hjnibe-r '
Ip -m-
' Pldu/pl;^v+te-
.rtg/dq ,-0 .
3? pla :'«5.^ '
sg 9
du -k-
pl-?-t-
*3p.pl'- is iised wheA the object is singular j, 3ppJ^. fo,r duf^/pJLural.
2. Some phoftolOB^cal rules necessary to acccvint for aJteynaitions .
At lea^t -the folldwlilg rules must ,lie posited to accoqnt for the
surface forms of the verbal endings (for nmempnic .p^urposes , I ; .„- ,, ,.
number tW Yules According tt/ tHe'a'ffecteci^ segment):
el: <k}n
e2: M„]#
u
.1 + e + 2
-^1 + e + 2:+ 3 "3
'"
' »•:
,1 + e + 2<
kl:
tl:
tl:
tla!
t2:
t3:
vl:
k
te + t
te
te
>ci
-^ ce /_
>n /
->0 /
-^f /-
(k
i)
(voiceless segmeng
?. The paradigms . Here are listed, underlined, the surface forms
of the verbal endings. Under each form is its reconstruction: under
the reconstruction is a specification of the rules that apply
in derivinp the surface form. In some cases the reconstructed
form is not what is predicted hy the morpholopical schemata plven
above. In Buch cases the expected form is specified, parenthe-
sized and asterisked, next to the reconstructed form. The
number of these discrepancies serves to underline the incompleteness
of the analysis.
A. Intransitive.
Transitive .
1. Third person oblect.
SINGULAR
OBJECT
DUAL PLURAL
s
u
2. Second person obiftct.
OfejECT
DWLSINGULAR
-mken
sg m+k+te+0 (ni+0+te+0)
t2, el
Ip du m+k+t+te (m+k+te+O)
t2, el, e3, kl
-mtexen
pi m+t+k+te (-m+t+te+fl)
e3, kl, el, t2
-mtek
in+0+te+k
none
-mcetek
PLiniAT,
-mci
m#+te+t
tl
-mexcx
m+k+te+t
e3, kl, tl
inJ-te-^t e-»-k. ( •' m+t+te+k )m+t e-»-t e-*-t C •-tr+t+te+t
)
tl, tla tl, tla
-ten -tek
S sp (i)+0+t+te('0+0+te+0) 0+0+te+k
U t2, el none
-ci
0+fl+te+t
tl
-xten
3p du 0+k+t+te(-0+k+te+0)
t2, el, kl
-txen
pi 0+t+k+te('0+t+te+0)
kl, t2, el
-xtek
0+1
-+te+k
kl
icetek
0+k+te-^t
kl, tl
-icecl^
1+te+te+k ( ••1+t+te+k ) 1+te+te+t ( - i +t+te+t
tl tl
3. First person ohiect.
SINGULAR
OBJFCT
DUAL PLURAL
-vqa
sp v+0+0+i5a+0
none
-ftegna
2p du v+te+k+na+0
''2
-fcla
^fkuk
v-*-0+0+ku+k
vl
-ftexkuk
v+te+k+ku-i-T-
vl, kl
-fclkuk
-fkut
v+0+0+ku+t
vl
-ftexkut
v+te+k+ku+t
vl, kl
-fclkut
pi v-»-te+t+a+0(-'v+te+t+i)a+0) vJ-te+t+'u+k v+te+t+ku+t
vl, tl • vl, tl vl, t]
3. First person object (continued).
6. Phonological notation is standard except, following Koo (1975),
c, (unaspirated tx ) and e ( 4 or according to environment). See
Koo's discussion for further details.
7. This -q (where is expected) is an instance of a pervasive tj
alternation whose details are not clear to me.
8. Here the -q- is the reflex of the transitive marker posited by Koo.
It may be that there is a deletion of k after q. In the corresponding
possessive ending we find the expected -ka .
9. It may be that e-epenthesis should be formulated to apply in these
forms (yielding te+te from t+te) , If so, then the problem arises of
preventing epenthesis from applying in the same way tp the 2p-plural-
svibject/3p-dual and plural-object forms (0+t+te+k -xci
,
0+t+te+t -ci )
.
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ON THE REPRESENTATION OF CONTOUR TONES
IN GENERATIVE PHONOLOGY
Lee A. Becker
Various proposals for the phohologlcal representation of contour tones
within the generative framework have been made. We will mention those
which we consider to be the most representative and influential. These
proposals differ with respect to whether or not tone should be represented
suprasegraentally and whether contour tones exist in the underlying repre-
sentation.
Suprasegmental Contour Tones in UR
Wang (1967) Feature of a syll Yes
Woo (1967) No No
Leben (1971) Yes No
Want included the features [contour], [rising], [falling] and [convex]
with the level features [high], [central] and [mid] in his proposal universal
set. Wang's basic position was that "...tone features can be treated in
essentially the same way as the segmental features." (1967:104)
Woo, however, argues that some linguistic generalizations are only
revealed and can only be captured if contour tones are represented as
sequences, of level tones. In Woo (1970) the following data from Northern
Tepehuan are presented: /daaka/ 'nose' /daadaka/ 'noses' /daaka'cii/ 'his
nose'; /kii/ 'house' /klxkl/ 'houses' /klikfsi/ 'are they houses?
'
; /kO(^so/
'he sleeps' /kookoso/ 'they sleep'. The following preliminary and simpli-
fied rules for the assignment of tone in mono- or bisyllabic words were
proposed:
^L; V-»'H/ [(C)(V) (C)(V)«
It is obvious that a generalization like this one can only be made if a
rising tone on a long vowel (^) is represented as a sequence of low tone
followed by high tone on two short vowels (W) . Were the cbntour tones
taken to be lexical, very complex rules would be needed to relate singular
to plural to possessive, with a resultant loss of generalization. ^ Inherent
in Woo's approach is the representation of l6ng vowels and diphthongs as
sequences, as well as the assumption that contour tones only occur on Long
vowels and diphthongs. Woo states: "Thus the fatt that ho rising or
falling contours are found on syllables containing a single sonofant
follows from the fact that there is no second sonorant to carry the second
pitch specification." (1970:19-20) Were one to find contour tones on a
short vowel, it would not only show Woo's assumption to be Incorrect, but
it would cause considerable difficulty for Woo's universal approach to the
representation of contour tones.
Leben (1971) attacks Woo's View 'that' tone Is segmental while main-
taining that the distinctive features of tone do not include' contour tones.
An important piece of support for the suprasegmental characterization of
tone are the so-called 'tone melody languages'. Leben. cites Mende as an
example of a language of this type. In Mende the following pitch levels
and contours appear on vowels: L H LH HL LHL; however, there are restric-
tions as to the positions in which tones can occur, l^ile they all can
appear on monosyllabics, LHL and LH can only occur on monosyllables and
HL can only appear on monosyllabics or on the second syllable of bisyllablcs.
Leben described
,
these phenomena by treating the tonal melody as a feature "
of a morpheme. These melodies are mapped onto the vowels of a morpheme, •
regardless of their number. Consider the following morphemes whose tonal
melodies are given in the leftmost column.
LHL niklll nyaha mba"
HL kenya mbu
In other words the generalizations about the pitch patterns on morphemes
are independent of segmental composition, i.e. the number of vowels. In
addition, a constraint which rules out the HLH sequence on all morphemes
regardless of the number of syllables would- be difficult to state if tones
were a feature of segments.
Leben' s evidence for the treatment of contour tonfes as sequences of
level tones comes from processes of Tone-copying and Tone-deletion. Both
Tone-copying and Tone-deletion do not involve contour tones as a whole,
but rather the last level tone. Tone-deletion is formulated: [-^H] [-'Hj [-=<H]
—
> [>^H] [-^H]. The operation of Tone-deletion Is illustrated in the plural
formation in Mende;, the indefinite plural marker /ngaa/ is suffixed to the
root morpheme /mbu/ 'owl', mbu ngaa = mbung'ba.
The operation of both Tone-copying and Tone-deletion are illustrated
in the formation of compounds, which Leben claims Involves the following
Compound Rule:
"(a) Copy the last tone of the first member of the compound onto the
first syllable of the second member. •'
(b) Assign a low tone to the remaining syllable of the second member."
(1971:188)
The operation of this rule is illustrated by the following forms from
Mende, given in Leben (^1971).
p{l{ + hani = p/l'-hanl
,
. .
-
b; ii + hani = h'^ l\ -hani ,'
,
.
mbQ + hani = mbQ-hani (T-copy) mbu-hanl (T-deletion)
Leben also mentions another possible treatment of this process which he
refers to as Tone-extension. This is very similar to the treatment of
Hyman and Schuh (1974) who treat what occurs above as a single process
called Tone-incorporation: they provide examples from Hausa, Mende and
Yala.
Against Woo's hypothesis of the segmental nature of tone, Leben also
raises the problem of short vowels with a contour tone. These cases could
conceivably be handled by allowing features like [+[+hi] [jJ/)]], or [±[+L] [+H]
[+L] ] (for mb'a), but Leben argues: "In this case the claim that contour tones
are underlying sequences of level tones would be nearly empty, since the
representation [+[+High] followed by [-High]] on a segment is empirically
equivalent to the representation [+Falling]." (1971:196-7)
To handle this problem Fromkin (1972) suggests: "One can however
utilize a [-segmental] but tone bearing unit which could accomplish the
same thing (as was proposed by Schacter and Fromkin (1968)) or adopt the
Abadan Conference proposal utilizing tone-bearing non-syllabic vowels."
(1972:68) The proposal of this conference, which was entitled "Tone in
generative phonology" and which took place at the University of Ibadan
in Nigeria in 1970, was to represent a contour tone on a short vowel, for
example a rising tone ds [+syllabic, +low] followed by a unit [-syllabic,
+high]. Fromkin argues for her [-segmental] approach on the basife of
"...certain cases where tone is the only realization of grammatical
morphemes." (1972:70) She offers as an example the 'habitual' low tone
morpheme of Akan. This morpheme results in a 'downstep' of a following
high tone. Even if the treatment of this morpheme as a non- segmental low
tone which triggers 'downstep' and is then deleted is correct, which it
may be, there would still seem to be a logical jump to the assumption
that all contour tones on short vowels should be treated in this manner.
Just because a formal devise may be justified in one instance, we need
not extend its utilization to other instances. The motivation seems to
be that once the constraints of phonological theory have been weakened,
by extending the class of possible grammars, why should we weaken them
still further, let us take a 'free ride' and use this devise in other
problem cases. The difficulty would seem to stem from the search for a
universal method of the representation of contour tones.
Returning to Leben, though one may consider cases of tonal melodies
as evidence that these languages represent tone suprasegmen tally, and
could not be described in an intuitively satisfying way without the possi-
bility of suprasegmental representation of tone, one must raise the question
of whether tone must always be represented suprasegmentally. Tlie desire
to create a universal means of representation of contour tones requires
one to make this claim. This can result in the attempt to fit all languages
into a framework which is appropriate only for some languages. Leben
also indulges in this practice when hie extends his suprasegmental repre- '
sentation of tone to Northern Tepehuan and Mandarin Chinese. These
languages were examined by Woo (1969, 1970) and she argued that tone had
to be represented segmentally in order not to miss generalizations. Leben
proposes that suprasegmental tone features are mapped onto segments and
that in some languages, presumably like Thai or Vietnamese for example,
this mapping occurs from the very beginning of the derivation. A similar
proposal was made by McCawley (1970). It seems to us that this initial
mapping from suprasegmental into segmental representation makes the claim
about the universal suprasegmental representation of tone vacuous.
In addition with regard to Leben and Woo, who reject contours on a
segment in the underlying representation, one must point out a very important
general objection which was faised by Fromkin. It wds credited by her
to a personal communication from Margaret Langdon: "...given a phonetic
contrast one can assume that historically such a contrast will or can
become restructured as an underlylng'phonemic contrast." (1972:66) We
strongly endorse this position as a working hypothesis. One might suggest
11
the possibilltJVLjof a. similar situ^ation existing in syntax: if a structur^^
is cinx»:u-oH by tiie appUon t lon of a transformational rule, it can potentially
become a deep level structure generateable by the Phrase Structure Rules'.
Certain parallels are evident in the methodologies of Leben, Woo and
Fromkin. Below. I list these facets; 1 refer to them together as a .syndrome.
This syndrome characterizes not only th^ work, of thpsp RchoLaxs, who were
searching for a universal method of repreccutation of contour tones, but
also of other researchers who assume universals to exist at other specific
levels.
1. A particular feature, set of features, device or organization is
found to be necessary, by whatevet crltetia, to describe some phenomenon
or phenomena in a particular language or languages.
2. It is assumed that this must be THE feature,. set of features, device
or organization that we lingwistB have be^n looking for» because of the
assumption of universality at these leveij^s . It is then applied to all
other languages. -.,..
3. The extension may result in positions or descriptions of language
which are counter-intuitive or reduce claims of universality to vacuity.
This extension always involves the assumption that, all differences between
languages are of a more superficial nature, rather. than reflect basic
organizational differences. However, it is often the case that there is no
reason for the speakers of these languages to take these superficial
characteristics and patternings as anything but the basic ones. The deeper
characteristics, assumed in these analyses, are in no way reflected in
the data, which the speaker-hearers presumably use to form their grammars.
Conversely, arguments for particular treatments of languages at stage 3.
of the syndrome may have the following form: X is assumed to be the
universal deep manner of representation or organization, but Y is the
surface manner of representation or organization, THEREFORE the grammar
of this language must include rules changing X into Y. An illustration.
of the syndrome as it applies to Leben, Woo and Fromkin is given below:
Leben. Fromkin
Northern Tepehuan Akan
2. Suprasegmental
Rep of Tone
Segmental, Level
Tones only
[-seg] device
for contour
tone on V
Mapping from start
of derivation
Vacuity
Contour on ^ by
([-syll] Ibadan)
.Vacuity
Vacuity
The early mapping process in a language like Thai yould not be based on
the linguistic data, but on an aseumption of universality; it serves to
link a supposed universal underlying representation with the surface.
With respect to Woo, it was not she hut qthers who developed the (-syll]
representation to allow her original claim about the lack of contour tones
in underlying representation to be retained. Fromkin, focusing on the
general problem of how to represent a contour tone on a short vow^l, suggests
12
it l3 to be handled by a [-segmental] unit which she has argued is appropriate
for Akan, but how well woultL-that fit for Mende?
The following statement of Halle (1972:191) exemplifies the attitude
that underlies the syndrome:
Observe that, if the theoretical framework requires us to
represent non-stationary tones by features such as 'rising',
'falling', etc., then the restriction on the appearance of these
tones [that they supposedly cannot occur on short vowels] is
just another curious fact. If on the other hand the framework
does not contain features such as 'rising', 'falling', etc.,
then the only way to characterize non-stationary tones is as
a sequence of stationary tones; i.e., 'rising would then be
characterlzatjle as a sequence of low pitch + high pitch,
'falling' as high pitch + low pitch, etc."
In other words, it is a question of either-or, either the universal frame-
work allows non-stationary tones or it allows only stationary tones, and
if it allows non-stationary tones, it must require non-stationary tones.
Goldsmith escapes the syndrome of assumption of a universal represen-
tation of tone, at least in his latest article where he states:
...it is only an accident about English that the laryngeal pitch
features are excluded from the great slicing.^ Other languages
may well include pitch as a part of the signal which is sliced
up into successive segments. . .Whether a particular channel of
articulation is included cannot be specified universally once and
for all.
Still some of his earlier descriptions may exhibit the tendency discussed
above^ or at least the methodological approach of trying to extend a means
of representation needed to describe phenomena in one language to other
languages, to see if it uncovers new things. We endorse this approach;
however, where it merely uncovers a rule in the language which is assumed
necessary to get from the proposed universal underlying representation
X to the surface Y, it may not be fruitful.
Goldsmith in a series of publications (1974, 1975a, b, 1976) has devel-
oped "Autosegmental Theory', whlcli he has employed to describe mainly tone,
but also some other features. The essential element of this theory as
it applies to tone is that it provides for an independent, level where
pitch melody is represented. In this sense it has a 'suprasegmental'
representation of tone. Yet it differs from Leben's suprasegmental
representation in that the tone levels are not mapped onto the segments,
but rather associated with the segments, and that the autosegmental level,
on which pitch is represented, remainsi independent and continues to exist.
A primary kind of evidence for the autosegmental representation of tone
is the stability of tonal melodies. This is a common phenomenon in African
tone languages. Goldsmith illustrates this with an example from Lovins
(1971) in Lomongo. Here elision takes place at word boundaries within
phonological phrases: b^longo bakae—> balongakae' 'his book' (1975a:138).
Goldsmith points out that the tonal melody remains stable when any type
of process results in the modification of syllabic structure, e.g., vowel
13
deletion, ^llde formatiori, e|>enthesls. '
The retention of tonal melody has been handled by the use of a Tone-
copying rule. Goldsmith points but that such tone copy rules would only
have to operate where a modification of syllable structure occurs, and
he argues that this would involve either a global look-ahead rule, to
copy a vowel which is later to be deleted, or a global look-back rule,
if the tone copy rule were 6?dered after vowel deletion. Since, however;
this stability exists also when other types of modification of syllable
structure occur, one would lose a generalization if they were not treated
as a unified phenomenon. One might handle this by a general derivational
constraint on the output of any rule modifyihg syllable structure; indeed,
in the past these have been referred to as 'iflelodic c6hspiracies ' . Yet,
Goldsmith argues, this would still not account for the interesting fact
that when vowel assimilation rules are found in a language with tone
stability, all features may be copied with the exception of tone features.
Goldsmith shows that all these phenomena would be treated in a unified
manner by the use of an autosegmental representation of tone.
In the Autosegmental a^iproach there are two' tiers. The tone melody
tier is segmented into level tones; for example, rising and falling would
be represented L H L. These level tones are associated with the syllabic
elements in the other tier. Goldsmith's ' (1974) attempt at an autosegmental
topology of tone is illustrative of his approach. Goldsmith classifies
languages on the basis of several criteria:
A. The tone information which must be included in the lexicon
1. Nothing (English, German, Tokyo Japanese)
2. Limited number of tonal melodies, and lexicon marks which one
(Mende, Norwegian)
3. The tonal melody is completely specified in the lexicon (Igbo)
B. How does the melody get realized?
1. Is the language accentual? a. Yes b. No
2. From where does the tone melody spread?
a. word boundary b. accent ,
In addition, if the language spreads from the woird boundary, it tian go
leftward or rightward.
Goldsmith classifies a language as accentual if "-...it distl;nguishes
one of its syllables as perceptually prominent." (1974:172) This abstract
marker — accent, which Goldsmith represents by the asterisk*, can be
specified in the lexicon or rule-inserted. English' is. classified' as an
accentual language whose tonal melody spreads from the accent . The tonal
melody need not be specified in the lexicon since it Is the same for all
words: M H L. Since in English the tone melody spreads from the accent,
the starred tone of the one tiier 'hooks up' with the starred syllabic of
the other tier. The M spreads to the left and L spreads to the right.
a r c h i p I 1 a g o ' archipelago •
M fi L M= Tl L
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The tone hook-up is siibject to the followihg well-formedness conditions:
"(1) All tonea_mu9t be associated with at least one syllabic element
in the other tier; Conversely all syllabic elements in the upper
tier must be associated with at least one tone in the tone tier.
(2) No association lines may cross." (1975a: 141)
Mende is classified as a language in which a limited number of tonal
melodies must be included in the lexicon; it is non-accentual and the tone
melody spreads rightward from the word boundary. So the morpheme nyaha,
which belongs in the class with the tonal melody LHL» will hook up from
the left boundary and the process will be completed according to the well-
formedness condition.
nyaha nyaha
L H L L H L
Tokyo Japanese is classified as an accentual language whose tonal
melody spreads rightward from the word boundary. Its tonal melody is
L H L. ka;1ETsofT:.^
kamisorlga kamisorf^ga kamisorlgja
\ S L \N
It is hooked up starting from the boundary. The H is hooked up to the
second syllable and to each succeeding syllable up to and including the
syllable with the accent; the final L is associated with all the post-
accentual syllables. Now consider the forms below, also presented by
Goldsmith:
Inoti inoti i]noti ataml atama a Tama
LHL HL LHL LH
To account for forms like these Goldsmith states: "We must add a further
rule after tone association to derive the correct Tokyo melodies: all
contour tones (Rising=LH and Falling=HL) are simplified to H. It hardly
needs to be said that these are among the most common tone rules in
creation." (1974:177) Tokyo Japanese has often been described as a
terrace tone language, in which all that must be marked in the lexicon
is where the tone break is located. It is so called because all the
syllables up to the tone break (which comes after Goldsmith's accented
syllable) are on a high level except for the initial syllable which is
low (unless it bears the accent) and all post-accentual syllables are low.
We want to raise the question of the reality of the rules which change
LH-^H and HT.-^H. Are they to be thought of as phonetically conditioned
rules, as Goldsmith's sentence might imply. If so, the first would seem
to have a perceptual motivation in that a low tone is more difficult to
perceive as such in position before a high tone (cf. Hombert (1975),
Becker (1977a)), yet I fail to see a motivation for the second. In
addition, I fail to find substantiation for their extremfe commonness in
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Hjmian and Schuh (1974). Are these rules to be thought of as the result of
a historical process? Or are they merely an artifact of this analysis
and primarily the result, of attempt to extend a particular framework onto
language other than those upon which the approach was originally motivated?
The first question that must be raised , about, the autosegmental
representation is the presumed lack of stability in, pitch melody in some
languages. It is clear that Goldsmith recognizes the existence of such
cases: "... the normal, 'unmarked' case, is where the tone melody survives
the effects of phonolpglcal rulps. ". (i975a:135) Whatever the t)asis is
tbat Goldsmith uses to determine that stability is the unjnarked case
,
one must ask how within his approach are the languages which exhibit
,
stability distinguished from those that do not, formally. One might be
led to suggest that languages which exhibit stability have an autoseg-
mental representation of tone, while those which do not are organized
differently, or as we will suggest later those levels on which is exhibited
tonal stability have autosegmental tone, while those which do not are
organized differently.
,. ;
One^must next ra^se the very serious question of the relationship
of the MHL (1974) or HL (1975a, b, 1976) tonal melody of English words to
the very common, neutral statement intonation of the same shape. Is
the MHL or HL on archipelago the tonal melody, of this word or is it the
neutral statement intonation which is mapped onto this word, when it
constitutes the complete utterance? With respect to the claim that there
is no tonal information in the lexicon in English, let us consider an
example from Goldsmith (1975b). Here Goldsmith refers to these melodies
of English as 'Intonational' and proposes that t;h| intongtional melody
in disjunctive questions involving N choices is (LH$)? (HL) ($ represents
phrase boundary); this is claimed to result in the following tonal pattern
for the disjunctive question:
Are you taking this seat, cr that one?
Yet is not the pitch of the first syllable of taking higher than that of
the second syllable? Doesn't a stressed syllable always carry higher
pitch than an unstressed syllable when they occur in Identical positions
in a particular intonational melody. This might suggest that heightened
pitch is one of the characteristics or features of stress itself, not
only predicated on the tonal melody; the intonational melody would then
be superimposed upon that of the word. liJhen a single word constitutes
the entire utterance, the heightened pitch of the stress cannot be dis-
tinguished from the heightened pitch associated with the H within the
autosegmental melody (MHL) which is in this case associated with the only
stressed syllabic. Lea (1973) has found: "In general, however, it is
apparent that the superimposed effects of sentence intonation, constituent
structure, stress, and phonetic context give an encouragingly accurate
account of the structure of F_ contours." (1973:31)
We thus assume that English makes two uses of tone: one at the word
level, as an element of the psychological entity accent or stress, serving
a word-distinguishing function, and a second at the utterance level, which
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is normally referred to as intonation. Assuming the level of intonation
which Goldsraitlj has gescriv^.^ as the autosegmental level of English with
tonal melody MHL or HL Cwe feel t-he former more accurately rorresponds
to the facts in American liuelish) is in fact autoRogTn<;-titally repres<^ntoJ
and it is a level which exhibits suahinty, e.g., not cl.nr.ged by loss of
a vowel in fast speech, I see two possibilities. Either En^H'sh has two
autosegmental levels (one of which is superlDipoaed upon the other) or
the level of stress function of heightened pitch is not autosegmental.^
We will assume, as a working hypothesis that each language has only one
autosegmental level of tone; this is also Goldsmith's position (personal
communication). Now we may think of what Goldsmith has proposed as the
autosegmental level of English as a formalization of what has traditionally
been referred to as Intonation. Let us now consider the suggestion of
Bolinger (1963), "Intonation as a Universal." He brings forth datg from
many diverse languages that there is some contrastive use of tone at the
utterance level in each, and further that there may be common universal
patterns, e.g., 'running-down' pattern for declarative sentences or some
kind of high pattern for questions. Though one cannot consider universality
in the first aspect, let alone the second, as proven, this is still a
very interesting hypothesis. It may be useful to bear in mind that not
all systems of intonation (contrastive use of pitch at the utterance level)
may be of the kind found in English or as developed (In terms of number
of contrasting patterns or function load) as the one in English; the
contrast need not be between a set of melodies, but may involve terminal
transitions or merely changing the overall pitch level of an utterance.
Assuming as a working hypothesis only one autosegmental tonal level
per language, were one to find that a language had an intonational system
likfc English, and assuming that such a system should be represented auto-
segmentally, one might suggest that the other use of tone in that language
was not autosegmental. As Bolinger notes, Abe (1961) has shown that the
Japanese intonational system is remarkably similar to English. This
similarity goes beyong statement — falling, question — rising, but even
in the nuances in different types of questions. The conclusion based on
this reasoning (granted that it is also ba?ed on some assumptions that
everyone might not be willing to accept) is that Japanese does not have
autosegmental word level tone. Our previous questioning of the value of
the autosegmental analysis of Japanese, that the only new 'fact', it
uncovers is that Japanese must have a rule HL, LH
—
)H to match assumed
underlying with observed surface, points in the same direction.
Reviewing, Goldsmith does not claim that the autosegmental repre-
sentation of tone is universal. We would like to suggest that only
languages or levels in languages which exhibit stability are to be
represented autosegmentally. This is the only phenomenon which will cause
speakers to separate out^ or in Goldsmith's terms to retain an autosegmental
tonal level from the 'Great Slicing'. For Mende or Igbo the autosegmental
level will serve a word-distinguishing or form-distinguishing function.
For English, and Japanese, this autosegmental level may perform an intona-
tional-attitudinal function, .at the phrase or utterance level. One
Important point which we wish to make is that tone can have more than
one function in a single language; for example, English or Japanese where
it helps distinguish words and also functions in intonation. In this we
differ from Goldsmith; he treated what we consider to be 'intonation' as
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the only function of tone in English, and in Japanese the function of tone
was to be at the word-level.
We think that the hypothesis about a language having only one auto*
segmental level of tone is an interesting one, especially when one compares
it with the hypothesis of Bolinger of "Intonation as a Universal." The
first hypothesis would seem to clash^ with the second, given that some
languages like Mende or Igbo have an autosegmental representation of tore
at the word-level; the first would claim that these languages could not
have intonation at least in the sense that we know in Rngllsh, I.e. with
contrastive tonal melodies. Thus an examination of how these languages
fulfill the functions that intonation does in English would seem indicated.
We would predict that these languages would rtot Use contfastive tonal
melodies to express these functions; they might either nbt use tone at all
here and possibly fulfill these functions mdrpheralcally, oV they might
use tone in the form of terminal trAnsltlons or bverall tone levels, e.g.,
the raising of the word-level tonal {lattern thfought a question. Intuitively,
it would not be surprising if, as we predict, there was a relationship
between the manner of use of tone at the word-level aild the manner of use
of tone at the phrase or utterance level.
Goldsmith's work has provided a means of representation and formalism
for describing tonal phenomena in certain languages, like Igbo and Mende,
which exhibit 'stability'. He h^s also avoided the syndrome described
above, and among generative treatments of contour tones was perhaps the
first to explicitly deny that all tonal phenomena need to be represented
in a single universal manner. He also has proposed a formalism to describe
what has been referred to as 'intonation'. Other formal means of repre-
sentation of intonation have been proposed by others, and in order to
decide between them we must consider and compare what new things about
language they each uncover and which means is most enlightening for which
language. We also wish to emphasize the importance of Goldsmith's
Autosegmental Theory for the description of other, non-tonal, aspects which
potentially may be represented on autosegmental levels; Goldsmith has
provided examples of these.
^
Once the assumption of a single universal method for the representation
of contour tones is abandoned, it is possible again to consider hoW tradi-
tional typological distinctions between languages on the basis of how they
use tone may correspond to basic organizational differences t^^ich are
reflected in different means of representation of tone. A system of
features like Wang's may be most appropriate for describing the use of
tone (at the word-distinguishing level) in Thai or Vietnamese. These
have been referred to as 'pure' tone languages, and there may be no reason
to consider their use of tone as anything but segmental (or possibly a
feature of a syllable). Woo's Aethod of representation of contour toneis
would seem most appropriate for the description of accent languages which
are mora-times. (Cf. Kiparsky (1973), Becker (1977b)) Leben's supra-
segmental representation may b6 most appropriate to represent a language
with tonal melodies which does not exhibit 'stability', if such languages
exist; possible candidates for this type of representation might include
some Scandinavian languages. Tonal systems and levels organized dlffereintly
from these and those systems and l^v^ls which do not exhibit 'stability',
which it seems most appropriate to represent with an autosegmental tonal
level, may well utilize still dther means of representation of tone.
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In this paper we have presented several proposed means of representa-
tion of contour tones, and we have attempted to show why the search for a
universal means of rfepresentation of tone^ is futile. We have illustrated
a syndrome to which researchers who assume universals to exist at specific i
levels may succumb. We also examined the autosegmental representation of
;,
tone proposed by Goldsmith in some detail. We suggested that the only
criterion which we linguists should and presumably language-learners would
use to determine that a tonal level was autosegmental was 'stability'.
Goldsmith had stated that not every language had autosegmental represen-
tation of tone. After pointing out that in at least some languages tone
has more than one function, we made the hypothesis that in a single language
only one level of tone could be autosegmental. Given that different
languages utilize tone differently in order to distinguish words or smaller
linguistic units and assuming that they therefore represent tones in
different manners, one of which is autosegmentally, and presuming that
different languages have different ways of express^ing 'attitude' (or
whatever we express by intonation in English) at the phrase or utterance
level, often, perhaps always, involving tt»ne, and that one of these ways
reflects an autosegmental representation of tone, we make the substantive
claim that no language will represent tone autosegmentally in both these
functions, i.e. at both these levels. Verification of this prediction
or invalidation of this claim remains for furthe?' research.
Footnotes
We do have some reservations about this analysis as a whole, in
particular connected with the abstraction of positing a synchronic
laryngeal.
The great slicing refers to a process of language acquisition whereby •
a series of activities of different articulators (or commands to
different articulators) are supposed by Goldsmith to be sliced
"...vertically into columns, assigning the appropriate feature
specification to each column, ultimately deriving a representation
like..." (1976:24) the feature matrices in Sound Pattern of English .
Goldsmith (personal communication) suggests there is a tendency to
sagmect completely because it is psychologically easier to remember
a series of segments each possessing a series of features specifi-
cations and their linear order, than to remember for a series of •>
features a series of specifications each of which is changing in time.
This may well be true. However, we reject the> implicit assumption
that segments are defined exclusively in terms of articulatory features.
Consider the universal tone of the following statement: "One funda-
mental idea we must adopt is one that is shared by most suprasegmental
theories: that the pitch melody of. a word or phrase constitutes an
independent linguistic level." (1974:172)
The possibility that the increased pitch (due to increased rate of
vocal fold vibration) of the stressed syllable is merely the coincident
result of the increased pulmonic pressure which some have claimed to
be the distinctive feature of stress must' be questioned. We would sub-
scribe to Zemlin's hypothesis: "An increase in subglottal pressure,
with laryngeal tension held constant, will produce a negligible rise
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in pitch. In addition, pitch changes are mediated primarily through
modification in glottic tension and mass." (1968:190) We do, however,
recognize the possibility that different languages may be character-
ized by mechanisms that differ to some extent.
BollQger quotes Garvin (1955): "The first genuine speech experiences
consist in the child's response to... the 'melody' .. .These responses
occur at an early age (4-5 months or before)..." This suggests that
children may learn these melodies before and Independent of other
aspects of speech.
It does not necessarily 'clash' since Bolinger is working with a
definition of Intonation which includes any i-ontrastlve use of tone
at the phrase or utterance level to express attli.«aHf>. Tims both our
hypothesis and his could be correct if languages like Igbo and Mende
with supposed autosegmental representation of tone at the word level
used tone, but not contrastive tonal melodies, to express 'attitude',
i.e. used something like terminal transitions or a general raising of
all tone levels throughout a question.
For example, in Goldsmith (1976) the autosegmental treatment of
nasalization in Guarani is presented.
It is our opinion that this is not only true for contour tones, but
also for the various levels of tones. We believe that even a weaker
universal hypothesis that tone or pitch is a single parameter which
can be divided up in different ways by different languages is not
necessarily adequate. (Cf. Becker (1977b))
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SOiviE AoPECTS OF CODE-1'uIXING IN THAI
Pairat lyJarie
0.0. INTRODUCTION. In this paper I propose to study one ma-
nifestation of multilingualism in Thailand, namely code-mixing^
and code-switching2. A brief sociolinguistic profile of
Thailand with special reference to multilingualism will serve
as a starting point.
0.1. Ethnic groups and language identity in Thailand ;
In Thailand there are three major ethnic groups, each of
which retains to a certain extent its own language and cul-
ture. Of approximately 40 million people in Thailand, about
82yo are Thai, 15% Chinese, and 39° lualays.3
The Chinese and T-ialays use their respective languages at
home and in the neighborhoods where they form a majority.
But outside this area they use the Central or 'Bangkok' Thai
dialect. This dialect is the official language of the coun-
try, and it is the medium of instruction in schools and uni-
versities. Bangkok Thai is considered to be a 'superposed
variety'^; it is not the primary native variety for the spea-
kers but may be learned in addition to their native language.
Since the sixteenth century Chinese immigrants in Thai-
land have primarily been businessmen. 5 They benefited the Thai
court and the Thai people in trade and commerce. Thus they
became the King's favorites (Jiang 1966:^1-7). The Chinese were
able to secure privileged positions, for example as tax-collec-
tors, until the av/akening of Thai Nationalism in 1914." The
Chinese were attacked by intellectuals educated in the West,
because all the major businesses and industries were in Chi-
nese hands. They were accused of resisting assimilation with
the native Thai people, the reason being, as Jiang (1966:56)
puts it, "their racial loyalty and sense of superiority."
Therefore, "they remained alv;ays Chinese."
During the last two decades the Chinese have lost their
privileged positions. Despite its resistance, the Chinese
community has been slowly absorbed into the larger Thai so-
ciety. A great number of Chinese have married Thai women,
"Their children, though they preserved their Chinese cultur-
al heritage, such as ancestral worship, soon became indistin-
guishable in outward appearance from the Siamese." (Jiang
1966:49) They nevertheless .remain aware of their identity:
the second-generation Chinese call themselves luuk-ciin , 'Chi-
•
nese offsprings '
.
Unlike the Chinese, the I.ialays have scarcely been as-
similated at all into Thai society. This is due both to
their ethnic identity and their religion. They live predo-
minantly in the southernmost part of the country.? Their lan-
guage is lialay and their religion is Lioslem. The I-ialays of
Thailand associate themselves with the Malays in tialaysia,
since they feel that they have a great deal in common, lin-
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guistically and ethnically.
In addition to these two non-Thai ethnic groups, there
are several other minorities in different regions of Thailand,
such as Khmers or Carahodians , and Loas. The Khmers live in
the flortheastern part of the country. o V/iththe Thais they
share religion, customs and manners. The Khmers, in spite be-
ing, taught Thai, in school, have retained their language. Hov/-
ever, in the early phases of Thai history, the Thais were in
very close contact with the IChners. They defeated the Khmers
and adopted their superior culture and their banskritized lan-
guage.- liassive Khmer 'borrojvings in the Thai administration
and the "royal vocabulary" were recorded as early as 1431 A.D."
On the other hand, the Loas-Thais, v/ho share the Northeas-
tern region of Thailand v/ith the Khmers, consider themselv'e-s
to be either Isarn . 'northeast', or non-Thai.
Two other languages, Sanskrit and Pali, should be men-
tioned, because the Thai language has been heavily influenced
by thes^ Indian languages and their writing systems. Accord-
ing to Gedney (1947) and Scovel (1970), the Thai of average
education boliovos that Thai derives historically from San-
skrit or Pali because of the predominance of Indie loanwords
in Iiodern Thai.
These ethnic groups in Thailand provide some clues to the'
reasons for language -identity and language attitudes in Thai-
land.
0.2. Lan,'^ua^es and dialects in the Thai, sociolinguistic
context : In functional terms vie find the following linguis-
tic behavior in Thai society and education. As mentioned in '
section 0.1., it is hard to pinpoint which language speakers
will' use. The social situation determines the' choice of lan-
guage. Although in all regions of Thailand speakers usually
resort to Bangkok Thai when they encounter strangers, they
will eventually find out which language is appropriate—^-Chi-
nese, Loas, Malay, or English— and make the switch.
1.0. THE TERIaS C0DE-Si7ITCHIi!G AND CODE-IJXING. Recent stu-
dies
-in socioling\iistics (Blom and Gumperz 1972; Kachrul975;
Sridhar 1976) have shov/n that Code-iiixing (hereafter Cii) and
Code-Switching (hereafter CS ) refer to two distinct phenomena.
CS is "a Shift between two distinc-t entities, which are
never nixed" (Blom and Gumperz 1972:4ll).10 t^i^ (1975:476)
in a study of CS of Spanish and Englisli also notes : "liexican-
American bilinguals may converse in either language' or sv/itch
back aiid forth between the two, spinning a variegated tapes-
try of bilingual talk as topics and moods shift, and as spea-
kers' stylistic embellishments add further to the inten/eav-
ing of the two' languages ."
Hovrever, it seems questionable v/hether. within such a
Variegated tapestry' there would be no mixing of the two lan-
guages. Although the 'terms 'shift' or 'switch' that Timm uses
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imply that the words of the languages in question are never
mixed, it appears that those examples of switching within
complex verb constructions like ' he waa cachado j^^^c aught"}.
he was v;achando[ywatchin!'^3 ' are indeed instances of mixing,
not sv/itching. Code-mixing is not restricted to lexical
items, it rather ranges from single items and inflections
through phrases, clauses and whole sentences.
The concept of CI.i refers to " the use of one or more
languages for consistent transfer of linguistic units, from
one language into another, and by such a language mixture
developing a new restricted or not so restricted code of
communication." (Kachru 1975-75)
By and large, in the multilingual situation in Thailand,
both CS and Civi are widespread. However, the mixed variety
is in wider use, and it is mixture which is probably the main
cause of language change . The study of this phenomenon will
therefore be useful to the understanding of linguistic change.
The study of CIi has various implications for linguistic the-
ory as, v/ell. According to Annamalai (1971:26), " the study
of the interaction of the lexical items of one language on
the other []CI.i in Kachru' s sense3 would throw light on the
organization and mechanism of the grammar and open nev/ avenues
of research on bilingualism.
"
2.0. TYPES OF CODE-r.iIXED LANGUAGES IN THAIIAND. As mentioned
earlier, the Thai people code-mix in several languages in
their daily liYgs . There are code-mixed varieties of
Sanskrit-Thai, Pali-Thai, Chinese-Thai, Malay-Thai, Khmer-
Thai and English-Thai. -^ Each variety has its ovm history,
and its ovm functions, whether educational, political or
attitudinal. A brief discussion of each of these code-mixed
varieties follows.
•2.1. Sanskrit-Thai and Pali-Thai : The Indie loanv/ords
of Sanskrit and Pali provenience have a long standing in the
Thai language. They v;ere introduced through the channels of
learning and education, including that learning which served
religion and administration. They have been used by profes-
sionals such as scholars, authors, courtpoets, and religious
theologians. These groups v/ere instrumental in introducing
numerous Sanskrit arid Pali words into the Thai language.
The courtscholars and poets helped a number of these terms
to obtain a permanent position in the literary styles of
these languages: through their writings these borrowings
have become an important part of the Thai literary tradition.
Among them are the names of d.ivinities such as Visnu . § iva .
Uma
.
Buddha
.
Brahman . These Indie loans have been frozen, '•^
i.e. people no longer treat them as foreign lexical items.
They have become Thai v/ords by age.-'-^ The follov/ing are eora-
monly used examples of mixed words:
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Sanskrit-Thai :
Sanskrit Thai Thai^
acarya 'teacher, professor '+ ^ki 'big' -^ /aacaan-yay/'heaamaster'
ahgra 'food, meal' + chaaw 'morning '-» /aaha^n-eaav//' breakfast
'
dravya 'wealth* + s in ' property '-^ /sapsm/ ' wealth .property
'
Pali-Thai :
Pali . Thai . v'Thai
aamava 'tine' + nay 'new' -^ /samay-may/ 'modern'
gkas.a 'sky, space* + r. 'n 'hot' -^ /aakaat-r .n/'hot weather'
2.2. Chinese-Thai : Chinese and Thai mingled culturally
and linguistically. The range of this code-mixed variety
stretches from the highly literary level to the colloquial.
For instance, sa^^yik Tthe Chinese celebrations on a person's
sixtieth birthday) is used in Thai as sar.ayit . with the same
moaning, ^iiost frequent are words for food and cookery, such
as sia'>j-cii 'the kidney of pork', narnliap 'olive'; these often
replace the Thai words tai-muu ana m^?-"kp:>k respectively.
Also Chinese kinship terms are commonly found. In addition,
Chinese-Thai mixtures are widespread in Thai. For example:
Chinese ^ Thai . ^ Thai
kiaw 'wonton' + kro^P 'crispy '*>> /kiaw-kr^Dp/' fried v/onton'
namliaiD 'olive' + luuk prefix
->i /luuknamliap/' olive
'
for fruit
2.3. i^alay-Thai : There are many loanv/ords from l.ialay
which pertain to the linguistic field of Islam. For example,
hari-ray?:) 'celebrating day' is used for the day on v/hich the
lioslems celebrate after a month ^of fasting. The many mixed
borrov/ings are exemplified by to?-khruu , from iialay datoh
'a head man or a learned man in Islamic culture' and Thai khruu
'teacher'; t(^?- khruu preserves both meanings, 'learned man'
and 'teacher'
.
2., 4. Khmer-Thai ; as mentioned in section 1, Thai borrovved
a large number of Khmer words in the early Ayudhya period
(1350-1787). The Khmer words are used in Thai in titles and
administrative terminology, as well as in the language of the
royal family. Khmer titles s^lch as brahya 'ruler of state'
and caw-brahya 'prince' are frequent, uany Khmer words blend
with Thai morphemes, for example:
Khmer •
^ Thai ,^ Thai
1^1er 'friend' + phian 'friend' -^ /phianklss/' friend buddy'
kh^at'the moon' + duar^ prefix mean
—
^/dua>]kh^V' the moon,'
^
ing circularity ^
sararal 'happy' + ca^ 'heart-'
-^ /samraan-cay/' feel happy'
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2.5. i:n:=i:li.sh-Thai . The English-Thai variety is of con-
siderable interest: it has not only been in existence for at
least a century but the Cl.i of the two languages is an on-going,
and productive process. CIi with English has different func-
tions in different situations. (See section 5'0)
In addition to the formal aspect of CLi of Thai and English,
the functional aspect needs analysis, in particular its rela-
tion to register, occupation, and the educational background
of the speakers.
I will apply the framev/ork of CM presented in Kachru 1975
•
I will restrict my analysis and the illustrations primarily
to CM between Thai and English. In the final section (section
7.0) I will stress some of the important implications of Ca
for the linguistic structure of Thai and linguistic theory
in general
.
3.0. ENGLISH BORROUINGS IK THAI: HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.
Since lexical borrowing is, by definition, a prerequi-
site for CI.i, the history of linguistic contacts and of bor-
rowing in Thai from English is of relevance.
The extensive borrowing of foreign lexemes is not a recent
phenomenon in Thailand. As was discussed in sections 0.1. and
2.1., we have evidence of Indie borrowings since the beginnings
of Thai history, particularly of loanwords from Sanskrit and
Pali. Apparently Thai, enriched with Indie loanwords, was
adequate until trade began to develop in the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries, bringing with it new o.bjects and foreign
ideas. In that period, Chinese, Malay, and lOimer v/ords v;ere
incorporated. But European contacts contributed most strongly
to the enrichment of the language. English words were intro-
duced into Thai through contacts with the British as early as
l6l2. However, it was not until 1828, in the reign of King
Rama III (1825-1851) in the' Bangkok era, that a group of
American missionaries came to Bangkok, and the Thai people
began to learn English. '
The influence of iJestern technology in the reign of King
Rama IV (I851-I868) involved only the ruling class. The King
tried to reform the military system for the purpose of defense,
and had to depend greatly on u'estern nations. English has been
a linguistic vehicle since that time. Hundreds of words were
borrowed: captain . Lord , boat , cannon , and so on.
During the reign of King Rama V (1868-I9IO), the process
of modernization-^" gained momentum in Thailand, embracing all
spheres of life. The King initated the system of annually
granting scholarships to several hundred state scholars, in-
cluding royal princes, who were sent to European schools.
In those days, v;hen foreign advisors flourished and the stu-
dents who returned from Europe wanted to display t]ieir superior
knowledge of things, Europeanisms
,
particularly English words
and phrases, v;e re imported wholesale, for example: police ,
brandy , and uniform . Some words fitted easily into the Thai
phonological system; some words of more than one syllable
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were nativized by popular etymology for ease of retention^or
pronunciation. For example, ^ credential became krkdaan-c^jai ;
kradaan and creden- are close in sound. Thai kh4t-lb^?k > adapted
from catalogue , has nothing to do with the meaning of the base
word: the Thai term means 'to copy*. There are words which
correspond, in both sound and meaning: yuu-nav-fp^m . roughly
'to be in-form', is used for English uniform .
Loan translations are also commdn. The f^llowi^g are
typical caiques. English ice i^ rendered by nam-kh3f;e)j a
compound of nam 'v/ater' and kh^^w ' so 1 id ' . Electricity becomes
fayfaa . a compound of fay 'fire' ai^d faa 'sky*, ^iiatches is
expressed by m^v-khlit-fay . from may 'stick', khiit ' strike '
.
and fay ' fire '
.
The need for a lexicon of technological innovations has
heightened the importance of English as a second language.
Even though English is not spoken natively in Thailand, it
has become an obligatory subject in secondary school, and of
course, at the university level, it is needed as the language
of communication v/ith other countries. English occupies a
place of prestige as the language of the elite, symbolizing
power, knowledge, sophistication, and modernism.
'At the present time, people who code-mix with English
are no longer restricted to the upper classes; they are com-
monly found among university students, hotel employees, taxi-
drivers, and bar-girls. Three factors are held responsible for
this change in language use: the influence of technology; the
impact of Western cvilization; and the Vietnam Viar (l9ol-1975).
The war brought American military personnel and many business-
men into Thailand and, v/ith them, /American culture, spreading
with such media as songs and movies.
4.0. TIE KATIVIZATIOii OF ENGLISH LEXELiES . A borrovred word
undergoes (except in 'the case of crude foreignisms) a process
of nativization. This presupposes, in the case under discus-
sion, a sketch of the structure of Thai, with stress on those
linguistic features which contribute to the nativization of
English words.
The Thai language is tonal, uninflected and predominantly
monosyllabic. Thai syllables consist of an initial consonant
or consonant cluster, followed by a vowel and a final consonant.
Each syllable carries one of five tones: mid, lov/, falling,
high or rising. Thai words are uninflected, i.e., they do
not have the Varying grammatical endings found in English or
the other Indo-European languages. The grammatical functions
of the constituents in a sentence are shov/n by their position.
The basic v/ord order is bVO. (I have included a description
of Thai phonology in Appendix A). The transcription follows
i-iary Haas's Thai-English Student's Dictionary . Some of the
linguistic features of Thai relevant to the process of nati-
vization will be illustrated in the follov/ing (4.1-4.2.)
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4.1. Compound Mouns:^^ Usually, the modifier in a com-
pound noun follows the head noun. For example,
Head Liodifier Compound
kh^av/ 'nev;s' + li4- '"to be rumored '-y k^awl^"' a rumor'
kham 'v/ord' + nam 'to lead' -^ Ichamnam 'preface'
r6t 'car, vehicle' + fay 'fire' -sj rotfay 'train'
However, if a compound noun contains a prefix, such as
khwaam, or kaan , which are nominalizing prefixes, then the
head follows the prefx. There are very fev; prefixes in Thai,
Examples
:
Prefix Head Compound
".ove
'
' explana-
tion'
r i n a '.^ompouna
khwaam, nominalizing pre|'ix + r4k ' to love'-^ khwaamr"Ik 'Ic
kaan prefix + cii-C3e.3e>i 'explain'
-^ kaan'Sii'c^^.ifi '
k.Z. Syntax ; The xyjical sentence contains subject, verb,
and object, in that order, for example:
d:!e.3eTfl^ khian cbtm^^y 'Daeng wrote a letter'.
Daeng v/rite letter
4.2.1. There are no articles in Thai, e.g., in the sen-
tence above the word c^tmay 'letter' does not have any article,
4.2.2. Thai quantitative classifiers, termed 'unit clas-
sifiers', are used with a large number of concrete nouns of
different meanings. For example, the classifier lem is used
with nouns like book, notebook, candle, needle, oxcart, Imife
,
and sword. In Thai, the noun by itself does not include any
notion of number; the word 'book' could be 'a book' , as well
as 'books'. The use of numerals such as one, tv/o, three can
help to indicate the number. The construction thus is:
NP + number + unit classifier. For example:
NP y + number + unit classifier 1'
n^r)sar± niy] lem 'one book'
booirr" one cl,
nars^ hta lem 'five books'
boHk five cl
.
4.2.3. The noun can be followed by quant ifers, posses-
sives or .nodifiers. Far example:
roo>jpha-yaa-baan yay saam h3£.3CV)nii 'These three big hospitals'
hospital ^ big three cl~. this
naa-li-kaa kh:;:?'^] ^^n 'my v/atch'
watch of -^ 1
4.2.4. Thai verbs have no inflections. If unmarked by
context or time adverbials, they may be ambiguous. For
example
:
kh^w ph{iut pot 'he lies'.
he say lie . •
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This verb can refer , according to context, -to the ^ast,
present, or future. Thus, with no change of the verb phuut ;
-^ • K ^ ^ ^
khaw phuut pot pracam t^^n dek
he say lie always when young
^
'He always lied when he was a child.'
khaw phuut pot sain39 'He always lies.'
he say lie alv/ays
khaw ca? phuut pot mia khaw maa khiin nii
he will say lie when he come to-night
'Ke will lie when he ccmes to-night.'
5.0. FORI.IAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CODE-i.JXIi.'G .' In Thailand the
use of English, with its prestigious role in education, has
traditionally resulted in a considerable amount of CS and Cli
(cf. section 3.0. ). The contemporary situation has seen the
expansion of the phenomenon into wider areas of professional
life. CS and CLi are particularly noticeable v/here English is
used most, in government, lav/, banking, sports, and business.
The following description of a football match exemplifies the
use of CS in the register of sports reporting:
'The Thai Post League vs the Northern: ^mia ra'gm^len^Thai
Post League pen faay control boon day dii thaT) k o^'vi naa 1^32
k 3 3iri la-Vj carri tham hay Thai Post khum keem day pen sukn y&.y...'
^ ^ Cl'he Free People Nev/spaper, Sept. 1976, p. 16)
The English rendering runs somewhat as follows: 'Starting-
with the Thai Post, v/ho got the ball, they controlled the ball
very well, both the line and the backfields did a good job,
so the Thai Post could control and dominate the games...'
The word control alternated with the synonymous Thai v/ord,
khum. The reporter used them without mixing.
In Code-Iiixing, however, as Kachru observes, " a linguis-
tic code developed in this manner then develop a formal cohe-
sion and functional expectancy. In such a situation one lan-
guage functions as an absorbing language since the 'mixed' i-
tems are generally assimilated into its system."
I shall first discuss the formal characteristics of code-
mixed Thai, then in section 6.0. , the functional aspects.
The following are some of the more productive processes
used in Cii between Thai and English (5'l-5'^.)!
5.1. linit Insertion ; There are several English words
for which there are no direct equivalents in Thai but with
which Thai speakers are familiar. For example, footnote .' pos-
ter, r^oodni^qjht . fan, work, care , mind , T.V . , beer . ni^Thtclub .
In the Cii process, given the structure of Thai, the English
words which are borrowed are adapted to that structure. Tv/o
categories evolve: NP insertion and VP insertion.
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5.1.1 riP Insertion > For the possessive construction,
Thai uses T3reposition+ liP^^^ For exanple, the equivalent of
John's book is nans-ari kh^Tilcs:) n
book of -"Jolin
This structure also applies to what are in English possessive
adjectives. For example:
khun rasi.ae.kh:>OTt^an 'ray mother'
honorific mother of I
English loanv/ords are used accordingly:
1) khaw koo loTj phim li3£? mii futnoot k?o:5>)b;:>2 kjD duay
he then publish and have footnote of -"editor also
'He then published and had the editor's footnote.'
,
/ V V s/ N V. .^^he nation, 9/V75)
2) poostaa khoO'?j suun naksiksaa thuuk thamlaay
posters of -^ center student v/ere torn
'The student center's posters v/ere torn.'
,
. / V v/ ^^Jti^i ^lews, 9/2/76)
3) botlarkh^^n kh^Drj oeksapia pen thii niyom m^ak
plays of Shakespeare are popular very
'Shakespeare's plays are very popular.'
MPs which are borrov/ed are also used with Thai classifiers.
Since the classifiers relate semantically to the semantic fea-
tures of the nouns they represent, the English loanv;ords are
given the classifiers of the closest Thai equivalents. For
example: ^ ^
4) a. XjlX' ni-w khriari 'one T.V. set'
T.V. one ^1. ^
b. bia saam kac*w 'three glasses of beer'
beer three cl.
^
0. nav-khl£p haa h2(2.X>] ' five nightclubs'
nightclub five cl. "'
5.1.2. VP Insertion ; English verbs are usually used as
if they v/ere Thai verbs, i.e., they are used without inflec-
tion. The following patterns are frequent in Thai:
5) bDO-ri-sat nii kaarantii naa-li-kaa thii than sH: thuk r-ian
company this guarantee watch that you buy every cl.
'This company guarantees every v/atch that you buy. '
In negative constructions, the English loanwords are used
with the Thai element nfay which means 'not'. For example:
6) phuu-yiT] diav/ nii ke>^ khav/ may kh£jt aray kan n>^k
girls ' nov/adays smart they not care about any thing
'Nov/adays girls are too smart to care about anything. '
^ . , (Sakulthai, 10/14/75)
7) suut nii may v/3:;:»k 'This rule does not v/ork. '
rule this not v/ork
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)
th^a th?>^may tnaay ^an ca? tham hay
if you not mind I _v/ill do fot you
'If you do not mind, i will do it for you.'
5.2. Unit Hybridization ; This term refers to the use
of Cl.i either as a syntactic unit, say, a MP, a VP or a com-
pound noun. Consider for exar.iple,
9) kaa-tuun-'arun ioiu rika sii ,
cartoon morning is page four
'The morning cartoon is on page four.'
10) mia v/aan khon s-ar±- ^huarjriit y«t?y3t r
yesterday people buy v/teath a lot
'Yesterday, people bou-ht a lot of v/reaths .
'
In (9jjf the compound kaa-tuun-arun is made up of an i:;ng-
lish v/ord cartoon and a Thai arun ' mornin-^'. The mixed words
always conform to the Thai construction, i.e.. Head NP + modi-
fier (not vice versa). In (10), phua'Tj is used as a prefix
meaning 'a lei of as in 'a lei of flowers'. The prefix is
attached to a head noun.
The process of unit hybridization has developed into a
productive process in the mixing of English with Thai affixes.
The prefixes, particularly the nominalizing prefixes khwaan,
kaan , and ^aaw are the most widely used. (See also section 4.1.)
The following mixed words of English and Thai are typical:
11) khwaam , Thai prefix, used as a nominalizing prefix, often
to make abstract nouns.
Prefix En^'^lish word Thai compound noun
khwaam + stupid -^ khwaam- sat iwi^it 'stupidity'
12)
.kaan
,
another Thai nominalizing prefix.
Prefix English word Thai compound noun
kaan + corruption -^ kaan-kh:>>rape aVT * corruption'
kaan + stfike _^ kaansatray 'strikes'
13) feaaw, a nominalizing prefix to form ethnica, 'the people
of; this prefix applies only to English proper naftes
.
Prefix En.^lish v/ord
.^
Thai- compound noun
caaw + Key/ York
-^ caa v/ -n i v/yOD k 'i.'ev/yorkeps '
^aaw •+ Italy ^ yaaw-iptaa-rii ' Italians"
^aav/ + Chicago —
:)
yaaw-'c^-khaa-koo ' Chicagoans
'
)5aaw + Europe
—
^
caaw
-
yuu - rT) o
p"
Hluropeans '
C§nceming these formations, one might ask questins such
as: How are these formations different from 'normal' compounds?
Why do v/e call them' code-mixed ' ? They seem to be different
from non-mixed compounds in, two respects: -First, they are com-
posed; of elements from tv/o languages, English and Thai. Second,
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they follov.' only the Thai structure, where the head I\P precedes
the modifier. Only when the Thai element is a prefix do they
follov/ the construction in (10), (11 ),,^ ,(12) , and (I3) ahove.
In other words , no matter what the origins of the bor-
rowed lexemes are—Sanskrit, Pali, or English— if they are
mixed v;ith Thai elements and become compounds, these compounds
conform to the structural patterns of the Thai language: their
order is such that the head i;Ps precefi© "the modifier, ror
example,
l'^-) a. Thai head iiP Modifier Compound
raan 'store' + grocery -^ raankroos9 9 rii 'grocery-
V y V store'
rian 'medal' + Olympics -^ rian-oo-limpik 'Olympic
medals
'
h. English head NP ^Liodj^fier ^ ^ Corypound
skate + nam\<ih'tf^y\' icelA sakeetnamkh^-y^ iceskate
'
stock + khaaw 'rice' -x sat^-^ kkhaav/ 'Ticestock'
In (a), the modifiers are borrowed and are mixed with
native heads. In (b), the borrowed elements are the heads,
which blend with native modifiers.
However, in the case of a non-mixed or entirely foreign
compound, the foreign order will be kept. For example, .job-
market , human-advancement , gravity model . ^
The same is also true of loanwords from Sanskrit and Pali.
Fasold (1968:288) provides the follov/ing examples and their
explanation: "...the learned word phattaakhaan 'restaurant'
is formed from the Indie elements phatta 'food' and ?aakhaan
'building' where the modifying element phatta precedes ?aa-
khaan , the head^ By contrast, the native word for restaurant,
rlan-aa-haan ( raan 'store', aah^an 'food'), occurs in the
normal order, head followed by modifier." In his analysis
Indie, like English, has a rule which will move the modifier
to the front of the head NP, and the Thai language has no such
rule. I'ioreover, he lists many examples of non-mixed loanwords
which still obey their native rule.
5.3. Tone Assignment for English Loanwords : In section
4.0. it was mentioned that Thai is a tonal language and Eng-
lish is not. Therefore, tones must be assigned to every English
loanword. For example, tent is^ pronounced t^nt with a high
tone, counter is pronounced khawt^a with a falling tone. The
question why Thai speakers give certain tones, particularly
the 'falling tone', to the last syllable is unanswerable.
I.lany English polysyllables borrov/ed into Thai are given fal-
ling tones on the final syllable. I suggest the following rules:
If the borrowed v/ord has a (native English) mid tone23 on the
penultimate syllable, assign the last syllable falling tone.
Compare the following v;ords
:
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15) a. En^'^lish Thai ^
Sanfrancisco ' saanfraansiskpo
Fredersario fr^tdaS saa-ri-oo
b. English ^ Thai
Frederico fretdgt^-ri-t
Chicago ci-khaa-k^o
In (a), the penultimate carries a high tone; a falling ..
tone cannot be assigned to the last syllables of either words.
In (b), since both words have mid tone on the penultimates,
a falling tone can be. assigned to the last syllables.
The assignment of tones to loanwords need further inves-
tigation within the overall context of tone occurrences both
in Thai and in other tonal languages.
5 A.- Deletion of the Inflectional Suffixes : Thai is an
uninflected language. Therefore, v/hen English words are adop-
ted into Thai, their inflectional and derivational suffixes
are deleted. For example:
16) khaw si* khaaw S00>2 lit 'He bought two litres of rice.'
he buy rice two "litres
17) hS:7y\ kwaaTj sip fut 'The room is ten feet wide.'
room v/ide^ ten foot
The examples indicate that Thai does not use any morpho-
logical plural markers in the loanwords
.
In this section, various patterns of linguistic blending
v/ere discussed. Although Ci.i of English is pervasive in Thai,
it is not entirely free and unconstrained. There seem to be
a number of constraints on mixing, both syntactically and se-
mantically motivated. liUch more detailed research is needed
to reach definitive conclusions.
6.0, THE FbTICTION OF CODE-liIXING IN THAI. Code-Ldxing of
English in Thai is a role-dependent and function-dependent
linguistic phenomenon. In terms of role, a speaker has to
take into consideration his interlocutors when he wants to
code-mix in English and Thai. For example, students may code-
mix more easily v/hen they talk to their friends than to their
parents or to shopkeepers. The concept of 'the context of
situation '2^is, therefore, crucial. In terms of function, the
CM variety has taken on specialized uses. As in the case of
CI.I in India, one can explain it functionally with reference
;
to role identification, register identification, and elucida-
tion. (Kachru 1975)
6.1.
.
Role-identification : nt present, Cii in Thai-based
English is very common among the elite, the high socioeconomic
group, and university students. English-Thai CI-i is a mark of
modernization, a high level of education and sophistication.
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Sometimes, the inclination tov/ard it goes to the extreme, com-
parable to the situation in Karnataka describedby ^ridhar (19-
75 s8): "...To code-mix in English is the next best thing to
speaking English." University students use Thai-English Ci.i
very often. They have their own mixed words. For example,
sentences (18) and (19) are often found in their conversations;
18) thaa th93 s0 3 p tok thsat>>">] saiX m r±4: piit
if you fail you must exam ar- i-epeat
•If you fail, you nuet take a re-exam or repeat.'
19) thaa thd^day eef mot tha9c\? doon thaav
if you get F all you will be retire (or drop out)
'If you get all Fs
,
you will be dropped.'
6.2. Register- identification ; As a sociolinguistic
term, 'register' is "the name given to a variety of language
distinguished according to use." (Halliday et al. 196^:8?)
It is a way of speaking that stands in a one-to-one relation-
ship to a situation. By definition, if one register differs
from another, so do the situation, and vice versa. It could
be called an occupational linguistic variety as v/ell. For
example, a doctor may use highly technical language when he
talks to his colleagues, but he uses the vernacular with his
patients, and still another type of language with his family
at home. Register, in short, refers to a functionally depen-
dent style of speech.
In Thailand, a doctor will find that English comes to
his rescue when he works in his office. Not only is English
prestigious, it also has the added advantage of being /'effi-
cient". And, since the 'native words' for many technical and
abstract subjects often derive from foreign language (such as
Sanskrit and Pali), the Thai speakers must use foreign words
anyway. Often the English word is briefer and, therefore,
preferred; for example,
20) English Thai Pronounced
pathology ayur-we
.i [.aa-iru-ra-w^et3
^^
pediatrics kumanv/e .ichasart Qcu-maan-weetca-saatl\
Both Thai words in (20) are from Indie words; ayur-v/e
.1 , from
the Indie morphemes ayur 'age' and we.i 'science'; the second
from Indie kumara 'baby', we.jh 'disease', and sastra 'science'.
They are somewhat less efficient than their English counter-
parts.
Thai-English code-mixing is widespread also in such other
areas as engineering, the sciences, and business,
6.3. For Elucidation ; English plays a most important
role in Thai education. It is a medium of instruction. In
order to explain better or to disambiguate certain concepts
or terms, teachers find Thai-English Cl.i very helpful. A large
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number of English terms are incorporated in printed texts.
The following passage is typical:
"...kh:)D khuan cam kiaw kap income effect k^jkh^
inferior goods
pen bu^k sam^a
n ivxciw ivap xiiuum v±±v^ t^ r^j
'^iy^^ wdei ii
pay cen nay kOO-ra-nii kiaw kap kh-:>o-T)leew
nin income effect ^at pen lop day.^^^
. .Things to remember about income effect is that it is
not always positive, for example, in case of inferior goods,
the income effect can be negative."
(Naksawad, The Theory of iiicro-Economics . (in Thai) 1970:20?)
Notice that the author used both inferior goods and its
Thai equivalent, khPDtileew , for teaching purposes.
For certain concepts, e.g. in psychology, English words
are often preferred to coined Thai words, liords such as skill
and aT)titude are more easily used and blatter understood by
Th^is than their Thai equivalents thaksa and khv/aam-camnan -
phi-seet . This happens because the coined equivalents in Thai,
while technically accurate, lack wide usage and hence are felt
to be rather awkward and artificial.
7.0. THE LINGUISTIC IlLpLICATIGIiS OF CODE-UIXING. I have
presented a succinct description of some typical formal and
functional aspects of Ci.i in Thai. CLi has been a powerful pro-
cess in the language. Even few examr)l6S of my analysis reveal
the important role of Cn on all linguistic levels.
Je may want to ask, what will become of English or Thai
in Thailand? The precedent of the changes of Thai caused by
CM with Sanskrit and Pali is instructive. For example, such
native words as duaT) -d±a.n , hua , phua . and mia, meaning 'moon',
'head', 'husband' artd 'wife', respectively, are hardly ever
found in the formal level of Thai. Instead, the correspond-
ing Indie mixed items are frequent: duavi * cantra 'moon', sri -
sa 'head', sKamii 'husband', pharlyaa 'wife ' . Furthermore,
the speaker's instinct excludes certain Thai words from the
formal language. For example, it is considered vulgar to use
an expression such as puat khii 'to feel a necessity to eva-
cuate the bowels' when talking in polite society. But a mixed
v/ord of Thai and Pali, pi^at ut-caa-ra , consisting of Thai pilat
•to be in pain' and Pali uccara . 'feces ' is permitted. Social
customs, then, are one factor which will make some Thai words
obsolete. Since there has been a_ v/holesale borrowing of Indie
v/ords into Thai (cf. section 2.1."), the lattef has in the
course of time undergone an extensive process of assimilation
and acculturation; the Indie words have become an integral
part of the linguistic competence of a present-day Thai spea-
ker, and, therefore, are analyzed in the synchronic grammar
of Thai as part of native lexicon.
English mixing, when compared to Indie mixing, is only
a recent phenomenon. Becau-se of modern science and technology,
English is involved in every v/alk of life, and the Thai peo-
ple are exposed to English through television, movies, and
songs. It. is quite probable, then, that QU of Thai with Eng-
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lish will have a considerable impact on the linguistic reper-
toires of the Thais. English terminology is increasingly re-
placing many native words of Thai, e.g^, ^e word term itself
is used inatead of the Thai ph^akkaansarksaa . English mixing
serves for elucidation (section~6737yT~and~as an efficient
tool for speakers of many occupations.
0.0. THE RISE OF 'PURISII' IN THAIIAND. Yet, the process of
Cli in Thai is not freely and generally accepted. There have
been some attempts towards a purification of the Thai language,
starting with the time of King Rama VI (191O-I925). Since Eng-
lish words were used in large numbers by those who returned
from Europe (see section 3.O.), the King made a deliberate ef-
fort to eliminate these loanv/ords. The use of PalT and Sans-
krit in compounding was encouraged; they were njore like native
v/ords fit to denote new objects. Thus, thoo-ra-leek , a combi-
nation of thoo-fa
.
Pali for 'distance', and lekha, Sanskrit
'writing or line', became a new word for telegraph . Today,
hov/ever, with the rapid changes in technology, science, and
civilization, this tide of 'purism' is receding. Speakers
resort to English mixing more than ever (the reasons for this
CIi were indicated in sections 6.0. and 7.0.)
The feeling of loyalty tov/ard native Thai is nevertheless
present, as evidenced in various publications. Thus, Thonglor,
in his Thai Grammar . ^3 called the use of English mixing a
'flaw' and a 'corruption' of the language. The purists' atti-
tude has been -successful in certain milieus. English mixing
i5 barred from official correspondence, the vocabulary of the
royal court, and public speeches.
Since CLI is the role-dependent, speakers have to be care-
ful in choosing their lexical items. They avoid using mixed
words when talking to people of higher status. Next to the
status of the participants, age is most important. The elder-
ly who do not understand English, do not like being addressed
in the mixed language,
9.0. CONCLUSION. The aspects of Thai-English Gi.i discussed
in this paper concerned only certain facets' of this linguistic
phenomenon. This is the first approacji to a study which v/ill
involve a substantially lax^ger corpus of materials, partly of
v/ritten data, partly of conversations reflecting the various
types of interaction in Thailand.
This aspect of two languages in contact is of value both
in terms of its theoretical iiaplications for language change
and for its applied implications with reference to language
attitudes and educational considerations. Linguists have on-
ly marginally touched on this field and some very interesting
observations on a bilingual 3 or a multilin^-'jal ' use of Cli
have already been made. Th-:re is still a gi'.-.at need for cross-
linguistic and cross-cultural studies in this field.
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APPENDIX A
PHOnOLOGY . OF THAI: A Structure Description, based on ilary
Haas's Thai-English Student's Dictionary (196^).
Consonants:
Stops: voiced-unasp.
voiceless-unasp.
voiceless asp.
Bilabial Dental Palatal Velar Glottal
,/b/ /d/
• /g/
/p/ A/ /c/ M /?/
/ph/ /th/ /c/ Ah/
A/Spirants: voiceless- /f/
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established by the office of the Public Relations Attache in
197^ amounts to ^0 million.
In i^erguson s sense.
For more detail on Chinese in Thailand, see Jiang (I966:
39-65).
^Jiang (1966:55).
"^To quote otandish (July, 1967:19) about the iaalay-Thai:
"...Thai suzereinty over these iialay states had only begun in
1832... The four provinces in the South are mainly Lioslem. Of
the 800,000 people in the area, perhaps 75/'" are officially
called 'Thai Lioslem or Thai Iialays .
"
^eidenfoden (1963 = 109)
9
'Royal vocabulary' includes terms of reverence that must
be used when speaking to or of royalty. For more detail see
Lichael Vickory (197^:158-173).
The notion has also been extended to include the sv/it-
ching of dialects and or registers within a monolingual reper-
toire: of. J.J. Gumperz and J.P.Blom (l972:407-i^34)
.
^^See L.A. Timm (1975:^78).
12
In this paper only Standard Bangkok Thai is used; it
is the Central dialect. There are at least three additional
major dialects: the Northern (or Chiengmai), the iiortheastern
(Isarn), and the Southern dialect.
-^There exists also dialect mixing, such as between the
Northern and the Standard dialects.
1-^
By the term 'frozen' is meant that these words have
been completely assimilated into the Thai language and people
are not av/are of their non-Thai (or Indie sources).
Gonda (1973=25) also gave the same comment 'about San-
skrit in Indonesia: "...and we may, generally speaking, assume
that the more popular loanwords become, the more they are treat-
ed as though they are natives."
Anderson (I89O =50) recorded the first ship of England
to Siam in his book. In his words: "...The factors were re-
ceived in audience by the King on 17'''^September,when King
James's letter was doubtless delivered. The arrival of a let-
ter from so little known a monarch as the King of England v/as
a great event in Siamese history, and one which gratified
the King."
^"^Fr-om Vuthisathire. (1964).
^^To quote Vuthisathira (1964:80): "...From 1873, King
Rama V had launched a serie of educational programs in which
modem education v/as to be given... The immediate aim v/as to
lay dov;n the foundation for a higher education in the country.
The next aim was to build up a new intellectual group- to serve
in a modem bureaucracy so that the Last could meet the chal-
lenge of the .."est. "
- ^For more example,: see Rajadhon (1959).
^°3ee liary R. Kaas (1964).
A unit classifier is any classifier which has a special
relationship with one or more concrete nouns.
i-asica (1976) has grouped the Thai language with Cam-
bodian and Javanese. These are SVO languages, and their geni-
tive construction is lio^an -*- ^enetive.
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A mid tone or a level tone is unmarked in Thai.
I mean the Firthian concept of 'the context of situation'
See 25^^^°Pl^2 ^^^ discussions in Langendoen (1968).
Cf. Thonglor's 'The Thai urammar' (1970:455).
"'"
Data for the Present Study; Sources ; The data have been
collected from the following sources: 1) Government notifica-
tion in the Thai liewspapers; 2) I^y personal observations; and
3) Thai magazines and short-stories.
.
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NOTES ON THE ORIGIN OF QUANTIFIER FLOATING
Richard Neil Halpem
The curious alternation exhibited by such sentential pairs as "All (of) the
men left" and "The men all left" have been observed and insightfully discussed by
such linguists as Postal (1974) and Maling (1976). However, the work thus far has
focused on the proper formulation of a rule or rules of quantifier post-posing in a
synchronic grammar and the elementary "why"-question stands untouched. That is, no
one has attempted to account for the fact that such a rule or rules came about in
the first place. In this paper, I v;ould like to offer a diachronic hypothesis
concerning the forces which may have "enabled" the quantifier to leave the substan-
tive expression and situate itself elsewhere in the sentence. In effect, I will be
trying to begin the explanation of why English has a phenomenon of quantifier
shifting.
I should say that for the purposes of this study, I will limit the discussion
to the particular quantifier all and to the particular sub-rule of the phenomenon
which Maling labels Quantifier Floating, as contrasted with the rule which she terms
Q-Pro Flip. And I must add at the outset that I am only offering an hypothesis, and
further work will be required to fully determine its explanatory value. Still, I
believe that I am taking a step in a worthy direction, and if it is a false one,
time will tell.
I begin by turning to evidence which Maling adduces to show that her rule of
Quantifier Floating is sensitive to semantic factors. Thus, note the following
contrasts (cf. Maling, 1976, p. 716-717):
1. He considers his friends all (as) pompous. ,
..
2. *He impresses his friends all as pompous. r *
3. The vision struck the sheperds all blind. :
4. *The vision struck the men all as a beautiful revelation.
5. Frank persuaded the men all to leave.
6. *Frank promised the men all to leave.
7. I saw the men all leave. : •
8. *I saw the men all yesterday.
And as Maling herself observes (Maling, 1976, p. 716): "There are some semantic as
well as structural restrictions on what the following constituent can be (i.e., the
constituent following the post-posed quantifier). VJhile it is not obvious how to
state the semantic restrictions precisely, it appears that Q-Floatlng can apply only
if the following phrase can be reasonably associated (semantically) with the NP that
the quantifier binds." Thus since Quantifier Floating is to some extent semanti-
cally conditioned, it is not implausible that its origins are also semantically
tinctured. I now propose to pursue a corresponding route.
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First, observe that all can function In a purely adverbial capacity on a par
with such universal adverbs as entirely , completely , and totally ;
9. John and Bill are all (entirely, extremely) wet. (cf. "John and Bill are both all
wet.")
10. I'm all (entirely) wrong.
11. I'm all (completely, to as great an extent as is possible) tired out.
12. Russell was all over (roughly speaking, "entirely encompassing") Chamberlain.
13. Love isn't all (entirely, totally) peaches and cream.
14. It's all (entirely, totally) dark outside.
In each of these cases, one is compelled to treat all as a universal adverb on a par
with such entries as entirely , completely , and totally (cf. the non-equivalence
exhibited by "I'm all wrong" and ?"A11 of me is wrong"), which, as is normally the
case, modify predicates. Further, there is also diachronic evidence to support the
claim that all can modify predicates. Consider, for example, such bona fide
English words as already , altogether , and alright . And one obtains a cross-
linguistic purview by looking at such English words of Latinate origin as omniscient
,
omniverous
,
and omnipotent . In each case, the Latin quantifier omnis has served to
modify a predicate. For example, one who is omniscient knows everything or, in
effect, knows as much as can be known. Thus, intuitively, omnis has served to extenc
the domain of the predicate as far as it can be extended. Yet, this notion of
extending or quantifying a predicate Is subtle and depends largely on the semantic
quality of the predicate itself. Thus, one who is omniverous does not eat every-
thing in the world per se but rather eats every kind of thing in the world. Again,
one who is omnipotent is not usually thought to possess or have under his immediate
control all of the power in the universe (as would be the case with God, were one
to construe Him pantheistically) but rather possesses a capacity which is greater
than that of all other conceivable entities and, to whatever extent it makes meta-
physical sense, possesses as much power as one can possess. For example, however
powerful Zeus may be, Prometheus is not without some share of the world's force or
energy. In any case, the general point here is that in both English and Latin one
finds a universal quantifier modifying a predicate. Moreover, we have just seen in
the Latinate cases that the relationship between the quantificational adverb and the
predicate in question may depend on the quality of the predicate, that is, one
cannot assume beforehand what kind of hybrid will result when these two elements
interact.
Now, consider the case of a simple physical object, a table perhaps. When one
says that all of the table is red, he is saying that each point of the table's
surface is red. In this case, the quantification is done with respect to the sub-
stantive. However, one can achieve the same semantic effect by modifying the
predicate with a universal adverb such as entirely
,
totally , or our newly-found-
adverbial-friend all . That is, when one says that the table is entirely red, or
totally red, or all red, he is modifying the predicate and asserting that it holds
to an absolute extent. And the preferred reading in such cases is the one in which
the predicate is thought of in a spatial sense, such that for the predicate to hold
in a complete or absolute fashion is for the predicate (really, the property) to
hold at each point of the table: hence, the synonymy manifested between "All of the
table is red" and "The table is all red". I should point out here that the
possibility of alternate adverbial interpretations once again comes into play, and
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one can also construe such sentencee-as- ^The table is entirely red" as meaning that
the table is as red or is as deep a shade of red as is possible, however strained
such an interpretation might be. Yet, I believe that such a construal does not
damage the point being made here. What concerns me is the fact that there are
cases, presumably characterizable in a general sense, in which one has a natural
semantic equivalence between a sentence in which the substantive expression is
modified by a universal quantifier and that same sentence in which an adverbial
element is modifying the predicate to a universal or absolute extent. In the present
context, I will assume that this equivalence obtains for physical phenomena treated
as single discrete entities and of which one is predicating a germane physical
property. Again, observe the following sentential pairs: "All of the table is red"
and "The table is all red"; "All of the sugar is gone" and "The sugar is all gone";
and "All of the bread is spoiled" and "The bread is all spoiled" (this last case is
a subtle one and deserves further explication).
Thus, we are finally ready for my diachronic hypothesis. I claim that
speakers were regularly using all as an adverb in sentences such as those mentioned
above (e.g., "I'm all confused", "I'm all tired out", "I'm all satisfied"), that
they perceived a synonymy between some such instances and sentences in which all was
functioning as a full-fledged quantifier and were thus prone to use the elements of
such sentential pairs interchangably , and finally generalized the use of all in
adverbial position and function to cases in which there was no natural adverbial
gloss and for which the proper position of the quantifier was with the substantive
expression. Thus, I am claiming that speakers were saying such things as "I'm all
confused" and "The table is all red", that further, they were using sentences such
as the latter interchangably with sentences such as "All of the table is red", and
that they extended this interchangability to cases in which all could not naturally
function as an adverb, that is, to cases in which all was not able to functicn T'n a
par with such other bona fide adverbial elements as entirely
, totally , and c^t l- tely
—hence the birth of sentences such as "The men all left" whose natural countc^j-art
"All (of) the men left" is the critical link in the extension. To view the matter
in a simple analogical form, "All of the table is red" is to "The table is all red"
as "All of the men left" is to the ultimate product, "The men all left".
Now, to return to a ooint made earlier in this paper, examined under this
diachronic light, the semantic constraint observed by Maling makes perfectly good
sense. If the synchronicaily floated all earned its privilege on an analogy with a
bona fide adverbial usage of all , it is not surprising that even today all can only
float to an element of a sentence which is to some extent interpretable as being
semantically associated with the original substantive expression. And as a capstone
to this study, I wish to point out that the English term enough can modify both sub-
stantive expressions, as in "Mary brought enough food for everybody", and predicates,
as in "John is tall enough to play center", and that the French tout receives both
an ordinary quantificational and an adverbial gloss.
Still, before closing the discussion, I must speak to a powerful objection,
pointed out to me by Jerry Morgan. Under my view, and in schematic terrr-, all
began modifying substantive expressions (this much is confirmed by l-.^e < Tord
English Dictionary) extended its domain to predicate expressions, func; "piing in an
adverbial capacity, and then generalized this new domain by way of a ssuiantico-
syntactical analogy. It is this last stage which yields the synchronic rule of
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Quantifier Floating. However, it is also possible that quantifier floating followed
the more basic substantive usage and in turn provided the foundation for a reinter-
pretation in which the grammatically shifted all was construed as functioning in the
semantic capacity of an adverb. According to this treatment, sentences such as
"John and Bill are all wet" and "I'm all wrong" are the final stage in the develop-
ment, as it is in these cases that all is simply and solely an adverb. Now, the
unexplained leap in this second alternative involves the very matter which I have
tried to explain here: the origin of Quantifier Floating. Thus, although the
adverbial reinterpretation is perfectly plausible, it leaves one wondering about
the initial source of puzzlement. Yet, with my approach there is also an unaccounted
for leap. For although the rule of Quantifier Floating falls naturally from such an
account, one is still left with the generalization of all 's domain to ordinary
predicates. That is, my view leaves one wondering why all should have generalized
its domain from substantive expressions to predicative expressions.
However, one's inclination toward ambivalence notwithstanding, I think that
there are reasons for preferring the approach advocated here. First, the semantic
constraints on Quantifier Floating observed by Maling receive a natural account only
under a perspective in which it is thought that Quantifier Floating was Itself
Initially motivated on adverbial grounds. If Quantifier Floating has always been a
purely grammatical phenomenon, one is forced to argue that the adverbial usage to
which it apparently gave rise has in turn exerted a semantic influence upon its
domain of operation. Doubtless, the solution proposed here handles Maling' s data
more naturally. Second, a view under which the adverbial usage arose from that
found in Quantifier Floating leaves unexplained why this grammatical phenomenon
should have taken as its target positions which can otherwise be occupied by adverbs
(cf. "The men all left" and "I'm entirely wrong" with *"The men ate all a banana"
and *"John finished completely the Job"; i.e., at least in the general case, all
can float to positions which can be occupied by adverbs £ind cannot float to positions
which cannot be occupied by adverbs). Yet, according to the view that Quantifier
Floating is itself the result of the grammaticalization of a more basic adverbial
usage, such a datum is a direct consequence of the position. Third, and as a tenuous
addition to the evidence thus far presented, one can point to a general diachronic
trend in English to generalize the domain of terms which quantify substantive
expressions to include an adverbial function. For example, consider the following
pairs: entire and entirely ; complete and completely ; total and totally ; and whole
and wholly . Of course, in these cases a specific adverbial marker has been
employed, but the pattern is the same as that posited in this paper for all . Now,
one may question why all did not become ally , when functioning in its adverbial
capacity. But one can equally well ask why the French tout did not become toutement
,
when playing the role of an adverb. In any case, there is fuel for thought here,
and it is not inconceivable that further study of these questions will yield an
enrichment of our understanding of language universals. No one will deny that the
notions of quantity and extent are at the very heart of our conceptual scheme.
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Footnotes
:
1. I must confess that I have not done a complete survey of the target of the rule of
Quantifier Floating, however I believe that the claim that all can only float to
positions which can otherwise be occupied by bona fide adverbs and can only float
to such positions is borne out by Maling' s (1976) data. Needless to say, further
investigation would be required on this point, but for the purposes of this paper,
I believe that the evidence is telling enough to offer up for inspection.
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HOY/ REGISTERS REGISTER: A STUDY IN
THE LANGUAGE OP NEWS AND SPORTS
"
William D. Wallace
The purpose of this paper is to examine some features of
the language of American newspapers, how the registers of news
and sports stories differ from one another with respect to
them, and whether this variation is systematic, i.e. holds for
more than one occurrence of the two registers. By determining
how these two registers differ, I hope to show the kinds of
variation that may occur among registers. If there is systema-
tic variation, this would suggest that registers may be defined
in terms of a complex of features including lexical items, coi-
locations, stylistic devices, specific grammatical transforma-
tions, discourse structure, etc, Einally, we shall see the role
registers play in defining the language of newspapers*
1 , Registers
1,1, The basic concern of any sociolinguistic research is the '
people who use a language, the uses they have for that language,
and how the language varies according to user and use. In a
study of English, there are then several kinds of variation which
need to be defined. Perhaps the best-recognized forms of social
variation may be termed dialect, e.g. the features which differ-
entiate Boston English from that of Plains, Ga, But the rela-
tion 'dialect' has its limitations—we would not want to set up
the same relationship between Boston English and Indian English
as we would between the languages of Boston and Plains, both of
v/hich share- American English features. Therefore, we term such
differences, i.e. English as it has developed in various con-
texts like America, England, India, and West Africa, varieties
of English (Kachru 1966). \7e may then say that within the vari-
eties of English, speakers participate' in several dialects
defined by their geographical location, age, sex, social status,
etc,
A large part of dialectal variation is unconscious in that
the speaker imitates the language of those v/ho also participate
in his social groupings. i.Tien we turn to uses of language, we
must talk about 'the appropriateness of the forms and syntax for
a given context, for a use of language implies a process of
conscious selection from the verbal repertoire of the speech
community, A specific use of a language is termed register .
The category of register is needed v/hen v/e want to
account for what people do with their language.
When we observe language variety in various contexts,
we feel differences in the types of language selected
as appropriate to different types of situations,
(Halliday et al. 1964:87)
But as certain dialects form a variety of language, so do -
certain registers appear' to \)e appropriate to a single con-
text, e.g. news, society, and sports stories in newspapers.
Such contextually defined uses are restricted languages , of
which registers are a more delicate subcategory -(Kachru
1966:262). Restricted languages are not speaker-defined, for
all speakers of a language may use a register regardless of
dialectal variation; registers and restricted languages are
defined by the uses and contexts for which speakers find them
appropriate.
1.2. Both dialects and registers form a continu\iin within a
variety of a language in vimich two or more may overlap in
various areas and to any extent. But some features' seem to
inhere to certain dialects and registers; therefore, just as
a speaker of American English can usually recognize forms
from the American southern dialects, so can he identify
precedent
, amicus curiae , and sentence (l) from the register
of law*
(1) May the counsel for the defense approach the bench?
He recognizes these forms not necessarily as restricted to
courts of law but as appropriate to that context* Thus,
that case back in -49
.
the court's buddy , and (2)
(2) Hey judge, can we rap?
might convey the same meaning &s those forms mentioned above,
but they would be considered as out of place in courtrooms as
discussions of traces , Chomsky adjunction , and the address
system used in legal proceedings.
The user can also recognize register ambiguity—the pre-
cise meaning of a form may depend upon the context in which
it appears." For example, good taste in American English
could be from the language of advertising, a discussion of
etiquette, or the register of interior decorating. In iso-
lation, it may be ambiguous. Also, parodies, such as news
stories written in the language of sports commentaries, and
humor based on mixing registers are evidence that registers
are as identifiable as dialects (Halliday et al. 1964:88;
Quirk 1968:175-76).
Me can see there are various kinds of variation for which
we need to account in registers, e.g. that determined by con-
text (linguistics- vs. courtrooms), style ( precedent vs. that
case back in '49 ), and selectitin ( good taste ).
1.3. Halliday et al. (1964:87-94) propose a three dimensional
approach to registers according to the field of discourse, mode
of discourse, and style of discourse. Fields of discourse
are what' I have termed here restricted languages, such as
legalese, journalese, politics, and linguistics. Mode of
discourse refers to the medium in which a language appears,
particularly spoken versus written; These can be subclassi-
fied into groups, such as lectures, sermons, and television
compared to novels; essays, and newspapers. Each of these
varies in delicacy, that is, the language of fiction can be
divided into various genres, newspapers into their component
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story types. It Is by this feature that we may differentiate a
television news^story from one appearing' in a newspaper, though
both fall within the field of journalese. Finally, the style
of discourse is a continuum from which the participants choose
the degree of formality appropriate to the situation, e.g. the-
five -styles delimited by Joos (1962), frozen, formal, consulta-
tive, casual, and intimate.
The style of discourse is an important parameter for this
discussion of nev/spaper registers, because hot only will two '
restricted languages differ in formality, e.g. linguistics vs.
advertising, but also two occurrences of a single register may
differ in the style selected. On the one hand, the language used
in a news story to describe a devastating earthquake will be more
formal in style than one reporting the reception of a U.S. Pres-
ident on his arrival in a foreign capital. And on the other
hand, two news stories reporting the same event may vary in
style depending upon the newspaper or magazine in v/hich they
appear. The Hew York Times may be considerably more formal
in all its writing than The New York Daily Hews
.
V/ithin this characterization of registers, there are cer-
tain relations that cannot be accounted for. Specifically I
mean: what features do v/e recognize as creating a similarity
betv/een the languages of advertising and propaganda? Also,
certain sports stories will be found to be as formal in style as
most news stories, although sports registers are generally l^ss
formal than any other in journalese. I suggest that the dis-
tinction needed here is the function of discourse. 2 The
function of persuasion would relate advertising and propaganda;
matter-of-fact communication versus popular ' explanation v/ill
interrela-fce various news and' sports stories; This feature -
goes hand-in-hand v/ith style, but the two are not alv/ays de-
pendent. Advertising is a less formal register than propaganda;
two newspapers v/ill both report in the role of matter-of-fact
commxmication and popular explanation, but one may use a formal
style for both, the other a casual style.
As a product of these four dimensions I believe we can
characterize the various relations that hold among register's-
v/ithin a variety of- a language. 'The criteria are not' abso-
lute or independent, they are all variable in delicacy, and
the more delicate the classification, the more the ffouirj
overlap' (Halliday et al. 1964:93).
1,4. However, even within this framework, it is not possible
to predict the forms and syntax that v/ill be used for a regis-
ter, and this fact has been the basis for criticism of Halliday
et al. in Crystal and Davy (1969) and Crystal (1972). Crystal
and Davy point out that there is no one-to-one correspondence
between linguistic features and a given use of language; that
is, it is not possible to predict either the context in which
a form appears, or the form which will appear in a given context.
It may, of course, be convenient to posit a one-for-
one correlation between a set of linguistic forms and
a situation, but v/hile this relation does sometimes
genuinely exist, it would be a mistake to assume that
it alv/ays exists, and to talk rigidly in terms of
"one language-one situation". It is more meaningful
instead to talk of ranges of appropriateness and
acceptability of various uses of language to
given situations, (63)
The authors suggest there is a 'scale of predictability' which
ranges from features predictable in a given context to those
whose occurrence is totally unpredictable, and there is also
a 'scale of utilization' in which some registers may contain
almost any forms, while others are very restricted as to the
forms that v/ill occur.
1.5. When we examine hov/ registers differ and the features
recurring in several occurrences of one register, it becomes
apparent that approaches to registers like both discussed
above are needed. For, (l) we must be able to talk about how
one register fits into the overall pattern of registers in a
variety of language; (2) we must be able to account for the
association of certain forms in the verbal repertoire with
certain registers; and (3) we must be able to account for
variation in the actual features of more than one occurrence
of one register.
It is only because we have some idea of the limits and
definition of a register that we could mark' a lexical item
like good taste as +advertising, +etiquette, +interior
decorating, or that we can recognize the fact that the register
of humor is almost exclusively borrowings from other registers,
"
or that v/e can tell when something is v/ritten 'out of register'.
In this paper I hope to show the kinds of features which must
be examined in order to define a register and thus begin to
explain these facts.
1.6. The restricted language of newspapers, .journalese , is an
excellent subject for empirical research into register varia-
tion, because it forms a large convenient corpus, contains
several registers, all associated by certain shared features,
and is recognized as such by those who use it. Thus we can
examine not only the variation in features, but also how the
users of this language view what is appropriate to it.
V/ithin American newspapers there are several registers;
there is variation and differences in appropriateness among
the languages of nev/s, sports, editorials, society pages,
features, etc. All these do have recognizable characteristics
of journalese, • as evidenced by the existence of newspaper style
manuals. 'Also, reporters must have the ability to switch
registers, i.e., a nev/s writer may write 'hard news' stories,
features, and opinion colvimns; and a sports writer may write up
on the same day a football game and the sanctions imposed on a
university for recruiting violations, which cannot be written in
the same style or for the same function.
Also, since there is variation v/ithin a single register, we
must accept the fact at the outset that no individual story
should be taken as representative of a single register nor that
within a single register v/ill all stories be written in the same'
style for the same fiinction, and thus not v/ith the same language.
^
1,7, The linguistic research that has been done on newspapers is
indicative of the variation in journalese outlined above.
4
Straumann (1935) analyzes the block language of headlines,
shov/ing that it differs both in syntax and semantic
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interpretation from other forms of English, For example, fre- -
quent ellipsis of auxiliary verbs requires a different interpre-
tation of verb forms. This can be illustrated v/ith the headline
from N15-^— 'Two reported negotiating for Century Twentyone'.
In headlinese, two must be the passive subject of reported with
deletion of be, for the present tense is used to express past
time in headlinese (NIXON QUITS ) and the infinitive for the
future (NIXON TO RESIGN ). Thus, it cannot be the two who did
the reporting.
Leech (1970) discusses the use of English in advertising
copy and hew the selection of forms is made when language is used
for a well-defined purpose. He there introduces the idea of-
-
role borrowing
.
'... the use in one role (field of discourse— V/DV/)
of linguistic features appropriate to another' (100). Thus,
a television advertisement may start out like a documentary
using the features of journalese and end up selling eggs; or a
soap opera format might be used to sell raouthv;ash. V/e shall
see this is an important feature of journalese as well.
Crystal and Davy (chap. 7) examine articles from two news--
papers on the same subject. Although both give the same inform-
ation, their styles vary widely in the areas of sentence
length, use of passive verbs, and degree of formality. Other
factors v/hich they associated with journalese in the stories
are inversion of subject and predicate, sentence-initial place-
ment of adverbs, use of past tense forms throughout, and fre-
quent nominal modification. Prom this study they conclude that
the language of newspapers is '
. , .
a range of usage which may
be tapped when necessary, to a greater or lesser extent' (190).
These studies show that registers may vary at every level
of linguistic description; vocabulary is not the principal area
of difference as is sometimes suggested (Trudgill 1974:104).
Certain lexical items and grammatical features appear to be
unmarked in terms of their appropriateness to a given register.
2. Newspaper style . The literature on how aspiring journal lets
should v/rite is a good indication that in America and England
there is a restricted language for the nev/s media recognized by
those in that profession. Learning this restricted language is
the major part of journalism curriculums in many schools in this
co\uitry. Often a prospective reporter will spend months learning
the style of the newspaper by which he is employed before being
allowed on the regular staff of v/riters.
In general, these manuals are prescriptive, giving the
do's and don't' s of journalese in the areas of vocabulary,
sentence structure, and story composition. The features of
news and sports registers selected for study in this paper have
been suggested by the guidelines laid down in these manuals and
by my own experience as a copy editor on a nev/spaper staff. A
brief review of this literature will be useful in placing the
parameters analyzed in their context.^
2.1. There is much emphasis on 'readability', v/hich means the
writer should avoid verbosity, 'imperfect sentence structure',
and technical terms; he should use instead a conversational
style (Heyn and Brier 1969:11). It would be interesting to
compare the average length of sentences in journalese to that in
other registers, but this is impractical for a study of this
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scope, and so I have used a simple statistical test to find out
if there is any difference betv/een sentences per line in news and
sports stories.
2.2. Another stylistic suggestion is that v/riters avoid the'
passive voice. Active verbs are economical and easy to read,
while passives lengthen sentences and may confuse the reader
(Heyn and Brier 1969:23). In light of this, I have studied the
frequency of passive verbs in this data, comparing the propor-
tions in nev/s and sports stories and those two to the proportion
in a random sample of texts.
2.3. The recommended structure of news stories in the inverted
pyramid style , that is, the main points of a story should be given
in the first few paragraphs and the remainder of the story is
background material in order of decreasing importance. This
structure is justified by the belief that nev/spaper readers
spend only a few minutes a day reading, and so need to be able
to get the facts quickly, and by the necessities of nev/spaper
publishing—a story v/hich turns out to be too long for the space
allotted must be cut without loss of any importsmt details
(Gelfand and Heath 1969:21; './arren 1959:85-87), There may then
be a difference in the content of the first paragraphs of a
story and the remaining paragraphs, and so there may be sin ob-
servable difference in linguistic features. Another statistical
test is used in this paper to compare the proportion of passive
verbs in the first four paragraphs of stories with that in the
remaining paragraphs,
2.4. The nonquantitative features examined here are examples of
the principal device for making a story more interesting— -
adding 'color'. It is not possible nor useful to give an abso-
lute definition of color in journalese. There are though two
senses in which the term is used in this context. 'To color' a
story is to distort the facts, while 'adding color' is breaking
the flow of objectivity by a descriptive characterization, al-
literation, metaphor, or some other device. Color in this sense
is essentially the creative aspect of newspaper writing. Sports
stories have a reputation for being more colorful than news
stories, and so I shall examine the devices found in each for
similarities and differences (Warren 1959:72; Heyn and Brier
1969:80-100).
3. Features studied . There are nxomerous features which could
be examined for differences between news and sports registers,
as is apparent from the literature on newspaper language. I
have selected seven:
I. Nonquantitative features
A. Additions of color
1. Isolated expressions
2. Collocations
B. Lexical spread
1
.
Descriptive quote words
2, Synonyms
II. Quantitative features
A. Sentences per line
B. Proportion of passive verbs
C. Proportion of mummy passives
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The division into nonquantitative and quantitative is based on
the fact that it is not the variation in frequency of the ex-
pressions which add color (the words in the lexical spread
being participants in this also) which is important, but the
difference in forms used and/or similarity of devices for
adding color. Comparing frequency in this area implies- that
the items used in news and sports stories are identical, and
this is certainly not true. On the other hand, the proportion
of passive verbs in a register is a more valuable feature than
the specific verbs that the register passivizes.
7
5.1. Nonquantitative features . The color expressions studied
here are either (1) isolated lexical items nonessential to the
facts of the story but which provide more descriptive detail,
or (2) collocations, which are also isolated in that the forms
do not recur, but v/hich do conform to a typically journalese
pattern.
In the lexical spread of the registers, I have compared
two areas: descriptive quote words and recurrent synonyms. I
have defined a descriptive quote word as a speech act tag which
is not neutral in connotation about how the speaker feels about
what he said, his attitude toward the situation under' discussion,
or the context in which the statement is made. 8 Thus, the
neutral quote words are forms of say , tell , state , according to ,
ask, reply , and learn .
9
Recurrent synon3mis are usually descriptive verbs which are
used in place of some more common verb in news and sports stories,
e.g. synonyms for defeat in sports stories.
3.2. Quantitative features . I?or these features I have used a
simple statistical test by v;hich tv/o proportions may be compared,
telling us v/hether there is a significant difference between
the tv/o (cf. Appendix C).
3.2.1. Being primarily concerned with the difference between
news and sports registers, I have tested the proportion of
sentences per line in news versus that in sports. 10 Por this
purpose I considered a sentence as boimded by a capital letter
and a period. Thus each of the following counted as one
sentence:
(3) Ho such claims in behalf of the '76 Yankees. (S5)
(4) Those arrested were:
Name, age, street address. City; (six such identi-
fications follow) ... City. (N17)
3.2.2. The tests for passive verbs compare the proportion of
passives in the total verb population of a type of story to
an independent estimate of this proportion from a random
sample of texts.
H
3.2.3. The questions suggested by inverted pyramid style are
whether there are significant differences in the language of
the first four paragraphs of the stories in one register and
the remainder of the paragraphs in that group, and- whether
news and sports stories vary in this aspect. Thus, I have-
compared the proportion of passives in the first four para-
graphs (mummy passives ) to the proportion in the remaining
-paragraphs ( background paragraphs )
.
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3.2.4. In the last tv/o parameters arises the question of what is
considered a verb. As in determining what is a sentence, some
decisions of this nature will seem arbitrary, but it is important
that the specifications used are followed throughout. T made
the basic unit for counting verbs the 'verbal phrase'; modals
and auxiliaries were not counted separately from their main
verbs (cf. Svartvik 1966:10-24). Participles were not covmted
when they appeared as nouns (5) or as prenominal modifiers (6-7):
(5) ... in the shooting and blinding of X ... (N3)
(6) ... for widov/s and orphans of slain policemen ... (Nl)
(7) ... about X's deteriorating mental condition ... (N13)
But verb phrases like (8) were covmted:
(8) A Chicago firm headed by X ... (H11)
Belov/ are two lists of common verb phrases, illustrating some
that were counted as one verb (9) and others counted as two (10).
(9) be to V (10) let V
(un)able to V need to V
(have to V want to V
have V+ing
make V
Both verbs in phrases like (10) often occur with surface sub-
jects, while those in (9) do not. "12
3.3. One further variable in this study is the comparison of
these registers in two nev/spapers. Thus I shall compare not '
only general characteristics of the news and sports registers,
but also hov/ each one varies in separate contexts, and whether
the differences between the two registers are the same in both
contexts. 13
4. Nonquantitative features . This section contains a discus-
sion of some differences between news and sports stories in the
lexical items selected to add color. In certain areas, the
samples of these registers do not provide a large number of
examples, but I believe our intuitions about newspaper stories
can make up this gap enough for the specific point to be made.
In general, we shall see that the same formal devices are
fovmd in both registers for the selection of color words—and
thus are probably characteristic of journalese. But the -
actual forms that occur are quite different, these being parti-
cular to the register. Also, we shall see differences in the
treatment- of these devices in the Chicago Trib\me (CT) and the
Champaign-Urbana Courier (CUC).
4.1. Additions of color .
4.1.1. Isolated expressions. I.iany examples of isolated ex-
pressions are role borrov/ings into both news and sports. In
sports stories these represent the lexical spread and teclinical
vocabulary of sports' events. These usually occur without any
explanation or gloss, thus making the sports pages reputedly
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difficult to understand for the noncognoscenti. Also, there is
little relation "betv/een the literal meaning of the teclinical
term and its meaning in context, e.g., 'a hat trick in soccer
is one player's scoring of three goals, similarly sacrifice fly
and "bunt in baseball, safety and clipping in football, etc.
In the nev/s stories, we find borrowings like SOL and nolle
prosse from legalese, both in IT2. These terms are explained in -
the paragraph following their introduction and then used through-
oiit the remainder of the story. "I^ Similar borrowings that would
be found in the news register are from the language of diplomacy
detente, congressional proceedings filibuster , etc.
One difference between news and sports is evident from these
borrowings. The sports world provides the events and person-
alities that appear in sports stories; and despite the large
variety of sports reported, they form a more tmified subject
matter than do the events reported in news stories. Also,
sports stories are about events with which most newspaper readers
may be involved (at least as observers or fans) and involved
in more areas than the subject matter of news stories. Thus I
think there is more freedom to use technical vocabulary and
without glosses in sports, while the great variety of registers
from v/hich news stories borrow prevents this. This does not-
appear to be a parameter on v/hich nev/spapers will differ sig-
nificantly.
Additions of color may also be in phrases, including a
descriptive adjective, verb, or noun. In this both news and
sports- registers participate to the same extent. The phrases
in (11-17) are from NiO, the results of a pre-election poll which
revealed Ford and Carter to be statistically even in' Illinois.
Th^ story itself is one of the longest in the sample, and
provides background material on polling and the election, as'
well as presenting a scenario of election night in the state.
(11) ... Ford leads Carter by a shaky single point ...
(12) ... the campaign and debates have failed to produce
any exceptional enthusiasm ...
(13) ... the campaign has been a troubling and volatile one ...
(14) The volatile Illinois vote ...
(15) ... the voters' difficulty in firmly fixing on one or
the other candidate hasn't been eased _ dramatically . .
.
(16) The final and most dramatic moments ...
(17) ... the rate of turnout ' could have dramatic impact on
. the outcome in Illinois.
These expressions-no doubt convey what the writer intended in
writing the story—to make the story more important, the poll
more significant, the reader's expectation of the outcome of
the election less certain.
Phrases comparable to these in NiO are common m tne
sports stories of the sample:
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(18) This is a V/orld Series that will be reraemloered as
dreadfully dull for the most part and sprinkled heavily
with mediocrity in the realm of defense^ (S5)
(19) ... this yav/ner of a v/orld Series ... (S1)
(20) ... Michigan had to scrap for a victory ... (S6)
(21
)
... rifling a rebound past Hawk goalie X ... (S7)
(22) The Hawks cut the deficit to 2-1 on some snazzy skating
and sleight of hand ... (S7)
NiO is also similar to sports stories in that it contains fre-
quent examples of contraction of auxiliary verbs (not counting
those in direct quotes), as do the sports stories, while most
news stories do not. The extensive use of additions of color
like those above seems thus to be correlatable with a less
formal style of discourse.
\ie have seen in this section that for isolated expressions
which add color there are two devices which are used by' both
registers: role borrowing and descriptive lexical items. The -
phrases and borrowings in news stories perhaps seem less color-
ful because they occur in a greater variety of contexts than
those in sports stories and so seem less unusual.
4.1.2, Collocations. There are more examples of unusual col-
locations in the sports sample of this data than in news. The
nev/s register may be represented by two in N4:
(23) ... a tax-exempt , not-for-profit , Illinois corporation,
1/hile the first of these compoimds is fairly common, the second
seems unusual because its more common doublet notiprofit was
not selected, " It is in formation similar to (24-29) from the
sports sample.
(24) three-run homer (S4)
(25) game-tying homer (S4)
(26) three-r\in , game-clincher (S5)
(27) game-winning kick/drive (S11) - •
(28) go-ahead play (S16)
(29) pass-crazed drive toward the Illinois goal (S14)
All these compounds are derived from relative clauses, e.g.
(30) for not-for-profit and (31) for (28). 15
(30) ... a corporation which is not operating for profit ...
(31) ... a play on which the team goes ahead in the score ...
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In sports stories, verb compoiinds are common, such as out-
skate and outliustle from (S2) and to machine-gun pucks in (STT.
\/e also find VV nominalizations:
(32) ... the receiving end of a nifty give-and-go
... (S7)
Finally, proper names are often found in derivations, e.g.,
a hockey team playing without star Bobhy Orr is Orr-less, as in
scoreless (S2), and the election poll (N10) revealed that 30
per cent of those voting for Pord were anti-Carter voters
.
Again, v/e can see that both the news and sports registers
use the same devices, but that the forms are appropriate to the
event reported,
4.2. Lexical spread
.
4.2.1. Descriptive quote words. The descriptive quote words
(DQ) used in the sample are set out in Tables 1 and 2, on the
following pages. Table 1 gives by story the DQs found in all
22 news and 20 sports stories examined; Table 2 is a comparison
of the news and sports DQs in the two newspapers studied here.
It is obvious from Table 1 that more DQs occurred in the
CT texts than in those from the CUC. And if the raw data in
Appendix A is consulted, one can see that the frequency of DQs
in comparison with total quote words is greater in CT news and
sports thaji in CUC news and sports.
Obviously it is not possible to make any conclusive state-
ment about v/hat is the appropriate frequency of DQs in news and
sports registers. 1/e might expect that since sports writers
seem to add more color to their articles, that the frequency of
DQs in sports stories would be greater than in news stories,
but this does not hold for the CUC. V/liat is interesting is
that the CT contains a much higher proportion of DQs in both
nev/s and sports than does the CUC; thus the CT writers use a
greater variety of DQs and there is much more variation between
the two registers than there could be in the CUC (cf. Table 2).
The DQs that appear in both news and sports stories (Table 2)
cannot tell us much about the two registers, but a pattern
emerges' in the different DQs used for news or sports. Por
example, the news DQs tend to be appropriate to the context from
which the quote is taken, e.g. rule , order , testify from court-
room proceedings, and to the'attitude of the speaker toward the
statement, ' e.g. accuse, deny .
•
pledge
,
promise , argue . The'
sports DQs, on the other hand, often make reference to the
speaker' s' mood" or attitude tov/ard the situation at the time he
is quoted, e.g. the starred DQs in Table 2. It is evident that
the use of DQs is inherent to journalese but the specific forms
which are selected depend upon the register. The difference
between news and sports DQs would probably best be described-
by reference to the fact that the writer is trying to charac- •
terize the context of situation of the quote (Pirth 1964b:
-182.)
.
A comparison of the tv/o papers as in Table 2 will confirm
what we noticed about them in terms of frequency of DQs. ' The
news and sports Di's characterize the registers in the CT, while
DQs could not be used to differentiate news and sports registers
in the CUC. Thus the two registers are better defined relative
to one another on this parameter in the CT than in the CUC.
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Descriptive Quote V.'ords
N1
:
cite, claim, order, rule
N2: accusej charge, Concede; declare, deny, note
N3: charge, indicate, order, ' recall, testify
N4: admit, announce, ' comment, estimate, promise, refer
W5: add, admit, note, testify
N6: recommend; testify
N7: add, call, testify
N8: explain, 'warn
N9: maintain; point out '
NiO: indicate, make clear, note, reveal, see
N11: add
N12: call (on) (for), note
N13
:
argue, 'note
N14: reveal, testify
N15: add, cite, contend
Nl6: estimate, explain
N17: report
N18: allege-
N19: allege, deny, suggest, term, pledge
N20: add, point out, report
N21: attribute
N22: add, ask, cite
S1: announce, declare, philosophize, sigh, sv/ear
S2: contend, ' lament, mutter, recommend, report, see
S3: indicate, reveal
S4: admit, begin, deny, 'point out, remind
S5: add, admit, explain, knock
S6 comment, concede, crack
S7: admit, decree
S8: yell
S9:
S10:
S11:
S12:
S13:
S14: acknowledge
S15: add, continue
S16:
S17: note
S18: believe, note, think
S19:
S20:
Table 1
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DQ Comparison: News versus Sports
News only
accuse
call
charge
cite
claim
estimate
maintain
make clear
note
order
promise
recall
refer
rule
testify
warn
Both
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4.2,2. Synonyms. In this section I simply want to show that
the common use of a variety of words for certain concepts in
sports stories is also employed by news writers, the difference
being in the concepts for which a variety of expressions are
needed. In (33-36) are given four sets of synonyms which I
found throughout the sports stories in the sample.
(33) defeat/win: blitz , bury , bop t chew up , romp , upset
(54) score a touchdov/n/goal : bowl in for , dive in for ,
explode for
,
punch over for , rack up, rush for
(35) move on the field: crunch , march , plunge , power , race ,
ramble , roll out , sprint , swoop , tote
.
pass /piTch /toss
(36) hit a baseball; blow^ crack , hammer , laiock . slam
For comparable expressions in news stories we can also look
at synonyms for winning—an election (based on forms in N21):
(37) a. to be (re)elected
b, to seek (re)election successfully
c, to v/in (re) election
d. to score an election win/victory
e. to win in a district
f. to win a plurality
g, to defeat the incumbent
A similar list could be compiled for articles about court cases,
in which synonyms for verdicts occur:
(38) a. to find (not) guilty
b. to be fovmd (not) guilty
c. to return a verdict of (not) guilty
d. to convict
e. to acquit
f. to absolve from guilt
Again we see the need for variety is common to both news and
sports stories, and the same device is used to obtain it; the
two registers do differ, however, in the forms used,
4.3, Summary . The main point that arises from the preceding
discussion of nonquantitative features is that news and sports
registers do vary in vocabulary, but that the strategies of
selection of the lexical items for adding color are the same
in both. The colorful expressions in news stories may seem
less colorful because they are more formal ' in style of discourse
and more likely to occur in other contexts. Finally, we have
seen that at least in some areas, the registers in the Chicago
Tribune are better defined with respect to each other, than
they are in the Champaign-Urbana Courier .''"
5, Quantitative features . In this section I shall present the
results of a simple statistical test rvm with various aspects
of the data. It should be kept in mind that the results' are
based unon fieures obtained for a eroup of stories: thus.
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hopefully, we may have some measure of the register with
respect to these features. It will not be claimed that in- "
dividual stories are predictable with respect to the results.
A discussion of the statistics is given in Appendix C.
5.1. Sentence length. The test for a significant difference
in sentence length is based on two hypotheses: (l) news and
sports stories have an equal proportion of sentences per line;
(2) sports stories have a greater proportion of sentences per
line. Using a normal distribution, the proportions for news
and sports stories v/ere considered independent variables and
tested for significance at the .01 level. A score significant
at this level means we can predict with 99 per cent accuracy
that the proportion of sentences per line- in sports stories
will be greater than that in news stories, i.e., that we could
reject hypothesis (l) above 99 per cent of the time. Tables 3
and 4 show the proportions being compared and the results of
this test*
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has consistently smaller proportions than the CT sports, while
this is not true of the CUC registers. And the statistics in-
dicate that if we were to repeat such a sampling, the results
would be the same in 99 out of 100 cases. -
It may seem that since the two papers differ in the signi-
ficance of this variable that sentence length is not of value
in determining a consistent difference between news and sports
registers. Further research on other newspapers would have to
be conducted' before any conclusion was reached.
However, we might also say that the register difference in
the CT is more marked in terms of sentence length than in th-e
CUC, This is consistent with previously discussed variables
—
the CT stories were found to have a greater Variety of descrip-
tive quote words than the stories in the CUC. In both variables
the difference between news and sports registers in' the CT is
more marked than it is in the CUC, In this context, the' results
of ' the tests for sentence length is what we might expect, that
is, register differences are less well-defined in the CUC, Thus-
v/hile sentence length may not always be useful in defining regis-
ter differences, it does measure the degree of register difference
betv/een the two papers studied here.
5,2. Passive verbs. To test whether there is a significant
difference in the proportion of passive verbs in news and spdrts
stories, I first compared the tv/o proportions for each paper.
These results are given in Table 5.
Passive Verbs: News vs. Sports
Chicago Tribune
N:
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The proportion of passiveo in nev/s stories is observationally
greater in toth instance-s—CT ,165 vs. .055 for sports; CUC
,164 vs. .060 for sports—and so the two hypotheses proposed
were: (1) the proportion of N is equal to the proportion of S;
(2) the proportion of N is greater than the proportion of S,
For each paper, the N proportion proved significantly greater—
than S; thus if we were to repeat this sampling, v/e should ex-
pect news stories to have consistently greater proportions of
passive verbs than sports stories, \/e may assume the two
proportions represent different population samples, and there-
fore news and sports registers are differentiated by the num-
ber of passive verbs that occur.
Having found the relationship H is greater than S existS7
I obtained an independent estimate of the passive verb popula-
tion (R) from a random sample of texts (given in Appendix B)
,
to see if nev/s and/or sports stories fall outside what might
be considered the normal frequency of passives. By comparing
nev/s and sports registers to R, v/e can explore the relation
betv/een journalese and American English for this parameter, R
turned out to be ,11 6, which is observationally less than our
N proportions, but greater tha,n the S proportioits. And so for
each test, two hypotheses v/ere set up: for news— (1) N is equal
to R; (2) N is greater than Rj for sports— (1) S is equal to R;
(2) 3 is less than R, The results are given in Tables 6 and ?,
It can be seen that in each case the nev;s stories had a signi-
ficantly greater proportion of passive verbs than the random
sample, and sports stories had a significantly smaller proportion.
Passives: Nev/s vs, R
Chicago Tribune
N: PV 134 TV 810 77^ = -165
R: PV 105 TV 905 ^^ = ,116
^r TTn =Tr ^2' Tr n> .TTr
Z.01 = 2,33 Zeal = 4.34
Accept H^
Charapaign-Urbana Courier
11:
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Passives: Sports vs. R
Chicago Tribune
S: PV 55 TV 1009 TTg = .055
R: PV 105 TV 905 j^ ^ = .116
Z.01 = 2.33 Zeal = 6.04
Accept Hp
Champaign-Urbana Courier
S: PV
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Passives: AP vs. R
N: py 120 TV 938 7;- = . 128
R: PV 105 TV 905 -^-^=.116
^1'- ^n = ?rr ^2- 7rn>7rr
Z.01 = 2.33 Zeal =1.14
Ac cept H^
S:
65
CT LIuramy Passives
News
4P: I/IP 41 4V 168
-,7^^ = .244
RP: BP 93 BV 642 ^^ = .145
^r ^m = Tb ^2- 77 in/ i^b
Z.01 = 2.33 Zeal = 3.07
Accept Hp
Sports
4P: r.IP 12 4V 192 7-^ = .063
KB: BP 43 BV 817 tt^ = .053
^r /Tin =7rb ^2= 7m.>7rb
Z.01 = 2.33 Zeal = .55
Accept H^
Table 9
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6.1. The news and sports registers examined here were found
to differ at several linguistic levels, but certain patterns
common to both emerged, v/hich I have attributed to their mutual
participation in the restricted language of American journalese.
The two registers differed in the lexical items selected to
add color and in their lexical spreads; however, the same -^
principles—register borrowing, synonyms for verbs—were em- -
ployed in both. In the syntax, both registers used character-
istic journalese compounds and both deviated from an estimate
of the proportion of passive verbs in American English. Re-
garding the structure of the speech event, news stories were
found to have longer sentences than sports stories and to
differentiate the style of their first few paragraphs from that
of the remaining paragraphs, v/hile sports stories did not.''"
In style of discourse, sports stories may be said to use more
indicators of informality, e.g. contraction and descriptive
quote words to add color. There is then support for positing
that news and sports stories represent different registers by
their use of language, but that this variation occurs within
the restricted language of newspapers. Thus, there is a complex
of features which can be used to define the registers of nev/s
and sports.
V/e also may note that journalists' intuitions about
journalese, as m.anifested in newspaper style manuals, are
correct in realizing that journalese is different from American:
English in general, and that there are differences in appropri-
ateness in the language used for various types of stories.
6.2. There is however variation within the two registers in
the features mentioned above. For example, there are sports
stories with relatively high proportions of passives and fev/
typically sports color expressions like S3. And there are '
news stories, such as NIO, with low proportions of passives,
frequent contraction, and extensive use of color. There are
two conclusions we might draw from this: one, that variation
within a register is permitted and that a single speech event
should not be taken as representative of one register; two,
that the absolute classification into news and sports registers
is incorrect or not delicate enough. The latter alternative
seems undesirable, for there is an explanation by which this
variation may be accounted for, keeping the classification we
have.
Suppose we assvimethat th-e function of discourse for news
stories is, in general, matter-of-fact communication, and that
of sports stories is popular explanation, i.e. reporting facts
in an interesting and creative manner. These would not be
fixed functions; just as we cannot predict what forms will
appear in a given story, so can we not predict its style and
function. These are descriptions for what actually occurs.
Then, a story like HlO may be written 'out of register';
that is, because the writer has adopted—a less formal style and
different function (for whatever reason—content, 'angle',
instructions from his editor), he conforms to patterns which
separate the story from other news stories. In this case, we
can see the patterns are similar to those of the sports
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register, but it may be these patterns are characteristic of news
features as well. We can thus explain its deviation from v/hat
we have found are features of the news register.
Assuming we wanted to reclassify stories on the basis of
style or function, there would be several problems. If news-
papers followed this line of reasoning—and I think we mus-t
take into account the intuitions of those who publish news-
papers—as implied in the composition of stories and the printed
paper—then stories like N10 would appear on sports pages and
S3 would appear on the front page. 20 Or- there would be 'hard
news' sections and 'light nev/s' sections, with stories placed
by language rather than content. I believe the opposite is
true—the sale of a sports superstar's contract may be 'hard
news' but only in the context of the sports world. It would be
inappropriate to replace the results of a pre-election poll
with such a story.
Writing 'out of register' is a relative concept. It is
only because we have some idea of the language use appropriate
to a given context, i.e. characteristic of most speech events
in a register, that we can begin to explain the purpose of
deviation for individual speech events in that register. The
features we have determined here are ranges of what is appro-
priate not what must actually occur. That we can explain
variation within a register by reference to some parameter like
function of discourse is indicative of the correctness of the
line of analysis pursued in this paper.
6.3. There was also a idfference between the Chicago Tribune
and the Champaign-Urbana Courier in the relative definition
of news and sports registers. The registers in the Tribujie
were more marked than they were in the Courier , with respect
to the features studied here. Table 12 gives a schematic
description of hov/ useful a certain feat^^re was in determining
register differences in the two papers.
1
.
Additions of Color
2a, Descriptive quotes
2b, Synonyms
3. Sentence length
4. Passive verbs
5. Mummy passives
In the Tribune, the descriptive quote vocabulary of the two
registers was more varied, and there was more differentiation
in what was appropriate to news or sports. Sentences per line
in the Courier was not a significant variable in the test used
here, while it was in the Tribune. Nor was there a distinction
Tribune
made in the Courier betv;een the proportions of mummy passives
and background passives in either news or sports. This, however,
does not preclude that other features might ^rove significant
for the Courier but not for the Tribune. Given the set of
features studied here, the Tribune registers are better defined
in several ways than those in the Courier
.
6.4. It is obvious that more research is needed before amy of
the parameters discussed here should be accepted as significant
for register identification in general. But I think it is
clear that the differences between registers extend to all levels
of languo.ge and are observable when languages considered appro-
priate for' certain uses are compared. V.Taen th^se features are
determined, registers may be defined by the co-occurrence of
certain features in that context, some referring to the variety
of language in which the register occurs; others to the restricted
language of which the register is a part, and still others to
the register itself.
FOOTNOTES
"•I would like to- thank Braj B, Kachru, who read an earlier
version of this paper, for his comments and encouragement; and
Robert B. lanerali for his assistance in the statistics used
in the text.
1 As registers are contextually defined uses of a variety of
a language, the contextual izat ion of meaning is an important area
of study to explain variation' in use of a lexical item such as
good taste . Cf. Ellis (1966), Pirth (1964a, 1964b).
2Pxmction of discourse is essentially what Crystal and Davy
term 'modality'. See also Havranek (1964) by whom the fvmctions
noted here were suggested. This parameter is also evident in
dialects as has been shovm by Labov (1972) in his I.iartha's
Vineyard study.
I have tried to avoid this issue by discussing selected
groups of news and sports stories. For this study were used 12
news and 10 sports stories from five iiidwest editions of the
Chicago Tribune (Oct. 20-24, 1976) and 10 ne\ys and 10 sports
stories from 'five editions of the Cham-oaign-Urbana Courier
(Oct. 30-Nov. 3, 1976). The articles chosen were all by-lined,
non-national wire service stories, with a minimum length of 50
lines in the Trlbime and 70 in the Courier . The stories—with
two exceptions—appeared on the respective first three pages of
the nev/s or sports sections. The total number of lines examined
for each type of story in the Tribune ' was approximately 1,100, '
or about 6;600 words; for the Courier , the line co\mt v/as 1,250,
or about 6,120 v7ords each of nev/s and sports. References for
these primary sources are given in Appendix D.
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I have not had the opportunity. to examine the studies of
newspaper style made ty members of the Prague School. For
references, see Dolozel and Kraus (1972).
^In this paper, N1 through N12 and S1-S10 ar^ news and
sports stories from the Chicago Trib\me v;hile N13-N22 and
S11-S20 are news and sports from the Ghampaign-Urbana Courier
.
Instructions from Gelfand and Heath (1969), Heyn and Brier
(1969), Warren (1959), and Evans (1972) are summarized in
section 2. Evans represents British English style.
7 Several other features in which differences between the
registers appear in the sample are: use of contraction; use of
metaphor and simile; inversions; and verbless sentences,
g
Descriptive quote words may also color the story in the
first sense given in 2.4. Consider the following statement:
said.
claimed.
'The governor is a crook, ' the mayor pointed out.
conceded,
lamented.
We might want to consider the use of descriptive quote words in
terms of the analysis of factive and nonfactive predicates in
Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1971 ). The v/riter's presuppositions
about the truth of the quote might affect the speech act tag
chosen, although it is unlikely any DO but said would be used
for a statement such as the one above.
q_
~
Learn is used when the newspaper itself is making a state-
ment to the readers and assumes responsibility for the informa-
tion. For example, 'Host of the antique musical instruments of
the Harding Museum . . . v/ill go on the auction block next week
in New York City, The Tribune learned Wednesday' in N4.
Because there is- a difference in the basic column-width
used by the two papers, no comparison will be made of any
feature dependent upon the number of lines; all the stories
from either the Tribune or Courier have the same column-v;idth.
''''it may be that the frequency of passives or use of pas-
sives in certain contexts has some effect on the implications
made by the writer about the story (cf. Stanley 1975), but I
shall not be concerned with this here.
Certainly more precise guidelines should be used in future
research; but although the figures might change if different
decisions were made, I do not think the statistical significance
would.
I
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^^There are certain limitations set upon this study by the
sample. First, it might be argued that I have examined only a
Uidwestern dialect of American journalese; if my conclusions
v/ere dependent upon the actual forms and figures obtained, this
objection might be valid. However, the purpose of this paper
is to establish the fact that there are specific registers for
news and sports, and that these registers are differentiated
by variables common to journalese. Support for my findings
would be the observation of the same kinds of differences within
other nev/spapers; the conclusions would not be invalidated by
different sets of forms and figures.
Second, because the stories were' taken from the first three
pages of the news and sports sections, there is some repetition
of author. However, I found no significant consistencies in
stories by the same author. Further, all stories in one paper
are likely to conform to the style of the newspaper or be con-
formed to that style by the section's copy editor, reducing
some individual variation. A better sampling might be obtained
from different parts of the United States, with several different
sized papers represented. The results of this research will be
valuable as a guide to future work in this area.
'Nolle prosse is used when prosecutors have insufficient
evidence to take a defendant to trial, while SOL is used when
they are not ready to go to trial' (N2). In both instances,
the cases are dismissed and the defendants freed.
Cf. Lees (l968) for a general discussion of nominalizations;
Quirk (1968:175) for journalese compounds.
1
6
It might be suggested at this point and in later sections
that the difference between the CT and CUC is prestige. While
this may be true, I shall not take into account any arguments -
based on prestige in newspapers, for then we should have to- con-
sider also quality and quantity of audience, capital outlay, etc.
17
It is interesting to note that HlO which corresponded with
sports stories in use of color and contraction (4.1.1.), also
has a very low proportion of passives: .059.
1 ft
In the tableo- for mummy passives, the foilov/ing abbrevia-
tions are u«ed: 4F—first four-^paragraphs ; KB—remaining para-
graphs; IIP—muramy passives; 4V—total verhs in first four para-
graphs; BP—background passives in RP; BV—total verbs in
backgroiind paragraphs (KP).
19This latter characteristic would become more evident if
the first sentences of news and sports stories were compared ;-
sports stories tend to use metaphorical leads or leads not in-
dicative of the main point of the story.—As a result, the main
point—usually expressed in the headline—is delayed. But in
news stories, the headline and lead are usually identical in
content.
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20This, of course, does occur; in fact, S13 appears on the
front page of the Oct. 31 Courier . I believe this can "be ex-
plained "by reference to the audience of the paper, in this case,
the influence of the University of Illinois on the cities of
Champaign and Urhana.
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Appendix A: Data*
S/L PV TV P/T HP 4?
N1 21
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Appendix B
Texts consulted for estimate of passives R:
Associated Press. Oct. 22, 1976. 76ers acquire Erving; 0600,000
a year salary. In Chicago Tribune, section 4, 1.
.
Oct. 23, 1976. U.S. judge orders I.Iobile' to' alter 'biased'
government. In Chicago Tribune, section 1, 1.
Bach, Emmon. 1974. Syntactic-Theory. Hew York: Holt, Rinehart
and Winston, Inc. Pp. 1-3.
Chicago Tribune. Oct. 24, 1976. Pord is our candidate, section 1
26.
Doctorow, E.L. 1975. Ragtime. New York:Bantam Books. Pp. 1-7.
New York Times News Service and Associated Press. Nov. 3, 1976.
Pord concedes CarterWin. In Champaign-Urbana Courier, 1.
Scheer, Robert .' 1976, Jimmy, we hardly know y'all. Playboy
(November), 91.
Stryer, Lubert. 1975-. Biochemistry. San Francisco : \7.H. Freeman
and Co. Pp. 11-17.
\7hite House Transcripts' (Appendix 33). April 16, 1973.
12:00 to 12:31 p.m.
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Appendix C
There are two tests used in this paper. One (Tables 6-8)
tests whether a sample proportion of the population falls
within the random expected variation for an estimate of the
population proportion; this is used, for example, when v/e have
an estimate of the population proportion of passive verbs and
want to find out whether a sample proportion, say in news stories
falls outside the expected variation for that estimate. The
other (Tables 3-5, 9-11) tests v/hether there is a significant
difference between two sample proportions; for example, if we
have two samples, sentences per line in news and sports stories,
we can compare them to find out v/hether their distribution is
representative of the same population. But since the population
proportion is not known in the second test, we use a weighted
mean of the two sample proportions as the estimator.
In conducting the tests, we set up tv/o hypotheses as an aid
to shov; what we are testing. These have been specified for each
table in the text. The null hypothesis (H. ) is always that we
are dealing with two sample proportions in the same population.
The alternative (Hp) is that we are dealing with different
representative proportions. V/e also set a level of significance
for the tests. In all those used here, the significance level
is .01, which means if the test proves we can reject the null -
hypothesis, then in the long run, the results of sample propor-
tion testing would be expected to cause rejection of the null
hypothesis 99 per cent of the time.
The critical value (Z.01) for the tests used here is 2.33.
This means if our calculated Z (Zeal) is (/Z/) > 2.33, we will
reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative. If, on
the other hand, the calculated Z is (/Z/) <. 2.33, then we will
accept the null hypothesis.
Given that x is the occurrence of an event in a sample of
size n:
Test 1 : Comparison with population estimate
"^ = estimate x/n = p = sample proportion
Zeal =
.
''-p = J
r p n
Test 2: Comparison without population estimate
x/n = Tf^ Xg/ng = 172 P = estimator
Zeal = ^ ^1 ~ '72-^ /" ^Z (n" rTI)
r.
4i
p .%V - \/p(l - P) (n, . nj
P =
Reference
(n^ jr-^ + ng v.iTg)
n + n2
Chou, Ya-luJi. 1972. Probability and statistics for decision
making. Hew York:Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 332-39.
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Appendix 13
N1 Oct. 20. 0528,000 iniling hits 2 in fund-drive gouge.
V/. Juneau. Section 1, page 1. _
N2 Oct. 20. Sgan alleges Carey cover-up in freeing 57 v/ith-
out trial. V.'. Crawford. 1,3.
N3 Oct. 21. Teen found guilty of firing shot that blinded
Comito. L. Strobel. 1,1.
N4. Oct. 21. Sale of Harding Museura pieces faces legal challenge,
V/. Currie. 1,1.
N5 Oct. 21. Two cops found guilty, two others acquitted in
beating. R. Phillips, 1,3.
N6 Oct. 21. Talked out of abortion—and baby. C. Mount. 1,3.
N7 Oct. 22. Bellow takes prize in stride: 'The child in me
is delighted.' T. HcNulty. 1,1.
N8 Oct. 23. Pupil reading scores rise. C. Banas, 1,1.
N9 Oct. 23. biost Humboldt Park arson laid to local teens.
P. Orehek. 1,1.
ino Oct. 24. Ford, Carter 'even' in Illinois. H. Smith. 1,1.
Nil Oct. 24. No work done, bu". Hewlett aide paid. J. Fritsch.
1,3.
ill 2 Oct. 24. Catholics push new policy on remarriage.
J. Robison. 1,4.
Si Oct. 21. 4th Series game postponed by rain. R. Markus
Section 4, page 1
.
52 Oct. 21. Knee sidelines Orr 5 days—week. N. I.Ulbert. 4,1.
53 Oct. 22. Bears may play 1978 season in Coraiskey Park.
C. Rollow. 4,1.
54 Oct. 23. V/ho's better—Bench or Munson? Too close to tell.
R. Liarkus. 2,1.
55 Oct. 23. Reds sweep; two bonbs by Bench. R. Dozer. 2,1.
56 Oct. 23. Indiana plans some tricks. R. Damer. 2,1.
57 Oct. 23. Orr-less, Chicago lose 2d straight. N. liilbert.
2,3.
58 Oct. 24. Irish defeat Gamecocks. D. Condon. 3,1.
59 Oct. 24. V/olverines chew up Hoosiers. R, Deimer. 3,1.
S10 Oct. 24. Bucks' win costly. E. Jauss. 3,2.
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Appendix D, cont.
N13 Oct. 30, Hagan's sentence ends tense v/ait. M. Murphy.
Page 1. . .
Nl4 Oct. 30, One is indicted in meter case, ^7, Groninger. 3,-
Ni5 Oct, 31. Two reported negotiating for Century Tv/entyone.
R. Taylor, 3.
Hl6. Oct, 31. Candidates keep meeting people, C. Hardwick. 3.
Nl7 Nov, 1, Miller defends police action in campus eruption,
M. Murphy. 1
,
N18 Nov, 1, Urbana sign law challenged, M, Murphy. 3.
N19 Nov. 2. Mayoi? is given free hand to decide landfill
operation. J. Smetana. 3.
N20 Nov. 2. University may act on arrests. R. Taylor, .3,
N21 Nov, 3, GOP gains; five new faces on County Board,
J, Smetana, 3
•
N22 Nov, 3, 329-vote margin fatal to covmty health proposal.
R. Taylor. 3.
511 Oct. 30, PG lifts Central to 17-I4._win. M. Babcock, 9.
512 Oct. 30. 255 yards for ;/ilkins; 14-0 win for Rantoul.
P. Ayars. 9,
513 Oct. 31. mini top Badgers, 31-25, on Homecoming.
L. Eubanks. 1.
514 Oct. 31, mini hit-men bury Badgers, . D, . French. 13.-
515 Oct. 31. Adams JC cross country champ. P. Kroner. 15.
Si 6 Nov. 1, mini jayvees top Notre Dame for first win.
D. French.. 13.
517 Nov. 2. Blackman looks for lift from homecoming win.
L, Eubanks. 13.
518 Nov. 2, Buckeyes rolling without Gerald. 1. Eubanks, 13,
519 Nov, 2, Normal still dominating Capitol, P, Kroner, 14.
520 Nov. 3. Central heavy favorite against Urbana Priday.
P. Ayars. 15.
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A NOTE -ON "SEEM"
Richard Neil Halpern
VJithin the generative-transformational framework, relationships between such
sentences as "John kissed Mary" and "Mary was kissed by John", "It is easy to please
John" and "John is easy to please", and "It seems that John is sick" and "John seems
to be sick" are captured in the content of what is known as derivational history.
For example, whatever particular transformational account one adopts, he will want to
claim that both of the elements of this last pair can be traced to a single deriva-
tional source. Thus, 1 am sp^eaking of what I take to be a specific descriptive mode,
that is, a specific way of talking about the sentential relationships manifested
iijlthin a language. In thia paper, I will try to show that there are patterns which
can only be captured by moving from a purely linear model of sentential interaction,
as one has within the generative paradigm, to a model or picture of the .phenomenon
which permits interaction across parallel structures. And to make my argument more
precise, I v/ill have to turn to pertinent data.
Thus, to turn to the substance of my paper, I will be discussing the distribu-
tion of the word seem in semantically and syntactically related structures. Then,
in the light of my account of the data, I will discuss some of the implications this
study may have for such issues as language change, speaker's creativity and overall
competence,- and the role of models in linguistic theorizing.
I begin by examining the two relevant sentences already mentioned: the extra-
posed form "It seems that John is sick" and the raised form "John seems to be sick".
Now, one notes that other predicates occur in both of these sentences in the slot
here occupied by seem ; e.g., appear, happen , be likely , be certain , be (commonly)
believed
, and be (commonly) thought . Further, one observes that each of these predi-
cates exhibits an epistemjc character, that is, serves to provide an epistemic status
for the associated proposition in the extraposed structure. I think that it is also
useful to point out here that there exist predicates which govern one of the above
structures which happen not to control the other. Thus, it can be bad that John is
sick, but one wouLd not say that John is bad to be sick. Corrtispondingly, although
John can be afraid to be sick, one is not i>ermitted to predicate this fear of the
accompanying proposition and arrive at "It is afraid that John is sick". And before
leaving this first sentential relationship, we should observe that the extraposed
and raised forms do not pair up perfectly. Although one can say "It seems that John
will win", "John seems to win" receives only a generic^ interpretation, and there is
thus no raised correspondent. One would like an explanation of this datum, particu-
larly in light of the fact that the above-mentioned predicates seem to pattern here
(e.g., be likely and be certain permit the futuristic reading, while seem , appear ,
happen
, etc., do not), but in this context I wish only to emphasize the point that
one cannot take the relationship between the extraposed and raised structures for
granted—to some degree, and in the language of metaphor, they lead lives of their
own.
Now, problems arise when one attempts to dig a little deeper. Thus, "John
seems like he's sick" and "John seems to be sick" are semantically kindred, but the
task of positing a derivational relationship appears to be immense if not Ttmpossible.
Among other things, "John" makes an extra appearance in the former sentence and the
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presence of like is, to say the least, an unexplained facet of the phenomenon.
One is thus tempted to say that this semantic correlation has no syntactic ramifi-
cations and that he is therefore justified in abandoning such derivational confusion.
Yet, "It seems like John's sick" is bona fide English, is basically of the same
syntactic structure as "It seems that John's sick" (it is perhaps as epistemically
"weaker' than the extraposed structure with that as 'John seems like he's sick" is
"weaker" than the raised structure), and shares with "John seems like he's sick" the
curiosity of what upon initial inspection appears to be a comparative marker. In
effect, one finds 'It seems that John is sick", "John seems to be sick", "John
seems like's sick", and "It seems like John's sick" functioning side by side, and
it is my best guess that any attempt to treat these relations v/ithin a generative-
transformational framework will be ad hoc and painfully unrevealing. In any case,
one can try to do better.
One plausible move would be to appeal to the notion of lexical government
employed above and to try to determine v/hether "seem" belongs to another semanti-
cally natural class. That is, it is possible that in the sentence 'John seems like
he's sick" seem is "taking turns' v/ith another semantically characterizable class
of predicates. And one potentially relevant class is comprised by what I v;ill
term the sensory copulas such as look
, sound , feel , suell , and taste . Each of these
predicates is comfortable in the copular position of simple adjectival predications:
e.g., "ilary looks angry", "This music sounds lovely", and "This cloth feels soft".
In each of these cases, the copula is providing information as to the manner in which
the relevant judgment was made, more specifically, the mode of sensation utilized by
the subject. The possibility of inserting dative expressions makes this point
explicit: e.g., "This food tastes sv/eet to me' . I.'ow, one can view seem as, in a
sense, the universalizing member of this class of sensory copulas. That is, if
this music sounds lovely, then this music seems lovely, and if this food tastes
sweet, then this food seems sweet. In effect, predication with each of the other
members implies, perhaps only pragmatically, a correlative predication in which
seem serves as the copular bridge. I should confess here that I am skirting the
issue of relating this use of seem with that noted above. Suffice it to say that
there is an intimate lin;. between sensation and knowledge, and the virtual inter-
changeability of 'John seems to be sick ' and "John seems sick" should provide
assurance that we are not on shakey ground.^ Still, I am not doing this question
justice, and I can only hope that, for my purposes here, such shortshrif ting is
not detrimental.
Thus, having observed that seem falls in with another semantically natural
class, we are ready to follow seem and its newly found cohorts to whatever other
structures they may happen to occupy. And one jaunt takes us to a simple kind of
comparative structure, which is fully productive. Thus, one has "John sings like
a canary", "John acts like a jerk", "This food tastes like lamb", "That flower
smells like a petunia", and "John seems like a prince". I suspect that the sensory
copulas work in this format for the simple reason that when one compares one entity
to another, he is, in effect, saying something about or predicating something about
that original entity. And as Saul Uax has pointed out to me, in a philosophical
context, one is prone to say that every predication involves some comparison with a
paradigmatic instance, at least to some degree. To use a bland example, when one
tells us that iiary is like a sister to John, simply enough, he is telling us
something about Mary. Further, one notes that the dative expressions appear here
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exactly as they do in the explicit copular structure: cf. "This food tastes sweet
to me" and "This food tastes like lamb to me" and, again, "This music sounds lovely
to me" and "This music sounds like Beethoven to me". Finally, one observes this
comparative structure participating in the productive creation of adjectival
expressions. Thus, one goes from "This material feels like wood" to "This material
feels wood-like" and from "This woman seems like a lady" to "This woman seems
ladylike" (gentlemanlike is somehow more clumsy to my ear and one wonders if we
have here a semantically wonderful irony).
^
Now, from this simple comparative structure, one is perhaps too eager to leap
to such full-fledged "sentential" comparatives as "John sings like he's in love",
"John acts like he's angry", "This food tastes like it's salted", and "John seems
like he's sick". Thus, if we are still in the dark as to the precise semantico-
syntactical relationship between the simple comparative "John seems like a jerk"
and what I am awkwardly terming the "sentential" comparative "John seems like he's
a jerk", even so, we have managed to locate what appears to be a suitable descrip-
tive resting place for the otherrjise anomalous "John seems like he's sick". That
is, by finding another semantically natural class of predicates (actually, a sub-
class of a broader epistemically-oriented group) and traveling among the various
configurations in which these predicates function, we have begun to trace a path
through the initial confusion. IJow we should try to push this branch of the
analysis a little further. For note that one can also employ as if and as though
in such sentential comparatives, and an accompanying gloss begins to reveal the
"logical" structure of such constructions or is at least structurally more
transparent. Thus, one plausible paraphrase of "John sings as if he's in love"
would be "John sings as he would sing if he were in love". And in this latter
sentence one finds the explicit components of a comparative schema along with the
logical status of the associated sentence. In this same fashion, one notes such
glosSv?s as "John acts as he would act if he were angry", "This food tastes as it
would taste if it were salted", and "John seems as he would seem if he were sick".
Here, one observes that although the like in such structures must stand without the
conditional element ^, such glosses as "John sings like he would sing if v/ere in
love" are perfectly fine, so that the well known alternation between like and as
(recall the furor over the famous Winston promotion) still manages to retain its
stature to some degree. Further, if the Oxford English Dictionary has not steered
us wrong, as if and as though are more basic in these "sentential" comparatives,
and I will conjecture that the occurrence of like in this foirmat is the result of
a blending of sentences such as "John seems like a prince" and "John seems as if
he is a prince" or something similar, but here I am getting a little ahead of myself.
At this point, let me try to summarize v;hat I think has happened here. We
have found seem working in five different structures: the extraposed ("It seems
that John is sick"), the raised ("John seems to be sick"), the copular ("John
seems sick"), the simple comparative ("John seems like a jerk/a prince"), and the -
"sentential" comparative ("John seems like/as if/as though he's sick"). Further,
we have found different semantically natural classes of predicates functioning in
these different structures. Within the extraposed and raised formats, we saw such
predicates as seem , appear , happen , and be likely . Within the copular and the two
comparative structures, we found the sensory copulas such as look , feel , taste ,
and, again, seem surviving nicely. And for reasons unexamined here and stemming from
what I will awkwardly call its sensorially epistemic nature, seem belongs to both
of these classes and is happy "everyv/here".
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But in discussing the matter of lexical government across syntactic struc-
tures, we can't afford to limit our investigations to these ei^istemically-oriented
predicates. For one can find other lexical items whose structural domain extends
beyond a single configuration. For example, the comparative marker like is not
content to limit itself to such sentences as "John seems like a prince" and "John
seems like he's sick". In "It seems like John is sick", one of ovir original four
sentences and still something of an enigma, like has managed to sneak its way into
the extraposed format. One will recall here the subtle semantic difference which
hinges on the alternative choices of that and like and might be inclined to think
that the epistemic "weakening" associated with "like" is a carry-over from its
days in the comparative schema. More specifically, I am claiming that speakers
perceive "It seems like John's sick" as the appropriate blend. Moreover, it should
come as no surprise to find as if and as though making the same trip, and I will
say that, in general, the speaker has bought himself something by permitting these
comparative markers to function in the extraposed schema. However fine the semantic
shade of difference, there are times when it will count. And further, I should point
out that when functioning in the extraposed format, "like", "as if", and "as though"
live a discriminating life. That is, they only allow as an associated governing
predicate a predicate which joins thera in participating in the comparative schemata
(cf. *"It happens/is likely like/as if/as thouch John's sick" versus "It appears ?
like/as if, as though John's sick" and *"John happens/is likely like/as if/as
though he's sick" versus "John appears ?llke/as if/as though he's sick").
Thus, if I may momentarily break this train of thought, I believe that at
this point we are beginning to sketch a picture of one aspect of language change,
a picture which can best be described by appealing to Dwight Bolinger's notion
(cf. Bollnger, 1961) of a syntactic blend, which for our purposes can be recast as
a semantico-syntactical blend. And let me add here that this is a notion which
Bollnger has developed and emphasized throughout his published writings and stands
at the heart of one facet of linguistic creativity, a facet having little to do
with the possibility of infinitely multiple embeddings or unlimited conjunctions.
But before pursuing this sidelight, let me continue the study of the semantico-
syntactical blend thus far described. Mow that we have hold of what appears to be
an intuitively satisfying concept or conceptual picture, we can at least try to
exploit it. So, observe that making the journey to the extraposed structure along
with such comparative markers as like, as if , and as though are such sensory
copulas as look (e.g., "It looks as if John's sick") and sound (e.g., "It sounds
as if John's angry"). Further, note that these predicates can only function in the
extraposed schema when they are accompanying their comparative companions (cf
.
*"It looks that John's sick" and *"lt sounds that John's angry"). Again, consider
the predicate act , which participates not only in the comparative schemata but also
in such copular structures as "John acts sick" and "John is acting sick". Here,
I must point out that although it is possible that such a usage stems from a
blending of "John seems like a fo<jl", "John acts like a fool", and "John seems
sick", the Oxford English Dictionary Indicates that it is also possible that
adjectives occurring after act are only variants of a general nominal usage, as
is found in such sentences as "John acted the fool" and "John acted the part of
the hero". In this same light, one observes that the predicate play^ can take both
nominal and adjectival complements (cf. "John played the fool" and "John is playing
dead") but is denied entry into the comparative structures (cf. *"John plays/is
playing like a jerk").
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Now, a number of cases point to the interaction of the raised structure, as
in "John seems to be sick" and the "sentential" comparative structure, as in "John
seems like he's sick". For note how the predicate pretend can leave such better
known complement structures as are manifested in such sentences as "John is pre-
tending to be sick" and "John is pretending that he is sick" to take on the
appearance of a comparative in such imperative usages as "Pretend like you're
sick" and "Pretend as if you're sick". Here, my best guess as to the source of
the structural interaction hinges on the blend exhibited by such sentences as
"John seems to be sick", "John is pretending to be sick", and "John seems like/as
if he's sick"— in the problematic structures, one finds pretend following seem 's
lead. Moreover, the only semantic difference between "John seems to be sick" and
"John is pretending to be sick" is thought to reside in the agentivity (non-
stativity) of "pretend". Yet, even this differnece is slim, as is evidenced by
such marginal imperatives as "Seem to be sick/like you're sick when the doctor
arrives" and such perfectly acceptable imperatives as "Appear to be sick when the
doctor arrives". Again, the difference between "John seems sick" and "John acts
sick" is of this same marginal variety, and the motivation for these problematic
and apparently redundant "comparative" complements of "pretend" appears to almost
too abundant.
As a next-to-parting shot, consider the sentence "This looks to be trouble",
in which the sensory copula look is functioning alongside of seem in the raised
structure. And one has the set of parallelisms "John looks sick" and "John seems
sick", "John looks like a prince" and "John seems like a prince", and, finally,
"This looks to be trouble" and "This seems to be trouble" (where it should be noted
that the first sentence of this last pair exhibits a futuristic nuance) . And let
me close this rambling survey by pointing to what is perhaps a classical Bolingerian
blend, that found in "There seems like there's a man in the room". Here, I will
venture to say that speakers have switched in mid-stream from the raised format,
in which the existential there is a well-known participant, and moved to the
"sentential" comparative structure. That is, speakers start out with the intention
of uttering "There seems to be a man in the room" and, perhaps motivated by an even
stronger doubt as to the reality of the appearance, turn to the "sentential"
comparative, thereby producing the bastardized form "There seems like there's a man
in the room". I should say here that it is perfectly possible that this blend has
caught on and is today a structure in its own right, but I believe that such
questions demand psycholinguistic answers which give one a firm handle on the link
between what are termed speaker's competence and speaker's performance. Moreover,
at this juncture, one begins to perceive the importance of the speech patterns
established within a community and, in general, the challenging problems emerging
from the sociology of language.
Thus, we should now return to the more general issue at hand: the role of
the conceptual picture provided by the notion of a semantico-syntactical blend in
linguistic theorizing. And I will begin by simply asserting my belief that a
representation in which structures are viewed in parallel fashion, in which lexical
items are viewed in terms of the various configurations in which they participate,
and in which various other structures can be viewed as combinations of and varia-
tions on these original structures provides one perspective on linguistic structure,
more, the dynamics of linguistic structure. One needn't go out on a limb to surmise
that the complicated phenomenon described above did not arise ex nihilo and.
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presusablv, is rot finished developing. That is, even a casual perusal of the
Oxford English Dictionary vith reference to any of the lexical itszs just dis-
cussed reveals a history and an interaction far acre cooplex than n>' account even
begins to intimate, and one wonders to what extent these scholars had a grasp of
all of the pertinent intricasies. Moreover, given this perspective, I believe
that the culiplicity of dialects thus far discovered in aodem linguistic investi-
gation can be usefully viewed as variations on a shared, highly inter-connected
(and other-ise coEplicated) , and iriniaally differing the»e, which, for each
individual speaker, is always subject to further variation, depending on the
verbalization of those around bin (and various societal considerations) and his
own creative iiapulses. And I cannot help but believe that I an nerely mouthing
coHBon sense. For ezaaple, I find it entirely possible that a structure which one
fellow learns froa his coarades , who are in turn passing on to him the heritage of
centuries, aay for another fellow be the result of a purely creative act. Thus, it
is not inconceivable to ae that sose one speaker will recapitulate a centuries' old
structure (aspect of lexical distribution) and allow hinself the liberty of
eaploying a "sentential" cocparative oarker in the extrapcsed structure. And to
say that in doing so he would be following soae innate disposition or "activating"
same latent rule in his granoar seens to ne entirely gratuitous. Further, I
believe that such happenings are the rule rather than the exception, laore, the rule
in a sphere of huaan activities and abilities extending far beyond language use.
And, in general, what is at stake here, or so I believe, is a different perspective.
Jloreover, support for this vleu of language development, both with regard to
vfaat Kight be tersed the phylogenetic developoent of the entire language conEunity
throughout its history and the ontogenetic developoent of one of its nenbers over
a lifetiae, who, I have just conjectured, sight to sooe extent recapitulate the
history of his language in his ovn creative efforts at coi^unication, derives from
the oyriad of sentences w^hich in contecporary linguistic analyses receive a
question aark or an asterisk tenpered by a question nark as their labels of
grasaaticality. Tnus , I aa guessing that it is often the case that when a speaker
is unsure of a gra^aaticality judgaent, particularly in cases in which his semantic
bearings are solid or relatively so, he is aerely denonstrating his inability or
rather his refusal to generalize a pattern already present in his structural
version of the language of his speech coaounity. And, needless to say, it is
usiislly the case that the inquiring linguist is pushing his language consultant in
just such directions. And aore, it is a corollary of my view that in such cases
the linguist is not so Euch discovering a pre-existent reality as he is tapping
the pKJtential for new linguistic developaents. In an atterrpt to try to legitimize
this aetaphysical distinction, I will appeal tc the Aristotelian distinction
between actuality and potentiality and clain to be arguing that not only is the
class of sentences defined by the speaker's linguistic conpetence potential, but
so are the scope and fona of the principles which "define" these sentences.
Admittedly, these are only hypotheses, but since they arise in what I hope to be ,
a natural fashion in the context of the data discussed in this paper, I offer theo.
To turn to an example, in the previous discussion I was considering the dis-
tribution of the predicate sjct. But one would expect that its semantic neighbor
appear wotild function analogously. Yet, matters are not so simple. In my idiolect,
although "John appears as if he's sick" is fine, "John appears like he's sick"
receives at best a softened asterisk or perhaps attains to the height of
questionability. The fact that "John appears like a jerk" is also deviant, and
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the fact that "It appears as if John's sick" is as much better than "It appears like
John's sick" as "John appears as if he's sick" is better than "John appears like
he's sick" are signs that matters not at all chaotic, but one is still a little
troubled by the findings. Once more, for me it is the case that "John seems sick"
is of a slightly higher grammatical status than "John appears sick" (the latter
"wants" the infinitive of the raised structure) , and such pairings as "John seems
strong" and ?"John appears strong" and, again, "This room seems warm" and *?"This
room appears warm" indicate that something is in fact going on here. Moreover, I
would be surprised if this facet of the phenomenon does not connect with the one
just mentioned, but for the moment I think it safe to say that natters are confusing
and deeper organizing principles are desired. Yet, until such research is done,
I believe that we should take note of what appears to be the inchoateness of a
speaker's linguistic ability, in this case mine.^ And I don't at all wish to say
that such inchoateness is ungoverned or inexplicable. On the contrary, I would
hope that a blending model such as those utilized above will in some sense account
for what from our perspective appear to be the vagaries of seem and appear .
Inchoateness needn't imply caprice, and our only test can be further efforts to
unravel the complexity.
As a final stab in this direction, I will say that this account of the
dynamics of language interaction places the linguistic ability on a par with
virtually all human cognitive faculties. The ability to perceive relationships and
to generalize from them is at the heart of all creativity, and if I may offer an
analogy, I believe that one can usefully compare the structure and development of
a language with the structure and development of, among other things, moral codes,
artistic movements, and the institutional structures of societies (political systems,
economic systems, etc.). And, a priori, I see no more reason to believe that the
structure of our languages is genetically determined than I do the structure of our
moral codes— certainly, both cases deserve consideration. In each of these cases,
members of the same species are busily concocting, and one would be surprised were
he to fail to find significant parallels (I confess to being unable to define
significant in this context). Within recent times, linguists have emphasized the
uniqueness of the language ability, both with respect to other animal species and
with respect to man's other cognitive faculties. Nothing can be lost be viewing
language in a broader context , and for those who are especially interested in what
is uniquely linguistic, I can think of no more appropriate framework of study.
And more, even if the capacity to develop what are called natural languages is
restricted to man, the capacity to think creatively goes far beyond him. Thus, in
general, one is no position to artifically delimit the scope of the context, but
who would have ever thought of denying such a view?
So, to return to earth and finally close this study, let me try to address the
issue broached at the outset: what is the relationship between this study and the
tenets of generative-transformational grammar? First, I must confess that I am
assuming that this study of seem and the implications which I have drawn from it do
not fit nicely into the schemata and posture of a generative grammar. Although I
very much doubt that I am wrong, I have hardly demonstrated the point, and should
one be so inclined, he is free to remain agnostic or to reject this claim outright.
But I believe that any such dispute entirely misses the point. For what I believe
to be at issue here is the attempt to understand hiiman language. If the terminology
and descriptive machinery of generative-transformational grammar serve the purpose
of enabling one to formulate the results presented here, and one cannot assume that
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my account is adequate, then I cannot complain. However, should the language and
mechanisms of this theoretical paradigm distort the picture or otherwise force it
into a Procrustean schema, then I must object. Once more, if understanding is the
goal, however vague such a notion might appear from a distance, then a tolerance
of different approaches should be encouraged and what I will call a dictatorial
style avoided wherever possible. The possibility of future insight and, ultimately,
progress deserves, more, requires such treatment. But now I'm back, to common sense.
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Footnotes:
1. I owe the use of the term "generic", as applied to this case, to Georgia Green
(cf. Green, 1976, pi 31).
2. I refer the reader to Rogers (1974) for a transformational account of such
sentences as "John seems like he's sick" and "It seems like John's sick", among
others. Also, Rogers discusses pertinent data and a number of relevant issues
which I neglect here.
3. Another construction which reveals the role played by such words in the language
is found in such sentences as "John is devious-looking", "This food is good-tasting",
and "Tom lives in a foul-smelling apartment". In each of these cases the relevant
predication is (or can be) done by a "pure" copula and the sensory term has become
part of the predicate. Thus, whether one says that John looks devious or that John
is devious- looking, the word look is providing pertinent sensory information.
4. IXjight Bolinger has brought the following two sentences to my attention:
A. This paper seems to be white, according to what I've been told.
B. ?This paper seems white, according to what I've been told.
And as Bolinger comments, "The first (sentence) can include evidence from any source,
the second is evidence of the senses. It might seems a little odd for a blind man
to say 'This paper seems white', but he could say 'This paper seems to be white'."
This sensory contrast between the raised and copular uses of "seem" is just what the
analysis proposed here would predict—when seem is working along with the other
sensory copulas, it exhibits a sensorial bent.
5. Dwight Bolinger has pointed out to me that one possible reason that gentlemanlike
has not caught on is that we already have access to the adjective gentlemanly . And
as Bolinger himself adds "...the question then becomes 'VJhy don't we say ladyly ? '
.
The answer may well be the sound of it."
6. I owe the example play to Dwight Bolinger (cf. Bolinger, 1972, p. 76f.).
7. I owe this example to Andy Rogers (1974, p. 551) by way of Jerry ilorgan's
emphasis. Again, the reader is referred to Rogers' account.
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8. Among the others who have discussed the issues being raised here are Chomsky
(1965), Donaldson (1977, Ch. 1, f. 3), Fillmore (1972), and Hockett (1968). It
goes without saying that I urge the reader to consult these sources (perhaps for
the nth time) and compare them with what is presented here. And I must continue
to pursue this same route.
9. Another germane area of inchoateness concerns the placement of dative expressions
in the "sentential" comparative paradigm. Does one say "John seems to me as if he's
sick" or "John seems as if he's sick to me" or either? Again, can one say "It seems
to me as if John's sick"? In any case, according to the dictates of my grammar, each
of these is unacceptable with "like" and one can even go over the edge with "as if":
cf. *"lt seems as if John's sick to me". Here, too, further efforts are required,
if only to reach the point at which one can justifiably throw up his hands.
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TllE RELEVAl-JCE OF ilORPI 10LOGICAL STRUCTURE AIID OF STRESS
TO CLITIC PLACEi>IENT RULE- 1 III PASHTO
llabibullah Tegey
In this paper I will consider the rule which places what I an calling
the Grou.p-I clitics of Paslito in the proper position in sii-iplex sentences.
The Group I clitics in Pashto include the ergative, accusativo, and
genitive"Weak 'pronouns; two modal particles; and tivo adverbial particles.
They are listed in (1)
:
1. Pronominal Clitics
,
•
me 1st singular: ergative, accusative, genitive
de 2nd singular: ergative, accusative, genitive
ye '' 3rd singular and plural: ergative, accusative, genitive
ani 1st and 2nd plural: ergative, accusative, genitive
uo 1st and 2nd plural: ergative, accusative, genitive
lodal Clitics
ba will, night, must, should, may i
de should, had better, let
Adverbial Clitics
xo indeed, really, of course
no then
Group-I clitics are, roughly speaking, placed in "second position"
in their clause. However, it will be seen that 'second position'- is not simply
definable since the nature of what fills the first position ranges in size
from a construction consisting of several words down to a meaningless ini-
tial segment of the verb. Moreover, it will be seen that both stress and the
morphological structure of the verb have relevance for the rule v/hich places
Group-1 clitics. From these somewhat unusual facts, several interesting im-
plications will be pointed out.
Before discussing the placement rule, the following two points need
to be mentioned. First, one should reiaenber that Pashto is essentially a
SOV language. Second, it should be mentioned that the clitics which I am
concerned with here are all enclitics in t'aat they "lean'' on the preceding
rather than on tae following iter.. The examples in (2), in u'hich one ele-
ment is progressively removed from the front of the sentence in each item,
illustrate. iJote that tlie clitic de, always appears to the right of the
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item which it "leans" on.
2a. tor de n3n xar n8 rawali
Tor should today donkey not bring
Tor should not brin2 the donkey today.
.,; ,. b. n3n de xar n9 rawali
today should donkey not bring
,
-: He should not bring the donkey today.
c. xar de_ n3 rawali
donkey should not bring
lie should not bring the donkey.
d. n3 de rawali
not siiould bring
lie shouldn't bring it.
e. rawali d£
bring should
he sliould bring it. '- ••
Let us no\.' consider t/io rule which places Group-I clitics in the
proper position in tiieir clause. In the usual instance, Group-I clitics,
henceforth just "clitics", arc placed after the first riajor surface consti-
tuent of the sentence, regardless of its lengtli or graiii.iatical function. In
the examples in (3), notice that t.ie clitics have been placed after the first
major surface constituent of the sentence, which nay consist of several words
or of only one word and wliich may be serving as subject, object, postpositional
plirase, adverb, predicate adjective, negative, or verb, etc. Any change in
the position of the clitics will render the sentences in (3) ungrammatical.
The clitics are underlined.
3a. de kabSl de pohantun rayis, mawEnano, Sagdrdano,
of Kabul of university president assistants students
You would have indeed met with the president, assistants,
: r.iamurine, as nustaxdimino sara xo ba de kat^li wi
officials and employees with iMeed would you met were
students, officials and employees of the University of Kabul.
b. aga j9^a p9 2r9pore sra man9y X£ ]^ ii£. xwa;!i;a wi
tliat tall interestinf; red building indeed would you liked were
Y u would indeed have liked that tall interesting red building.
c. aga sDl kal3na danga aw xaysta pegla me n9n bya w31ida
tiiat 20- year tall and pretty girl I today again saw
I saw that 20-ycar old tall and pretty girl again today.
xusal aw patang ba ye d3r ta rawri
Kiioslial and Patang will it you to bring
Khoslial and Patang will brin^; it to you.
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e. xar H£ d£ goj31 ke wacav;3 .
donkey I your stable in put
I put your donkey in the stable. . -
.
f. t3 ba ye sabata wugore
you will him tomorrow see
You will see him tomorrow.
g. n3n me^ mele ta byayi
today me picnic to takes
Today he takes me to a picnic.
,
.
.
..
•
, .
h. naroga ba wi
sick maybe is
Maybe he is sick.
i. sata me
keep I
I was keeping it.
j . n3 ba de^ pezani
not maybe you knows .
ilaybe he doesn't know you.
Thus clitics are placed after the first major surface constituent
of the sentence. Here, then, "second position" means the position after the
first major surface constituent of the sentence.
Me saw in (i) that clitics may be placed after a verb when it is the
first major surface constituent. However, in certain verb-initial sentences,
the clitics get placed in ndd-verbal position--i.e. after a segment which
v;ouldn't be considered a syntactic constituent in the usual sense of the
terra --rather than after the whole verb. In verb-initial sentences, the
determination of whether the clitic is placed after the verb as a whole or
whether it is placed after some initial segment of tlie verb depends on the
verb's morphological structure and on the location o'f the verb's stress.
In discussing clitic placement in this sentence configuration, then,
a discussion of the morphological structure and the stress of Pashto verbs
will be necessary. According to their morphological structure, Pashto verbs
can be divided into three main classes, which I will call Class-I, Class-
II, and Class-Ill. 2 For convenience of exposition, I will present each class
separately along with the operation of the clitic placement rule in that
class in sentences where there is no surface constituent preceding the verb.
Let us first consider clitic placement v;ith Class-I verbs when on
the surface no constituent precedes the verb stem. Class-I verbs are verbs
whose imperfective stem consists either of a root alone or of a root plus
grammatical suffix (es) marking such things as tense, transitiveness, intran-
sitiveness, etc. The perfective stem of the Class-I verbs consists of the
imperfective stem plus the perfective marker prefix w9- . IVhen the perfective
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prefix is added to the verb stem, the stress falls on the prefix,
in (4)
-(7) illustrate.
The examples
Imperfective Perfective
tor sra skund31a
Tor Sra pinched
Tor was pinching Sra.
b. tor sra w9skund91a
Tor Sra pinched
Tor pinched Sra
5a. tor sra t3xnaw81a
Tor Sra tickled
Tor was tickling Sra.
6a. tor gaded^
Tor danced
Tor was dancing.
7a. tor gaged9
Tor spoke
Tor was speaking.
b. tor sra w9t3xnaw91c
Tor Sra tickled
Tor tickled Sra.
b. tor w3ga^ed3
Tor danced
Tor danced.
b. tor w9gaged9
Tor spoke
Tor spoke.
Now let us look at clitic placement when on the surface nothing pre-
—
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^]^g sentence. If the aspect is imperfective, thecedes a Class-I verba t^iass i o in zne iz zn r nc
clitics in such instances are placed after the verb, which is stressed on
the ultimate or penultimate. The examples in (8) illustrate. The clitic:
are underlined
8a. macaw^le ye
kissed he
He was kissin;^ you.
b. raacavf de
kiss you
He is kissing you.
c. t9xnav;^la me
tickled I
I was tickling her.
d. t3xnawf me
tickles me
She is tickling me.
If the aspect is perfective, the clitics are placed after the perfective pre-
fix, which is stressed. The examples in (9) illustrate. The clitics are
underlined.
9a. w9 de"* rit9
you insult
You insulted him.
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b. w^ de pezand8
you recognized
You recognized him.
c. K-ti ba de^ cawrawi
v.'ill you bother
He v/ill bother you.
d. we ba de guri
will you see
He will see you.
Thus in sentences with a Class-I verb not prededed by anything, "second
position" means in the inperfective the position after the verb, which is
stressed on the ultiraate or penultimate, and in the perfective the position
after the perfective prefix, v/hich bears stress.
There are a number of Class-I verbs which in the imperfective may
be stressed either initially or finally, the two being optional variants.
(The perfective, the same as all other Class-I verbs, adds the perfective
prefix w3- , which bears stress.) This subgroup of Class-I verbs includes
a small number of verbs whose roots start v;ith a consonant and a number of
verbs whose roots start with /a-/. For convenience, I will call the former
"consonant-initial stress shift" Class-I verbs and the latter simply "/a/-
initial" verbs, since they constitute all the /a/-initial verbs in the lang-
uage. As far as clitic placement is concerned, the consonant-initial stress
shift verbs and the /a-/- initial verbs behave differently.
In sentences where on the surface nothing precedes one of these
consonant-initial verbs, the clitics are in the inperfective always placed
after the verb, regardless of where on the verb the stress is located. Ex-
ajnples are given in (10) and (11).
10a. Sat9m ye
keep it
I keep it.
b. Sat3m ye
keep it
I keep it.
11a. p3rebd3 me
beat I
I was beating him.
b. p3rebd3 me^
beat I
I was beating him.
In contrast, in sentences where nothing precedes one of the /a/-initial verbs,
the clitics are in the imperfective placed either in raidverbal or in post-
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verbal position: they are placed in raidverbal position-- i.e. after the first
syllable /a/ -- only when the verb is stressed initially; when the verb is
stressed non-initially, the clitics are never placed in nidverbal position
but are placed after the verb. Examples are riven in (12) and (13). Notice
that in the (a) sentences, where the verb is stressed initially, the clitics
are placed after the first syllable, but that in the (b) sentences the clitics
are placed after the verb. In these, the verb is stressed on the last or
next to the last syllable.
12a. axist8l9 me
buy I
I was buying them..
b. a-me xistaia
I was buying them.
13a. a^usta me
wear I
;
I was wearing it.
b. fl-me gusta
I was wearing it.
It is important to bear in mind that in such instances the clitics
are placed after a phonological segment which constitutes part of the root
and which is not a separate morpheme, if defined traditiotially as the "smallest
individually meaningful element in the utterances of a language" (Hockett,
1967:123). That is, in /a/-initial verbs, just as with all other Class-I
verbs, tlie stem minus affixes is not analyzable into more than one morpheme.
For example, the verb forms in (14), which appear here with identifiable af-
fixes removed, each constitute a single morpheme -- the root. Neither /a/-
nor the remainder of each form -- /-lut-/, /-cav;-/, /-xist-/, and /-ley-/--
is a morpheme, /-lut-/, /-caw-/, etc., do not convey any meaning by themselves,
and do not appear independently or as a part of any other lexical items in
the language. And, no meaning can be assigned indepedently to the initial
/a-/ in such items, although it appears as the initial syllable of several
verbs
.
14a. alut-
fly
b. acav;-
throv.'
c. axist-
buy
d. aley-
snoke
Thus it is clear that in instances like (34b) and (35b) the clitics are placed
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after a phonological segment, the first syllable of the verb root, which can-
not be considered a morpheme in the usual sense of the term.
From what has been presented above, it can be seen that in sentences
with a Class-I verb not preceded by anything on the surface the clitics are
sometimes placed in midverbal and sometimes in postverbal position. In the
perfective, the clitics are placed after the perfective prefix w9- , which
is stressed. In the imperfective, where the stress falls on the ultimate or
penultimate, the clitics are generally placed in post-verbal position. How-
ever, with the /a/-initial verbs, a sub-class of those verbs which may optionally
vapy the location of the stress, the clitics are in the imperfective placed
either in midverbal or in postverbal position. In short, "second position"
in such sentences may mean the position after the verb, or the position after
the perfective prefix, or the position after an initial stressed segment of
the verb root -- /a/.
Let us now look at clitic placement in sentences where on the surface
nothing precedes a Class-II verb. Class-II verbs are those verbs whose stems
have a derivational prefix preceding the root and grammatical suffix(es).
Unlike Class-I verbs, no perfective prefix is added to these verbs in the
perfective. Instead, the stress falls on the prefix in the perfective, whereas
it falls on the ultimate or penultimate in the imperfective. These points
are illustrated by the data in (15)-(17).
Imperfective Perfective
15a. tor telwah9 b. tor telwah9
Tor push Tor push
Tor was pushing it. Tor pushed it.
16a. tor takwaha b. tor takwah3
Tor shake Tor shake
Tor was shaking it. Tor shook it.
17a. tor porewc£t9 b. tor p6rewest9
Tor carry across Tor carry across
Tor was carrying it across. Tor carried it across.
In sentences where on the surface a Class-II verb is not preceded
by anything, the clitics are placed in the imperfective after the verb. In
the perfective they are placed after the prefix of the verb, which bears
stress. Items (18)-(20) illustrate. In the imperfective (a) sentences, the
clitics are placed in post-verbal position, whereas in the perfective (b)
sentences they are placed after the prefix. Any change in the position of the
clitics will render the sentences ungrammatical.
Imperfective Perfective
18a. telwah9 me b. t^l me wah9
push I I
I was pushing it. I pushed it.
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19a,
Imperfect ive
tadwaha me
I ivas shaking it.
Perfective
tSk me woih9
I shook it.
20a. porewest^
I was carrying it across.
p6re me west
3
I carried it across.
There are a few verbs which exhibit the behavioral characteristics
of Class-II verbs, although they have some of the structural characteristics
of Class-I verbs. That is, like Class-I verbs, their stem consists of either
a root or a root plus the same grammatical suffix (es) that occur with most
Class-I verbs; they do not contain any identifiable derivational prefix.
However, like all Class-II verbs, the perfective versus imperfective distinction
is made only by the location of stress, and not by the addition of the per-
fective prefix w8- as in Class-I verbs. The data in (21)- (23) illustrate.
The (a) items are imperfective, and the (b) items perfective.
Imperfective
21 21a. layla paced^la
Layla get up
Layla was getting up.
22a. layla baylodS
Layla lose
Layla was losing it.
23a. layla bow9
Layla take
Layla was taking it.
b.
Perfective
layla pdceddla
Layla get up
Layla got up.
layla baylodc*
Layla lose
Layla lost it.
b. layla b6t3
Layla take
Layla took it.
1/licn on the surface these verbs arc not preceded by anything, the clitics
are placed in post-verbal position in the ir.perfective, stress falling on the
last or next to the last syllable of the verb, and arc placed in the perfective
after the first syllable, which bears stress. The examples in (24) -(26) il-
lustrate. In the (a) sentences, where the verb is imperfective, the clitics
are placed in post-verbal position. In the (b) sentences, where the verb is
perfective, the clitics are placed after the first syllable of the verb root.
Notice that in the former case the stress falls on the ultimate or penultimate
whereas in the latter case it falls on the first syllable of the verb. With
any change in the position of the clitics, the sentences in (24) -(26) would
become ungrammatical
.
Imperfective
24a. paced31e ba
get up would
You would be getting up.
Perfective
b. pd ba ced31e
would
You would get up.
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Imperfective Perfective
25a. baylodi me b. tdy re lod3
lose I I
I was losing it. I lost it.
26a. bow3 d£ b. b6 de t3
take you you
You were taking it. You took it.
One should note that the segment after which the clitics are placed
in the perfective is not an identifiable morpheme. That is, the stem of these
verbs minus suffixes is not analyzable into more than one morpheme. For ex-
ample, the verb forms in (27), which are the same as those in (24) -(26) but
with suffixes removed, each constitute a single morpheme -- the root, pa-,
bay-, and bO- alone convey no separate meaning and none of them appears in-
dependently or as a morpheme in any other lexical item in the language. The
case is the same with the -c~, -lod-, and --t which make up the remainder of
these forms.
27a. pac-
b. baylod
c. bot-
Thus, with these verbs the clitics are placed right after the first syllable
of the root when it bears stress even though that syllable is not a morpheme
in the usual sense of the term.
Let us now consider clitic placement in sentences where on the surface
nothing precedes a Class-Ill verb. Class-Ill verbs, which constitute the
vast majority of the verbs in Pashto, consist of an auxiliary verb form plus
an adjective, an adverb, or a noun. This non-auxiliary verb component will
be called the "initial lexical component" of the verb. Some examples of
Class-Ill verbs are given in (28):
28a. layla do^3y paxa kra.
Layla bread cook do .
Layla cooked the bread.
b. layla tukr3y porta kav/31a
Layla basket up do
Layla was bringing up the basket.
c. layla d9rwaza pore kawi
Layla door close do
Layla closes the door. -, -
d. layla porta keda
up became
Layla was getting up. I
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e. layla porta ki^i
Layla up becomes
Layla is getting un.
f. layla '' porta kigi
Layla up became
Layla got up.
The auxiliary is irregular, there being seven major stem forms, with three
additional variations dependent on phonological environment. The choice of
form is determined by an intersection of three categories: transitivity
(intransitive or transitive); tense (past or nonpast) ; and aspect (perfective
or imperfective) . The intransitive auxiliary, whose basic meaning is "to
become", appears in four basic forms, as indicated in (29).
29. Intransitive Auxiliary:
Non-Past Past
Perfective -s- -sw-
Imperfective -keg-/-eg- -ked-/-ed-
In the transitive, the auxiliary, whose basic meaning is "to do", appears in
three basic forms, as indicated in (30)
:
30. Transitive Auxiliary:
Non-Past Past
Perfective -k- -kr-
Imperfective -kaw-/-aw-
The /k/ of the imperfective auxiliary forms -- i.e. keg-, kcd-, and kaw- --
is normally deleted when preceded by a consonant, and is retained if preceded
by a vowel. In (31), the imperfective auxiliary is preceded by a vowel and
hence the /k/ has not deleted, whereas in (32) the imperfective auxiliary is
preceded by a consonant and hence the /k/ has deleted.
31a. asad gan9ra wob8- kaw31(9)
Asad wheat water go
Asad was watering the wheat.
b. asad gan9m wob3-kawi
asad itfheat water do ' ' •
Asad was watering the wheat. •
32a. asad ^an9m tit-aw319 •
Asad wheat spread do
Asad was spreading the wheat. "• ••
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b. asad gan9m tit-awi r
Asad wheat spread do
Asad is spreading the wheat. .- ' -. •
In the perfective, the stress of Class-II verbs always falls on the
initial lexical component -- i.e. on the adjective, adverb, or noun. Examples
are given in (33)
.
33a. xusal xp31a kot3y wrdtna kra
Khoshal his building destroyed did
Khoshal destroyed his building. '
b. tor gan3m wob9 kr9
Tor wheat water did
Tor watered the wheat.
c. tor janda porta kra
Tor flag up did
Tor raised the flag.
Moreover, the stress falls on the same syllable where stress would fall if the
initial lexical component were used as a nonverbal category. This is illustrated
by (34) in comparison with (33). In (34), the adjective, adverb, or noun is
used as a nonverbal category; in (33) it constitutes the initial component of
the verb form. But in both instances, the stress falls in the same place.
34a. aga wrana kot3y de tor da
that ruined building of Tor is . '
That ruined building is Tor's.
b. wob3 rawra
water bring --
Bring water, ' '
c. layla porta lara
Layla up went
Layla went up. -
In the imperfective, the stress of Class-Ill verbs falls either on the
ultimate or penultimate of the verb. The examples in (35) illustrate.
35a, asad wsJ^aw^la • ""^ - ' ' "
Asad dry do
Asad was drying it. : '
b. asad portakaw31a ..:'"'
Asad up do
Asad was taking it up. _ -
c. asad dubed3 .;;. • n •
Asad drown become
Asad was drowning.
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d. asad duBigi
Asad drown become
Asad is drowning
To summarize the situation with Class-Ill verbs, in the perfective
the stress falls on the initial lexical component of the verb, which bears
stress -- i.e. on the adjective, adverb, or noun. In the imperfective, the
stress falls on either the ultimate or the penultimate syllable of the
verb form.
How let us look at clitic placement when on the surface nothing precedes
a Class-Ill verb. In tlie perfective, the clitics are placed after the
initial lexical component of the verb, which bears stress. The examples in
(36) illustrate. Any change in the position of the clitics will render the
sentences ungrai:miatical
.
36a. pdx me k3 ^
cook I do
I cooked it. • •
b. v.'oba me ka . '
water I do " '
.
_
I watered it. • '
.
'
c. porta me k3 ' ' •
up I do " •
I brought it up.
d. pdx ba si - ' . '"
'
cook will become ' ' ' ' '"
It will get cooked. ' . »
e. woba ba si ' '
^
v;ater v;ill become '
It will get watered. ' '• ' '
f
.
p(5rta ba si , '
'
up will become '
He will get up.
In the imperfective, where the stress falls on the ultimate or pen-
ultimate of tlie verb form, tlie clitics are placed in post-verbal position.
The examples in (61) illustrate. Any change in the position of the clitics
will render the sentences in (37) ungraimnatical
.
37a. tawdav.'Sla ba me_
warm do would I
I v.'ould be warming it. - •; , i" t '.,.
,•
:
•!
,
,.• - r'
b. tawdeda ba " '
'
"'
warr,i become v;ould
It v;ould be getting v;arm.
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c . tadawtim /£. . • . .
warm do it
I am warming it.
d. tawdigi ba
warm become will
It will be warming.
e. xkatakawala ba me
down do would I
I would be bringing it down.
f. xkatakeda ba
down become would
She would be getting down.
g. xkatakawtim ye_ '.' '
down do it . • ' .. =
I am bringing it down.
h. xkataklgi ba
..,-... -;X'
down become will • ^ .- .-
It will be getting down.
Thus in the sentences where on the surface nothing precedes Class-Ill
verbs, the clitics are placed in the perfective after the initial lexical
component of the verb, which bears stress. In the imperfective the clitics
are placed after the whole verb form, which is stressed on the ultimate or
penultimate.
Let us now look at clitic placement in all three verb classes with
participial constructions in sentences where on the surface nothing precedes
the verb. VJith all three classes of verbs, in tenses involving a participial
construction, the clitics are placed after the participle, which carries stress
on the penultimate. Tlie items in (38) illustrate. Any change in the position
of the clitics will render the sentences ungrammatical
.
38a. tarSlay me da (Class I)
^^^ I is ^
,
^^,^ ^^
,.
I have tied it.
b. axist91ay me da (Class I)
buy I is
I have bought it. * .';
. ;. -
.
c. telwah31ay me da (Class II) ... ,.« < .
push I is
^, ,
-
-
;
I have pushed it.
paxk9ray me da
cook do I is
I have cooked it.
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Let me now summarize the above facts about clitic, placement in all the
above instances of sentences where on the surface nothing precedes the verb.
Vie have seen that, depending on various factors, the clitics are placed either in
mid-verbal or in post-verbal position. IVhen the aspect is perfective, with
Class-I verbs the clitics are placed after the perfective prefix, which bears
the verbal stress; with Class-II verbs the clitics come after the derivational
prefix, and, in a few instances, come after a first syllable which is not an
identifiable prefix, both of which bear stress in the perfective; and with
Class-Ill verbs, the clitics are placed after the initial lexical component,
which always bears stress in the perfective. With all three classes of verbs,
when the aspect is imperfective, in which case the stress normally falls non-
initially, on either the ultimate or penultimate, the clitics are placed in
post-verbal position. However, with a small group of Class-I verbs, the /a/-
initial verbs, the clitics may get placed in the imperfective either after the
first syllable of the root or after the verb: they may get placed after the
first syllable of the root only when it bears stress; when the stress falls
elsewhere on the verb, the clitics are always placed in post-verbal position.
Recall that the shift of stress in these verbs is optional and does not have
any semantic consequence.
Up to this point in describing the placement of Pashto clitics when
nothing precedes the verb, I have referred to three different factors -- the
morphological structure of the verb, the stress of the verb, and the aspect
of the verb. Let us now consider whether in fact all three are relevant to
clitic placement. I will show below that the clitic placement rule must indeed
make reference to the morphological structure of the verb and to the location
of stress, but that it need not refer to the aspect of the verb.
Tlie claim that the clitic placement rule must make reference to the
morphological structure of tlie verb is based on the observation that regardless
of whether the other relevant factor is stress or aspect or even both, the
placement rule, as we have seen, inserts clitics into the verb after certain
morphemes but not after other morphemes. For instance, in Class-I and Class-II
verijs, the placement rule may insert Group-I clitics after a prefix, whether
grammatical or derivational, and in Class-Ill verbs after the first lexical
component; but it never inserts clitics after a root or suffix. Thus, to
account for the facts of the placement of Pashto clitics, at least in mid-
verbal position, the placement rule must make reference to the morphological
structure of the verb.
I will now consider aspect and stress. The question of whether it
is stress, or aspect, or a combination of the two that is relevant to clitic
placement in verb initial clauses is a real one because in many instances the
two coincide and so either one might be the factor relevant for clitic place-
ment. VJe will however, see below that of these two factors only stress is
relevant to the clitic placement rule.
In many instances either stress or aspect might be considered the
relevant factor. Recall the situation in simple tenses in the perfective:
with Class-II verbs, the clitics are placed after the prefix, which bears
stress, and with Class-Ill verbs are placed after the initial lexical com-
ponent of the verb, which bears stress. For convenience, some examples are
given in (39)
.
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39a. tel me vahd
I
I have pushed it.
b. wobl5 ^ J$9
water I do
I v/atered it, .
In instances of this sort, either stress or perfective aspect might be con-
sidered the relevant factor in directing the placement of the clitic after
the prefix.
However, in tenses involving a participial construction (traditionally
a perfect tense or compound tense) the clitics are, with these same verbs,
placed after the participle form, which is stressed on its next to the last
syllable, and are not placed after the prefix or the initial lexical component
of the verb form, which does not bear stress. For convenience, examples are
given in (40)
.
40a. tel-wah31e me wa
push I was
I had pushed it.
b. wob8-k8re me wa
water do I was
I had watered it.
The significant observation is that in both (39) and (40) , the aspect is
perfective. Yet, in (39) the placement rule has placed the clitics after the
prefix or after the initial lexical component of the verb, whereas in (40)
the rule has placed the clitics after the participle. Thus, reference to
aspect cannot account for the data in both (39) and (40) in a unified manner,
whereas reference to stress can. A placement rule which makes reference to
stress rather than to aspect will in the instances in (39) correctly place the
clitics after the prefix or the initial lexical component of the verb because
these are stressed; it will not place the clitics after the prefix in the
instances in (40) because the prefix is not stressed; instead it will place
them after the participle, which is stressed on the penultimate.
Another piece of evidence which indicates that stress and not aspect
is what is relevant to clitic placement is provided by the /a/-initial verbs.
IVe saw that with these verbs the clitics are sometimes placed in mid-verbal
position and sometimes in post-verbal position even though the aspect is the
same in both instances. The clitics can be placed in mid-verbal position --
i.e. after the first syllable --only when the first syllable bears stress.
Otherwise the clitics are placed in post-verbal position. For convenience,
some examples are given in (41) and (42)
.
41a. axist9 me
buy I
I was buying it.
b. S rae xista
''''''-
I was buying it.
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42a. a^usta me
wear I
I was wearing it.
b. a me ^ust9
I was wearing it.
Recall that the shift of stress from initial to final is optional in this
2roup of verbs. The altermative locations for the clitics here have nothing
to do with aspect. Thus a placement rule referring to aspect cannot account
for such instances. Hov;ever, a rule referring to stress can account for them.
It will place the clitics after the initial /a. of the verb only v/hen stressed.
V.lien the initial /a/ of the verb is not stressed, the rule vdll place the
clitics after the verb, ivhich is stressed on the ultimate or penultimate.
In the instances where the stress and the aspect coincide, then, a
rule making reference to either of the two could account for the facts of
clitic placement in the nidverbal and postverbal position. However, in in-
stances such as (40) and (41)- (42), only a rule which makes reference to stress
can account for the facts of clitic placement. A rule making reference to
aspect cannot account for botli items like (39) and those like (40) and (41-42),
whereas one making reference to stress can account for both sorts in a unitary
manner.
In summary, in sentences where on the surface nothing precedes the
verb, the stress of the verb, but not its aspect, is relevant for the clitic
placement rule.
iioreover, tliere is evidence from sentences v;here something does
precede the verb for the fact that stress is relevant for clitic placement.
Such instances will be discussed below.
Let us consider one such instance which at least suggests that stress
is a relevant factor in clitic placement. There is a set of Pashto morphemes
which occur with the verbs. They may occur in all three verb classes before
those which indicate movement of transportation and before a few which do not.
These morphemes, which cannot be considered prefixes and v/hich I v/ill call
deictic preverbs , express the locative goal of the action in terms of person.
The deictic preverbs are ra, first person, "here", "where I am", "where we are";
d3r
,
second person, 'tiiere", "where you are"; and war
,
third person, "there",
'where he is
,
''where they are". There is another set of morphemes which are
semantical ly identical to and formally either identical or quite similar to
the deictic preverbs. These morphemes, which occur with only four verbs and
behave in all respects the same as do derivational prefixes in Class-II
verbs, I will call deictic prefixes. Examples of the two sets of morphemes
are given in (43) and (''.4) .
43. Deictic Preverbs
a. xu¥al ma ta yaw topak ra-w31eg3
IChoshal me to one gun here send
Khoshal sent a gun here to me.
b. xusal ta ta yaw topak d3r-w3leg9
Khoshal you to one gun there send
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c. xusal asad ta yaw topak w9r-w8leg9
Khoshal Asad to one gun there send
Khoshal sent a gun there to Asad.
44. Deictic Prefixes
a. xusal ma ta yaw topak ra- wor8
Khoshal me to one gun here carry " ' " .
Khoshal brought a gim here to me.
b. xusal ta ta yaw topak dar-wor9 . , ,. . . - c
Khoshal you to one gun there carry
Khoshal took a gun to you there.
c. xu^al asad to yaw topak war -wor9
Khoshal Asad to one gun there carry
Khoshal took a gun there to Asad.
Notice that in the first person the two sets of morphemes are formally identical
and in the second and third person quite similar. Also notice that both sets
of morphemes express the locative goal of the action in terms of person --
e.g. "here", "where I am", etc.
There is, however, an important difference between the deictic pre-
fixes and the deictic preverbs. When the aspect of the verb is perfective,
the deictic prefixes, like all derivational prefixes in Class-II verbs, receive
stress. In contrast, the deictic preverbs never receive stress regardless
of the aspect of the verb. The examples in (45) and (46) illustrate.
45. Deictic Prefixes
a. patang ra-w6r ... _,,^r ,v
,
Patang here carry .^
^
,
r,-j
^
Patang was bringing it here,
b. patang ra-wor
.>,.,;,
Patang here carry
,. . :," >
Patang brought it here.
c. patang ra-w6st
Patang here lead
Patang was leading it here.
d. patang ra-wost
Patang here lead
Patang led it here.
46. Deictic Preverbs > .,., ^ ,. - ,
a. patang rJf-leg9
Patang here send
Patang was sending it here.
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b. patang m w leg3
Patang here send
Patang sent it here.
c. patang ra telwah9
Patang here push
Patang was pushing it here.
d. patang ra tglwaha
Patnag here push
Patnag pushed it here.
Let us now look at the clitic placement rule and see how it reacts
to these two sets of morphemes.
Clitic placement operates with verbs containing a deictic prefix
just as it does with any other Class-II verb, whether the derivational pre-
fix is deictic or not. That is, in sentences where on the surface nothing
precedes the verb, the placement rule places the clitics after the deictic
prefixes when they are stressed. IThen they are not stressed, the placement
rule does not place the clitics after them. Examples are given in (47) and (48).
In the (a) sentences, where stress does not fall on the deictic prefix rg-
,
the clitics are not placed after it. In the (b) sentences, where the stress
falls on rg- , the clitics are placed after it.
47a. raw6r de
here carry you
You were bringing it here.
b. rg de wor
here you carry
You brought it here.
^ ,
48a. rgwost de
...
•
,
here lead you
You were leading it here.
b. rg de wost
here you lead
You led it here.
In contrast, the placement rule never places Group I clitics after
a deictic preverb, which of course does not ever bear stress regardless of the
aspect of the verb. The examples in (49) and (50) illustrate. Notice that the
clitics are not placed after the deictic preverb rg - . They are placed in the
(a) sentences in post-verbal position and in the (b) sentences after the
verbal prefix, in one instance the grammatical prefix wg and in the other the
derivational prefix tel-. Any change in the postition of the clitics will
render the sentences'^Tingrammatical.
49a. rg leg3 ba de
here send would you
You would be sending it here.
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b. ra wti ba de leg9
here PERF would you send
You would send it here. i'-
'
50a. ra telwahB ba d£ - ' . -
here push would you
You vtfould be pushing it here.
b. ra t61 ba de wah9 - - -
here would you
You would push it here.
A comparison of (49) -(50) with (51) -(52) below will reveal that the placement
rule has placed the clitics in the former in exactly the same position as it
has placed them in the latter where the same verbs are not preceded by the
deictic particles.
51a. lega ba de : • • .
send would you - • ^
You would be sending it.
b. wti ba de^ leg9 '
'
PERF would you send
You would send it. ::•.;• '
52a. telwaha ba de
push would you '
You would be pushing it. • '•
b. tgl ba d£ wah3
would you - .- " -
You would push it.
It would seem, then, that the placement rule treats the deictic preverbs,
which never receive stress, as if they were not there.
In summary, the placement rule places clitics after a deictic prefix
only when it bears stress. IVhen it does not bear stress, the placement rule
does not place clitics after it. This contrasts with the situation with
deictic preverbs: the placement rule never places clitics after a deictic
preverb, which does not ever bear stress. In short, in determining "second
position", the placement rule treats the stressless deictic preverbs as if
they were not there in that when on the surface nothing else precedes the verb
it ignores them and places the clitics in mid-verbal or post-verbal position.
This strongly suggests once again that stress is a relevant factor for the
clitic placement rule.
Let us now look at some other items which are similar to the deictic
preverbs in that they are always associated with the verb yet cannot be con-
sidered prefixes. These are the negative particles n9^ (used for ordinary
negatives) and md_ (used for negative commands).
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53a. n9 gadeg9in
not dance
I don't dance.
b. m9 gadega
not dance.
Don't dance.
The preverbal negative particles, in contrast to the deictic preverbs, always carry
the main stress of the negative-plus-verb construction. The examples in (54)-
(57) illustrate.
54a. gadedaia
She was dancing.
b. nd gaded31a
She was 'not dancing.
55a.
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d. m9 me ?a\\rrawa
not me bother
Don't bother me.
Thus, although both the negative particles and the deictic preverbs
are associated with the verb, in sentences in which only these it>ems precede
the verb, the clitic placement rule places clitics only after the stressed
negative particle and never after the unstressed deictic preverb.
Once again this strongly suggests that stress is relevant to the
clitic placement rule.
Second, there is even clearer evidence from sentences where other
sorts of elements precede the verb for the fact that stress is relevant for
clitic placement. This evidence is provided by the two sets of data dis-
cussed below.
IVe saw at the beginning of our discussion of the clitic placement
rule that in the usual instance clitics are placed after the first major surface
constituent of their clause. However, it will be seen below that this is
true only when that constituent bears at least one main stress. If the first
major surface constituent of the clause does not bear any main stress, the
clitics cannot be placed after it. In such instances, just as in instances
where nothing precedes the verb, the clitics are placed in either raid-verbal
or post-verbal position.
The first set of data which indicates that the placement rule will
not place clitics after the first major constituent if the constituent does
not bear stress is provided by prepositional and postpositional phrases and
by their proforms. Before looking at the data, a couple of comments on Pashto's
prepositional phrases and postpositional phrases is in order at this point.
The stress of a prepositional phrase is always carried by the NP and never
by the preposition. A preposition may occur only with a full NP or strong
pronoun but not with a clitic pronoun as the object of preposition. (Only
postpositions may occur with clitic pronouns.) Similarly, the stress of a
postpositional phrase consisting of a full NP or a strong pronoun plus a mono-
syllabic postposition always falls on the noun or pronoun and never on the
postposition.
Now look at the data in (59) -(60). In (S9a) , the first major con-
stituent is a prepositional phrase consisting of a preposition p3^ "with"
plus a full NP ras3y "rope". The first major constituent in (60a) is a post-
positional phrase consisting of a postposition na "from" and a full NP Layla .
In the corresponding (b) and (c) sentences in (59-60) , the first constituents
are the proforms pe "with it" and tre "from her" respectively. These proforms
are underlyingly prepositional and postpositional phrases with third person
Ibjects. Hence l"will call them Pro-Pre/Postpositional Phrases (Pro-PPPs)
.
They never bear stress.
Let us now compare the facts of clitic placement in the (a) sentences
verus the (b) and (c) sentences. Notice that in the (a) sentences the clitics
have been placed after the first najor constituent of the clause. In them.
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at least one morpheme, the noun or strong pronoun, of the first constituent
bears main stress. In contrast, in the (b) and (c) sentences the clitics
have not been placed after the first constituent. They have been placed in
the mid-verbal or post-verbal position. The first constituent of the clause,
the Pro-PPP, does not of course bear stress.
59a. p3 rasSy ba ye watari
with rope will it PERF tie
He will tie it with the rope.
b. pe wti ba ye tari
with it PERF will it tie
He will tie it with it.
c. pe tari ba_ ye
with it tie will it
He will be tying it with it.
-,- •
'
60a. layla na de oxist3 -
'
Layla from you buy
You were buying it from Layla.
b. tre a de xist3
from her you
You were buying it from her.
c. tre axist9 d£ . ' . ..
from her buy you
You were buying it from her.
Thus the placement rule places clitics after the first major con-
stituent of their clause only when that constituent contains at least one
main stress. When the first constituent of the clause does not bear a main
stress, the placement rule ignores it in determining "second position" and
places the clitics in mid-verbal or post-verbal position. It seems clear
that stress is relevant for the clitic placement rule. It is interesting to
notice that in the (b) and (c) sentences of (59) and (60) , where the verb is
preceded by an unstressed constituent, the placement rule has placed the clitics
in exactly the same position as in (61) and (62) (a-b) , where the verb is
preceded by nothing. This means that the placement rule treats the unstressed
constituent in (59) and (60) as if it was not there.
61a. wu ba ye tari
PERF will it tie
He will tie it.
tari ba ye
tie will it
He is tying it.
62a. a d£ xist9
you
You were buying it
.
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b. axist9 de
buy you il- ;• .
You were buying it
.
Another piece of evidence concerning the sensitivity of the clitic
placement rule to stress is provided by the instances in (63) -(65). Notice
that the first major constituent in all of these sentences is a postpositional
phrase. However, in the (a) sentences the enclitics are placed after the
first major constituent but in the (b) sentences are not. Instead they are
placed in either the mid- or post-verbal position. The only difference between
the postpositional phrases in the (a) sentences and the postpositional phrases
in the (b) sentences is that in the former case they contain a full NP or a
strong pronoun whereas in the latter case they contain a weak pronoun. (The
latter sort I will call "weak pre-/postpositional phrases" or IVPPs.) The full
NPs and the strong pronouns in the (a) sentences bear stress, but the weak
pronouns ra, d3r
,
and w9r in the (b) and (c) sentences never bear stress.
A monosyllabic postposition such as ta does not ever bear stress either, re-
gardless of whether it occurs with a full NP or strong pronoun or with a weak
pronoun. Thus the first major constituent, i.e. the postpositional phrase,
in the (a) sentence bears a main stress and hence the placement rule has
placed the clitics after it. However, the first major constituent in the (b)
and (c) sentences, also a postpositional phrase, does not bear any main stress,
and the clitic placement rule has not placed the clitics after it. Instead it
has placed them in mid-or post-verbal position, depending on where the verb
stress falls. In the (b) and (c) sentences, the appearance of the enclitics
in pre-verbal position would render them ungrammatical
.
63a. ma ta de prexod9
me for you left
You left it for me. '' ::.^ :::' " '"
b. ra ta pre d£ xod3
me for you
You left it for me. i'.
c. ra ta prexod5 de_ : . .
me for left you
You were leaving it for me. --'" -
'
.
"
'
64a. ta ta ba ye prigdi
you for may it leave
He may leave it for you- '""
b. d9r ta pre ba ye di
you for may it
He may leave it for you. ' -'
c. d9r ta prigdi ba ye
you for leave may it
He may be leaving it for you.
65a. patang ta ba ye prigdi • .•••
'
Patang for may it leave "'
,
He may leave it for Patang. •
Ill
b. w3r ta pro ba ye di
him for .uy it
He will leave it for him.
c. w3r ta prigdi ba ye
him for leave may it
He may be leaving it for him.
Notice that in (63)
-(65) (b-c) , where the first major constituent
does not bear stress, the clitics ate placed in exactly the same positions as
in (66)
-(68) (a-b), where on the surface nothing precedes the verb.
66a. pre de xod3
you
You were leaving it.
b. prexod3 de
leave you
You left it.
67a. pre ba ye gdi
may it
He may leave it.
b. prigdi ba ye •,
,
leave may it
He may be leaving it. .
,
.;
68a. pre ba ye gdi , . i
may it
He may leave it. • • i • :
b. prigdi ba ye^ (•
leave may it
He may be leaving it.
Once again, the clitic placement rule seems to react to an unstressed
constituent the same as to zero.
From the above sets of data, one can conclude that clitics are placed
after the first major surface constituent only when it bears at least one main
stress; when it is unstressed, the clitics are placed in the subsequent eligible
position. This conclusion is further validated by sentences containing more than
one unstressed surface constituent before the verb. Very often the verb may
be preceded by both a Pro-PPP and a WPP. Nevertheless, the clitic placement
rule will still place the clitics in mid-verbal or post-verbal position rather
than after either unstressed constituent. In (69), the verb is preceded by
one 17PP and one Pro-PP. Notice that the clitics are placed either in mid-verbal
or in post-verbal position, rather than after the V/PP or Pro-PPP.
69a. ra ta pe gand3 de j < t
me for by him sew you , <
You were having him sew it for me. •. .
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. b. ra ta pe w9 d£ gctnda
me for by hem PERF you sew'
You had him sew it for me.
C. ra ta te rawre ba /e
me to from him bring would it
You would be bringing it to me from him.
d. ra ta te ra ba ye wre
me to from him would it wra ,,., -
You would bring it to me from him.
If moreover there is present also a deictic preverb, which never
bears stress, the placement rule will ignore the WPP, the Pro-PP, and the Deictic
Preverb all three and will place the clitics in mid-verbal or post-verbal
position. The items in (70) illustrate. Any change in the position of the
clitics will render the sentences in (70) ungrammatical
.
70a. ra ta te ra ¥kaw3 de
me for from it here pick you.
You were picking it for' me from it (and bringing it) here.
b. ra ta te ra w3 de skaw9
me for from it here PERF you pick
You picked it for me from it (and brought it) here.
c. ra ta te ra tolawBl d£
me for from it here collect you
You were collecting them for me from it (and bringing them) here.
d. ra ta te ra tol de kr31
me for from it here you
, You collected them for me from it (and brought them) here.
If the verbs in (70) are replaced by a verb containing a prefix, and ;
if the prefix of the verb does not bear stress, the placement rule will ignore
the prefix also and place the clitics after the verb stem, which is stressed
on the ultimate- pr penultimate. The examples in (71) illustrate. Any change
in the position of the clitics will render the sentences ungrammatical.
71a,, ra ta te ra prewe5t9 de
me for from it here bring dovm you
You were bringing it down here for me from it.
b. ra ta te ra porewest3 de
me for from it here carry across you
You were carrying it across here for me from it.
The examples given in (69) -(71) show that the clitic placement rule.in
deteniiinin^: "second position" may ignore or skip as many consecutive unstressed
items as may possibly arise.
The final sort of evidence indicating that stress is relevant for the
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clitic placement rule comes from pairs of instances where a WPP (weak pre-/
postpositional phrase) sometimes does and sometimes does not bear stress.
Recall that a postpositional phrase consisting of a weak pronoun ra, dgr , or
war
,
plus a monosyllabic postposition never bears stress. However, if the post-
positional phrase consists of a weak pronoun plus a disyllabic postposition, the
postposition may bear stress Under certain conditions. That is, when a I'JPP
containing a two-syllable postposition occurs with certain forms of the copula,
which are also normally unstressed, the postposition may bear stress. Items
(72) and (73) illustrate.
72. roi sara da
me with is
It is with me. (I have it)
73. ro kara da
me at-house-of is
It is in my house.
Now let us examine the operation of clitic placement in sentences of this
sort. Consider (74) and (75). Notice that, contrary to the situation with
all similar previously presented examples, the clitic placement rule does
place the Group I clitics after a postpositional phrase containing a weak
pronoun, but it is a postpositional phrase with a stressed element.
74. ra sara d£ wi
me with let be
Let it be with me.
75. ra kara de wi
me at-house-of let be
Let it be in my house.
These facts indicate that the clitic placement rule ignores a postpositional
phrase, the first major constituent of the sentence, only when neither of its
components bears stress. When one of its components does bear stress, whether
the NP or the postposition, the placement rule does not ignore it in defining
"second position," and does place clitic after it.
A comparison of the preceding with the following examples yields
further significant evidence that the clitic placement rule is sensitive to
stress. In instances like (72)
-(75) the stress may occur either on the post-
position or on the copula, depending on the focus. In (76) and (77), the
stress falls on the copula rather than on the postposition. Notice that in
these instances the Group-I clitic ha<; hf^cn plareH aftor thp rnpnla, which
carries the stress.
76. ra sara wi d£
me ivrith be let
Let it be with me.
77. ra kara wi de_
me at-house-of be let
Let is be in ray house.
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Thus in sentences consisting of identical items, the placement rule clearly
takes stress into account.
Thus I conclude that the clitic placement rule never places clitics
after the first major constituent of a clause if that constituent is unstressed.
I'/hen the verb is preceded by such a constituent, the clitic placement rule
ignores it and places the clitics either in mid-verbal or post-verbal position,
depending on the location of the verb stress, just as if the pre-verbal con-
stituent were not present. Unstressed constituents, then, don't "count" for
the purposes of clitic placement. Clearly, stress is relevant for the clitic
placement rule.
Clitics in Pashto are placed, then, in "second position." However,
the nature of what fills the first position may be quite different in different
instances. That is, what clitics are placed after ranges in size from the first
major surface constituent of the clause, which may consist of one or several
words, to the first lexical component of the verb of the prefix of the verb,
and even to a meaningless phonological segment --the initial syllable of the
verb root --in some instances. An item of any of thse three types counts as
filling first position for the purposes of clitic placement only if it is
stressed. If it is unstressed, then for the purposes of clitic placement it
does not count and the position of the clitics is determined just as if the item
weren't there. That, is, the clitics are placed in the subsecjuent eligible
position. Based on all the preceding observations, the Clitic Placement
Rule-I can be formulated as follows: Group-I clitics are placed after the
first major surface constituent that bears at least one main stress --where
"major constituent" may be directly dominated by S, VP, or V.
These facts have some interesting implications.
First, the fact that the placement rule places clitics after the
first lexical component or the prefix of the verb, but not after any other
morphene such as the root or a suffix, shows that the placement rule is sen-
sitive to the morphological structure of the verb. This observation, especially
the fact that the placement rule places the clitics after the prefix of the
verb, indicates that here a syntactic rule is operating on the basis of ele-
ments smaller than the word, which is usually the smallest entity in the realm
of operation of syntactic rules.
More important is the fact that here the same syntactic rule, clitic
placement, operates sometimes on the basis of a constituent directly dominated
by S in quite parallel manner. I7e saw that in sentences where on the surface
no stressed item precedes the verb, the placement rule places clitics after the
prefix or the first lexical component of the verb. This is the case except
when these items are unstressed, in which case the placement rule places clitics
in the subsequent eligible position. In parallel manner, in all other sorts
of sentences, the placement rule places clitics after the first major consti-
tuent, except when that item is unstressed, in v;hich case it places the clitics
in the subsequent eligible position. Thus, in sentences where on the surface
no stressed item precedes the verb, the placement rule treats a constituent
dominated directly by V in the same fashion as it treats a constituent dominated
directly by S in the non-verb-initial sentences.
More peculiar apparently are the instances where the placement rule
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places the clitics after a meaningless phonological string -- the initial
syllable of the verb root. In such instances the segment after vjhich the
clitics are placed is a phonological segment which cannot even be considered
a "morpheme", defined as "the smallest individually meaningful element...."
(Hockett 1967:123).
From these facts, v;e can conclude that the same syntactic rule,
clitic placement, operates on the basis of three different kinds of entities.
In some instances it operates on the basis of a constituent dominated by S.
In other instances it opei'ates on the basis of a constituent dominated' by V.
And in yet some other instances it operates on the basis of a mere phonological
segment, a segment v;hich cannot be considered a constituent at any level, in
the usual sense of the term.
Tliese facts raise some questions about the nature of "syntactic
constituent". If "syntactic constituent" is defined on the basis of behavior,
then in Pashto a prefix or sometimes even a meaningless segment which behaves
like a prefix must be considered a "syntactic constituent." The only alter-
native is to say that syntactic rules sometimes operate on the basis of non-
syntactic categories --i.e. morphological or phonological segments.
Third, it has generally been assumed that a syntactic rule need not
make reference to stress, especially of the phrase or word. In this paper,
we have seen that in Pashto clitics are not placed after segments, morphemes,
or constituents that do not bear stress, although v;hen the same kind of items
do bear stress, the clitics are placed after them. It is clear, then, that
the clitic placement rule is sensitive to stress --i.e. that the structural
description of the clitic placement rule must include reference to stress.
This, in turn, has the further implication that stress must be assigned prior
to the application of clitic placement in Pashto.
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NOTES
^The "first major" constituent is normally directly dominated by S.
Hovrever, in Pashto, a sentence may often consist of only a VP or a V, so that
S uniquely dominates these. Because of this characteristic, if a sentence
consists of only a VP, then the "first major" constituent may be dominated
directly by VP and only indirectly by S; and if a sentence consists of o^^ly
a V, then the "first major" constituent is dominated directly by V and only
indirectly by S.
The classification of verbs given here is my o\vn.
Actually this de would raise to di^ due to the operation of a vowel
harmony rule, but for convenience here I am giving it in its basic form.
4
Darmesteter (1888-90) holds that historically that /a/ was a prefix.
However, synchronically it cannot be considered a prefix in the usual sense
of the term.
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A MATTER OF SCOPE: MCCAWLEY VERSUS POSTAL
ON THE ORIGIN OF NOUN PHRASES
Peter Cole
1. The Ambiguity . . ., • . . . ., -ji
In his influential paper "Where Do Noun Phrases Come From?", McCawley
(1970 and 197ll) noted the ambiguity of the underlined noun phrases in
sentences like (l)-(3).2
(1) John said that the woman who shares an office with Bill is very
intelligent.
(2) John said that the woman who shares an office with Bill is an
anthropologist.
(3) John said that the woman who shares an office with Bill is the
anthropologist who received the Meade Award.
Sentences (l)-(3) are ambiguous in the same way. They are appropriate
either as a report of John's having said (4)
very intelligent \
(4) The woman who shares an office with Bill is, an anthropologist.-
/ \
/ the anthropologist !
.
*.
I who received the
^
VMeade Award
or (5).
very intelligent % \
(5) Martha Anderson is -an anthropologist
,
the anthropologist who received the Meade
'
Award
In the former case, John is the source of the description, while in the
latter case, the speaker reports John's statement of (5) by (l)-(3).
McCawley presents sentences like (6) as further instances of the
same ambiguity.
(6) Tom says that the man who killed Kennedy didn't kill Kennedy.
Note that when Tom is taken as having supplied the italicized description
he must be understood to have made a contradictory statement:
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(7) The man who killed Kennedy didn't kill Kennedy.
But if the source of the description is the speaker of (6), Tom need not
be guilty of a contradiction. He might v;ell have said (8),
(8) Lee Harvey Oswald didn't kill Kennedy.
which the speaker of (6), convinced that Cswald was the assassin, reports
as (6).
In addition to sentences with overt definite descriptions like
(l)-(3), McCawley proposes that the ambiguity of (9) has the same origin
as that of (l)-(3) aiid (6).
(9) Fred thinks that he's richer than he is.
The sources of (9) are claimed to be similar to those of (10).
(10) Fred thinks that the degree to which he is rich is greater
than the degree to which he is rich.
That is, the ambiguity of (9) is reduced to the sort of ambiguity already
ecountered in (l)-(3) and (6).
2. A Scope Analysis
McCawley proposes an anlysis of the sentences discussed in the previous
section in terms of relative scope. He suggests that when the speaker
is the source of the description, the description originates as the
sister of the matrix clause as in (11). 3
(11)
John the woman who shares an office
with Bill
y is very intelligent
In (11) the fact that the speaker is the source of the description is
repiesented by the placement of the description in a position out of
the scope of (that is, not commanded by) the verb said .
IThen John is the source of the description, MP: y is placed within
the sccpe of said, as in (12).
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(12)
y is very intelligent the woman who shares an office with Bi1
1
The central feature of McCawley's analysis Is that the differing inter-
pretations of sentences like (1), (2), (3), (6), (9) and (10) are
analyzed in terms of the scope of the description and a predicate (e.g.
say , believe) .^ IiJhether or not the description is commanded by the
predicate determines whether the description is taken to be that of
the subject of the sentence (John in (1)) or of the speaker.
3. Another Scope Analysis
A very different relative scope analysis is found in Postal (1974).
Postal proposes that the ambiguity found in sentences like (6) and
(9) is a scope ambiguity. But he contends, the differing interpretations
are not due to the relative scope of the description and a predicate
of the appropriate type. Rather, they are due to the scope of a verb
ot" prepositional attitude etc. and a covert verb that does not appear
in surface structure. Postal's analysis has some intuitive plausibility
for comparatives, so I will use the analysis of (9) to illustrate his
approach.
It will be remembered that (9) was presumed by McCawley to derive
from a source similar to that of (10)
.
' • • :w •i: !:'; (>,.:) -,: :
(9) Fred thinks that he's richer than he is.
(10) Fred thinks that the degree to which he is rich is greater
than the degree to which he is rich.
Thus, (9) is taken to contain a covert predicate is greater than .
Postal takes the ambiguity of (9) to be due to the relative scope of
think and is greater than , the latter predicate represented by MORE in
Postal's article. Example (13) is how Postal would represent the non-
contradictory reading of (9). Example (14) represents the contradictory
reading.
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(13)
Fred V NP
I \
thinks S
(14)
Fred is rich
to y
Trees (13) and (14) do not differ significantly from the underlying
structures needed by McCawley. VJhat does differ is the aspect of
semantic structure taken to be responsible for the ambiguity of (9).
According to McCawley, the contradictory reading results from the
subordination of the description y [Fred is rich to y] to the verb
think, while according to Postal, the contradiction results from the
subordination of the comparative predicate MORE to think . The relative
scope of the description and think are, in Postal's analysis, irrelevant.
Thus, the most important differences between McCawley 's and Postal's
analyses are the rules interpreting the structures. Although neither
Postal nor McCawley provides an explicit formal semantics for his
analysis, it is clear that McCavrley's and Postal's rules of semantic
interpretation (in the logical useage of the term) would be sensitive
to different things: McCawley 's to the relative scope of a predicate
and a description, and Postal's to the relative scope of two predicates.
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Postal's Analysis of Definite Descriptions
I would like to turn nov; to Postal's treatment of sentences like (6).
(6) Tom says that the man who killed Kennedy didn't kill Kennedy.
Postal assimilates the ambiguity of (6) to that of (9) by proposing that
(6) contains a covert predicate analogous to MORE in (9). In the case of
(6), the predicate is SAME, defined by Postal as "a binary predicate
expressing extensional identity. (p. 382)" On the non-contradictory
reading, (6) would be represented as (15), and on the contradictory
reading as (16)
.
VP/\
V NP
I
/
^SAME NP
X didn't kill Kennedy y
killed Kennedy
Before discussing whether Postal's analysis is tenable when extended
to definite descriptions (I think it is not), I would like to point out
the essential role played by SAME in Postal's analysis. It will be
remembered that Postal's analysis of comparatives like (9) differed from
that of ^cCawley in that according to Postal the ambiguity derived from
the relative scope of MORE and think. For McCawley MORE played no such
role in the ambiguity. But both Postal and McCawley would posit an
element like MORE in logical structure. ^ i ^ .. - \
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Consider now the structures that McCawley would posit as underlying
(6), The non-contradictory reading is represented as (17) and the
contradictory reading as (18).
(17)
(18)
y didn't kill Kennedy the man who killed Kennedy
Structures (17) and (18) do not differ in the same way that (13)
and (14) differ. Examples (13) and (14) differ in two ways: (1) in
terms of the relative scope of think and the description; (2) in terms
of the relative scope of think and MORE. Thus, (13) and (14) were
appropriate input for both :icCawley's and Postal's rules of semantic
interpretation.
This is net the case with regard to (17) and (18). For (17) and (18)
differ in terms of the relative scope of a predicate ( says ) and des-
cription ( the man who killed Kennedy ) . But they do not differ in terras
of the relative scope of Bays and a predicate analogous to MORE. Thus,
for Postal, (17) and (18) would receive the same interpretation. Some
predicates like SALIE must be introduced as in (15) and (16) to allow
Postal's rules of semantic interpretation to account for the readings
of (C). On the assumption that (6) and (9) are instances of the same
ambiguity. Postal's analysis can be falsified if it can be shown that
the hypothesis of a predicate like SAME is generally untenable.
5. A Syntactic Argument for Postal's Hypothesis
In a paper presented at the 1975 meeting of the Chicago Linguistic
Society, Reinhart (1975) points out that the logical structures
posited by Postal appear to predict different readings from those actually
found. Reinhart 's arguments are straightforward and convincing, and
call into doubt the semantic adequacy of Postal's analysis. She does
not, however, discuss Postal's syntactic arguments. There are certain
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syntactic data v;hich Postal interprets as supporting his analysis. I
will argue that the support is illusory. I shall go into some detail
in this matter because, in the absence of semantic motivation. Postal's
proposed underlying structures can only be worthy of serious consideration
if they are strongly supported on purely distributional grounds. I
shall try to show that they are not.
Postal contends that "the distribution of . . . ambiguities is
controlled by syntactic islands in the sense of Ross 1967 and later work.
(p. 383)" According to Postal, only the contradictory interpretation
is possible in an island. In (19a) the italicized structure is a
sentential subject, (19b) the complement of a noun head.
(19) a. That Mary was older than she v/as was assumed by Jack.
(19)b.Iielvin believes the claim that Mary is older than she is .^
Although, Postal claims, only a contradictory reading of (19a) is possible,
both readings may be expressed by (20), where the sentential subject
has been extraposed and hence is not an island.
(20) It was assumed by Jack that Mary was older than she was .
Similar distributions of readings are alleged to hold for other island
structures.
Postal considers these data to be evidence in favor of the under-
lying structures he hypothesized for t\70 reasons. First, he assumes
that island violations always involve movement into or out of an island
structure. Second, in the derivation of comparatives (including \.<rhat
for Postal are covert comparatives like (6)) a lowering rule applies
that cyclically lowers the main verb and certain associated material
into restrictive relative clauses, thereby converting what was under-
lyingly a subordinate clause into a superficial main clause. The
lowering rule is sensitive to islands.'^ Thus, it blocks the lowering
of a higher predicate into island structures. As a result, the only
reading possible is one where the material in the island originated in
the island. This is claimed to explain the non-ambiguity of material
in islands.
An illustration might be useful for the sake of clarity. Let
us compare the derivations for the non-contradictory and contradictory
readings of (19b) in order to see how, according to Postal, the non-
contradictory reading is blocked. The non-ccntradictory reading is
derived from a logical structure along the lines of (21)
.
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(21)
Miary is y age
Mary Is x age
According to Postal, the matrix verb MORE and the associated material
NP2 would be lowered into NF^ in two stages. 8 The output of the first
stage of lowering is illustrated in (22). In the first stage MORE and
NP2 are lowered into MPg.
(22)
\
Melvin believes the claim S
/
Mary is y age Mary is x age
In the first stage of lowering no island violation takes place.
Such a violation does occur in the second stage, in which NPq is
lowered into S-j^ replacing the index x. Note that this instance of x
is in an Island. Thus, (23) is blocked.
(23)
I'iORE y Mary is y age
In contrast to (21)- (23), the contradictory reading of (19a)
would not involve an island violation. The underlying structure would
be roughly (24)
.
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(24) yS
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moved into or out of an island. Cole et al 1975 and 1977, James 1972,
and Morgan 1975 show that island violations are found in a variety of
environments where no movement of deletion has taken place. ^^
This evidence is repeated here. Data from t\-70 languages discussed
in Cole et al, Mandarin and Hindi, are relevant to whether island
violations indicate that a movement or deletion rule has applied. ''
In both languages island violations can be found in environments where
no movement (or deletion) rule has applied. I will first consider
relativization in Mandarin, and then relativization and question formation
in Hindi. I will consider relativization in Mandarin first. ^^
Mandarin employs two relativization strategies, one where the
relativized noun phrase is deleted, and the other where a pronominal
token of the relativized noun phrase is retained in surface structure.
Deletion is generally mandatory when the relativized noun phrase is the
subject of the relative clause, and optional (with deletion preferred)
when it is the direct object. The relativization of a direct object is
illustrated in (26)
.
(26) Zhe jiushi fwo zuotain kanjian ( ?ta) de] neige ren.
this is I yesterday see (he) RI that person
'This is the man that I sav; yesterday.'
(The symbol ? means that the sentence is awkward, slightly
less than fully grammatical.)
T-Jhen the relativized noun phrase is within a complement clause, pronoun
retention is preferred. This is true even when the relativized noun
phrase is the subject of the complement clause. A sentence of this type is
given in (27).
(27) Zhe jiushi [Lao Wang shuo -; hen xihuan tiaowu de] neige ren.
ta.'
this is Lao Wang say ,' 0^'very like dance R4 that person
Ihe'
'This is the man who Lao Wang said that he loved dancing very much.'
I have established that pronoun retention is a permissible relativization
strategy in Mandarin. I shall now turn to the grammaticality of retention
relativization in islands. Data from three island structures follows:
(28) Complements of Noun Heads ,,
*Zhe jiushi [Lao Uang chengren [women dou kanjian 'de]
N
^*^^/
this is Lao Wang acknowledge we all see ' FM
|he:
zheige shishi de] neige ren.
this fact RM that person
'This is the man Lao V/ang acknowledged the fact that we all
saw him.
'
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(29) Relative Clauses
*Zhe jlushi [[women dou hen zunjing < ta., xihuan >ta'^e ] neige
r ^1 0'. V
this is we all very respect like RM that
he she
ren. de] neiwei nulaoshi .
person FM that woman teacher
'This is the woman teacher that we all respect the man who likes
her.'
(30) Conjoined Noun Phrase
*Zhe jiushi [wo zuotain kanjianS I gen Lao Wang de] neige ren.
^ V ^
this is I yesterday see ) s and Lao Wang EM that person
) he '
'This is the man that I saw and John yesterday.'
The islands in (23) through (30) block the application of relativization
even when the pronoun is retained. Thus, the presence of an island
violation does not necessarily indicate that a movement or deletion has
occurred.
Another language in which island violations are found, but in which
no movement or deletion can be supported is Hindi. Hindi allows a number
of relativization strategies. VJhat is relevant to this paper is that in
one of the strategies the relative clause appears to the left of the head
and the head is deleted under identity with the relativized noun phrase.-'--'
This is illustrated schematically in (31a). An example is given in (31b).
(31)a. ^p[S[...NP....]S NP. ] j^p ^p[S[...NP....]S 0^] NP
'NPb. c,[jis larke ne veh kitab bheji thi]„ V3h (larka
NP^
^
that boy ag.m. that book sent had corr. boy
kal aya tha.
yesterday come had
'The boy who sent that book had come yesterday.'
This type of relativization in Hindi shares with Mandarin the property
that a nominal token of the relativized noun phrase may appear in surface
structure.
Consider now the effect of relativization into islands using this
retention strategy. Despite the fact that neither movement nor deletion
has taken place, relativization is ungrammatical into complements of noun
heads, non-participial relative clauses and conjoined noun phrases. This
is illustrated below.
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(32) Relative Clauses
J^ fjis larke. ne jo kitab, bheji thi ]_ v3h 0,
a b 1 J a 1
that boy ag. m. rel.m. book sent had corr.
kal aya tha] vah kho g3i.
•* J
yesterday come had corr. lost is
'That book which the boy who had sent had come yesterday is lost.
(33) Complements of Noun Heads
„ *[ jls kar. ko„ ySh bat sac h „ [ ki gopal ne xSrid, ]„ ]„
^1 ^ ^1 ^2 ^ ^2 \
rel.m. car this news true is that Gopal ag.m. bought
v3h sundsr he A^
corr. pretty is
'The car which the news that Gopal bought is true is pretty.'
(34) Conjoined Noun Phrases
*[jis sofa, unhone mez kursi or ke bic ne r kha he]
rel. sofa they-ag. table chair and of between placed aux.
'i
corr. sofa old is
'The sofa which they have placed a table between a chair and is old,
Thus, island violations in Hindi relativization involve neither movement
nor deletion.
Question formation in Hindi also shows that island violations can
occur without movement or deletion. In Hindi questions are formed by
substituting a question word for the questioned constituent. No
movement is involved. A pattern of island violations like that seen
in (32)- (34) is found:
(35) Non-Participial Relative Clauses
*Jan us l3rki ko janta he [ Jo kiske sath kam
.
John correl. girl postpos. knows rel.m. whom with work
karti he]?
does
'John knows the girl who works with v7hom?
'
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(36) Complements of Noun Heads
*yah bat sec he [ kl gopal ne kya xerida?]^
h h
it neijs true is that Gopal ag.m. what bought
'The news that Gopal bought what is true?'
(37) Conjoined Noun Phrases
*-.p [sofa or kiske]-,p bic me unhone mez rskha he?
sofa and what between they table placed have
'They have placed the table between the sofa and what?'
As above, the conclusion is that island violations are not an
indication that rules involving movement or deletion have applied.
I would now like to review briefly the facts reported by James (1972)
and Morgan (1975). They show that certain phenomena in English are
sensitive to island constraints, but seem at least not to be expicable in
terms of constraints on movement. James notes that the referent of the
exclamation ah cannot be in an island. Thus in (38),
(38) Ah, it is reported by Newsweek that Kissinger is a vegetarian.'
which contains an extraposed sentential subject, ah can be an expression
of surprise that Newsweek made a certain report, or it can be an expression
of surprise with regard to the proposition reported. In (39),
(39) Ah, that Kissinger is a vegetarian is reported by Newsweek !
however, where the sentential subject has not been extraposed and hence
is an island, ah can only be interpreted as an expression of surprise
that Newsweek made the report. It cannot be interpreted as surprise
respecting the content of the report. Similar examples are provided by
James showing that ah cannot refer to material inside complex NP's or
coordinate structures.
Morgan shows that non-direct replies are sensitive to islands. In
reply to (40)
(40) lifhy was Angela arrested? .
(41) is felicitous, but (42) is not:
(41) The can who lives next door thinks she bought some guns.
(42) The man who thinks she bought some guns lives next door.
The infelicity of (4 2 as a non-direct reply to (40) seems to be due to
the fact that the relevant information (she bought some guns) is inside
an island, a complex NP, in (42). This is not the case with respect to
(41). Thus (41) is felicitous.
The facts reported by Cole et al, James and Morgan would seem to
indicate that the existence of island violations is not indicative of
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movement into or out of the island structure. A variety of possible
explanations for Postal's data suggest themselves. I will briefly review
one possibility here. It would seem possible to explain naturally the
facts noted by Postal in terms of the Extended Accessability Hierarchy
proposed by Cole et al. Another approach, not necessarily in conflict
with the accessibility approach, is to examine from a functional point of
viet; the environments in which the contradictory reading is preferred. •''
Postal cites the following structures as islands, v/here the non-
contradictory reading is blocked;
(43)a. Sentential subjects, tough moved complements, topicalized
constituents, pseudocleft complements, complements which have
undergone right dislocation.
b. Complements immediately preceded by adverbial phrases, the
complements of manner of speaking verbs.
c. Adverbial subordinate clauses, restrictive relative clauses.
I shall discuss each of the above groups of structures separately.
All the structures in (43a) have the following property in common.
The clause in which a contradictory reading is preferred is normally taken
as thematic (old information) rather than rhematic (new or asserted
information). This is apparent from an examination of Postal's examples,
which I cite below :^°
(44) a. Sentential Subject:
That Mary was older than she was was assumed by Jack.
(Postal's 49a)
b. Tough Moved Complements:
That Mary was older than she was was easy for Melvin to believe.
(Postal's 49b)
c. Topicalized Constituents:
That Mi^ry was older than she was
.
Jack may not have reported.
(Postal's 49c) "
d. Complec^ntsof Noun Heads:
Melvin believes the claim that Mlary is older than she is.
(Postal's 50a).
e. Pseudocleft Complements:
I'/hat Mfelvin believes is that Mary is older than she is.
(Postal's 52s)
f. Right Dislocated Complements:
John believes it, that Mary is taller than she is.
(Postal's 53a)
A comparison of the sentences of (44) with otherwise identical
sentences that have not undergone the rule in question shows that these
rules all have (or least can have) the function of indicating that the
constituent in question is to be taken as background information, information
presumed to be known by both speaker and hearer. Thus (44c) might be
paraphrased as (45).
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(45)a. Talking about Mkry's being older than she was. Jack may not
have reported that-
b. Mary was older than she v/as. Jack may not have reported that.
The point is that when the statement that M^ry was older than she was
is viex*ed as background for some further statement, only a literal
(i.e. contradictory) reading is possible. This is because the situation
described by the statement is taken as actual, part of the common know-
ledge shared by the speaker and hearer. Thus, in the sentences of (44),
the situation described in liary was older than she was is taken as common
knowledge. To be altogether convincing, a much more detailed discussion
would be necessary. But the thrust of my explanation should be clear. The
functional effect of the rules involved in (44) is to cause the statement
to be taken as a self-contained description of what the participants assume
to be true. As a result, sentences like (44c) are interpreted like those
of (45). 19
1% discussion of (43b) and (c) will be even briefer than that of
(43a). Examples of the structures in (43b) are found in (46).
(46)a. Complements Immediately Preceded by Adverbial Phrases:
The Times said, I am quite sure, that Aavy was older than she
was. (Postal's 49e)
b. Complements of Manner of Speaking Verbs:
Jim moaned that Mary didn't kiss the boy she kissed.
(Postal's 51b)
The tendency toward a contradictory reading in (46a) seems to me to be
so slight as to verge on nonexistent. The insertion of the adverbial
phrase before the complement may perhaps cause the complement to tend to
be interpreted as an indirect quotation rather than as a parai^hrase. If
so, the preference for a contradictory reading could be explained on
the same basis as (46b), to which I shall turn now. It should be noted
that verbs of manner of speaking are usually interpreted as taking
quotation complements. This is for obvious reasons. These verbs direct
the listener's attention to the properties of the utterance such as tone
of voice. The manner of speaking is not relevant to the paraphrase of
the proposition expressed but rather to the utterance itself. Thus, the
speaker of (46b), because he is employing a verb of manner of speaking, is
interpreted as indirectly quoting Jim's utterance of (47).
(47) Mary didn't kiss the boy she kissed.
Thus, the description is understood to be Jim's and not the speaker's. This
explains vjhy the constructions of (43b) would tend to be interpreted in
the v/ay that Postal says they are.
As for (43c) (adverbial subordinate clauses and restrictive relative
clauses). Postal acknox^/ledges that both the contradictory and non-
contradictory readings are found in these structures.
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(43) c'. If Jack thinks that Mary is taller than she is, he will
buy the wrong dress. (Postal's 54)
c". Jack called the girl who believes Tom is taller than he is.
(Postal's 56)
Since these are claimed to be islands, the ambiguity v/ould seem to be a
prima facie counter example to Postal's claims. Thus, I shall not
discuss such sentences any further.
In this section I have tried to do n/o things. First, I have presented
evidence that Postal is wrong in assuming that island violations are
Indicative of movement into or out of an island. Second, I have shown
that a plausible explanation for the data cited by Postal is possible
without invoking movement. I do not claim to have fully motivated my
non-movement analysis. To do so would have taken up a disproportionate
amount of space. But the general outlines of my position should be clear.
My intent in this section was to show that island facts, though
not necessarily inconsistent with Postal's analysis, do not provide any
support for his position. I have treated this question at length because
the island argument is the only affirmative argument of any potential
force to be found in Postal's article. Without positive support from
that argument Postal's analysis would seem thoroughly speculative.
7. The Predicate SME
It was seen in Section 4 that in order to extend his analysis from
comparatives like (9),
(9) Fred thinks that he's richer than he is,
where a covert predicate ^DRE has great intuitive plausibility, to
relative clauses like that of (6),
(6) Tom says that the man v/ho killed Kennedy didn't kill Kennedy.
a covert predicate, analogous to MORE was needed. The identity predicate
SAME was proposed. Thus, on the noncontradictory reading, (6) was
analyzed as an identity statement having a logical form roughly
like (48).
(48) x: Tom says not kill Kennedy (x) = y: Kill Kennedy (y)
The question which I shall address in this section is whether the logical
form of sentences having the ambiguity illustrated in Section 1 is that
of an identity statement. In claiming that they are identity statements,
Postal is proposing that the verb phrases in sentences like (6), end
in (l)-(3) as well, are disguised singular terms. 20 I believe that
this is false.
The approach which I will take is the following. Postal has proposed
that sentences like (6) have the logical form A is identical to B .
If this is so, it should have some empirical consequences. IVhat is
needed is some kind of test of whether a surface element is a predicate
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or an argument in logical structure. If it can be shoxim that the VPs
that Postal is claiming are arguments do not behave like arguments but
rather like predicates, then Postal's proposal has been falsified. What
I shall try to do now is to find and apply such tests.
Preliminary to doing this, it should be noted that Postal would
presumably not want to introduce SAME into the logical structure of
sentences like Tom didn't kill Kennedy and the woman who shares an office
with Bill didn't kill Kennedy . This is because Postal requires such simple
sentences as x didn't kill Kennedy within the relative clause in his
underlying structures. Othenjise an infinite regression would result.
For instance, consider the effect on substituting NOT SME (x) (the y such
that y killed Kennedy) for x didn't kill Kennedy in (16). It would then
be necessary to replace y killed Kennedy by S/ME (y) (the 2 such that z
killed Kennedy) , But z killed Kennedy would need to undergo a similar
replacement and the process would continue indefinitely. So Postal must
allow the generation of sentences of the form a killed Kennedy , a is an
anthropologist etc. These simple sentences do not contain the predicate
SME.
It has been established, then, that Postal would have to admit
the existence of sentences without some predicate like S/iME or MORE.
Presumably, such predicates are restricted in some way (though I have no
idea how such a restriction could be carried out) to environments where
the ambiguity in question is found. Perhaps if we look at simple
sentences without SME we can find criteria for determining whether a
given surface element is a logical predicate or a logical argunent. We
can then apply these criteria to sentences like (l)-(3) and (6) in
order to see whether the material that Postal says is an argument of
SAIIE behaves like a predicate or an argument.
As it happens, there is a reasonably well developed literature
related to this topic. Much early work in Generative Semantics was
devoted to arguments in favor of the claim that predicate nominals and
predicate adjectives, as well as verbs, should be treated as logical
predicates.
I shall proceed from the sentences where Postal's position might
have a certain intuitive appeal—definite predicate nominals like
(3)— to sentences where Postal's position clearly contradicts accepted
logical analysis
—
predicate adjectives and verbs. I shall assume that
if Postal's analysis is erroneous in treating predicate nominals as
singular terms, the error is all the greater with regard to verbs and
predicate adjectives. My method will be to show that the constituent
in question (e.g. definite predicate nominals) have properties which
show that they are not singular terms. I shall then show that these
same properties are found in appropriately ambiguous sentences like
(l)-(3). Thus, the complement verb phrases in (l)-(3) (and a fortiori
in 6) are not singular terms. It follows that no predicate of identity
can be posited for these sentences.
In caking this argument I shall draw freely on the literature of
Generative Semantics, where it is claimed that predicate nominals and
predicate adjectives, as well as verbs, should be treated as logical
predicates. 21 The arguments in the literature (especially those of
Bach 1968 and McCav/ley 1970) are still persuasive. I shall repeat
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sone of those arguments, adding others of my ovm, and shall then show
that the argtiments apply to the complement clauses of (l)-(3). Thus,
if I am correct, (l)-(3) cannot be identity statements.
In much of the philosophical literature, sentences with definite
predicate nominals have been treated as identity statements. 22 These
are the sentences for which an identity analysis has greatest intuitive
plausibility. But, as Bach and McCawley have shown, not all such
sentences are identity formulae. MlcCawley notes that (49) differs
from (50) in a number of ways. I will repeat only one of his
arguments here since the same point is ciade in all.
(49) Susan is my sister.
(50) Susan insulted my sister.
The phrase my sister in (49) lacks the referential properties
normally associated with object noun phrases. For instance, my sister
in (50) can be modified by a non-restrictive relative clause, but
my sister in (49) cannot.
(51) *Susan is my sister, who is hard to get along v;ith.23
(52) Susan insulted my sister, v/ho is hard to get along with.
Arguments of this sort suggest that in logical structure my sister in
(49) is not a noun phrase. McCawley proposes that it derives from
something like sister me . That is, the definite predicate nominal
is an underlying predicate.
IcCawley's argiment carries over to sentences like (3). Consider
(53).
(53)a. John said that the woman who shares an office with him
is Tom's sister.
b. *John said that the woman who shares an office with him is
Tom's sister, who is hard to get along with.
c. John said that the woman who shares an office with him was
irritated by Tom's sister, who is hard to get along with.
The italicized noun phrase is ambiguous in (53) in the same way
that it is ambiguous in (3): The woman who shares an office with him
may be John's description or the speaker's. Thus (53) illustrates the
ambiguity under consideration. The ungrammaticality of (53b) shows
the inappropriateness of an identity analysis. The reason that these
data are inconsistent with an identity analysis is that according to
the identity analysis the verb phrase is Tom's sister is an argument
of SME in logical structure. Thus, it should be possible to modify
it v7ith a non-restrictive relative clause in (53), though not in
such simple sentences as the woman who shares an office with me is
Tom-'s sister
. But the predicted contrast fails to appear. Hence, the
verb phrase is Tom's sister would seem to have the same status when
embedded in a complement clause that it has when it is in the matrix
clause.
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I should like to dioress for a moment and add a logical argument
to McCawley's syntactic argument. This argument does not directly
extend to (l)-(3), but it is of importance because it adds credibility
to IlcCawley's analysis, on which mine is based. It can be clearly
shewn that not all sentences with definite predicate nominals have
the logical structure of identity statements. Consider (54).
(54) The editor is leaving and my wife is the editor.
On the assumption that my wife is the editor is an identity statement,
(54) would be symbolized as (55).
(55) Is leaving (a) b=a
(where a^ represents the editor and b^ represents my wife )
Example (55) entails (56), -
(56) Is leaving (b) a=b
which is the symbolic representation of (57).
(57) My wife is leaving and the editor is my wife.
Hence, if my wife is the editor is a statement of identity, then (58)
must be true.
(58) The editor is leaving and my wife is the editor entails
my wife is leaving and the editor is my wife .
But, (58) is clearly ridiculous, and the assumption leading to
it, that my vjife is the editor is an identity statement, should be
rejected. Note that no such ridiculous consequences result if the
editor is taken as a predicate claimed to be true of my wife .
The symbolic representation of (54) V70uld then be (59) rather
than (55). The logical form of example (59) does not imply that of
(60).
(59) Is leaving (a) Editor (b)
(60) Is leaving (b) Wife (a)
These considerations show that the assumption that my wife is the
editor is a statement of identity must be rejected because it leads
to false inferences. However, the assumption that such sentences
have the logical form P(a) does not lead to false inferences. Hence,
it is clearly the case that some surface sentences of the form the
X is the y are not logically identity statements. These logical
factors strengthen McCawley's claim that in logical structure such
sentences are of the form P(a).
The arguments against an identity analysis nay be extended a
fortiori to sentences with indefinite predicate nominals. It is •' •
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noteworthy that sentences like (61) are represented as (62) in standard
logical notation,
(61) John is a doctor.
(62) Doctor
(John)
Wliere the subject is taken to be an argument of the predicate nominal,
and not as (63)
,
(63) John=a doctor
an identity formula. The logical properties of predicates associated
with indefinite predicate nominals has various syntactic reflections.
The non-restrictive relative clause test works for indefinite
predicate nominals as well as definites:
(64) a. *John is a doctor, who is hard to get along with,
b. John met a doctor, who is hard to get along with.
(65)a. John said that the woman v;ho shares an office with him
is a doctor.
b. *John said that the woman who shares an office with him is
a doctor, who is hard to get along with.
c. John said that the woman who shares an office with him met
a doctor, who is hard to get along with.
A further test is pseudocleft, whicii for some speakers can only
apply to referential noun phrases. Compare
(66) VJhat John sav; v?ftg r giraffe.
and
(67) ??lJhat John is is a doctor. 2^
The same contrast is found in sentences like (2):
(68)a. John says that the woman who shares an office with him
sav7 a giraffe,
b. John says that the woman who shares an office v/ith him is
a doctor.
(69)a. Vftiat John says the woman v;ho shares an office with him saw
is a giraffe.
b.??Uhat John says the woman who shares an office with him is
is a doctor.
Similar results hold for cleft sentences.
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A further argument that sentences like (3) are not Identity
sentences is based on discourse conditions on definite noun phrases.
The referent of an indefinite noim phrase may generally be referred to
later in the discourse by a definite noun phrase. This is illustrated
in (70).
(70) John met a doctor . The doctor had red hair.
But note the oddness of (71)
.
(71) ''iJohn is a doctor . The doctor has red hair.
Similarly, discourse (72) is v;ell-formed (and appropriately ambiguous),
but (73) is very strange.
(72) Mary said that the woman who shares an office with her met
a doctor . The doctor has red hair.
(73) *Mary said that the woman who shares an office with her is
a doctor . The doctor has red hair.
These arguments all point to the same conclusion. Sentences with
predicate nominals, which at least look on the surface as though they
might be statements of the form a=b, really have the form P(^\' The
arguments that these nominals are underlyingly predicates go through
just as well when ambiguous definite descriptions are present as when
they are not.^S The contrast predicted by Postal's analysis between
matrix and embedded predicate nominals simply does not occur.
There may be some justification for detailing arguments that
predicate nominals are predicates rather than singular terms. In the
case of predicate nominals there is at least the form of identity state-
ments if i£ receives the interpretation '='. In the case of sentences
xvith adjectives and verbs in predicate position, the adjectives and
verbs are transparently predicates and the burden of proof clearly
falls on one who would analyze them as singular terms. No argument what-
soever has been put forward by Postal in favor of such a position.
Were it not for the fact that Postal's analysis requires that sentences
like (1) and (6) be identity statements, I would hesitate to impute
such a position to him. In the absence of clarification on Postal's
part, I shall rely on the wide acceptance in the literature that
adjectives and verbs are logical predicates. The reader is referred to
Stocl<well et al (1973) and to Lakoff (1965) and (1966)2o. ^he argu-
ments that predicate adjectives and verbs are predicates are unaffected
by the presence or absence of the ambiguity under discussion. Therefore,
I do not think that this point need be belabored.
An additional argument against the hypothesis that sentences like
(6) contain hidden singular terms was suggested by an anonymous reader.
On either reading of (6) it is possible for Tom to believe that no one
killed Kennedy. But this is impossible for (6') on any reading:
(6') Tom says that the man who killed Kennedy isn't (the same as)
the man who killed Kennedy.
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The final definite description in (6') commits Tom to the view
that someone killed Kennedy. This would seem to be a serious problem
for any analysis in which didn't kill Kennedy in (6) is treated as a
covert singular term.
I conclude that there is little or no reason to believe that the
verb phrases in the complement clauses of (l)-(3) and (6) are disguised
singular terms. If they are not, the sentences cannot be analyzed as
statements of identity bet^jeen singular terms. Hence, there is no
reason to accept Postal's claim that the ambiguity illustrated in
Section 1 is due to the relative scope of SAIIE etc. and verbs of
propositional attitude. The proposal that (l)-(3) are identity
statements appears unsupported by evidence.
8. Has Postal's Proposal Been Misconstrued?
In the previous pages I have construed Postal to be making the
claim that (l)-(3) are identity statements, and have argued that
that claim is erroneous. In this section I shall consider the possi-
bility that Postal did not wish to make that claim.
I shall argue, however, that in order to be consistent in his
analysis Postal would have to adopt the position I have argued against
in Section 7. His only other choice would be to disclaim the overall
position taken in Postal 1974.
I would like to present a reconstruction of Postal's position in
order to see how his analysis might be reconstructed so as not to suffer
from the difficulties pointed out in Section 7. The reconstruction is
based on the fact that nowhere does Postal include sentences like
(l)-(3) in his paper.
(1) John said that the woman who shares an office with Bill is very
intelligent.
(2) John said that the v/oman who shares an office v/ith Bill is an
anthropologist.
(3) John said that the woman who shares an office with Bill is
the anthropologist who received the Meade Award.
Rather, he restricts his examples to ccmparatives like (9).
(9) Fred thinks that he's richer than he is.
and relative clauses like (6)
.
(6) Tom says that the man who killed Kennedy didn't kill Kennedy.
I shall assume for the sake of argument that Postal did not intend to
explain the ambiguity of such sentences as (l)-(3). Perhaps he intended
his analysis to apply only to comparatives and to sentences like (6)
that might, by some mental gymnastics, be viewed as covert comparatives.^'
Could Postal's analysis then be saved from the difficulties discussed
in previous sections?
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I shall argue that this ploy would fail for two reasons. First,
in order to avoid having to account for (l)-(3). Postal would have
to allow a rule of semantic interpretation like that needed by McCawley.
But, as I shall show, McCawley' s rule is able to account for comparatives,
as well as for definite descriptions in environments like (l)-(3).
So there would be no need for Postal's rule of semantic interpretation.
Second, there is empirical evidence, which it seems to me Postal would
have to accept, showing that the ambiguities in (l)-(3), and (6) and
(9) should receive a unified analysis.
To turn to the first argument, it will be remembered from Section
2 that McCawley presupposes a rule of semantic interpretation in which
the two interpretations are a function of the relative scope of a
description and a verb of propositional attitude.
As was seen in Section 3, Postal assumes a very different rule
of semantic interpretation, one which treats the ambiguity as deriving
from the relative scope of such verbs as MORE and SAME, and a verb of
propositional attitude. I further assumed in Section 4 that McCawley'
s
rule was not available to Postal. 28 it was the absence of McCawley'
s
rule that prompted the extension of the identity analysis to (l)-(3).
I shall now assume that both rules are operative and examine the
consequences.
It will be remembered that Postal and McCawley posited nearly
identical underlying structures for comparatives. Comparatives were
taken by both to involve the covert comparison (by some predicate like
MORE) of two definite descriptions. Thus, both Postal and McCawley
would agree (minor details aside) that the two readings of (9) derive
from (13) (non-contradictory reading) and (14) (contradictory reading)
.
(13)
NP
. NP
'^
~VP
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(14)
Fred is rich to x
Note that both ilcCa^/ley's and Postal's rules give the correct inter-
pretations of comparatives (but see Reinhart 1975). McCawley's works
because in (13) the definite description y: Fred is rich to y is out-
side the scope of think . In (14) this description is within the scope
of think .
On the assumption that McCa^^ley's rule of semantic interpretation
Is needed to account for (l)-(3), there is nothing to prevent the rule
from applying to (13) and (14), and if this so, what work does
Postal's rule do? McCav;ley's rule, which is independently necessary,
would seem to accomplish all that Postal's does. Hence, the introduction
of Postal's rule of interpretation for comparatives would be ruled out
on grounds of simplicity of the sort discussed by Postal 1972. The
point is that McCawley's rule, because it is more general, accounts fcr
everything that Postal's rule accounts for and more. Postal's rule,
on the other hand, only accounts for part of the data McCawley's rule
accounts for. The choice between the trjo seems straightforward.
My second argviment against my hypothetical reconstruction of
Postal's position has to do with islands. Postal had claimed that a
powerful argument for his analysis was that only the contradictory
reading (that is, the reading on v;hich the description v;as not supplied
by the speaker, but rather was part of the original sentence the
speaker is reporting) is found in islands. From this claim we know
that if similar restrictions apply to definite descriptions in sentences
like (l)-(3), Postal would have to say that they derive from identity
statements. We shall see that island restrictions do in fact apply.
Compare (74a) with (74 b-d)
.
(74)a. John said that the woman who shares an office with Bill is
very intelligent.
b. That the woman who shares an office with Bill is very intel-
ligent has been said by John repeatedly.
c. John said that she is very intelligent, the woman who shares
an office v;ith Bill .
d. John believes the claim that the woman who shares an office
with Bill is very intelligent.
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The italicized noxm phrase in sentences (74b-d) , in contrast to (74a)
,
tends to be interpreted as part of what John said and not as a
description supplied by the speaker. That is, the italicized notm
phrase tends to be restricted in its interpretation when it is found in
an Island structure. The tendency is less prominent in (74b-d) than
in sentences like those of (44). But the difference in proninence is
not due to a greater tendency in (74b-d) than in (44) to interpret
the description as supplied by the speaker. Rather, it is due to the
fact that the existence of a contradiction in the preferred reading
of (44) makes the preference for that reading stand out. Hence, in
(44) it is easier to distinguish the t\70 readings. But close examin-
ation of (74b-d) shows that the descriptions tend to be understood as
Jclm's and not the speaker's. Therefore, Postal, in order to explain
the island violations in terms of Icxirering, would have to posit a
covert predicate like SAME for (l)-(3). But by doing so. Postal would
open his analysis to the counter arguments of the previous section.
In this section I have examined v;hether Postal's analysis could
be restricted to comparatives and coexist in a state of detente with
'''^''Cawley's analysis. Whatever Postal's original intentions cay have
been (and it is unclear what they were), such a way out does not seem
viable.
9. Conclusions - - -""''
This paper has been devoted to a defence of IlcCav/ley's treatment of
the ambiguity of (l)-(3) and similar sentences. There are t\i70 major
problems with Postal's proposal: Firsts it requires the treatment of
sentences like (l)-(3) as identity statements, a position which leads
to false claims about the grammaticality of nominal sentences. Second,
it is based on the assumption that island phenomena of the sort
observed by Ross (1967) indicate the involvement of movement or
deletion rules in the sentences. This assumption is shown to be
false. Thus, I conclude that if the ambiguity of sentences like
(1), (2), (3), (6) and (9) is in fact a scope ambiguity, an analysis
along the lines of McCax-rley's is to be preferred to that of Postal.
FOOTNOTES
*I would like to thank Stanley Peters, Tanya Reinhart and Susan
Schmerling for their comments on an earlier version of this paper. This
study was funded in part by NSF Grant SOC 7500244.
iMcCawley (1971) is a revised version of McCawley (1970). I shall
restrict my discussion to the latter version of the paper.
^IfcCav/ley was not, of course, the first to take cognizance of this
ambiguity. As WcCawley correctly notes, discussions in the philosophical
literature date back to the Middle Ages. IlcCawley's analysis is quite
similar to that of Quine (1960) inter alia.
%y trees follow the revised notation sanctioned in McCawley (1973).
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^The class of predicates is traditionally restricted to verbs of
prepositional attitude and to alethic modals. Some such restricjtioa is
tacitly assumed wherever 1 do not explicitly mention it.
I have used tree notation rather than bracketed strings. No
theoretical import is to be attached to word order.
Postal frequently uses a system of brackets and parentheses in
which (13) and (14) would be represented as (1) and (ii).
(i) MORE x[Fred thinks (Fred is rich to x) ] y fred is rich to y]
(ii) Fred thinks (WRE x[Fred is rich to x] ylFred is rich to y]
)
In Postal's notation, square brackets indicate restrictive relative
clauses and parentheses indicate complements.
"These are Postal's examples (A9a) and (50a).
clauses is not in itself an island violation. The explanation will not
be repeated here because it is not relevant to the issues at hand. See
Section 8 of Postal's article for details.
'^These derivations are intended to be rough approximations of
Postal's derivations. See Postal Section 7 for details. Postal draws
his trees with VSO order while I use SVO order. Word order is explicitly
stated to be arbitrary by Postal, so I feel justified in yielding to
my prejudice in favor of SVO in English.
In what follows I shall assume for the sake of argument that the
ambiguity under discussion really is sensitive to island constraints.
But this is far from certain. It could be argued that Postal's data
are incorrect and that both readings can be found in islands. I shall
present an example of an island in which I find the noncontradictory
reading, contrary to what Postal would predict. There does, however,
seem to be something to the correlation Postal claims to have
established, so I will not dwell on this line of attack unduly.
The following discourse would seem to cast doubt on Postal's claln
that only the contradictory reading may be found in islands.
(i) Yesterday John claimed that Ilary was 42. He knows that she's
really 36.
He always teases her by making the claim that she is older than
she is.
As far as I can tell, there is nothing in the least odd about (i) . I
suspect that the "missing readings" can be found if the right context
is provided. I see no reason why context should affect the well
foundedness of lowering verbs into islands.
Cole et al (1977) is an extensively revised version of Cole et al
(1975) . In addition to showing that the movement-deletion analysis of
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islands is false. Cole et al propose a somewhat speculative theory of
islands based on an extension of the Keenan-Comrie HP Accessibility
Hi ---archy. It should be noted that evidence against the movement-
deletion analysis is independent of the extended accessibility hypothesis.
All further references to Cole et al are to the later version of the
paper. Note that the arguments therein are valid against Perlmutter's
(1972) proposal that island constraints are constraints on deletion.
Thus, I refer to the movement-deletion analysis rather than simply to
the movement analysis.
•'•I have included only a brief summary of some of the major findings
reported in Cole et al. For a more complete discussion of island
phenomena in these languages see Cole et al. Data from a wider variety
Oi. island constructions are reported there as v/ell.
^^I would like to thank Dr. Ching-Hsiang Chen for providing
information on island phenomena in Mandarin.
--^For an interesting discussion of relativization in Hindi-Urdu,
see Kachru (to appear). I would like to thank Professor Kachru for
her assistance in analyzing evidence from Hindi. I would also like to
thank S.N. Sridhar for collecting the Hindi data for this paper and
for collaborating in the analysis of that data.
The relativized noun phrase jis kar ko is fronted by an optional
fronting rule from the preverbal position in S-. The unfronted version
is ambiguous between (34) and a grammatical sentence, the gloss of which
is 'The nev/s that the car which Gopal bought is beautiful is true. ' I
have given the fronted version in order to eliminate the irrelevant,
grammatical reading. For the conditions on fronting, see Kachru
(forthcoming)
.
15 See footnote 14.
l%ere Hindi differs from Mandarin. Question formation does not
result in island violations in Mandarin. See Chen (1974).
I mean "functional" in the sense of the Prague School. The lack
of conflict between the accessability approach and the functional
approach derives from the fact that the Accessability Hierarchy itself
needs to be explained. VJhy should there be a hierarchy of accessability
and why this particular hierarchy? It would be fruitful to determine
if a functional account of the hierarchy is possible.
Space prevents me from entering into a discussion of why these
structures are thematic. An entire literature on Functional Sentence
Perspective has appeared on this topic. A fairly comprehensive
source of bibliographic references is to be found in Ziv (1976). See
also Ben-Horin (forthcoming) on the pragmatic effect of topicalization
and similar rules.
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^^I have deliberately avoided claiming that the constituents in
question are senantically presupposed. Peiiiaps it would not be inaccurate
to say that theaatic naterial, like that discussed here, is prag-
isatically presupposed.
23SoQe readers nay find the analysis I have iaputed to Postal so
bizarre that they nay suspect I have cisconstrued his proposal. This
question is dealt «ith in detail in Section S.
^Tlie position taken by Generative Seiaanticists did not orig-
inate with thea. Etather, it was borrowed from modem logic. Cf. Quine
(1960, 96), for ezaaple, where a similar claim was found.
But see Strawson (1950), who claims that soae such sentences
clearly are not identity statements.
•'-^The relative clause is intended to oodify ay sister , not to be
an extraposed relative aodifylng Susan . The same caveat applies bel(w.
24Speakers who find (61) acceptable may try a different test. Compare
(i) John sa/ a puma.
(ii) The
, ^
^ which John saw is a puna.being '^
(iii) John is a lawyer.
(iv) ??The f°^^^^ which Jjhn is is a lawyer,being
For aany speakers, paraphrase with the , ^ is possible only if the
noun phrase so paraphrased is referential? %his accounts for the oddness
of (iv).
2^1 leave open the question <-.f whether any predicate nominal con-
stn«:tions are statements of identity. Exaaples like
(i) Tully is Cicero.
ay turn out to be tr'je identity statenents.
2fi
^"Standard logical notation treats predicate adjectives and verbs
identically. Sentence (i) would be represented as (ii) and (i') as (ii').
(i) John is sleeping.
^^^^ '^-^ (John)
(i') John is intelligent,
(ii-) Intelligent
^^^^^
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The verb and predicate adjective are analyzed as predicates and John as
an argument of the predicate.
27
To retreat from my assumption for a mcment, if this was Postal's
intention, he did not signal it clearly. It is difficult to interpret
Section 10 of Postal's paper as anything but a clain that his analysis
remedies essential defects in McCawley's general approach.
2%his is nearly explicit in Section 10 of Postal.
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Pseudo-Passivization: On the Role of Pragmatics
in Determining Rule Unity
E. Riddle G. Sheintuch Y. Ziv
Universytet Gdanski University of Illinois Hebrew University
This paper examines the syntactic behavior and the pragmatic
function of prepositional phrases that undergo Pseudo-Passivization
in English, in an attempt to characterize the domain of the rule
and determine whether it shares sufficient similarities with Pas-
sivization so as to warrant a collapsing of the two processes under
a single unitary rule. It is found that pragmatics plays an im-
portant role in determining the grammatical relation, if any, a
prepositional phrase bears to its verb. A principled explanation
based on pragmatic considerations is offered for the dichotomy of
prepositional phrases into those that undergo Pseudo Passivization
and Tough Movement and those that do not.
In theories of Relational Grammar proposed by Johnson (197^)
and also by Postal and Perlmutter (unpublished work) the rule of
Passivization is characterized by the demotion of a subject to
chomeur status, coupled by the promotion of a direct object to
subject status. We have chosen to work within a relational frame-
work for the purposes of this paper because the syntactic rules
relevant to our study—namely Passivization and Tough Movement
—
can be most adequately and directly formulated in terms of changes
in the grammatical relations of certain constituents to the verb
or verbs in the sentence, providing the basis for capturing the
similarities between various cases of each rule involving different
structural descriptions. The passivization transformation
applies to sentences like (la), promoting the direct object the
apple to subject status and demoting the subject John to chomeur
status—that is to say, to a status of unemployment, where it no
longer bears any relation to the verb. The resiilt of such a
transformation is (lb).
(l)a. John ate the apple.
b. The apple was eaten by John. . "
Pseudo Passivization in English derives a structure like (2b)
from one like (2a).
(2)a. Napoleon has slept in this bed.
b. This bed has been slept in by Napoleon.
Pseudo passive and passive sentences are similar in the morphology
of the verb—both verbs are made up of the auxiliary BE followed
by the past participle—and in the morphology of the agent phrase
—
both agents are preceded by the preposition by. These similarities
show up clearly in (lb) and (2b).
Aside from their morphological similarities, Passivization
and Pseudo Passivization share certain relation changing properties.
Both rules involve the demotion of the subject and the promotion of
some other constituent to subject status. The demotion of the
subject has been claimed by Keenan (l975) to be the primary uni-
versal property of Passivization, with the promotion of some other
NP to assume the position of the subject being a secondary prop-
erty of the rule, not necessarily shared by all Passivization
rules. This xrould also mean that the grammatical relation of the
promoted constituent could vary from language to language, and
possibly, within a single language. According to Keenan, then,
the Passivization rule is characterized such that it could gener-
ate (lb) and (2b) as different instantiations of a single syntactic
process. The two instantiations of the rule would differ in one
aspect—namely in the identity of the grammatical relation of the
constituent that is promoted to subject status. In a passive sen-
tence an ex-direct object has been promoted to subject position,
while in a pseudo
-passive sentence the promoted subject is a
prepositional phrase generally considered to be a non-term, bearing
no relation to its verb.
Previous analyses of Pseudo Passivization—for example,
Chomdky (1965) and Lakoff (1965) recognized its similarities to
Passivization and attempted to reflect these similarities in
structural terms by claiming that the Pseudo-Passivizable prep-
ositional phrases originate in the VP, as do direct objects. This
claim allows for a unitary rule of Passivization to move the con-
stituent under the VP node to subject position, deriving (lb) from
(la) and (2b) from (2a). These analyses also recognized that
Pseudo Passivization was not a general process that applied "across
the board" to promote all prepositional phrases to subject position.
The prepositional phrases in (3a) - (5a), for example, when Pas-
sivized, produce respectively the ungrammatical sentences:
(3)a. John walked in front of the tall buildings.
b. "The tall buildings were walked in front of by John.
(l+)a. Someone slept during the day.
b. •"The day was slept during.
(5)a. Someone stepped up the ladder.
b. ''The ladder was stepped up.
In order to exclude such sentences from the outputs of Passivization
the prepositional phrases that do not undergo the riile were
claimed to originate outside the VP node, directly under the S
node. Thus, the deep structvire for (2b) in such an analysis would
be something like (6a) while that for (3b) - (5b) would look like
(6b):
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(6)a. SX \ . : .
NP VP
/ \ •
V pp -
b. SX \NP VP pp
Johnson (1974) provides an analysis for pseudo passive sentences
within the framework of Relational Grammar. He extends the domain of
the rule of Predicate Raising to operate on active sentences with
pseudo passivizable prepositional phrases, incorporating what he calls
"the essentially verb-like" preposition into the verb, thereby making
it the object of the unified verb. Such a promotion of the object of
the preposition from non-termhood to objecthood renders it accessible
to the rule of Passivization, so that there is no need for positing a
separate rule of Pseudo Passivization to generate sentences like (2b).
Then, in order to block Passivization from applying to sentences like
(3a) - (5a) and producing ungrammatical sentences like (3b) - (5b), the
prepositions in (3a) - (5a) would not undergo the rule of Predicate
Raising which incorporates them into the verb. Thus, since the pre-
position in such sentences does not undergo Predicate Raising, the object
of the preposition remains inaccessible to Passivization. In Johnson's
analysis, then, the Passivizability of a prepositional phrase depends
on whether or not its preposition had undergone Predicate Raising,
assuming the role of a verbal particle in a higher verb. However, there
is no independent empirical evidence for the existence of active
counterparts of pseudo-passive sentences, in v;hich the preposition
behaves like a particle, undergoing optional Particle Movement around
a non-pronoainal direct-object NP, and obligatory Particle Movement
around a direct object pronoun. In fact, the prepositions that appear
in structures that can undergo Pseudo Passivization cannot undergo the
Particle Movement rule. Thus, (7a) in which up is clearly a verbal
particle can undergo optional Particle Movement if the direct object
is non-pronominal (7b), and must undergo the rule if the direct object
is a pronoun (compare (7c) with (7d)), whereas the preposition in
the Pseudo Passivizable (2a) does not undergo any form of Particle
Movement, as (8a) - (8c) indicate.
(7)a. I looked up the word,
b. I looked the word up.
c. *I looked up it.
d. I looked it up.
(8) a. *Napol6on has slept this bed in.
b. Napoleon has slept in it. . •
c. *Napoleon has slept it in.
In any case, all previous analyses fail to provide a principled
dichotomy betv/een Pseudo passivizable and non-Pseudo Passivizable
prepositional phrases, and would have to resort to some sort of ad hoc
device in the lexicon for marking the tv;o types of prepositional
phrases. The most likely target for such marking is the prepositions
themselves
.
Besides being arbitrary, such a marking in the lexicon fails to
account for cases where the same preposition undergoes Predicate
Raising to render its Object accessible to Passivization in one
sentence, but not in another, even when the verbs in the two sentences
are identical. Consider, for example, sentences (9a) and (9b),
both containing the verb live and the preposition in.
(9)a. This cabin has been lived in by many famous dignitaries,
b. *The U.S. has been liVv^d in by Ann.
The analysis presented in this paper agrees with the earlier
ones in their recognition of the object-like properties of the
Pseudo Passivizable prepositional phrases, and of the concept that
Pseudo Passivization is a subcase of the rule of Passivization.^
It is superior, however, to previous analyses in that it provides a
pragmatic/syntactic explanation for the object-like behavior of the
prepositional phrases that undergo the rule, thereby avoiding any
arbitrary listings in the lexicon. Whether a given propositional
phrase acts like a direct object as evidenced by its syntactic
behavior such as accessibility to Passivization or whether it acts
as a non-term, bearing no grammatical relation to the verb, depends
on its use in the given linguistic and situational context.
The prepositional phrase tends to function as a direct object
just in case it in Itself is crucial to the complete description of
the activity expressed in the verb, rather than merely indicating the
tide or place, for example, where the activity takes tlace.
Consider the active sentence (2a) . Sentence (2a) is vague with
respect to the function of the prepositional phrase in this bed
,
which can be two-fold: first, it designates the location of the
activity, and second, it designates the experiencer of the effect
of the activity denoted by the verb; this bed in (2a) has received
special prominence due to the historical significance of the event
performed in It. This second non-locative function of the prepositional
phrase is similar to that of the experience- type direct object,
whose referent is generally affected in some way by the activity
denoted by the verb . Thus sentence (2a) Involves the same type of
relation between the verb and the prepositional phrase as that found
betvjeen the verb and the direct object in (10), for example.
(10) Napoleon bought this bed.
Example (2b), the passive version of (2a), is not at all vague with
respect to the function of the promoted prepositional phrase. The
function of this bed in (2b) is clearly that of the experiencer of
the activity in the verb. Though the effects of tJapoleon's sleeping
may not be physically detectable on the bed, the bed has been
affected in some special historical sense. Thus Pseudo Passivization
involves an exploitation of a syntactic constructlun to pragmatically
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convey an "experiencer" object-like reading of the prepositional
phrase.
In contrast, the prepositional phrases in the active sentences
(3a) - (5a) designate the location, the time, and the direction in
which the respective activities took place, so that they do not
constitute an integral part of the activity in the verb, as the
referents of grammatical relations do. Such prepositional phrases
provide more details about the activity. Having no object-like
involvement in the activity of the verb, these prepositional phrases
are inaccessible to Passivization, as their ungrammatical passive
counterparts (3b) - (5b) indicate. We see, then, that though
Pseudo-Passivization involves the exploitations of syntactic form
to pragmatically convey a semantically object-like function of the
promoted subject, its application involves the exploiting of
pragmatics to determine whether a certain syntactic form is
appropriate in a given context.
Now look at examples (9a) and (9b). ^Thile in (9b) it is not
likely that the U.S. can be affected in any detectable manner by
the fact that a woman Ann has lived in it, in (9a) it is easily
conceivable how this cabin can be affected by the fact that many
famous dignitaries have lived in it; perhaps the cabin itself has
become famous as a result. Thus the pseudo passive (9a) is well-
formed, while (9b) is not.
Additional examples of grammatical pseudo-passives will help
clarify how the passive syntactic structure is exploited to convey
the function of certain constituents in the sentence—that is to
say to convey the semantic relation such constituents bear to the
verb of the sentence. Now look at sentence (11).
(11) This bed has been slept in!
(11) is appropriate only in a situation where the bed has been
affected in a way, that the effects are apparent. For example, a
person having checked into a hotel, upon entering his hotel room
the first time could utter (11) if he notices that the sheets on
the bed are rumpled. However, (11) v/ould not be appropriate if
this bed was used in a locative sense in a situation where there
vjas no physically detectable evidence of someone having slept in it.
Another example is (12):
(12) I got rained on I
Though the active counterpart of (12) would probable contain the
prepositional phrase on me which can be interpreted as a location,
!_ in (12) does not designate a location where the rain fell, but a
referent for the experiencer of the rain. I^ is the "recipient" or
"patient", affected by the rain drops, so t hat it bears a semantic
relation to the verb similar to that borne by underlying direct objects.
A third example is (13)
:
(13) The winter is slept through by a good portion of the
animal kingdom.
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Here again the winter does not designate the time when the sleeping
activity takes place. The winter is crucial to the activity in that
it designates "the assets," so to speak, that v;ere used up in the
activity. Thus, the active counterpart of (13), (14a) Involves
a relationship between the verb sleep and the prepositional phrase
through the winter very similar to that between the verb and the
direct object in a sentence like (14b):
(14)a. A good portion of the animal kingdom sleeps through
the winter,
b. A good portion of the animal kingdom spends the winter
sleeping.
In (14b) the direct object the winter constitutes the assets used
up in the activity denoted by the verb spends .
At this point, it is appropriate to mention that there is a
wide range of variation in the acceptability of pseudo passive
sentences. This variability in judgement on the part of the hearer
is attributed to the pragmatic considerations involved in the
interpretation of such sentences. The context of situation and
the intentions of the speaker have to be considered in the judge-
ment of the sentences; and certainly one would expect different
hearers to have predispositions to perceive different aspects of
the situation as crucial to the context, and to interpret in
different v;ays the intentions of the speaker. The judgement of
something within context is a relative judgement which dra^/s upon
one's experience, among other things, so that, different people may
judge the same thing with as great a variation as that of the actual
experiences they had involving slnilar situations.
In order to substantiate further the claim that the pseudo
passivized prepositional phrases do not designate location or time,
we show that the clearly locative prepositional phrases cannot
Pseudo-Passivize. Look at an active sentence like (15a) where it
is obvious that in this house has a locative reading only. The
phrase with his wife Martha renders the experiencer interpretation
of this house unlikely, since such an interpretation would force
an instrumental reading on the phrase with his wife Martha , which
is absurd.^ Having shov/n that the only possible function of in
this house is a locative one, it is predictable that the pseudo
passive version of (15a) v7ould be ungrammatlcal. This is Indeed
the case, as (15b) indicates.
(15) a. George Washington lived in this house with his wife
Martha,
b. *This house was lived in by George VJashington with his
wife Martha.
This pragmatic explanation for the grammaticallty distribution
of pseudo-passive sentences is also able to explain the previously
unexplained distribution of Tough Movement on prepositional phrases.
Tough Movement applies to a direct object. Indirect object, or a
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prepositional phrase of an embedded subject complement, promoting
it to matrix subject position. Thus, for example, it applies to a bisent-
ential deep structure like (16a) to produce a nonosentential one
like (16b).
(16)a. [Someone eat the apple] is easy
b. The apple is easy to eat.
Not all prepositional phrases can undergo Tough Movement. No
analysis of this rule available to date provides a principle for
predicting which prepositions can undergo the rule. For example,
(17a)- (17c) are grammatical though the prepositional phrases in them
have undergone Tough Movement, v/hereas the Tough JJovement of some other
prepositional phrases in similar structures result in ungrammatical/
unacceptable sentences as (19a) - (18c) indicate:
(17)a. This bed is difficult to sleep in.
.„,.^
b. This cabin is impossible to live in.
c. Last night was easy to sleep through.
(18)a.*,??The tall buildings were impossible for John to walk
in front of.
b.*,???The day was tough to sleep during.
c.*,??The ladder was easy to step up.
Sentences (17a) - (17c) and (18a) - (18c) indicate that it is
only the Pseudo-Passivizable prepositional phrases that are access-
ible to Tough Movement. VJhat is common to the prepositional
phrases that can be Tough Iloved and those that can be Passivized
is their object-like function— that is their crucial involvement
in the activity designated by the verb such as that of "experiencer,
"
"asset," etc. These prepositional phrases are not used in a
"locative" or "directional" sense, for example.
Locative prepositional phrases, for example, cannot undergo
Tough Movement to become the derived subjects of tue resulting
Tough Moved constructions. Consider sentence (19a) v/hich clearly
conveys that it is the property of John that causes him to get lost
and that anywhere designates 'location' only, and plays no role in
his misfortune of getting lost. Thus, (19a) does not have a well-
formed Tough Moved counterpart wherein the locative anyvjhere has
become the derived matrix subject:
(19 )a. It is easy for John to get lost anywhere,
b. *Any^jhere is easy for John to get lost in.
On the other hand, a sentence like (20a) where it is clear that the
locative prepositional phrase in the Black Forest is crucially
involved in the fact that people are getting lost there, (and
that it does not merely designate location for the activity expressed
in the verb), has a well- formed Tough Moved counterpart, wherein
the locative Black Forest has become the derived matrix subject:
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(20) a. It is easy for eveiryone to get lost in the Black Forest.
» "I
b. The Bl&ck Forest is easy (for everyone) to get lost in.
It is interesting to note that though the acceptability of
Tough Moved sentences, like pseudo passives, varies a great deal
from speaker to speaker, in general the range of Tough Moved sen-
tences is greater than that of pseudo passive ones. Given certain
contexts, more prepositional phrases can be Tough Koved than can
be Pseudo Passivized, as sentences (18a) - (18c) indicate (cf.
(3b), (4b) and (5b) respectively. Though we cannot pinpoint ex-
actly what it is about Tough Mavable constructions that allows for
the greater tendency to interpret the prepositional phrase as
crucial to the activity of the verb than in Pseudo Passivizable
ones, we suspect that it may have to do with the fact that the
former constructions contain two verbs. This point, however, deserves
special attention, which we cannot devote to it in this paper.
^
Related to the wide range of Tough Movable prepositional
phrases, when compared with the Pseudo Passivizable ones, is the
restriction that object-like prepositional phrases undergo the
rule of Passivization only in sentences which lack a syntactic-
ally transparent direct object. Thus a sentence like (20a) can
be Passivized into (20b), but not (20c), even if the situation
allows for a reading where the bed has been affected, as evidenced
by physical clues on the bed, such as a pair of glasses, an open
book, and perhaps a rumpled bed cover.
(21) a. Someone has read a book in my bed.
b. A book has been read in my bed.
c. *Mly bed has been read a book in.
Tough Movement, on the other hand, is less restricted in that
direct objects and indirect objects, as well as the object-like
prepositional phrases are in potential equally accessible to the
rule, so that the preference of one Tough Moved version over the
others would depend solely upon the speaker's intentions. For
example, a sentence like (21a) which contains both a direct object
and an object-like preposition can be Tough Moved to produce (21b)
of (21c).
(22)a. It is tough to play the sonata on this violin.
b. The sonata is tough to play on this violin.
c. This violin is tough to play the sonata on.
The generalization we arrive at from this study of Passivization
and Tough Movement of prepositional phrases is that the
prepositional phrases which undergo these rules are the ones that
have object-like semantic or pragmatic functions In the particular
linguistic and/or situational contexts in which they were used.
Thus one cannot determine the grammatical relation of a constit-
uent strictly in terms of its syntactic and semantic properties
without taking into consideration the context in which it was used
and the intentions of the speaker. Pragmatic factors such as these
play an important role in determining grammatical relations in sen-
tences, and consequently, in determining whether or not certain relation-
changing processes are cases of the same rule.
Footnotes
*This research was supported by NSF Grant SOC 75-00244.
We are aware of the complex issues that such a view must face,
especially questions that deal with the characterization of the verb
classes that govern such a unitary Passivization rule and the
characterizaioon of the grammatical relations that are involved in
the rule. We suspect that the answers to such questions will
ultimately have to include pragmatic/semantic considerations of
some sort.
The same reasons can be forwarded for variability in the
judgement of the Tough Moved sentences which will be discussed
later on in the paper.
We owe this argument to Evelyn Ransom. However, there are
sentences such as (i) where, though all her dresses clearly is the
patient or experiencer, such a reading does not force the phrase
with her sister to be interpreted as an instrumental.
(i) She buys all her dresses with her sister.
Thus the argument provided for the 'Iccativeness" of the phrase in
this house in (15a) is not as straightforward as one would thini;.
But careful consideration of the semantics conveyed by (i) where with
her sister is related to the higher, abstract verb GOES rather than the
verb buy, so that it does not have to be interpreted as an instrumental
:
(ii) She GOES to buy all her dresses with her sister
A Tough Moved sentence like (i) is acceptable, for example,
while the pseudo passive (ISb) , as we have shown, is not.
(i) This house is impossible for George Washington to live
in with his wife Martha.
Probably, as suggested in Footnote 5, the phrase with SO^!EONE is in
some cases related to a higher verb, so that in (i) with Martha plays
a crucial role in making the house impossible to live in.
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DO INVERSIONS IN ENGLISH CHANGE GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS?
Georgia M. Green
Abstract
Q: Do inversions in English change grammatical relations?
A: a. Maybe.
':"-\x:--^. ^>&'-^?. •: .i, -.:/ \:. . ts^'
b. It all depends. ; = - ; •• • ' - •'' '
c. Damned if I know. -::. ':. ' - . .': lz
d. All of the above. • .. . i i^s. -? -..
1. Introduction
Let me begin by specifying what I mean by inversion . I use this term to
include any construction where the Noun Phrase (NP) understood to be the subject
follows, immediately or ultimately, part or all of its inflected verb. The range
of inversion phenomena I will be examining are illustrated in (1) below.
la In the garden was a birdbath.
lb On the wall hung a picture of Lincoln.
.,,
2a At issue is the moral fiber of the nation.
2b In this category belong all neuter nouns of the third declension.
2c To the fire were attributed the deaths of two tenants.
3 Into the room strode a handsome young man.
4a Up went the balloon. /;:'>.
,, ''',i_.> vl •;- "^ ••• '- •
4b Here comes the bus.
.
^- .'
., • ,
- -
„
4c Now comes the death-defying act of the Walenji Brothers.
5 More significant is the number of hours they work.
6a Standing in her stall was a chestnut mare.
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6b Climbing into the garden was a sorry-looking lad.
6c Stalking into the room came the director of the school.
7a Stacked in the garage was half a cord of wood.
7b Arrested today were three members of the notorious Williamson family.
7c Propped against the wall stood a signed Picasso.
8a Never will we agree to such a condition.
8b Nor will we agree to such a condition.
8c No sooner did he say yes than we were on our way.
8d Hardly had our pudding arrived when he sprang up with a choked cry.
8e Often did I visit the inhabitants of that gloomy village.
9a Not a bite did she eat.
9b Hardly a soul did we see that wasn't in formal attire.
10a (Boy) Is syntax ever hard!
10b Boy, do they make you do a lot of work.
11a So tall was he.
lib So politely did he treat his guests.
12 Such humiliation did he suffer.
15a So clever was he that we never even tried to catch him.
13b So quickly did he return that no one noticed he had been gone.
13c Such poverty was our hero reduced to that he ate only the discarded
crusts of bread.
14 The more John looked, the more was he inclined to give up the search.
15a No one so clearly deserved an award as did the little boy from Columbs.
15b Someone like your cousin would be more easily persuaded than would
Mary or Bill
.
16 No one thinks I can win a ribbon, but win one, I will.
17 John was in San Francisco, and so was Charlie.
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1. 18a Were I a doctor, I would know what to do.
,,
1. 18b Had we seen the file, we would have known not to volunteer,
1. 18c Should we go to Chicago, you can come with us.
1. 19 "I can't go on", cried Mary.
Strictly speaking, my definition includes a couple of constructions not on this
list, for instance Yes-No Question Formation, as in (2J , ordinary there- Insertion,
as in (3), and Presentational there- Insertion, as in (4)
2. Is John a doctor?
3. There is a mouse in the bathtub.
4. There hung on the wall a/John's picture of Sapir.
To ray knowledge, no one has ever argued or assumed that Yes -No Question Formation
changes grammatical relations (and no doubt with good reason) . Presentational
there - insertion, interestingly, bears a number of distributional and functional
similarities to the inversions 1, 3, 6, and 7. Aissen (1975) has argued on some
evidence that it is a cyclic rule relation-changing because it inserts a dummy
subject, but its derivational relation to inversions 1, 3, 6, and 7, (if any)
which I take up in detail elsewhere (Green, Forthcoming), is by no means obvious.
Ordinary there- Insert ion, of course, was one of the first rules to be identified as
changing grammatical relations, as it introduced a "dummy" subject, there , which was
affected by subject-sensitive rules (e.g. Subject Raising, Passive). Indeed, on
reflection, I find that it was an intuition that the inversions in (1) did not
affect grammatical relations that led me to ignore ordinary there-insertion in
investigating properties of inversions.
However, it has been argued recently that at least some inversions do change
grammatical relations; specifically that they demote the subject NP to choraeur
status, and promote a null diunmy to subject status. But regardless of whether it
is a null dummy or the prepositional phrase which becomes the subject, the full NP
subject (an underlying subject in most cases--2c, 7a, and 7b are notable exceptions)
loses its subject status.
I have tried, with absolutely inconclusive results, to corroborate or
disconfirm these grammatical-relation changing hypotheses with respect to the
inversion phenomena exemplified in (1). My reasoning went as follows: If the
inverted subjects cease to be subjects, they should be susceptible to processes
that affect only non-subjects (e.g. Heavy NP Shift, Tough-Movement). If the initial
(usually adverbial) phrase is affected by subject-sensitive rules (e.g. Subject-to-
Object Raising, Subject -to -Subject Raising), or controls subject-controlled
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properties (e.g. verb agreerent) , then we will have evidence that it has become a
subject. As we shall see later, failure to find such evidence does not necessaril
mean that the preverbal phrases are not subjects.
The results of my investigation of these questions are summarized in Table I.
As can be seen, the results are on the surface inconsistent. There is no consistet
evidence that the preverbal phrase is a subject, as seen by the fact that there arc
no rows with only plusses in the columns that represent tests for subject'iood
(columns 2,3,9,10). In fact, the only consistent subject-test data uncovered
suggest that the preverbal phrases in inversions of type 2 are not subjects.
However, with the exception of the Heavy NP Shift and Tough-Movement data,
which as we shall see are problematical on a number of counts, there is consisteni |
evidence that the post-verbal NPs are non-subjects; the tests for non-subjects in
columns 6 and 7 suggest that all of the inversions tested demote the pre-inversioi
subject to non-subject status. This of course leaves us with a very interesting
question: if the preverbal phrases are not derived subjects, and the post -verbal
NPs do not remain subjects, do these constructions have surface subjects? A desi::
to give a 'yes' answer to this question is evidently the motivation for the Null-
Dummy Subject Hypothesis, but, as we shall see, there is more than one plausible
assumption we can make which would allow us to avoid this conclusion. One reason
for inconsistency of results involves the fact that some of the tests are in a sese
ambiguous; in many cases there seem to be alternative explanations for positive o
negative results, and no obvious way of excluding one or another explanation as
incorrect. To see this, let us examine the columns one at a time.
2. Hea"y NP Shift as a Test for Non-subjecthood
Let us look first at the applicability of Heavy NP Shift (HNPS) to the
nineteen constructions mentioned above. Since this rule does not apply subjects,
(cf. Postal 1974, Ch. 4), regardless of their position in the sentence as shown in
(5a-c) , but does apply to NPs bearing other grammatical relations (5d-f) , it ough
to provide a test for non-subjecthood: if the result of moving a heavy post-verbl
NP in an inversion is a grammatical sentence, then that will be evidence that the
NP has ceased to be a subject by the time the rule applies. The problem, of couie,
is showing that displacement of the NP is a result of Heavy NP shift, and not son
other rule.
5a *Went home, the man who had been hanging around the department all day.
5b *lVill go home, you and your snivelling friend?
5c *Yesterday went home 16,000 more tired American troops.
5d They attributed to arson the fire that destroyed three south-east Urbai
homes and a nearly completed dissertation.
5e I believed to be at home all of the youths that are accused of
participating in the vandalism.
5f There was in the garden a unicorn with three golden chains around its
neck.
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Examples of the relevant data are cited in (6)
.
6.1b On the wall hung crookedly ??a portrait/an old portrait of Lincoln which
had been painted by Turner or one of his associates.
6.2c To the fire were attributed without comment ??two deaths/ the deaths of
two tenants and three firemen.
6.4a *Away floated slowly little Tommy Tinker's new helium balloon.
6.8a *Never was so high the price of half a pound of ground venison.
6.18b *Had left earlier Mary and Sam Turner, they would not have been there
when the police arrived.
6.19 *"I can't go on" said aloud the very frightened young girl from Columbus,
Missouri.
The first snag that arises in interpreting these data is the possibility that
examples like 6,1b and 6.2c are derived not by HNPS, but by the inversion rule
itself, which would in these cases be formulated as inverting the subject not with
just the verb-auxiliary complex (henceforth, the verb complex), but (optionally,
just in case the ex-subject is "heavy") with the entire Verb Phrase (VP) assuming
that the adverbial material which precedes the original subject (crookedly , without
comment) can be shown independently to be a part of the VP. It could be claimed
that the reason 6.4a is ungrammatical is that that inversion only inverts the
subject with the verb complex, not the entire VP, and it would follow that in-
versions 8-19 would not give the appearance of permitting HNPS, because it is
already clear that inversion there is only with the first auxiliary verb--if there
is no auxiliary verb, these constructions all require do -support.
Of course, one would still have to explain how the inversion rule could have
a disjunctive structural change: it would have to be able to put the subject after
either the verb and its auxiliaries, or after the entire VP, including adverbs.
This could be generalized only by postulating a convention parallel to Ross' (1967)
Pied Piping Convention: a VP-Pied Piping Convention that would invert with a subjer
either its VP, or a left branch of that VP which was itself a VP. And this would
entail justifying for sentences like (6.1b) a pre-inversion structure like (7),
where, whatever the correct node lables are, those for the boxed nodes are the same
^-S
ADV
hung crookedly
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I am aware of no evidence which is consistent with the claim that crookedly and hung
are sisters, that indicates that hung and hung crookedly are phrases of the same
syntactic category. The (notorious) do so-test of Lakoff and Ross (1965), in fact,
claims that manner adverbs like crookedly , for example, and duration adverbs like
those found with constructions la, 2a, 6a, and 7a when they can be (apparently)
moved by HNPS, are outside the verb phrase.^ Of course, if the structure in (7) is
correct, these adverbs are also inside the higher VP. Furthermore, if it can be
shown (as hinted by Lakoff (1971:238n)) that surface "Verb Phrases" are always
derived constituents, ahd there is no justification for an underlying label VP,
then it may well be that surface configurations like (7) are correct, although it
is not clear what the boxed labels should be. In all of the grammatical cases in
Column 1, where HNPS has apparently applied to what was a subject before inversion,
the possibility exists that the intervening material comes to its surface position
by being part of the VP (or equivalent constituent), and being inverted (over) along
with the inflected verb by a pied-piping inversion rule, as in (8).
8a INPUT: [Heavy NP] t^pE^p thung] [on the wallH^p crookedlyj^p
8b PREPOS: On the wall [Heavy NP] [ [hung] crookedly]
8c INVERT: On the wall [[hung] crookedly] [Heavy NP]
It would also be possible to derive these sentences by Presentational there -
Insertion (PRES-TI) , with subsequent there-Deletion, as in (9), but that is another
story. -^
9a INPUT: [Heavy NP] [yp[yp [hung] [on the wall] ]yp crookedly] ^p .
9b PRES-TI: There [[[hung] [on the wall]] crookedly] [Heavy NP]
9d There-UEL: [On the wall] [[hung] crookedly] [Heavy NP]
In addition to the problem of the double structural change, it is suspicious
that only relatively heavy NPs may be shifted over material that follows the main
verb, as (6.1b) and (6.2c) show. This means that a "heavy subject" condition on
the inversion rules, whether local, global, or a level, surface structure
constraint, would be duplicating the effect of HNPS, except that it would refer to
subjects rather than to non-subjects. Thus it appears that a generalization is
being missed by claiming that HNPS is not involved in the derivation of these
sentences. On the other hand, I suppose someone might be able to make this into
evidence for a syntactic conspiracy, or to claim that this complementary distribu-
tion was evidence that HNPS has no non-subject restriction.
But equally, there is a problem with saying that examples like (6.1b) and
(6.2c) show the effect of HNPS interacting with rules that invert subjects with
just the verb complex. While HNPS would predict correctly that longer final NPs
would sound better than shorter ones, it would also predict, incorrectly, that
inversions where relatively short NPs preceded adverbs, as in (10.1b) and (10.2c),
would be acceptable. But in fact, they are not always better than their "shifted"
counterparts in (6)
.
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;; . 10.1b ??0n the wall hung a portrait crookedly,
1 10.2c To the fire were attributed two deaths without comment.
On the basis of my acceptability judgements, HNPS makes incorrect predictions of
this sort in the cases of inversions lb, 2a, 6a, and 7a. One could, I suppose,
get out of this dilemma by imposing some sort of filter on these inversions (a
sub-class of all inversions that allow heavy pre-inversion subjects to follow
postverbal adverbs) that would ban inverted subjects in non-final position. Under
this analysis, the ??-ed example in (6.1b) would be unacceptable because HNPS
had incorrectly applied to a non-heavy NP, and (10.1b) would be unacceptable
.'• because the inverted subject is not clause-final. At present, however, I know
of no independent motivation for such a filter.
Actually, the filter stated is too strong, since sentences like (10.1b') are
significantly better than ones like (10.1b).
10. Ib^ On the wall hung a portrait for fifteen years, until revolutionaries
came one day and carted it off.
A more likely candidate would ban inverted subjects that were significantly less
heavy than material which followed them. This would stand a chance of being a
subcase of some more general constraint on the order of re-orderable elements in
clauses.
There is another difficulty in interpreting other putative cases of HNPS
applying to inversions, such as that exemplified in 11.6b)
11.6b Climbing over the wall was to our surprise ?*the gorilla/the gorilla
that we had seen earlier escaping from the zoo.
The problem here is that, even ruling out the possibility of inversion over VP,
and ignoring a derivation by Presentational there-Insertion, HNPS isn't the
only plausible route by which the adverbial phrase could have come to precede
the pre-inversion subject NP. In particular, these adverbs could have been
inserted between the inverted NP and the verb complex by a rule of Niching
(Ross 1973) which inserts parenthetical phrases of various structure (e.g. I
think, obviously
,
to no one's surprise) anywhere"* in a sentence between
major constituents, as in (12).
12. The gorilla was climbing into the room .
Such parenthetical expressions are ordinarily (always, when "niched") set off
from the rest of the sentence by "comma-intonation"- -lowered pitch, and pauses
before and after. IVhile I have the impression that I can naturally utter ex-
amples like (11.6b) without this comma-intonation, that cannot be used to
exclude the possibility that it is niching which derives the phrase order, and
not HNPS, because all other possible arrangements of the phrases in examples
like (11.6b) seem to require the comma-intonation; its apparent absence in
11.6b may be simply a function of its being overshadowed by a greater pause require
by HNPS (cf. Postal 1974:137n).
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Of course, even it it is niching which is responsible for examples like
this, it would have to be explained why the sentences are worse if the final NP
is relatively short, since this is not a general condition on niching. To the
extent that the existence of a plausible derivation by niching is a valid ob-
jection to the claim that inversions change grammatical relations, (ostensibly
supported by the fact that after inversion, the pre-inversion subjects may be
shifted by HNPS) , evidence for inversion types 6b, 6c, and 7b is subject to it,
as I am unable to think up plausible examples with non-parenthetical post-verbal
material. Only the evidence for types la, 2b, 2c, 3, and 7c being the results
of HNPS remains unchallenged. Thus for only these types can a prima facie case
be made that the inversion involved causes the pre-inversion suljject to cease
to be a subject.
I conclude that Heavy NP-Shift does not offer conclusive evidence in any
case that ahy pre-inversion subjects cease, by virtue of being inverted, to be
subjects. But the possibility still exists that in most of the verb complex
inversions the original subject has ceased to be a subject. If it has, then
either some other phrase, presumably the preverbal phrase, is the derived
subject, or there is no surface subject. If some other phrase is the derived
subject, then if the grammatical-relation-changing inversion rule is cyclic,
as it would be if Johnson's and Postal and Perlmutter's conjectures are correct ,
the derived subjects ought to be subject to other cyclic, grammatical relation
changing rules, and possibly, to affect agreement.
3. Subject Raising as a Test for Subjecthood
Let us proceed to examine these (inversion types 1-7) cases where the post-
auxiliary or post- verbal NP can be plausibly considered not to be a subject, to
see whether the preverbal Phrase in the derived structure is treated as a
subject, and if so, if it acts like a cyclic subject, and is treated as such
by cyclic rules which affect subjects (e.g. Raising, There- insertion) . If it
appears to be a cyclic subject, that will be evidence that the preposing and
inversion rules which situate it in clause-initial, pre-verbal position, i.e.
subject position, are cyclic relation-changing rules. If it appears to be a
subject, but not a cyclic subject, then the preposing or inversion rules will
be examples of relation-changing rules which appear not to be cyclic (strictly,
which cannot be independently argued to be cyclic), and thus will provide
counterexamples to one of the generalizations which motivated relational theories
of grammar, specifically to the Cyclicity Law, which states that if a rule
creates or destroys termhood (i.e. grammatical relations of the status of
subject, direct object, or indirect object), then it is a cyclical rule.
For instance, if the preverbal NP is a cyclic subject, it should be subject
to Raising into subject position, with such higher verbs as appear , seem, and
be likely, and examples like those in (13) should all be acceptable.
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13.2a At issue seems/seemed to be the right of students to vote on such
questions.
13.2c *To the fire seems/seemed to have been attributed the loss of over
$1 million.
6
13.5 More significant seems to be the attitude of the Japanese people
toward pollution.
13.7a Stacked against the wall seemed to be just the amount of lumber they
needed.
13.7c *Stacked in the corner seemed to lie just the amount of kindling
they would need for the winter.
It seems to be only the inversions that put the subject after be plus its auxiliarie
that appear to allow the derived pre-verbal phrase to be raised into a higher
subject position. Of course, if these inversions (la, 2a, 5, 6a, 7a, 7b) are
really inversions over VP, rather than over just verb complexes, as mentioned
earlier, then subject Raising to Subject need not be invoked to explain sentences
like 13.2a, 13.5, and 13.7a; seemed to be is as much of a VP as i_s^ is after
preposing has applied, and these sentences could be derived just by inversion
from structures like those in (14), rather than by Subject-to-subject raising
from structures like those in (15)
.
14.2a The right of students to vote on such questions seems to be at issue.
14.5 The attitude of the Japanese people toward pollution seems to be
more significant.
14.7a Just the amount of lumber they needed seemed to be stacked against
the wall
.
15.2a [At issue is the right of students to vote on such issues] seems.
15.5 [More significant is the attitude of the Japanese people toward
pollution] seems.
15.7a [Stacked against the wall is just the amount of lumber they needed]
seemed.
Deriving these sentences by a VP inversion
-rule applying after Raising would
destroy the basis for saying that these inversions feed cyclic rules and change
grammatical relations (specifically, that they promote adverbial phrases to
subject). The inversions involved could then be considered to be the result
of post-cyclic rules which don't affect grammatical relations.
There are two obvious problems with this VP-inversion analysis. First,
it is for the most part inconsistent with the VP-inversion explanation for the
Heavy NP Shift data. That is, for almost all of the constructions of types 1-7^
where VP-inversion (as opposed to verb-complex inversion) makes a correct
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prediction about the data in (6) or (13) , VP-inversion makes an incorrect prediction
about the other set of data. So if it is a correct explanation for the HNPS data,
it cannot be correct for the subject -to-subject Raising data, and vice versa.
This indicates to me that it is an essentially misguided proposal.
The second obvious problem with this analysis (deriving sentences like (13)
directly from structures like those in (14) by proposing and inversion over VP)
is that only Raising-derived structures would be subject to this postcyclic in-
version. Structurally equivalent structures derived by Equi cannot be inverted, as
(16) shows:
16.2a *Under discussion wants to be Carter's third nominee for Secretary
of Defense.
16.5 *More necessary to the American economy determined to be the oil
ministers of the OPEC countries.
16.7a *Snuggled in Mary's bed wants to be the blue-eyed rug salesman who
had visited her earlier.
However, as will be discussed in a little more detail later, it may be that prag-
matic functions are more responsible than syntactic considerations for the un-
acceptability of sentences like (16). The fact that not all A-Raising predicates
permit adverbial phrases in superficial subject position, and that, in fact which
ones do depends on the meaning and discourse function of the proposing and in-
version, as shown in (17), strongly supports such a pragmantics-based explanation.
17.2a ?At issue turned out/began to be the right of students to vote on
such questions.
17.5 More significant turns out/?*tends/*begins/*is certain to be the
attitude of the Japanese people toward pollution.
17.7a Stacked against the wall turned out/*began/is certain to be just
the amount of lumber they needed.
Of course, even if one can defend a pragmatic explanation for apparent counter-
examples to a VP-inversion alternative to subject-to-subject Raising as an
explanation for the data in (13), the conflict of these data with the HNPS data
of (6) strikes me as showing that VP-inversion is ultimately indefensible as an
explanation for these data. Moreover, even when a VP-inversion is applied to a
structure whose main verb is the tolerant seem , if the next verb down is an
Equi predicate, the results are ungrammatical, as in (18a), which in this analysis
would be derived from a structure like (18b) (which is perfectly acceptable),
via a proposed structure like (18c).
18a *Under discussion seems to want to be Carter's nominee for Secretary
of the Department of Health, Education, and V/elfare.
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18b Carter's nominee for Secretary of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare seems to want to be under discussion.
18c Under discussion Carter's nominee for Secretary of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare seems to want to be.
Accounting for the unacceptability of (18a) would involve constraints on Raising
of a previously unknown sort--constraints on predicates embedded farther down
(perhaps indefinitely far dowTi) than the clause (or quasi-clause^) immediately
commanded by the Raising predicate. This points again to the iraplausibility of
a VT-inversion rule, especially as an alternative account of the Raising data
which might be taken to support a claim that inversion creates derived subjects.
Subject-Raising into superordinate object position provides an apparently
less ambiguous test. If any of the preverbal phrases in these inversion con-
structions can be raised to be the object of a higher verb that triggers raising
(e.g. believe , expect , consider) , then that can be considered evidence that the
preverbal phrase has become a subject by inversion, since only subjects can be
raised in this construction. But in fact only construction 5 appears to permit
raising of the preverbal phrase.
19.1a *John believes/expects/considers in the garden (to be) a unicorn.
19.3 *John believes/expects/considers into the room to have strode an
energetic-looking young doctor.
19.5 John believes/expects/considers more significant to be the attitude
of the Japanese toward pollution.
19.6a *John believes/expects/considers standing in the comer to be an
ex-troop commander.
19.7b *The FBI believes/expects/considers arrested today to have been
Public Enemy Number Three.
19.8 **John believes/expects/considers never to have prices been so high.
Thus, only the inversion that goes with Adjective Phrase Preposing can plausibly
be considered to be a grammatical relation changing (specifically a subject-
creating) rule, if subject-to-object Raising is the criterion.
Presumably we could also use subject-to-subject and subject-to-object
Raising to test whether the inverted subjects cease to be subjects by seeing
whether they are subject to these subject-sensitive rules. Such an investigation
reveals that only the inversions after negative and frequency, degree, and manner
adverbs appear to allow the inverted subject to be raised. Illustrative examples
are given in (20) and 21.
20.1b *A picture of Lincoln seemed/was likely on the wall to hang.
19.2a *The moral fiber of the nation seems at issue to be.
20.4a *The balloon seems up to have gone/ is likely up to go.
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20.5 *The number of hours they work seems more significant to be.
20.6a *A chestnut mare seemed standing in her stall to be.
20.8a,e We seem never/often to have agreed to such conditions.
20.8cd ??Our pudding seems "^ ^ \to have arrived ) ^, ^ he sprang
.^f ,
, J (no sooner j / than \ r &
up with a choked cryr ^ •- -^
21.1b *John believes a picture of Lincoln on the wall to hang.
21.2a *John believes the moral fiber of the nation at issue to be.
21.4a *John expects the balloon up to go.
21.5 *John considers the number of hours they work more significant to be.
21.6a *John believes a chestnut mare standing in her stall to be.
21.8ae John believes us never/often to have agreed to such conditions.
21.8cd ??John believes the pudding J ^^ >" /to have arrived
^ ^ 7 no soonerj
( when /
j , (she sprang up with a choked cry.
Does this mean that only the inverted subjects in constructions 8a and 8e
remain subjects after inversion? I am inclined to think that it doesn't even
menn that: pre-infinitival position is the only possible location for adverbs
of this sort if the speaker balks at "splitting" infinitives. In any case,
it is a perfectly possible position for such adverbs, regardless of inversion.
As for the other cases, I do not think we are forced to conclude from (20)
and (21) that inversion causes demotion of the pre-inversion subject. Indeed,
I can think of several possible explanations for the ungrammaticality of
sentences where inverted subjects are raised. First, it is possible that
subject-to-subject and subject-to-object Raising are in general blocked if
anything occurs before the subject which is to be raised. However, the
grammaticality of sentences like (22a) and (23a), presumably derived from
structures like (22b) and (23b), shows that this is not in general true.
21a John seems until very recently to have favored ERA.
21b [Until very recently, John favored ERA[] seems.
22c *It seems until very recently that John favored ERA.
23a I believe John frankly to have sabotaged the whole affair.
23b I believe that frankly, John sabotaged the whole affair.
23c *I believe frankly that John sabotaged the whole affair.
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(The (c) sentences are intended to show that these adverbs could not have
originated as main clause adjuncts.)
More difficult to dispose of, however, are three other hypotheses, any one
of which alone would account for the unacceptability of the examples in (20)
and (21). First, it could be argued that the inversion is always a post-cyclic
rule, and even if it does change grammatical relations, it couldn't feed the
cyclic rules of subject-to-subject and subject-to-object Raising. Applying
it before these rules violates the principles of the grammar; therefore these
sentences are, strictly speaking ungranunatical.
Second, it is possible that inversion "freezes" subjects syntactically,
so that even non-relation-changing rules will be unable to move inverted subjects
It is certainly true that subjects that have been inverted cannot be questioned,
relativized, or topicalized, as the illustrative examples in (24-26) indicate. 1"
24.1b *What on the wall hung?
24.2b *What to this category belongs?
24.4a *iVhat up went?
24.5 *lVhat very important to the Japanese is?
24.6a *lVho standing in the corner was?
24.7c *What propped against the wall lies?
25.1a *John caught the unicorn which in the garden was.
25.2a *Vandals slashed three portraits of burghers which under
consideration were.
25.3 *A handsome man who into the room strode stopped and stared at Mary.
25.5 *l7e have totalled the number of hours they worked, which more
significant is.
25.6b *Then we spotted the lad, who climbing into our garden was.
25.7a *The wood we needed, which stacked in the garage was, had been
cut into four-foot lengths.
26.1a *A unicorn, in the garden was.
26.3 *A handsome young man, into the room strode.
26.4a *The balloon, up went.
26.5 *The pollution in their bays, very important to the Japanese is.
26.7b *Three members of the Williamson gang, arrested today were.
26.8a *Mr. Carter, never did expect such a response.
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However, it is plausible that these sentences are impossible for pragmatic rather
than simply syntactic reasons.
That is, even supposing that inversions are cyclic (though not grammatical-
relation changing) rules, it is possible that there is a conflict between the
pragmatic functions of the inversion rules, which move subjects to the right,
and whatever pragmatic functions are served by the raising rules that promote
subject NPs to higher clause status (higher clause subject status in the case
of subject-to-subject raising), and the fronting rules involved in questioning,
relativizing, and topicalization, which move NPs to the left. Since, speaking
very vaguely, the rightward-moving rules have a rhematizing effect (or function--
commenting or highlighting "new" informal ion"> -while leftmost, and higher-clause
positions tend to be thematic (topical, referring to what the discourse is
about), this seems not at all implausible. In fact, I find all of these
explanations for the unacceptability of the sentences in (20) and (21) quite
attractive. (Note in this regard, that the only acceptable sentences in (20)
and (21) are also the only ones that involve an inversion rule which puts the
subject before the end of the verb complex, and thus, farther from the rightmost
position in the sentence.) These explanations could all be correct at the same
time, and the third might in fact provide a reason for the correctness of the
second. Even if linear position turns out to have nothing to do with the un-
grammaticality of (24) and (26), a pragmatic explanation for these data may
still be correct--that is, the functions of the inversions may simply be in-
compatible with the functions served by these leftward-moving rules; the reader
may verify for himself that inverted clauses may not be questioned even if
no movement of the inverted subject occurs (e.g. *Does on the wall hang a picture? )
Nor may they suffer topicalization (e.g. *The garden, in was a unicorn) . Interest-
ingly, pragmatic incompatibility is not a possible explanation for the relativiza-
tion data of (25); as examples like (27) show, at least some inversions permit
NPs other than the pre-inversion subject to be relativized. ^2
27.1a ?The formal garden, in which was a small spotted unicorn, had room
for little else.
27.1b The bedroom wall, on which had hung a picture of Lincoln, was
now bare and grimy.-
27.2b Linguists were late in recognizing this category, to which belong
neuter nouns of the third declension.
27.6a ?John went to clean the stall, standing in which was a chestnut
mare
.
27.7c The outer wall, propped against which lay a signed Picasso, was
covered with several years' growth of ivy and moss.
It is noteworthy that these clauses preserve the structure derived by inversion,
which the clauses in (24-26) don't; this difference may be involved in why
they are grammatical but (24-26) ungrammatical
.
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4. Tough-Movement as a test for non-subject-hood
The hypothesis that inversions can change grammatical relations can be
tested still further. If the original subject, which after inversion follows
part or all of the verb complex, has indeed ceased to be a subject, then we
may expect Tough-Ntovement (TM) , or Non-subject Raising, to apply so that it
can become the derived subject of such predicates as be easy , be hard , etc.
This would require only that inversion be cyclic^-^ so that it could feed the
cyclic rule of TM, but this would be quite plausible (or perhaps necessary),
given the assumption that inversions change grammatical relations, since one
of the claims of at least two versions of relational grammar is that all
rules that change grammatical relations apply cyclically. In fact, however,
inverted subjects can never be promoted by TM. The examples in (28) are
typical of attempts to do this.
28.1a *The unicorn was impossible for in the garden to be.
28.2c *The fatal errors were easy for to the fire to be attributed.
28.3 *The handsome young doctor was easy for into the room to stride.
28.5 *The attitude of the Japanese people was easy for more important
to be.
Taken at face value, this could indicate that inversions don't change grammati-
cal relations, since if the inverted subjects are still subjects the structural
description of TM will not be met, and the sentences of (28) will be un-
gramraatical for the same reason that those in (29) are ungrammatical
.
29a. *The unicorn is impossible to be in the garden.
29b. *The handsome young doctor was easy to stride into the room.
However, there are a number of reasons why these data should not be taken
at face value. First if Herman's (1973) claim is correct, that TM cannot
promote NPs which have been moved (or which, at the point of application of
TM bear grammatical relations different from those which they bore in under-
lying representation), then if inversions change grammatical relations, we
would predict that none of these examples would be grammatical, since all
presumably suffered inversion before Tfl. However, there is such a differ-
ence between the subtle (and idiolectally variable) dysphemism of the sentences
in (30), which are typical violations of Herman's "virgin" constraint, and
the glaring and universal ungrammatical ity of the sentences in (28), that
I don't see how Herman's constraint can account for the data in (28).
30a John is easy to be fooled by.
30b John is tough to consider to be easy to please.
(In (30a) the NP which is the subject of easy was formerly a prepositional
object derived by Passive; in (30b), the NP which is the surface subject
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of tough has had its grammatical relation changed (been moved) twice: by TM
to become the subject of easy
, and then by subject-to-object Raising to become
the object of consider
.)
Second, one could claim that the reason the sentences of (28) are un-
grammatical is that they violate another constraint proposed by Herman (1973)
,
which says that PI cannot move a NP over a subject. This analysis predicts
that even if inversion changes grammatical relations, and the preverbal phrases
in the inversions under investigation (e.g. in (1)) are subjects, the
sentences in (28)will be ungrammatical because of Berman's "trans-subject"
constraint; non-subjects will be crossing over subjects, and we can not expect
the resultant sentences (in (28)) to be grammatical. However, Postal has
suggested (as reported in Lawler 1977:234) that while the inverted subject in
inversions ceases to be a subject, it is not the derived pre-verbal NP which
is the surface subject, but a null dummy. IVhether Berman's trans-subject
constraint prohibits movement over null dummy subjects, I will not try to
guess.
Of course, if the inversions are postcyclic, then
there is reason to expect them not to feed Tfl, and to expect all of the
sentences of (28) to be fully ungrammatical. However, in claiming (as re-
ported in Lawler 1977:234) that at least some inversions can feed subject-
to-subject Raising, a cyclic rule. Postal has challenged the assumption that
they are postcyclic.
Third, if Berman's (1973) analysis of TM is correct, then the sentences
of (28) could never have been derived by TM, because its structural descrip-
tion could never have been met. According to Berman, TM structures require
an animate dative 'experiencer ' NP in underlying representation, and TM
cannot apply unless this NP is identical to the subject of the complement
clause, and has triggered deletion of the complement subject, under identity
to it. This means that the underlying structure of (28.1a) would have to
be (31a) or (31b).
31a [The unicorn be in the garden] was impossible for the unicorn.
31b [The unicorn be in the garden] was impossible for in the garden.
If it is (31a), then if the inversion changes grammatical relations, after
inversion applies, the embedded occurrence of the unicorn will no longer be
a subject, and will not be deleted by the equi-like rule; the result would
be (31c).
31c *It was impossible for the unicorn for in the garden to be
((> /it/the unicorn.
And it cannot be (31b) because abstract NP's like in the garden cannot be
experiencers if the term has any semantic import whatever, and as the im-
possibility of all the alternatives in (31d) indicates.
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31d *It was impossible for in the garden for a unicorn to be <> /there/in
the garden.
Finally, the remarks about possible differences in the pragmatic
functions of inversion and raising made above apply equally here; if inverting
a subject de-topicalizes it, what would be the point of re-topicalizing it
by TM? As above, a pragmatic account of the unacceptability of the sentences
in question claims that they are dumb, or bizarre, but not strictly un-
grammatical
.
5. There-Insertion as a test for subjecthood.
A further test of the hypothesis that verb-complex inversions change
grammatical relations may be sought in the rule of ordinary there- Insertion,
which affects subjects, demoting them and replacing them with a "dummy"
subject, there , as in (32).
32a A cat was in the catnip.
32b There was a cat in the catnip.
If there -Insertion applies to move the preverbal phrase, this may be con-
sidered evidence that such phrases are indeed subjects, and since there-
Insertion is a cyclic rule, evidence that Inversion is cyclic. ^^ As the
examples in (33) show, in many cases it does appear that grammatical sen-
tences may be derived by subjecting the output of Inversion to ordinary there-
Inversion.
33.1b There hung on the wall a picture of Marx.
33.2c *There were to the fire attributed several deaths and countless
injuries.
33.4b ?There comes here a bus.
33.5 *There was more significant to the Japanese a claim about the
pollutants in their waters.
.33.7a There was stacked in the garage more than a cord of wood.
33.7c There stood propped against the painting an old brass key.
33.8a There was never any man praised so highly.
These results can not, however, be taken as unambiguous evidence that
any inversions are subject-creating grammatical relation changing rules.
The most telling argument against deriving the grammatical sentences among
these via the conventional there-Insertion rule is that it is not obvious
how the preposed adverbial constituent can be considered an indefinite NP--
something required of the subject that is demoted by conventional there-
Insertion. Moreover, several of the grammatical examples admit of at least
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two derivations, with no evident difference in meaning or use. For example,
they could be derived as described above, and schematized in (34), or derived
by a rule of Presentational there- Insertion (PresTI), which puts the pre-
PresTI subject in sentence-final rather than post-copular or post-verbal
position, as schematized in (35) and exemplified in (36)
.
34a Input: Subject-X - V - Y-Constituent
34b Proposing: Constituent - Subject - X - V - Y
34c Inversion: Constituent - / J^^^^^^^ j - ex-Subject '^ Z - V - Yy
34d There- Ins. There
--It^^'J Constituent - Ex-Subj . - ^ Z - V - Y \
( A - V ) (^ I _j
35a Input: Subject X - i, , ', - Constituent
35b PresTI: There X - )"!!', - Constituent - Ex-Subject
I
he)
36a A unicorn was in the garden.
36b There \-ias in the garden a unicorn.
This is most plausible for inversions of types lb, 3, 6c, and 7c, where the
verb is not an existential, and the logical subject need not be definite
(illustrated in (37)), as required for conventional there- Insertion.
37.1b There hung on the wall the $1 million Picasso.
37.3 There strode into the room the three men who had been lurking
in the garden.
37.6c There came stalking into the room the old gentleman with the
brass-tipped cane.
37.7c There stood propped against the wall the missing Picasso from
the Blue Period.
(Example (33.8a) could not be plausibly derived by PresTI, however.) Or a
more conventional there- insertion could have applied in all of these without
any proposing or inversion and in (33.8) as well, with HNPS applying in all
but (33.8). This is schematized in (38) and exemplified in (39).
38a There-Ins.: There - J
^^
^- Ex-Subject - X
38b HNPS: There
-J ^ 7 . X - Ex-Subject
39a There was a unicorn in the garden.
39b There was in the garden a unicorn.
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The best argument against this last alternative is that, contrary to what is
usually the case with HNPS, the shifted NP doesn't have to be very heavy--as
in (39), where a unicorn is "heavy" enough. Furthermore, the demoted subject
doesn't have to be indefinite, as in (40).
40.7c There stood propped against the wall the missing Picasso from
the Blue Period.
These alternatives will be examined more closely elsewhere (Green, Forthcoming)
where the goal will be to determine the nature of the relations among quad-
ruples of sentences like (41).
41a An old umbrella was standing in the comer.
41b Standing in the corner was an old umbrella.
41c There was an old umbrfella standing in the comer.
41d There was standing in the corner an old umbrella.
But, for the moment, I think the results of the present investigation can be
summed up by saying that there is no clear and convincing evidence from there-
constructions that any of the inversions change grammatical relations, or
reflect a change in grammatical relations (effected, say, by the preposing
rules) . From other evidence the best candidate for such a change is construc-
tion 5, the inversion after Adjective Phrase Preposing (cf. table I above),
but the there -insert ion data contradicts the claim that the adjective phrdse
is a derived subject; the sentence-initial adjective phrase cannot be moved
and "demoted" by there- Insertion. If the there -Insertion data can be dis-
counted, it remains a candidate.
6. Verb-agreement as a test for subjecthood.
A final grammatical function which could conceivably yield evidence re-
garding derived grammatical relations here is verb agreement. If the
phrases which are immediately preverbal after preposing and inversion are
grammatical subjects, the verbs should agree with them, and be third
person singular, regardless of the grammatical number of the pre-inversion
subjects. The reason that the verb would be expected to be in the third
person singular form is that the adverbial and adjectival phrases which
appear in preverbal, "subject" position are all non-referential, and third
person singular is the form used for non-referential subjects, as shown in
(42).
42a That Bill left, and that Mary is mad about it is/*are obvious.
42b All that I could see was/*were two chickens.
42c What I saw was/*were two chickens.
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However, as (43) shows, the verbs agree with the original, referential, post-
verbal or post-auxiliary NPs, not the non-referential phrase in initial,
"subject" position. 16
43.1a In the garden was/were two unicorns.
43.2c To the fire *was/were attributed the deaths of three tenants.
43.4a Up goes/go the balloons.
43.5 More frightening to the Japanese *is/are the dangers of pollution.
43.7b Arrested today *was/were three members of the Chicago underworld.
43.8 Never *was/were two people so surprised.
Since agreement is always with the pre-inversion subject NP, there appears
to be no evidence from verb agreement (VA) that inversion affects or reflects
a change in grammatical relations. However, since grammatical-relation
changing rules are attested, e.g. there- insertion, where agreement is not
with the derived subject, (there), but with the ex-subject (cf. Morgan 1972a,
b
for fuller discussion), as in (44), one might not want to even consider the
evidence of (43) relevant.
44a There was/*were a man on the grounds.
44b There *was/were two men in the castle.
However, agreement with the ex-subject seems to occur only when the
derived subject is a "dummy" like there . This is one of the differences
between (44) and (42b, c) . Since the preposed phrases that occur pre-verbally
after inversion in these constructions are clearly not dummies, but make
reference to the specifics of the discourses they occur in, rejection of (43)
as evidence that inversion neither effects nor reflects a change in grammatical
relations is not obviously a necessity. On the other hand, it seems to be
partly because of evidence similar to that in (43) that Postal has proposed
that the subject in at least one inversion is a null dummy; that way the
Dummy Agreement Law, quoted in (45), predicts that agreement will be with
the inverted "ex"-subject.
45. The Dummy Agreement Law: A verb whose cyclic subject is a
dummy either doesn't agree at all, or else agrees with its
cyclic subject's brother-in-law. (A dummy NP and the chbmeur
that its insertion creates are brothers-in-law.)
So, VA, like the other processes considered, fails to provide clear evidence
that the inversions either effect or reflect changes in grammatical relations.
Agreement is always with the original subject, and while this doesn't indicate
that that NP is still the subject, the fact that apparent (3rd person singular)
agreement with the initial phrase seems to occur only in cases where a plural
subject or brother-in-law could have a singular verb gives us no reason to
suspect that any of the surface-initial phrases are derived subjects.
7. Conclusion
._,_
, .
IVe are left then, with no clear answer to the question raised at the outset:
do inversions change grammatical relations? And I think, with a certain sense
of frustration at not being able to deduce an answer. This should cause us
to reflect on the situation a moment, and ask why we cannot have an answer.
Is it simply because we don't know enough about constraints on processes we
used as criterial to use them as tests here? (Some linguists (cf. Bresnan
1976) would take sentences like (6.1b) and (6.2c) as evidence that HNPS can
apply to subjects.) Or are we getting inconsistent results because we have
incorrect, or, horrible dictu, inconsistent, assumptions about the nature of
grammatical organization and the functions of grammatical rules? I am thinking
here of assumptions about
1) the necessity for a sentence to have a subject (at all stages in its
derivation^')
.
2) the relation of cyclicity to the property of changing grammatical
relations.
3) pragmatics, particularly the relationship of form and function, and
whether this is something for a grammar to describe, and whether
function bears on the formulation rules of syntax.
4) the place of notions like "null dummy" in any kind of grammatical
theory.
I am not prepared at this point to answer these questions, but I am eager to
examine any answers or observations that may be offered
Footnotes
The research reported herein was supported in part by Grant SOC
75-00244 from the National Science Foundation.
The inversion for which this argument has been made appears to be a
member of the set represented by example (2c). The inversion cited in this
argument (summarized in Lawler 1977) is To the states is entrusted the power
to regulate education
. It is claimed in Postal 1977 that inversion structures
of type 5 also involve demotion of the pre-inversion subject. The cited ex-
amples are Obvious to everyone is the fact that Melvin is crazy and Unable to
attend were the chairman and vice-chairman.
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The do so-test rests on the claim that do so pronominal izes VPs; if do so
occurs in a sentence with an adverb following it, then that adverb must be
outside the VP. Thus locative adverbs are outside, but directional adverbs are
inside the VP:
i. John threw up in the garden, and Mary did so on the patio.
ii. *John threw up into the sink, and Mary did so into the bathtub.
Examples indicating that manner and duration adverbs are outside VP are (iii)
and (iv)
,
iii. John hung the picture perfectly straight, but Bill did so crookedly.
iv. John stood in the comer for 3 minutes, and Bill did so for an hour.
The fact that in sentences like (v) , we infer that Bill hung the picture
crookedly too, is irrelevant because adverbs present in one half of a conjoined
structure are apparently always interpreted as applying to the other half as
well if there is nothing to prevent this, as exemplified in (vi-x)
:
V. John hung the picture crookedly, and Bill did so too.
vi. John went to Ohio on Thursday, and Bill went to Maryland.
vii. John went to Ohio on Thursday, and Bill went on Friday,
viii. John wrote a book when he was 10 and so did Marvin.
ix. John wanted to eat potatoes yesterday, and Bill did too.
X. Mary wanted desperately to win, as did Joan. • y
This was pointed out to me by Jerry Morgan.
The plausibility of such derivations is discussed in Green, forthcoming.
4
This is surely a great oversimplification. But there is no question
that such parenthetical expressions have several possible places in many sentences.
Cf. Postal and Perlmutter's Cyclicity Law: If a rule creates or
destroys termhood, it is a cyclical rule.
I find this sentence grammatically unacceptable, though semantical ly
perfectly fine, and find other expressions of the same content (such as (i)
and (ii)) grammatically much better.
i. ?It seems that to the fire was attributed the loss of over $1 million.
ii. The loss of over $1 million seems to have been attributed to the fire.
Others find (13.2c) as good as (i)
.
This strikes me as a very curious and suspicious fact, but I do not know
quite what to make of it.
Types 7a and 7b are the only exceptions, as indicated on the chart in Table 1
^Cf. Postal 1974: 232-240.
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If inversion creates derived surface subjects, the I'/H-Questioning of
inverted and demoted subjects with main verb b£, and the "progressive" and
"passive" be's of constructions 2a, 6a, 6b, 7a, 7b will yield sentences which
are indistinguishable from the I'W-Questioning of their uninverted counterparts,
since Subject-Auxiliary-Inversion (SAI) will return the preposed, derived
"subject" phrases to postcopular position. That is, sentences like (i.2a) and
(i.6a) could be derived either by VJH-word Insertion alone, or by Inversion
followed by IVH-word insertion, IW-word preposing, and the SAI that obligatorily
accompanies it.
i.2a li/hat is at issue?
i.6a What is standing in the corner?
The latter sort of derivation would be possible only if the derived preverbal
phrase counts as a subject, for if it does not, SAI will not apply, and un-
grammatical sentences like (ii.2a) and ii.6a) will result.
ii.2a *What at issue is?
ii.6a *lVhat standing in the corner is?
Of course, if Inversion creates derived surface subjects, SAI will also apply
(after do-support) to sentences like (24.1b) and (24.4a) yielding the equally
ungrammatical forms in (iii)
:
iii.lb *v;hat did on the wall hang? ' '
iii. 4a *lVhat did up go?
Relativizing inversions of type 8 likewise gives results which are in-
distinguishable from relativization of non-inverted subjects.
IVhile this string of words certainly corresponds to a grammatical
sentence, it is not grammatical if pronounced with the initial high pitch
(disassociated from stress, which may occur anywhere in the low-pitched
remainder of the sentence) characteristic of Topicalization.
Inversions over be are mysteriously resistant to even this relativiza-
tion--notice how (27.1a) is improved by substituting grazed for was.
13
At least some inversions could not be precyclic (e.g. 2c, 7), since
they take passive structures as their input.
At least some inversions could not be pre-cyclic (e.g. 2c, 7), since
they take as input structures derived by the cyclic rule of Passive.
The result of applying there- Insertion to inversions of types 4a and
4b sounds grammatical to me, but distinctly archaic.
superscript 'd' are ones whose agreement
pattern sounds familiar to me (some more than others), though I don't think
I would use them myself. Verb agreement is a highly complex matter when the
subject follows the inflected verb (cf. Green and Morgan, Forthcoming), but
there may be a correlation between the use of the 'd' -marked sentences and
agreement in other sentence types where the subject follows the inflected
verb, such as questions and there-Insertion sentences like (i) and (ii)
.
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i. There was/were two unicorns in the garden,
ii. IVhat was/were those balloons tied to?
Or at all levels of description, if derivation is a misleading descriptive
term.
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FOREWORD
This is the fifth special issue of Studies in the Linguistic Sciences
(SLS) devoted to area linguiotics. Previous area-oriented issues were
Hindi Syntax (Fall 1971); Baltic Linguistics (Fall 1972); South Asian
LiPLiiistics (Fall 1973); and African Linguistics (Fall 1976). The dozen
or CO papers included in this issue represent an active, on-going interest
in East Asian linguistics in the Department of Lin.Tuistics on the part of
graduate students and faculty members. Over the years, ten doctoral
dissertations and over twenty-five masters theses have been written in
this area. This present collection of papers is representative of some
recent studies. We present it to our friends and colleagues for both
critical review and words of encouragement.
This volume reflects a change in editorial policy for the SLS.
The Editorial Board recently decided to include papers from outside
the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, on an invitational basis.
We are happy to include two such papers in this issue; one by John S.
Rohsenow, Assistant Professor of Chinese in the Department of Linguistics,
University of Illinois, Chicago Circle, and another by Soo-Hee Toh, Visiting
Scholar from Chungnara University, Taejon, Korea, where he is an Associate
Professor of Korean.
This issue also inaugurates a section on reviews. Future issues
will include review articles as well as reviews. It should be noted
that the reviews included here are not a part of East Asian Linguistics.
Chin-chuan Cheng
Chin-W. Kira

Studies in the Linguistic Sciences
Volume 7, Number 2, Fall 1977
CONSPIRACY IN KOREAl^ PHONOLOGY REVISITED:
AS APPLIED TO HISTORICAL- DATA
Sang Oak Lee
In a series of articles, C.-VJ. Kim has shown that there
are two distinct tendencies in the sound oattern of Korean:
(1) a tendency to close, and (2) a tendency to decentralize.
Starting with an overview of the issue in section 1, I com-
plement Kim's data with some critical comments in section 2.
In sections 3-5, about 50 cases are categorized as either for
or against Kim's proposals. In section 7, several general
remarks are given such as distribution of deletion rules,
rarity of vowel rules, 'functional load' of rules, etc. The
conclusion I draw is that historical data do not render de-
finitive support for Kim's principles, nor invalidate them.-
1. Chin-V/. Kim advances in a series of papers (Kim 1968, 1969, 1970, 1971,
1972a, 197 2b, 1973a, 1973b) an insightful idea about the conspiracy of
"close and peripheral articulations" in Korean. By "the principle of close
articulation" (or "the principle of implosion"), he means the tendency to
minimize the aperture between the upper articulator and the lovjer
articulator in producing speech sounds. Thus, it is a metacondition
concerning the manner of articulation in Korean. And by "the principle of
peripheral (or centrifugal) articulation", he means "an articulatory
predilection for peripherality" , i. e. a tendency to articulate sounds in
labial or velar regions in Korean phonology. Thus, it is a metacondition
on the place of articulation. He thinks that these language-specific
phonological metarules may appear in different shapes throughout the
phonological component.
As Kiparsy (1972) properly points out, it seems that Kim's term,
'conspiracy' , stands for "a deeper phonetic parallelism between apparently
diverse phonological processes in the language" rather than its ordinary
meaning. The issue of conspiracy or functional unity of phonological rules,
no matter what its real definition is, has so far been discussed mostly in
relation to synchronic processes. Here I will try to shed more light on
this issue by investigating historical changes from the functional
viewpoint. To the best of my knowledge, nobody has stated whether one has
to restrict the scope of this metacondition within specific synchronic
data or expand it all through available historical data to find the
corresponding tendencies. At any rate, it will be very useful to survey-
all the synchronic and diachronic changes in the language at issue.
Kim's original arguments for the conspiracy of close articulation
amount to five superficially unrelated items, cf. Kim 1958, 1959, 1970,
1971, 1972a, 1973a. In addition, as the co-conspiracy to the above, that
is, the conspiracy of peripheral (i. e. grave or non-coronal) articulation
is argued in six items, cf. Kiin 1972b. (Two of then were replaced by new
items in a revised article (1973b) but the total remains the same.)
Needless to say, his arguments in each item are based on specific 'rules',
and he tries to show interrelationship among them. Therefore, I have set
up an approach as follows in order to review his 'metarules' historically.
I have examined about eighty rules occurring in the phonological
history of Korean mainly based on Ki-Moon Lee (1972a, b) and determined
that about fifty rules are phenomena relevant to our issue, regardless
of whether they are for or against Kim's proposals. In detail, the rules
are distributed as follows. Some rules are counted twice. The figures in
the 'pro' column include a number of Kim's original arguments. See §2.
Also see §§3-6 for details.
pro con total
close articulation 11 (cf. §2.1, §3) 12 (§U) 23
peripheral articulation 21 (§2.3, §5) 17 (§6) 38
total 32 20 , 61
As a rough approximation, the ratio between pro and con is 11 to 10.
However, this ratio cannot be regarded as evidence either for advocating
or refuting Kim's proposals, since 1 have hot counted in the relative
importance and frequency, in other words, a sort of 'functional load' of
.
each rule in the language. It would be desirajble to pursue the study of ,
'functional load' further, since,- as far as I know, nothing has been done
on it so far, cf. Meyerstein 1970.
ilote also that some rules counted here are probably just minor rules
and there are possibilities for collapsing some of them. In addition, I
may h^ve excluded some rules inadvertently. ; .
2. On several occasions, Kim draws examples for his arguments 'from'
historical changes. In Kim (1973b), an argument for closed syllable
formation is supported by a comparison between Old Japanese and (Middle)
Korean. Both epenthesis of q and a process of changing some palatalized
alveolars to velars ( timchi~-» cimchi -» kimchi 'pickled vegetable' ; in
fact, the final vowel was -Ay, which later became -i_, cf. (30) in §5. )
are historical changes. Kim (1972b) also took a case ,of vov.'el shift in
Middle Korean. as such an example, though it seems that he withdrew this
argument later (cf. Kim 1973b).
In addition to the above, there are some rules which apply to Middle
and/or Modern Korean as well as Present-day Korean. In this case, Kim
tends to take examples exclusively from Present-day Korean. I will show
how his arguments can be supported mere by historical evidence in the
next 2.1 and 2.3.
2.1. To reconsider historically his arguments for close articulation
in the order that he presented in Kiir. (1972a): (1) a neutralization rule
in which affricates and fricatives become stops in preconsonantal and word-
final positions already occurred in tv;o steps: £ -> £ in the fifteenth
century (cf. (12) in §4) and £ -»- t_ in the early sixteenth century (cf. (4)
in §3). (2) Historical evidences of a change w -> p / c v/ill be mentioned
in §3 (1). (3) in the fifteenth century the unreleasing of the syllable-
final consonants had already developed completely, so even r at the end
of a syllable or a word were pronounced as [IJ and nasal sounds were
seemingly unreleased in the same environment according to K.-L-i. Lee (1972b).
(4) A case of raising vowel a to a was already revealed in Modern Korean
material (later edition of Samganghaengsiltto Ji- i^.^^ff'^ @, 1730): tAoyya
-> toa 'become and so', hAya -> hAye 'do and so'. (5) Intervocalic (medial)
three-consonant cluster simplification already existed in Middle Korean.
(It seems that Kim was not sure whether he takes this example as an
argument for close articulation or for peripheral articulation, cf. Kim
(1972a, b). Since he deleted it from Kim (1973b) it may be regarded that
he concluded it to be a case of close articulation.
)
2.2. Though he did not mention diachronic evidence as above, I will
take his five arguments for close articulation as my working criteria or
guideline in my historical review henceforth. Here, for the reader's
convenience, I will quote his chart showing degrees of aperture. (Kim
1972a: 167) Change toward will be interpreted as being in favor of the
close articulation principle and tovjard 8, against it.
Degree of
Aperture
Grave sounds are made at the periphery of the oral cavity producing
a concrentration of energy in the lower frequencies of the sound spectrum;
acute sounds are made in a non-peripheral (or medial) part of the oral
cavity with a concentration of energy in the upper frequencies of the
sound spectrum.
Kim (1973b) shows a diagram in v;hich centrifugality and the principle
of close articulation in Korean have a complementary and horizontal-
vertical relationship to each -other.
palate
close articulation
Though he said in personal communication that he- did not intend to
put a boundary of centrifugality on the apico-alveolar region with any
preciseness, as shown in the diagram, it is more convenient to assume
that a sort of boundary is located in this position in order to give an
internal order among acute sounds such as dental, alveolar, and palatal
consonants and to explain the direction of palatalization as a case from
central (dental) to less central (palatal) and eventually toward peri-
pheral area. Cf, (Hi), (26), (29), and (30) in the following sections.
2.3. Again, there is also historical evidence for his arguments for
the peripheral articulation. Let us check the two versions of his
arguments in the order that he presented. Old version . (1972b) is
abbriviated as 0, and new version (1973b) as N.
(O&N 1) The first argument is for a consonantal assimilation that
Martin (1968) calls 'apical instability'. Besides the fact that there
were no neutralizations between s_ and £ and between s_ and t_ in the final
position (These two pairs of sounds v/ere' distinguished in the 15th.
century. Cf. (12) and (4).), all other changes that Kim mentions are
likely to have happened historically. In other words, to exclude s and c
in the following rule, [-cont] and [+ant], were necessary in the Tsth
*"
Korean phonology as in (a) but £ and £ are implied in t_ (cf . (b) ) by
neutralization in the later periods. (a)=(b).
(a) -syl
kyong onhae ^^ •$^a^^.^ll|^ 1885): tAri- 'boil down' -> tAyri-
[teri], kitATi- 'wait' -» kit Ayr i- [kiteri]. As for the case of inter-
vening r in Present-day Korean, see Cook's comment (1973).
As shown in the table of grave/acuteness , r belongs to central
(acute) consonants. However, according to Kim's original proposal (1972b,
1973b), only a peripheral (grave) consonant such as £, ph, m, k, kk, _r^
(r^ is excludedl ) can intervene between two vowels which are involved in
the process of umlaut (cf. (^^) in §6). "That is, umlaut is prevented just
in case the intervening consonant is central, for otherwise, it would
create too much centrality." (Kim 1973b: 276-7)
.
Note that £ and ch, which are acute consonants, can also participate
in the umlaut process in a different sense from the intervening consonants
chuki- ->- chuyki- [chifgi], or chuyki- -> chyuyki- [chyugi] 'moisten'
puchuyki- -> puchyuyki- [puchyugi] 'stir up'
coki- -< coyki- [cogi] 'break'
In this case, umlauting of o_ and _u is restricted to environment only
after c and ch (and probably s_, ss, and t_). Cf. K.-Il. Lee 1972:202, 228;
P.-K. Lee 1970:378. Unlike the case of r, these £ and ch_ are not inter-
vening but preceding consonants.- Therefore, these acute consonants made
the following vowel o_ and u (which had been quite resistant to umlaut
up to the 19th c. ) easy to umlaut, since umlaut is a process of changing
back (grave) vov;els to front (acute) vov/els.
(N 4) Kim (1973b) makes a good use of the historical fact that a
word ending in an open syllable (CVCV) in Old Japanese corresponds to
that in a closed syllable (CVC) in Middle Korean. In addition to the
Present-day Korean examples of particle -m,
-q, and -k (grave consonants),
there are also earlier examples in HK (K.~l. Tee 1972a": 165-167 )
.
- ko 'and' verbal ending + m repetitive particle
-ko 'and' verbal ending + k_ emphatic particle
-mye 'and'(-(- -rn verbal noun + ye postposition) + r]_ emphatic paricle
However, the postposition n can be also added excrescently , though n_ is
an acute consonant.
-ko 'and' verbal ending + n_ postposition
Martin (1973 ) , hovever , presents a conjecture that those words which
Kim assumes to have picked ud an excrescent p, m, k, or rj either had the
final consonant to begin with or have added i" meanFngful suffix.
(0 5) Kim (1972b) suggests a controversial argument on the direction
of push (or pull) chain in the Korean vowel shift. The traditional view
of vowel shift advocated by W.-J. Kim (1953) and K.-M. Lee (1972a,b) is
as follows.
u9
ccarp + ciman -> [c'alc'iman] 'though short'
ccarp + ko ->- [c'alk'o] 'short and'
The following example is quite ambiguous since either medial conso-
nant r(^[l]) or peripheral consonant ph(->-[p°]->[m] ) survives. (°: unreleased)
irph + ninta -> [ilninta] or [imninta] 'is reciting'
Notice that Kim(1973b) does not include this cluster simplification
in his new version, probably because of the above fuzzy point as I shov;ed.
(N 3 = 4) The claim that peripheral consonants appear dominantly
in final positions is not viable unless the frequent use of r_, n_, s_, and
ss (medial consonants) can be explained.
3. As rules in favor of the principle of close articulation, I think the
following cases are applicable.
(1) As Kim (1968, 1972a) suggests a rule w -> p /_ C for the so-called
p-irregualr predicates in Present-day Korean, a similar line has to be
maintained in the 15th c. for the same group of predicates. The only
difference is that fricative
_g_
(instead of w) changes into stop p_ before
consonants.
nupe—nupko 'lie down and' ' '
"
topa—topko 'help and'
(2) The same direction of change, 8_-+ p_, occurred in the 15th c.
after h_, k_, and t_, but it is a minor rule limited to the morpheme -Q±-
as suggested by Lee (1972b: 44).
ceh + P±- -> ceh + pi- (->-caph±-) 'fear'
kisk + pi- ->- kisk + pi- -> kispi- 'be happy'
mit t p±- -> mit + pi- 'be believable'
(3) Word-final h turned into t_ before n in the Late MK(Middle Korean):
fricative -> stop. ,..,....
nyeh + nAn ^ nyet.nAn (-> nyennAn) 'put into'
This is a change not only from fricative to stop but also from
glottal to dental, so it can also be involved in section 5. Also, one
may posit an intermediate stage of s_ between h_ and t_ as in Kim (1970).
In fact, change s_ -* t_ is attested in the texts of the same period as (5)
below.
(4) Assuming that the vowel shift happened in the 14th c. (before
the beginning of the Late MK period), _a in a non-initial syllable changed
into i as the first step of its merger with other vowels between the
15th and the end of the 16th c. This is a tendency toward close articula-
tion: low vowel -> high vowel.
kirAma -v kirima 'packsaddle'
(5) Syllable-final _s neutralized into stop t_ around the beginning
of the 16th c. : fricative ->- stop.
is + nAni -> itnAni (-> innAni) 'tie, so'
Kim (1972a) had already noticed this change but he did not separate
affricates from fricatives in his synchronic rule formulation. In
historical phonology, the case of affricates is treated as (12).
(6) The fricative x^ (or), which appears only in initial position,
had existed up to the middle of the 17th c, but changed to the stop
kh (^) from the period of the IJog6lttae Snhae :^ £, <,Xi|^l (1670).
xys -> khye 'pull'
Note that rules from (1) through (5) are a change from fricatives
to stops except (5). Dressier (1974) shov/s that child language and
diachronic change often give conflicting evidence concerning natural-
processes; e.g., in the former fricatives are often replaced with stops
while the reverse rarely occurs , but in the latter stops often develop
into fricatives vrhile the reverse rarely occurs. It is likely that the
above cases in Korean are against his generalization.
4. On the contrary to. the above section, I encounter some "counter-
conspiracies" to the principle of close articulation as. follows.
(7) Intervocalic t^ in Old Korean changed into r in MK: stop -
liquid.
, .....-,.. , .
..•..-,:
"patar ^ parAr 'sea' "' ._ '•' . 'r
.....
.;..-<
"kater -* karAr 'leg'
"heter -> hArA 'a day'
Also, change from t^ to r_ in the following morphemes (when preceded
by vowel or r) is found in MK and even today.
.
-ta -> -ra finite verb ending
-to- -> -ro- exclamatory prefinal ending
-ta- ->- -re- past tense
-tAjBAy- -> -r A|3Ay- ,
-tAJ3- -> -rA,3- derivative ending for descriptive
verb
(8) Reconstructions show that syllable-final
-£, -t^, and -k_ of the
entering tone in Classical Chinese had changed into -b^, -d, and -g^ and
again into
-£, -r, and -^. This stage (-^, -r, -^) was reflected in
Sino-Korean sounds of the 12t.h c. materials. In China, these
-§_, -r,
and
-^ were merged into 2_ around the 14th c.
In Late Old Korean (ca. 8-9 c), Sino-Korean sounds were established
as
-p_, -r_, and -k_, since Korean imported sounds of a Chinese dialect
after they experienced a weakening of ["t -> d -> c) -> r]. In the 15th c,
,
Sino-Korean sounds still maintained a
-p_, -r_, and -k_ system. However,
there were still some exceptional words v/hich seemingly kept final
dental-alveolar obstruents as follov;s.
toth^, koc
-^ , kat_7|j, pis_/Ji3.
Of course, these exceptions were also absorbed into r_ [1] later:
tor, kor, kar
,
phir.
This is a change from an obstruent to a liquid v;hich is counter to the
direction of close articulation.
(9) At the end of the l^th c. , stop [b] (an allophone of /p/)
changed into fricative [p] when it was preceded by y and r_, and followed
by vowels.
taybat -> taypat 'bamboo field'
(10) In the middle of the 15th c. , all _8's preceded by vowel, y_, r_,
and z, and followed by vowels changed into glide w: fricative ->- glide.
syapir -> sewur -> seur 'capital city'
"kirbar -» kirpar -^ kirwar ^ kirv/gr 'sentences'
"koba -^ kopa ->- kowa 'be pretty and'
'"'eryebe -> eryepe -» aryev;e 'be difficult and'
"tobom -> topom -> tovram -»- toom 'helping'
(11) By the 15th c. , there was a historical change of "k_ (->-[g]^-[/ ]
)
8_ in the environment between y, r, or z_, and vowels (cf. K.-H. Lee
1972b): stop ^ fricative.
••'[mulgai] -> [molfSay] 'sand'
This change vjas also productive as a synchronic rule in MK.
ar + ko -V ar t F,o 'know and'
Since the late sixteenth century, this change has been reversed by
an analogy, that is, the exceptional ending -fyo_ for r-fianl stems analo-
gized to normal form -ko.
~
The change k_ -> fi_ can also be counted as a case in favor of the
principle of peripheral articulation, since it is a change from velar
to glottal.
(12) In the middle of the 13th c. , syllable-final affricate £ had
not neutralized to fricative s. However, by the middle of the 15th c.
,
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all syllablerfifial c, s_, as well as ch, had neutralized into unreleased
s owing to the iinreleasing of syllable final consonants (cf. K.-H. Lee
T972b:80). This change (palatal -» dental) can be involved in section 6,
too. See also (17). •
koc ^ [kos°] 'flower'
A change from £ to t_ (cf. (5) in §3) followed .soon after. this change
so at last a sequence of changes £ -» s_ - t_ was completed.
(13) A sequence of [1] and [f>] (which did not come, from k, cf. (11))
changed into [11] in the verbal conjugation of the late 16th century's
text Sohak onhae i]^}^ytM.' fricative * liquid. .
[ol] + [8a] -»• [olla] 'mount and'
This change has been productive v/ith the nouns as well since the
17th c. One can also include this change (glottal -» dental) in section 6.
[nolhay] - [nollayj . ' song'
[molhay] -> [mollay] 'sand'
In the 17th c. , lh_ also began to change into r. So there was a
period in which both [11] and [r] coexisted, but by the 18th c, r had
completely replaced 11. See a similar case in (15).
(14) At the turn of 18th c. , a well-known palatalization process
took place in Seoul dialect: the alveolar stop t^ or ^.became a palatal
affricate & or ch_ before i_or.^.,
tisay > cisay 'tile'
In the Southern dialects, this apparently happened before the 17th
c. It is likely that the other palatalization processes ""^l
_^ ^Jl/ |^l
also took place around this time in all but the :;orthwestern dialect.
See also (30).
Kim (1973b) takes alveolar palatalization as a part, of the sixth
item of evidence supporting for his principle of centrifugal articula-
tion (cf. section 5).
(15) From the 17th c. and, more apparently, in the 18th c, it
became a general rule that intervocalic [1], v;hich originated from
reducing f^ out of the sequence [IFi] (cf. (13), (35)), changed into
[r] against the tendency of unreleasing.
nolfiay * nolay -> noray 'sing'
It is likely that 1 -> r / V V could be a general type of change
in intervocalic position, though its direction is opposite to that of
close articulation, and in complementary environments r -^ 1 / j^i
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(as mentioned in §2.1) is general.
(16) Contrary to the Kim's argument (1972b), in the Present-day
Korean final consonant clusters rs_ and rth (and even rp, rph
,
and rk
in some idiolects) before consonant-initial suffix tend to be simply
r [1]. Cf. §2.3.
kors ->• kor + kwa [kolgvja] 'direction and'
harth- -y har + ko Chalk' o] 'lick and'
This is a counter-evidence to the close articulation principle since
liquids tend to suppress others with closer apertures. In addition to
this, the fact that some speakers reduce rp_, rph , and rk to r_ [1] as
a free variant of the stop articualtion is counter-evidence to the
notion of a conspiracy toward non-coronal articulation as well as the
close articulation principle.
(17) As a new trend in Present-day Korean, final consonants £,
ch, and th_ have a tendency toward free variation with s_ when a vowel-
initial suffix is added.
., .t...
kkoch + ir -)- [k'osil] 'flower' (ace. ) .
.
., .-.
• >.
.: i-=
CSC + ir -> [cesil] 'milk'(acc.) < .
,.
path + ir ->- [pasil] 'field' (ace. ) - • ' •
As mentioned in (12), changes from c_ or ch to s_ can be involved
in §6.
(13') As an addition to this section, one may list a change of ya ->
ya which occurred in the 16th and 17th centuries.
-kwatye -> -kv;atya -^ -kwacya :optative converb
-eye -> -cya imperative finite verbal ending of plural first person
-nya -> -nya :prefinal ending 'ni' + interrogative ending
-rye -^ -rya :prefinal ending 'ri' + interrogative- ending
-rssye ^ -rssya : exclamatory ending
These verbal endings lowered their stem vowel. 'Lowered', here,
assumes that the vowel-shift already occurred in the 14th c. and
that a is a mid vowel while a is a low vowel. Nevertheless, this
change was not counted in the total of this section, since this does
not affect every _e after y but applies only to several particular
verbal endings.
As shown in (9), (11), and (17), a change from stops to fricatives
also occurs in contrast to section 3. Note that Dressier (1974) argues
that it is a general case in diachronic change. The evidence in Korean,
however, does not support Dressier 's generalization, since counter-
examples in section 3 outnumber the above three cases.
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5. As for pro's to peripheral (or centrifugal) articulation, there are
quite a few seemingly relevant rules.
(18) Korean, like many other Altaic languages, avoids initial r
before i^ or £. It also changes to n initially in all other environrrients.
(19) There is a possibility that syllable-final k^ in classical
Chinese was weakened to ^. (or to h, via ^() when Sino-Korean sounds were
established in Late Old iCorean. If the change x "*• ll happened after the
formulation of Sino-Korean sounds, it can be considered a case of the
centrinigal tendency.
-caf (^) -> cah (- ca)
*cs^ (S) -cah (- ce)
*su^ (^) - soh (-ksok")
(20) Sonetine in Early MK, sor.e intervocalic liquids disappeared.
*narih -* nayh ' stream'
*nT2ri * nuy 'the world'
*33urih * noyh 'mountain'
(21) In Late HK, some word-final £'s were dropped.
*hotar - hATAr ^ hATA 'one day'
*cyer * cya 'chopsticks'
*hyer -^ hye 'tongue'
More exaoples can be drawn fror. a sort of dissimilation process
which started before the iSth c. and still continues.
par AT •* paTA 'sea'
kaur\ir -* kguru •* kaur 'mirror'
kyarir * kysri 'time, chance'
kar Ar "* kar a ' leg
'
urir- -* ur±- -* ur- 'weep' -
(22) In Early MK, r was kept before coronal consonants ii, t^, z^, s^,
c, and ch in the compound word-formation, but from around the 15th c,
this r began to drop: liquid -* ?.
^kyezirsari -> kyazisari 'mistletoe'
*nersam * naza-T 'a kind of milkvetch'
(23) From the 15th c. , low (back) unrounded vowel a_ between dental
and labial or between labial and dental consonants had changed into the
mid rounded vowel £.
15 c. hA^Aza - hAOza 'alone'
15 c. mars/jn -»• marsom 'words'
17 c. SAjnay -> somay 'sleeve'
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In addition, the change from a_ to o has also occurred before -(r)o
since the 15th c. as a kind of regressive assimilation.
-Aro -> -oro : instrumental case
-tArok -> -torok: projective converbuni
cozArApi -y cozAroi + cozoroi 'importantly'
This change from _a to £ may also be considered as a case of close
articulation (from low to mid vowel, assuming the vowel shift occurred
in the l^+th c), but I prefer to mention it here as evidence for peri-
pheral articulation, since it is above all an obvious assimilation
process to the neighboring labial consonants or rounded vowels rather
than an unconditional change from a_ to £.
(24) In the 16th c. at the latest, the epenthetic consonant ]) was
inserted between vowels to avoid a hiatus (cf. S.-N. Lee 1955, Kim 1973b).
syo-aci -> syorjaci 'calf, etc.
Note that there was an opposite case as in (37) in the same period.
(25) From the late 15th c. to the middle of the 15th c. , the
coronal consonant z_ disappeared at first before _i and ^, then in all
environment later.
SAzi -* SAi 'betv/een' , etc.
In addition, at the turn of the 15th c. , intervocalic zR_ lost Fi_,
consequently causing intervocalic z_ to disappear later.
kszfiuy -» kezuy ^ keuy 'intestinal vrarn'
(25) Though it is a peculiar rule, some z_' s did not disappear but
changed to £'s in the environment of m _V or, more rarely, n V', in '
the 16th or 17th c.
15 c. "namzin -> namcin 'man'
.
.
^
-.
"samzir -> samcir 'March the third' ;
16- (momso -<-) momzo -> momco , ' inperson'
17 c. (sonso ->-) sonzo -> sonco 'in person' " -•'•'- • -..; ".
It is a favorable argument for Kim's peripheral articulation principle
since dental £ changes into palatal £ as mentioned in §2.2, and also
for his close articulation principle since fricative £ changes into
affricate £. " : .
(27) In the 17th c. , a coronal sound r was dropped before a non-
coronal sound ph, the labial ph remaining alone.
arph -* aph 'front' - -.
^ -:
korphA- -> kophi- 'be hungry' • - : . .
.
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In the above, r'iles (18), (20), (21), (22), and (27) all concerned
r-deletion. Thus, we may say that there were quite a few ways to delete
Xiquids. These deletions, however, together with (25) z^deletion, (31)
n-deletion, and (32) v-deletion constitute only passive support for the
principle of peripheral articulation. It is nore desirable to have cases
like (24) ^-insertion as instances of active, positive support.
(28) From the 15th c. and by the end of the 17th c, vowel ±_ between
labial and dental consonants changed into rounded vowel u.
pir * pur 'fire'
Vovrel i after dental and before labial also changed into u_.
etip- -* arup- 'be dark'
This is a airror image rule changing a central vowel to a back
vowel. On the other hand, like (23) mentioned above, this is another
assimilation to a neighboring labial consonant. But also note that there
is an opposite case (4^0) in the same period.
(29) From the late 17th c. , [ts] and [dz] were palatalized to [tj]
and [d^], respectively, before i. or 2. (later before all front vowels
and now before aill vowels in Seoul).
cya [tsja] * [tja]
ca [tsa] -»• Ctja]
This change must precede change (lU). In other words, the former
is the first step of palatalization and the latter the second step.
These alveolar palatalization processes (including (14)) may be consi-
dered examoles supporting examples the peripheral articulation nrinciole
of Kim (1973b).
Tnere he argues that (a) the direction from alveolar to palatal
(t -> c) alone can support his principle, and (b) this direction (t - c)
is significant compared with the other direction, from velar to palatal
(k * c) which occur in some dialects, and (c) alveolar palatalization
(t -» c) sometimes proceeds to depalatalization (c •* k) which is an
example of the centrifugal tendency, as in (30). Since a boundary of
centrifugality is located on the apico-alveolar region, (a) the alveolar
palatalization as well as (c) the depalatalization process will match
his principle of peripheral articulation.
(30) In the 18th c. , there was not only alveolar palatalization
(cf. (14) in §4) but also depalatalization. That is, palatalized sounds
changed further into velars: c -> k / /i) ,^. , , ,
— ly/ . This change may also be con-
sidered as a close articulation from affricate to stop.
tisay -» cisay/ciwa * kiwa 'tile'
masti- * masci- * maski- -> matki- 'entrust to'
timchAy -* cLiichAy * kiir.chAy 'pickled cabbage'
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ilote also there is dialectal change (41), i. e. l^ -» £, which is
exactly the opposite of this.
(31) After the appearance of alveolar palatalization, a related
change, i. e. initial n-deletion before i^ or ^, occurred in the second
half of the 18th c. "
nimkim ^ imkim 'king'
(32) I am not sure whether I may include the following case as an
argument for the centrifugality or not, since it is a case of palatal
deletion rather than dental deletion (like 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 27, and
31). If Kim's principle includes palatals in the non-peripheral (central)
area, since palatals are also [+ coronal] like dentals, then the
following change can be added here.
In the 19th c, palatal y_ dropped after spirant s_, c, ch.
syam ^ sem 'island' ' '
syo -> so 'cow'
By the same token, ye frequently becomes e_ in the Present-day Korean.
kyesita -*• kesita 'be' (honorific)
hyesSQ ^ hesar] 'comet'
However, in the 16th c. there exists a change (38) in the opposite
direction.
At this moment, it is worth mentioning that coronal sounds are
major targets of consonant deletion rules in the phonological history
of Korean. More than two-thirds of them are deletions of r_, z_, n_, and
y and only three rules, for r^ ]}_> ^nd £,_, do not have to do with the
deletion of coronal consonants. Though deletion is quite passive and
negative evidence, it is very significant for supporting Kim's proposal.
6. There are also several rules which go against the notion of a centri-
fugal articulation conspiracy.
(33) In Old Korean, some nominal stems have been reconstructed
as having final ^'s. These non-coronal velar sounds came to be dropped
before a consonant or word-boundary in MK.
'•nanPy -* namo 'tree' ([namg] before vov/el- initial suffix),
*nuroY -» norA 'deer' ([norfS] before vowel- initial suffix)
(34) In the 15th c. , intervocalic ^ changed into w_ in general as
in (10). Hov/ever, P before i behaved a little differently. In a few
cases, (a) Pi_ -* wi^ especially when preceded by vowel -_i- j but in most
cases, (b) Pi -* i. The latter is a case of labial (non-coronal) deletion.
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(a) chipi ->- chiwi 'cold vxeather'
(b) supi -) sui 'easily'
sapi ->- sai 'shrimp'
(35) At the turn of the 16th c. , the voiced glottal fricative |>
between z_ and vov/el began to disappear.
kAZf,ay ^ kAzay 'scissors'
As in (15), from the 17th c. , the sequence [1F|] between vowels
became [1] and then [r]. In other words, Lhl between [1] and vowel
disappeared.
(36) From the 15th c. to the end of the 16th c, there arose a
tendency to delete intervocalic h^, with this rule still being operative
in Korean today.
maktahi -»• maktay 'stick'
cikcahi -> cikcay 'immediately'
kahi -V kay 'dog'
(37) In the 16th c. , intervocalic j^ dropped.
irjekiy -> yaki 'here'
-nirjita -> -nita: self-effacing prefinal suffix + finite verb in
indicative form
Many examples of dissimilation are caused by this rule especially
when ^ follows.
coQyor) ->- coyot] 'calm'
pysQyar) -> pyayar) (-»- piyar)) 'Pyongyang' (a city in North Korea)
It is a case opposite to (24) as well as to Kim's argument.
(38) In the 16th c. , epenthesis of y in intervocalic position was
also popular. Cf. the opposite case (32).
hA + a -^ hAya 'do and so'
yehiy + a ->• yehiyys 'be bereaved of and so'
(39) In the 17tb c.
, £ of pth clusters dropped (through this change
appears in the texts a century later).
pthuy- ^ thuy- 'jump'
pthi- ^ thi-'slit it open'
pth A- -V thA- 'play (harp)'
pthuk -* thuk 'popping-out motion'
(40) Contrary to (28) i_ ^ u_, the reverse u. -> i. also happened
between labial stops (m, £, 2h) and 2. in the 17th c. u is easily fronted
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to ±_ by the influence of the following ^, because the onposition between
i_ and u after labials is neutralized by rule (28).
muy- -^ miy- (^ mi?) 'move' (A monophthongized form in the parenthesis
is not attested.
)
puy- -)- piy- (^ pi) 'cut'
phuy- -> phiy- (-* phi) 'bloom'
This is most likely a case of hypercorrection. See also (45) for
monophthongized forms.
(41) Probably before the 18th c, the southern dialects experienced
another palatalization process: velar stop k_ or kh in the first syllable
of words becomes c_ or ch before _i or y. Cf . (14) in §4, also an case
opposite to that of (30).
khi -* chi 'vjinnow'
Kim (1973b: 278) had already noticed this non-standard dialectal pronuncia-
tion, but he tried to ignore it as an isolated phenomenon. Cf. Cook's
comment (1973:289). This change (affricate -> stop) can be included in
§4, too.
(42) After the middle of the 18th c. , so-called h-final nouns began
to lose their h_'s. It seems that this change is a sort of expansion of
rule (35), but the environment is not the same, since in (42) consonants
such as r_, m, n_ may precede h.
kirh -> kir 'road'
nacoh -* naco 'evening'
anh -> an ' inside'
amh -> am 'female'
Among these h_-final nouns, there were some words which originated from
classical Chinese k-flnal sounds.
cah (K.) -> ca cf. the Sino-Korean pronunciation: chek
cgh (®) -^ ce cf. the Sino-Korean pronunciation: cak
(43) In the late 18th c. , a little before HancH^ngmungam -;$ j^ X t&
(1774), syllable-initial back vowel a_ had already changed into non-back
vowel a_ as the second step in its disappearance. See (4) for its first
step.
pthA- "^ tha- 'ride'
kAray "*" kare 'a vjild walnut'
(44) Following the complete loss of a_ as in (43), the vowel system
continued to change. Therefore, the end of the 18th c. witnessed the
monophthongization of diphthongs: ( Ay -*• ) ay -> e_, ay ->- e_. It is evident
because the umlaut phenomenon, whicF~presuppose monophthongization,
happened at the turn of the 19th c. A rough form.ulation of the umlaut
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rule, that is, i-vowel regressive assimilation, is as follows.
LeJ / ik, Q, kk V i
Ir
J
:
ciphar)i -v cipherji 'stick' sakki -» sekki 'cub'
meki- -> meki- 'feed' akki- ^ ekki- 'spare'
The following are historical examples in which umalut is possible across
the r sound. Cf. Cook (1973:289).
tAri- (-> tari- ) -> teri- 'boil dovm'
kitAri- -» kiteri- 'wait'
The above irionophthongization and umlaut are a sort of. velar
palatalization, in other, words , fronting of velar vowels to palatal
ones against Kira'^s peripheral articulation conspiracy.
(45) In the 19th c. , i_ was fronted (=palatalized) to _i before s_,
£, and ch.
(cis -»-)cit ->- cit 'gesture'
,
.
(sikAor ->) sikaor * sikor 'countryside'
A similar monophthongization ±^ •* i_ also occurred in the 19th c. Cf. (40).
siykor
-r sikor 'countryside' (an allomorph to the above form)
yakiy. -x yeki 'here'
miyp- -• mip- 'hate' •"
(46) In modern dialects, there is an alveolarization process, with
h becoming s_ before i_ or ^.
hyer) ->- ssrj 'elder brother'
,. .
;
.
.
•
him ->- sim [JimJ 'power'
hyuQ -y suQ 'defect'
As shown in (14), (29), (30), (31), (41), (44), (45), and (46),
palatalization in a broad sense has prevailed in Korean phonology. Among
those, (14), (41), (44), '(45),£ (46) go aginst Kim's proposal and only
(29) and (31) support it. (30) is not purely a palatalization process,
i. e. its focus is on depalatalization.
Lastly, here is an interesting case where epentheses of consonants
once opposed the principle of centrifugality ( kacho- -»• kancho- ) and then
turned out to favor it ( kancho- -v kamcho- ) in the same examole in the
19th c.
kacho- -> kancho- -* kamcho- 'hide'
cf. tsti- -> t9ci- -> tsnci- 'throw'
kich9 -»• kinchs 'stop and'
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7. The careful reader has probably noticed that the rules in §53 and U is
just involve a change of sounds from one to the other except (16) which
is a unique deletion. This is almost the opposite in §§5 and 6, as only
12 out of 29 arguments from (18) to (U6) are sound-changing types. The
rest are ddetions (15 rules) or additions (2 rules).
As I mentioned before, the deletion rules are rather passive and
negative arguments compared to the changing or addition types, since the
latter indicates a positive direction of changes as concrete evidence. I
do not know exactly v;hy this kind of result has occurred. ITotice that
Kim's original arguments already predict this result to some extent. There
are four (1-4) changing type rules among his five in favor of close
articulation and only, three (1, 2, 5) out of six (Kim 1973b) for peri-
pheral articulation. Cf. section 2.
Another tendency that vie can observe is that most rules are related
to consonants. For instance, rules concerning vowels from each group are
as follows: one each for §3 and §U, two for §5 and four for §6. A total
of eight out of 47. This maldistribution is also anticipated in Kim's
papers since he suggested one case of vowel change in Kim (1972a) and
two cases in Kim (1972b); i. e. three in all. Furthermore, in the latter,
he mentioned umlaut as counterevidence and he retracted a case of vowel
shift, so no vowel rules remain in favor of the peripheral articulation
principle. I am. not sure whether this tendency in our data v;ill invalidate
our conclusion. I hope, however, that Kim.'s principle is equally/ valid
for vovrels.
Another interesting observation concerning phonological rules in
Korean and Kim's principles is that there is not a single rule of vovjel
addition or deletion which is relevant to his principles. Of course,
this result is caused by the rarity of vowel addition and deletion rules
in Korean. (This fact has not been clearly pointed out, but the number
of apocope, syncope, and vowel epenthesis rules are rather limited in
the phonological history of Korean. ) This is also one reason why
Kisseberth's case of functional analysis (1970) fails to apply directly
for Korean, since he mostly works on the addition and deletion of vowels,
though the morpheme structure constraints of both Yawelmani and Korean
are the same, i. e. no instance of //CC, CC?r, or CCC. Notice that what
Kim (1972a:155) says is misleading: "In Korean, there is no such well-
defined surface constraint [as Yawelmani], but an overriding principle."
I think, however, that the Korean case is different from Yav;elm,ani not
because of a lack of constraints but because of a lack of vowel rules
such as mentioned above.
In addition, assuming that one admits Kim's principles, it is not
likely to be able to foresee the possibility that these two principles
may alternate in the history of Korean phonology. In other words, there
is neither such a case that the principle of close articulation is more
dominant than the principle of peripheral articulation in a certain
period nor a reversed case. As we saw in the above, evidence is scattered
all through the stream of time. Thus, one may claim that these tendencies
are diachronic as well as synchronic.
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Lastly, I hope I did not perpetrate a sort of taxonomic fallacy by
classifying the data as above. As I mentioned earlier, in order to evalu;-
ate Kim's proposals, we have to ask the question whether or not these
principles cover most of the important and frequent major rules in Korean.
Therefore, I have tried to include most of them as many as possible in
this paper to review under these principles.
According to Kim (1972a:167), "This metacondition [sitting on top
of the phonological component of Korean] v;ould monitor all the phonologi-;
cal rules, all rules that meet this condition would be grouped as func-
tionally equivalent rules." However, if there are many rules vjhich are
unable to meet these principles, then does it not mean that the principles
are less influential?
It seems to me that Kim is very confident of his -principles, since
he recognizes only one counterexample to the principle of close articula-
tion in thefootnote of Kim (1972a:167): t -» s / s e.g. : tat-so -»•
[tasso] 'to close'. There are, hov/ever, many other exceptional cases
which constitute 'leaks' in the conspiracy as demonstrated above. The
total number of 29 counterexamples (cf. section 1) is too great to be
swept under a carpet of "a higher-order universal convention overruling
the Korean-specific output condition" (Kim loc. cit » ).
In conclusion, while the rules studied neither support nor refute
Kim's theory, one vrauld expect that, if the principles were indeed valid,
there would be a much larger proportion of rules favoring theii. iJo
conclusions, however, can be drawn until a much more methodologically
;
advanced study is made.
.
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*This paper was presented at the 1977 Linguistic Institute, of the
LSA, Symposium on Korean Linguistics, at the University of Hav/aii on
August 20. I am grateful to Chin-W. Kim, Alan H. Kim, Thomas N. Robb,
and Leon A. Serafim for comments and corrections. This v;ork was prepared
v;hile I was in Cambridge on 'the Harvard-Yenching Institute Research
Fellowship. ' 'V ' "' " '' '• : ;; v r..
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' APPENDIX
-
' ' '' Summary Of rules .'.•.i- .
..t,. ..
§3. Rules in favor of the principle of close articulation
(1) 15 c. p -» p /_C •'.•;>-. . (3) 15 c. h ^ t /_+ n
•• ' (This rule can also be involved in §6.)
(2) 15 c. -p -> pVihj • :••.• •
)^] (>+) 15 c. A ^ i /#(C)V(C) .
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(5) 16 c. s ^ t / (fzl (6) 17 c. X ^ kh /;/_
4. Rules against the principle of close articualtion
(7) Old K. t -> r /V__V
( 8 ) 12 c . t -^ r / /,^
(9) 14 c. b ^ P/'Vl
r I V
(13) 15 c. 8^1 /I
(of. 15; also §6)
(14) 17 c. ft
[th_r lcM/__ [y]
(cf. 30, 41; also §5)
(10) 15 c. w /jVl (15) 18 c. 1 -^ r /V V
(cf. 13, 35)
(15) Pres. K. C -> /r |§
(17) Pres. K. (c n
ichU £ /_#
UhJ
(cf.l2)
(11) 15 c. k -> 8 /
[y^i
^
^
rl
]zJ_V
(also §5)
(12) 15 c. c ^- s / i
(cf. 17; also §6)
5. Rules favoring the principle of peripheral articulation
(27) 17 c. r -^ / ph
(19) Old K. -'y -^ h / ?/
(20) Mid K. r ^ /V \'
(21) Hid. K. r ^ 52 / ?/
(22) 15 c. r ^ 5! / r C
— L+corona]
i+cor -cor
._+ant i_Uant
// : mirror image
(also §3)
(24) 16 c. ^ Q/V V
(opposite to 37)
(25) 16 c. z -> // iij
(_V V
(26) 15 c. z ^ c /imi
' (nj •'
(also §3)
(28) 17 c. i ^ u //r C
' +cor
(opp. 40)
r
c
j-cor
1 +ant
(29) 17 c. rts 1 ^ ft J] ji)
i.dzj [d^J/; lyj
(30) 18 c. c -> k /_iij
(cf. 14, opp. 41; also §3)
(31) 18 c. n -> /#_\y}
(32) 19 c. y ^ /j.s »
(opp. 38)
jlchj—
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6. Rules against the principle of peripheral articulation
(33) Old K.
--'i
^ / (CI (41) 18 C. I'k ;• fc ] (i\
(cf. lU, opp. :
(42) 19 c. h -> /_
(34) 15C. p.0/r V 1 ^ - ^^'^PP- 3^' ^^^° s'^^
' L+backJ ;
(35) 15 c. Fi ->- i? /U_y
18 c. ^ )l V
iw
(cf. 15) ~~
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Volume 7, Number 2, Fall 1977
F. K. Lehman
I argue, in this paper, on the basis of internal reconstruction within
Lushai and Haka Chinj that the formative, ma]_, which has hitherto been
thought to be reconstructible as a ptoto-Tibeto-Burtnan third person pronom-
inal element i is in fact a logical quantifier. As a suffix, it marks a
noun phrase for a sort of focal contrast; its most general gloss is 'even.'
I go on to demonstrate that there is no genuine third person pronoun, lexi-
cally, in these languages and I show that this has to do with the distinc-
tion between the non-anaphoric, but still indexical character of first and.
second, i.e., 'speech act' pronouns and the wholly anaphorical character of
third person pronouns. I also argue that the reason good comparative his-
torical linguistic work has to be based upon a fairly deep knowledge of the
languages dealt with has to do with the critical role played in such work
by internal reconstruction.
i3i_uuxca xii uiic ijxiiguj.3 1. J.<_ o<_xj:
Volume 7, Number 2, Fall 1977
A BRIEF NOTE ON THE RECONSTRUCTION OF MA^ IN TIBETO-BURMAN
F. K. Lehman
More than once during the last couple of years or so I have heard Paul
Benedict make the claim, not in print, I think, but in discussions of papers
at Sino-Tibetan Conferences, that one should reconstruct for T-B a third
person pronominal element something like ma, or, perhaps, ma'' . I am espe-
cially aware of his making that claim in the course of discussion of the
paper by J. Bauman that dealt, inter alia, with the T-B pronominal system,
at the 6th Conference, and at that time I argued that', on the contrary, this
element, ma/ma' , has to be taken as a logical quantifier of a kind most sim-
ilar to such English words as 'even' and 'only' or 'just' and 'very' (as'in
the expression 'the very one'). At that time and at least once in a subse-
quent S-T Conference Benedicft; rejected this suggestion on the,basis, so it
would appear, of his admittedly wide knowledge of the glosses of the lexicons
of T-B languages,, I, on' the other hand was arguing frbm my reasonably good
knowledge simply of a few ^uki-Chiri languages
,
principally Haka Chin (Lai)
and Lushai (Mizo) . It is , I think, time to set my argument down in at least
some detail, owing not only to the obvious scholarly requirement that we get
our facts right in reconstructive work, even facts about single little words,
but also to the fact that I have done considerable additional vjork on the two
aforementioned Chin languages over the last couple of years v;ith a highly
skilled teacher and can now document my case from Lushai much more neatly
than I might have been able to do previously. Moreover, the T-B pronominal
system, as such papers as Bauman' s clearly demonstrate, is worth unravelling
in all its intriguing complexity. In particular, there is an obvious sense
in which the system is defective, since for at least Kuki-Chin, whilst roots
exist that have first and second persons, respectively, as their meanings
(kei , nang ) , it is not at all clear that there is any such root for the third
person. True, there exists the ubiquitous T-B third-person a^, which in Kuki-
Chin serves as a clitic subject on verbs (though in some Chin languages third
person singular lacks a clitic subject)^, a third person possessive prefix
(also clitic in the way it takes a tone complementary to the following base)
and (Lehman 1975a) a generalised marker of singular referentiality for common
nouns, something like 'the one that is a (member of such and such a class or
set)'. But this element, a^, which may be said to function almost as a de-
monstrative element owing to its almost purely referential function, and
which, correspondingly, crops up in many Kuki-Chin languages as the 'wh'
marker of relative clauses (see Lehman 1975a and b for examples)
lokcIja£ kxang- 'a person who comes/lit. coming-one person'
(Southern Chin)
thiia ui 'a dog that has died/lit. dead-one dog' (Lushai),
is parallel not to the aforesaid first and second person independent bases
or non-clitic, full personal pronouns, but rather to the first and second
person clitics (ka-, na/i-) . One of the consequences of this state of affairs
is a frequently defective paradigm for personal pronouns, where, beside kei
and nang
, say, one finds, for the third person in non-clitic positions, the
a- clitic followed by some other word, such as nl^ (Southern Chin — the word
is a reconstructible T-B item with the sense of human individual or group —
not found in Benedict's Conspectus, but compare Lushai, where it functions
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this way, as in Southern Chin, with the plural affix of Kachin, -ni)
kei, nang, a-nl 'I, thou, he' (Southern Chin)
k6i, ntng, Snli '1, thou, he' (Lushai, but see below)
or ina'^ — the xjord being examined in the present paper. Thus, in particular,
Haka Chin has, for the third person singular 'full' pronoun only ama'' beside
kei (ma" ) and nang (ma'' ) . ••'
.
Under the circumstances, it is not at all astonishing, that it should
have come to appear that this little word carries, here, the basic meaning
of some kind of, let us say, non-specific pronominal-reference (something
like the non-specific, indefinite 'one' of English, 'on' of French, 'man' of
German). Indeed, consider the foregoing examples from Haka Chin. All three
persons end in -ma'' ; in fact, save for the most obscure and poetical usages,
it is rather obligatory than optional in all three persons. In the Haka
language, then, it might be said — somewhat misleadingly , however, as I Bhall
show — that -ma'' fails in any obvious way to qualify the simple meaning of
the respective personal pronouns. When, then, one finds ;in the materials
generally employed by comparatists , i.e., bilingual word-lists and diction-
aries and, somewhat secondarily, often quite superficial sketch-grammars,
that, as in both the Lushai materials and the Haka Chin materials, the pro-
nouns ending in ma'' — for Lushai has also ....
., i.s
keima''-, nSngma''-, ama''-
.
whose exact treatment I shall give later on in this paper — are glossed as
either bare personal pronouns or, as in Lushai (cf • Lorrain 1940) as either
simple personal pronouns or as, e.g.,
'kei-mah-ih, . '.I, I myself (the -in is .the nominative suffix
before a traiisitive verb' (Lorrain 1940),
one is, per.haps , to be excused for supposing that, basically, maC) has a
sort of pronominal force.
I might, of course. Somewhat qualify this excusability by noting that
this same Lushai dictionary — Benedict does not seem to have used it —
lists the separate entry
'mah, adv. 1. even, rather...'. •-.,... .' ' . .,. -. . ,..,
However, given the way ma'' 'is treated under pronominal entries, one might
well be led to assume, mere homophony between the two sets of entries. As I
shall demonstrate, however, one would be wrong to do so.
Now, the demons t rat:^onT shall make has a sort of theoretical or meth-
odological point to it. , In. historical-comparative work in linguistics we
know there are fwo sorts of reconstructive methods available, to wit, com-
parative, reconstruction, which is the method almost exclusively pursued by
Benedict.^ in his Conspectus, and so-called internal reconstruction. There'
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seems to be some unciarity, however, about how these two methods relate to
each other in a practical strategy of work. It seems to me that, in many
respects, reliable use of comparative roconstruct ion often has to depend
upon what are essentially internal reconstructive methods. But what I tend
to mean by internal reconstruction has to be stated carefully.
Suppose I ask myself whether Chin-Lushai ma'', in its respective pronom-
inal and quantificational ('even' etc.) uses, is one and the same item in
some obvious sense. What do I want to do? 1 want to look closely at the
grammars of these languages to see exactly how pronominal words involving
ma'' are used, what, if anything, ma'' really 'means' when so employed. If I
can show that this comes to the same thing as the meaning of quantifier ma''
,
then I can argue plausibly that at least the former is derived from the latter.
But the matter is not quite as clear-cut as I have just made it seem. If I
had only Haka Chin to deal with I could do very little and I certainly could
not make the point I have referred to. I have to work, at first, only with
Lushai alone, proving, so to speak that in at least that one language the
underlying meaning of 'pronominal' ma? is the meaning of quantifier ma'' and,
moreover, strictly speaking, that underlyingly , in the sense of grammatical
theory, pronominal ma'' ±s^ that quantifier. Otherwise, the counter-argument
might reasonably be put forward, that the 'historical' derivation in question
could just as well have gone the other way round, in the case of a strong
similarity of meaning between two forms of fundamentally different grammatical
status, with the quantifier having been developed as a semantical extension
of the secondary meaning-in-use of the pronoun. (I shall, in the present
brief note, in fact not make this last point other than obliquely, although
I think the case will appear to have been made well enough that way; I shall
have to reserve the demonstration that the ma** element in pronouns i£ a
quantifier for projected future publications on the descriptive grammar of
Lushai.) In any case, it is only through 'reconstructing' in Lushai the
quantificational status of pronominal ma'' that I will be able to argue, com-
paratively, that the pronominal ma'' in Haka and other Chin languages must
also be, or go back, historically, to a quantifier; for otherwise, I might
have to fall back upon the hypothesis in the latter languages that , although
the meaning of a personal pronoun with ma'' is 'emphatic, contrastive and
restrictive', this is only a specialised condition on the employment of a
pronoun, a secondary meaning-in-use.
But, clearly, what I have tried to argue methodologically here comes to
nothing more than arguing that there is the closest sort of connection be-
tween the internal reconstruction of historical linguistics and the deep
grammatical analysis of contemporary descriptive. linguistics, and that really
adequate historical work, in so far as it must always appeal in part to the
method of internal reconstruction, must always depend upon fairly deep under-
standing of the grammars of the languages concerned. The point is, in it-
self, neither new nor profound, but since historical linguistics has long
recognised the relevance and importance to itself of internal reconstruction
as an historical method, it is, perhaps, more forceful to be able to claim
that the dependence of historical reconstruction upon sound descriptive
grammatical understanding is not merely something self-servingly put forward
by those linguists who have the advantage of studying the individual languages
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in depth but is rather — or at least 'as well' — a dependence already, if
only covertly, stated beforehand vfithin the canons of method of historical
linguistics as such. I think, furthermnre , that the point I am making has
to be made explicitly and driven home for Tibeto-Burman/Sino-Tibetan com-
parative-historical linguistics, just because, in at least my view (cf,
Lehman 1975c)
,
very little historical work in T-B/S-T has gone beyond work-
ing with grammatically, superficial treatments of these languages and even
the most comprehensive work, such as Benedict's generally admirable Conspectus
has certainly not gone beyond this.
I can now make my case about ma?- by a quite sketchy treatment of certain
facts of Lushai together with, a few from Haka Chin. First, consider the per-
sonal pronoun in Lushai. The most neutral form shows absence, as said before,
of the pronoun altogether, at least in the case of subjects and direct ob-
jects, where the features of person and number are shown by obligatory clitics
attached to the verb.
ka-kal 'I went' kan kal 'we went'
i-kal 'thou went' in kal 'you went'
a-kil 'he (she, it) went' an kal 'they went'
(I shall not bother here to show object clitics, which are complicated to
deal with and would add nothing to what I wish to show in this paper.)
The first and second persons cdn be expressed as full pronouns, from
which, underiyingly
,
firesuniably, the clitic subjects are copied before pro-
nominal deletion 6t its equivalent. The. third person has a way of being
expressed also independently of the clitic subject, but » as will be seen,
sorewhat distinctively. Thus, there are full and independent root wotds for
the first two persons, singular, kei and nang , respectively, but that is not
the case for the third person. Since the neutral, e.g., not even 'focal'
(see Lehman 1975c), use of the pronoun almost always leads to its deletion,
at least for subjects and objects, mininally the full pronouns should appear
followed by cuu
,
which for our present purposes can be understood as deictic-
anaphoric element marking a nnun-phrase as in fricus and 'pointing' , so to
say, to its presupposed prior mention in the discourse (on the intersection,
in this kind of situation, of 'focus' and 'topic' see again Lehman 1975c),
and any markers of grammatical case. Since nothing serves to distinguish
first from second person in what I shall have to say, 1 shall' generally use
first person examples only hereafter.
kei cuu ka-kal 'I Efor one, at all events, at leastH went'
kei cuaan kahmuu- 'I C+ ergative case marker, -in contracted
with cuu
U
s aw (it) .
'
keinii cuu kankal 'we went' C n3:i , 'one(s) ' marks plurality!
But there is really no exact equivalent to this minimally emphatic pronoun
in the third person, which can only be expressed in a way paralleling a more
contrastive-enphatic form of the first and second person pronouns.
1' Cjust I, alone, of all beings considered]
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kelma?-nil 'w^' Csame contrastive sense only]
ima''- (or) anii 'he' Cand not others —nil is used singularly
in the third person, though also plurally,
in annii , 'just they'D.
It is important to understand that, in Lushai , whenever ma''- appears directly
in the pronoun this exclusive-emphatic contrastive meaning is conveyed. It
never is used to mean anything as simple as bare personal reference. More-
over, concomitantly, cau'' , 'only' can freely follow pronouns with ma'^- but
can never follow k.ei(cuu) or nang(cuu) directly. Thus
keima'*-(cau?) ka-kalang '1 shall go'
is typically a reply to a question as to which one (exclusively) of a set of
persons is to go. Similarly for ama'^-/anli (cau'') .
If a personal pronoun with ma''- be followed again by cuu , the strongly
disjunctive force of ma''- is weakened somewhat. Thus
keima'-cuu 'I' Cin particular, above all!
ama''-(or) anii cuu 'he' Lin particular, above allD.
It is, mor-eover, especially clear what is involved here when we. see what pro-
nominal forms may be followed by ero''- , an 'expletive' meaning something like
'however' or 'on the other hand.' In the first and second persons ma"^- may
not be used and in all persons cuu must follow. Consider the well-kno^im
passage from the book of Matthew, where Jesus exclaims
keiero''-cuaan ... (Now) I Con the other hand] (say to you, etc.),
where It is clearly to be inferred that whilst what Jesus is about to say
differs from what certain previous prophets have taught, no claim is being
laid by Jesus to the unique possession of this message, or even, for the
matter of that, the predominant possession of its truth, as the passage is
rendered in Lushai. But I have said, above, that the third person exhibits
no exact equivalent to the minimally contrastive (focal) first and second
person pronouns. What is in fact of interest is the way the third person
pronouns seem, in part, at least, to fill part of that function with forms
that ordinarily function in the way of the stronger, disjunctive conttast.
Thus,
ama?-ero''-cuu is the fixed expression . for 'however',
where ama''- refers to any previously mentioned situation. Here is yet another
asymmetry between the first two persons and the third person added to the
otherwise general absence of a non-disjunctively contrastive third person
pronoun, the use of nii in the singular for the third person only and, of
course, the obvious fact that the part of these forms that seems to bear the
third-person meaning as such, at least where the third person is specific
and definite (h£ vs . 'one'), is the proclitic a^ rather than a free-standing
and independent base as in the case of the other two persons. I can at this
time only speculate that this cluster of asymmetries may have something to
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do with the fact that the first and second person are always definite-
specific, and referentially unique, whereas the third person is not referen-
tially unique — 'he' can be ambiguous in any discourse — and need not even
be definite — again, 'one' where it means, roughly, anyone. In effect, if
this be relevant at all, one must always do sotnething to make a third person
pronoun definite apart from its meaning as third person and this amounts to
contrasting the 'one' being referred to in a sharf) way, whereas sharp con-
trast in the other two persons is redundant, on account of their semantically
inherent definiteness , except where exclusivity is being asserted. But I
do not at this time yet know how to formalise or make this suggestion precise
enough even to test empirically. Notice, in any case, that what I have sug-
gested might plausibly help to explain not only the asymmetry concerning ma*^-
but also the other two, because, on the one hand, ma?- can be replaced by
nii in the third lingular, which, meaning, as it does, 'one who, one that...',
does the same work of definitisation', on the other hand, one or other of
these follows the clitic §;:;_ necessarily , in so far as that clitic is demon-
strably indefinite. And that a3_ is in fact in itself indefinite will shortly
be seen.
So far, then, I have been able to review the apparent evidence for ma*^-
being inherently pronominal and more or less to dispose of that view. But
I must still take up any possible evidence for its being especially to be
identified with the third person, before proceeding to its use in the mean-
ing of 'even'
.
The way of saying 'oneself is ma''-nii and this is sometimes used also
for an explicit non-definite third person pronoun as in
ma^-niin-a-hriaaang 'one is bound to know (it),'
where it is to be observed that the a^^ clitic still appears and where, most
significantly, so it might seem, ma''- looks as though it were in the position
of the head of the construction. This is perhaps even better seen in the
following expression
mi-hring hmeelma-ber- ma'' -nii anii-
mankind enemy -worst 'himself he is
'man's his own worst enemy,'
where, in fact, nii is, nominally at least, plural, yet both indefinite and
unspecific, viz., 'the i*-^ and/or j ^'^ person' and hence induces the singular
subject clitic and is in identity with the (nominally) singular class-word
subject, mi-hring
,
mankind.
Furthermore, since tuu means 'who' or 'l;^rtloever' , and so also tu-ma''-
in such expressions as
tu-ma''- an-lou-kallou- 'nobody came,'
one can easily form the (false) impression that ma''- bears the pronominal
force here whilst tu- (/tuu/) functions as a wh-word, so to speak.
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However, it is comparatively easy to show that this sort of impression
has to be wrong. If • jna'^-
,
here, were, as indeed Lorrain's dictionary asserts,
a sort of indefinite third person word, basically, something like 'self, one
would have to expect that it could be followed by a post-demonstrative when
not preceded by a demonstrative, this on analogy with the first two persons,
thus
kgi hii 'I, here'
but never
Ama'-hii '(whatever it might be supposed to mean) .
And whilst one might further assume that this is because ma"*-
,
though a pro-
noun head, is indeed non-definite, contrary to the case of the first two
persons, and that it must be therefore preceded by a demonstrative prefix,
this, too, would be wrong.. For what one gets is not
.:*hge.ma?- hii
but
'
'
'-
..,: hei ma?- hii,- 'this one, here, this very one, here'-
where h^l
,
like k^i Is a deictic full pronoun (this one). In fact in these
last two cases we have already come to the use of ma ?
-
with the meaning of
the quantifier 'even' or 'just' and it is to that consideration that I now
turn my attention.
First, it is easy to see that the ma"^- in the immediately preceding use
is indeed a logical quantifier; i,t is replaceable by, e.g., p5^, 'too, also,'
.' hei pS" hii 'also this one, here; this one, here, too.'
NoWj what about some examples of ma?- as 'even' and the like in cases where
it cannot possibly be mistaken for a pronominal element, third person or
otherwise? Consider just the following sampling: '•''.-
(?)
_,_
N^Ui .
hei
-, hii, ei ro'- 'Eat this, tool Eat 'up to and including'
^° eat '. this'.' ("even')
hei .-, hii ka-tlan ei^zO''- a-hirsaa ang
.
^ me-for eat finish it-difficult future
'It would
,
be hard fo me to eat even this'
(i.e., let alone what you've just asked me to eat).
..
.
.,
.
lou-kal ma?- ro''- 'Just come'.' (i.e., forget any hesitation)
come even I
en ma''- ro''- 'Just see for yourself',' (don't take my word
look : for it)
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In such contexts, ma''- often, in fact, has the sort of 'negative polarity'
that we expect of logical quantifiers in the nature of English 'even'.
hlau ma''- ta-cee 'There's nothing even to fear'
fear imper. polite (N.B., in this case, the polity impera-
tive allows this negative polarity,
because it can be construed as positive
or negative injunction, whilst, less
politely, ro''- is positive, su''-
negative imperative)
This instance of ma''- might just as xjell be rendered into English as 'at
all' ('there's nothing at all to fear') and such a use, clearly, is what Xvre
saw earlier on with tu-ma?-
,
'nobody', (lit. 'whoever-at-all')Cwith negative
polarity]
.
Thang-ii a-lou zin lou-vgng 'Thangi won't visit (us)',
Thangi visit not v;ill
Lian-a nu'puinei''- a''- ma''- lou~zin thei-lou-cuu
Liana wedding to come-visit cannot. '.
'Why she couldn't even come for Liana's wedding'.'
tuna?-ma''- mln za'' lou''- cuaan ... 'if he doesn't respect me even
now ' to me respect not if
,
now . . .
'
and so on. Or, there is the expression ma'' -see
,
a contraction, certainly,
of the longer, but perfectly standard ni-ma''- sella (to be-even let-be I),
meaning 'but' in the sense of 'nevertheless' rather than in the sense of 'on
the contrary' ( ama''-ero''-cuu) .
Springfield! kal- kan-tumaa, ama''-ero''-cuu rua''-asuur-cuaan,
" to go we try & hoxvjever, rain it fall whereas,
kan thul''-ang we had to cancel
'We planned to go to Springfield, but, as it rained we had to cancel:
the trip.'
as against
Forda- cuu miin- an soiseel nasa-hleea,
.
Ford People-erg. they criticise much
ma''-sie/ ni-ma''-scT aa Pre-sident ni''- zeel tumin abei- nasa hlee-
however
,
president be continue try-ing.hope much
'People criticise F rd a lot, ,. •
yet he hopes strongly to try to keep being President.' - . ,.
Here, clearly, the force of ma''- is 'even so' or 'despite that'. But there
is no need for me to multiply cases any further.
^
.
.
Consider, nov , so-called reduplicated ma?- < - • , •.
nangma?-ma/'- an soom-du''- cecuaan kal ngei- ro''-
thou they invite want you if, go-certain '.
(clitic)
,
.'
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If they want to invite. gvenyqu (o? all people), make sure to go'.'
.ro?-se
'If "they want to invite even him (no less), let him be sure to gol
'
•'*•' anii.ma'- a fel cuaan eng-a'-ngee pas tuur-in mln beisei-
even he he fail if how pass for to me hope
"•if even he fails, how can I hope to pass?'
This is actually not a reduplication of ma?- but rather two successive uses
in slightly differing senses, the first in the scope of the second, just as
pronoun+ma^ji can be in the logical scope of a following cuu (above)* The
second ma''- in these examples means almost exactly \;hat English 'even' means
in the translations and qualifies the meaning ('very', 'just') of the first.
We shall see shortly that the two meanings axe properly of the same general
kind, but meanxv^hile, rather than argue tortuously in favour of my analysis
of these cases, I shall merely point out that true reduplication of ma?- has
a rather different semantic effect.
tu-ma''-ma''- an lou-kal lou- 'Neither (of them) came.'
who they come . .not
clitic
-
This, true reduplication, derived from something like tu-ma?-tu-ma''- by
typical processes of telescopic 'reduction ,, is characteristically disjunctive
in its force ('whoever or other,') and, c)iar.3,cteristically for this language,
induces the plural subject clitic. What I mean to have pointed out, in
effect at least, is that in the 'false' reduplications of ma*^- we are not
dealing with acmething like simple -inteneif icatijan of. the effect of ma'^-
by doubling.
"
,
It remains, so far as Lushai is concerned, JEor me to argue, again very
briefly, that in fact the use of ma'>- with personal pronouns in their con-
trastive-exclusive or contrastive-restrictive sense, which I have translated,
loosely, as 'just' or sometimes 'very' is actually an instance of the more ,
general case of a noun phrase or nominalisation in the scope of quantifica-
tional ma'^- ; that it is no accident that the two uses take the same phono-
logical shape. I wish to claim, indeed, that we have^ here, logical and
grammatical identity, more or less, at least semantical continuity between
the cases, rather than, say, a disjoint analogical extension of the meaning
of a quantifier to that of a pronominal element, or conversely. And it
will suffice, for this paper at any rate, to. show that both are cases of
proper logical quantification of the same sort.
What does a word like 'even' do? Logically it goes into some named'
set, so to speak, and induces a partition of that set in certain ways —
all quantifiers do that by definition, including cardinal and ordinal numbers
(see Lehman 1974). It picks out a distinguished subset and, with it, we
assert, in a sentence ^using 'even,' that such-and-such -an individual, con-
trary to presupposition, is included' in the distinguished subset . When I say
Even John failed.
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I am aseerting both that he failed and that one might have supposed he would
have been in the subset of persons who could have passed that test or, per-
haps, any test. Now 'just,' in the sense intended in the relevant Lushai
examples of pronoun+ma?-
^
also picks out a distinguished subset and uses it
to assert the same sort of thing, except that in this case it is a singleton
subset. Thus,
Just f shall go
lets us know not only that I shall go, but more significantly, that I, the
one who will go, am in a subset by myself in this respect and not, as might
have been expected, with others — it also, of course, implies that no other
singleton subset of the kind exists. But, then, the two uses are so close,
formally, that, save for superficial facts of English, they are hardly to
be distinguished clearly; they are virtually not distinguished in Lushai, as
we can now see. One could easily go ahead and argue that there is good moti-
vation for the order of subdivisions of meaning between two successive uses
of ma'J'-
,
as at the bottoii of page 32. For, just as a subset of a set has
individual elements as its proper members, just so, given the set-theoretical
relation between members of a set or subset and singleton subsets as members
of the power-set, does it make sense to embed singletons, and singletons
alone, in larger subsets. I have no hint of an explanation, however, for
why it is, that pronoun+ma?- and definite noun or proper noun+ma"^- by them-
selves have only the sense of 'just' or 'very' for ma'^-
.
I turn now to Haka Chin, where, at least superficially, it might look
as though ma"* had to be a simple pronominal element after all. For, in
this language, there is a simple alternation between lexically null pronouns
(witii, of course, clitic subjects) and pronouns, irrespective of person or
number, with ma*^ : keima/^, nangma'^ , ama? , kanma'' , nanma'' , anma'^ . However,
it is still the case, that the forms with ma'^ , that is, lexically overt
forms, have a distinctly contrastive meaning. On the whole, nevertheless,
Haka Chin has very few uses of ma'^ that seem to work as obvious logical quan-
tifiers and the available published matexials on the language fail to bring
these out clearly. It is my intention to do so, here.
ma? hi cauk asi
means not
, .
-•
;_
'*this is a book'
but, rather, 'this is a book,' viz., 'not some other thing, rather, this
thing.' In short, ma"^ is not here necessarily functioning pronoiiiinally
;
Generally speaking, ama'^ serves only for human beings as referents and we
probably have, here, 0+ma'i' . This is made reasonably certain in view of the
following: • ' •
(ma"^) cu bantuk cu keima'' zong ni'^ ka du' ve
like topic I too ergative I want likewise
'I also want something (just) like that.'
' -
•
I
•
•
'''
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Not, I think, in standard Haka but certainly in the Western dialect of
Thlantlaang and, I suspect, in Bawm, we have such things as
ai ma'' kho lo 'It won't work. It ±s not self-consistent.'
'"'--" • can not - ^' •• • ' ,..f?.' ' "'s .
Here, ai^ is a case of reflexive object incorporation in the subject clitic
(aa, kaa , naa, etc., in standard Haka). There is no way, with this complex
incorporated form that ma'^ can be (part of) any pronominal or nominal element I
In fact it is a surface verb in this case, which is interesting from two
standpoints. First, in as much as quantifiers take arguments in their scop^
they are logically-syntactically verboid. Second, the meaning here agrees
wholly with the quantificational meaning of 'even' and the like; for, na' ,
in this expression means 'to be even' 'to be included with' and the expression
literally says 'It is not even with itself.' And this sense means, precisely,
'to be in the same (ordered) subset with.'
Finally, I' wish merely to call attention to the fact (see the end of
Lehman 1975b) th&t there is a probable historical cognation between ma'^
,
its sense given by the foregoing analysis, and the closely similar quanti-
fier or systematidally similar phonetic shape, hma. of literary Burmese.
Postscript '•"": ".'<'( .' i .'•>: ••/
Since writing the original version of this paper, it has become clear
to me (owing to suggestions from J. A. Matisoff) that I must try, to relate
the ma^'bf thl^ paper to the ma of- certain Lololsh languages in Tibeto-Burman.
For instance, LlSu ma functions as some kind of pronominal element of the
third person, since it serves both as a true relative pronoun ^nd as a very
generalised numeral classifier. The two uses are syntactically different,,
in spite of Hope's attempt (1974: 89) to derive the latter from the former.
To show this briefly, an example suffices. An expression such as 'two horses'
simply does not mean anything like 'the horses which were two' and, ana-
logically, Hope's own data (his examples 19, 19a and 19b) ahow this. For,
we get ' . .
amd myl- a 'The horses are many'
horse many Ending
am& amyS ma 'two horses' (an enumerative phrase)
but Smu myS - a ma 'the horses which are many' (ma following the
-= delarative ending in relative constructions;
,'
•
' ••.: since amu , were this particular exjSression
•' •;..... .; .- •
...
. possible, could stand after ma, it is the
'••- '
.
': ,:••;•.•.•-.. '' . .head of the construction, with ma the wh-
moved pro-element)
.
But this does not matter since (see Lehman 1974) classifiers are themselves
pronominal elements of the nature of the 'one' in English 'this one' and
the like.
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Whether or not ma is quantificational in Lisu as is ma? in Lushai is,
however, not clear from Hope's description, nor from those of Fraser or Roop
(1922 and 1974, respectively). Lisu, at any rate, does possess a root third
person pronoun, though for animates only, yl, but neither the absence nor
the presence of Such a root is definitive for deciding v;hether or not art
element like ma is any kind of, say, clitic copy of such a root, since clear-
ly third person clitics exist even in Lushai and similar Chin languages with-
out such roots. At any event, ma is distinct from yi^. Again, in its status
as a generalised classifier, it is still not clear whether or not it is a
constrastive quantifier taking in its immediate s.cope a lexically null pro-
nominal or some .kind, since, once piore
,
^ven the languages lacking an un-
dependent third person pronoun have independent classifiers, often clitic,
also.
.
:
In Lahu (Matisoff 1973: 49 ff.), on the other hand, the evidence seems
more satisfactory. i'9r we"have, here y^, 'he,' 'she,' 'it,' and su, 'one,'
'other(s),' also serving as a remote or contrastive third person pronoun.
Also, we have two ways of forming interrogative pronouns: 'who' is a-su . .
.
le
,
where the specific question element is the final particle, le_ and su is
clearly the third person pronoun. 'what' or 'v/hat.kind of is, however,"
.
"
a (tho''') ma ... le . Here, ma_ is in place of a pronoun but is not itself' '
one of the pronouns above. , .:'
If now we combine the Lisu and Lahu observations and notice that in- ' '
Lisu there is no lexical inanimate third person pr-onoun (only yi, the singu-
'
lar or plural animate pronoun, cognate with> Lahu yo ) , we "can guess that ma ,
even in Loloish, must, at least at an earlier time, have come, as in Lushai,
to Stand for rather than actually be a third p.erson pronoun.
Moreover, in Lahu it is notable, that 'who' overlaps or employs a con-
trastive pronoun, |t£; for, then, ma, in 'what,' must also have just the focal-
contrastive meaning its cognate has in Lushai. It seems, from the data given,
that Lahu wh-que St ions are, indeed, semantically (cf. Karttunen 1977) demands
to know or identify something or someone as the i^h or j^" member of some
class or get. On this. view, far example, 'who' is a demand- to know that
either this or that person is the one of, which something- is predicated. All
this at least begips to make . it. appear ^ven more likely- that ,• at ' least his-
torically, the analysis oic ma'' in Lushai applies also to the Loloish branch ..
of Tibeto-Burmian.
,_ ,..
.• /. „;..• . : i'- "
"
'T'" ••V ' . . .'•(•;
An earlier version of this paper was presented. Co the Ninth Inter-
national Conference on Sino-Tibetan Languages and Linguistics at Copenhagen
,
in October 19 76.
._
\
.
•
This is a particularly complicated' matter . The absence of an.
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independent lexical root word for the third person pronoun is no proof that
the third person pronoun is absent syntactically, since it can easily be
some kind of non-lexical 'dummy.' Nor is the absence of the subject clitic.
As seen below, there is a postposed clitic of the third person that is the
result of wh-movement and this means that some sort of non-lexical third
person pronoun is after all present, hence subject to wh-movement. This
clarification is made at the suggestion of Mark A. Lehman.
Furthermore, this situation raises an important general question: why
is the third person in particular lexically empty? The answer surely lies
in the distinction betv.'een what Lawler (discussing Zwicky 1977) termed speech
act pronouns and non-speech-act pronouns. Briefly, I and II are, in any
given sentence or discourse, uniquely determined as to reference. I refers
to the speaker, the current subject of any supppsed performative verb; II
refers to the indirect object of that performative, the hearer. Ill, on the
other hand, is not determined uniquely as to its reference. In short, it
requires an antecedent either syntactically or discourse-wise; it is strictly
anaphorical. To say the same thing, I and II are not strictly anaphorical.
The so-called 'obviatlve,' a pronoun occuring in some languages and meaning,
roughly, 'whoever' or 'one,' is, of course, a special case of III and in fact
subsumes I and II in its range of potential reference. In the Tibeto-Burman
languages under examination, it can be hypothesised, that III is non-lexical
precisely because of its open, or anaphorically determined referentiality
.
That, as colleagues inform me, and as Zwicky's (1977) paper observes, too,
there are also languages with personal pronouns equivocal as between I and
II, II being distinctive, here, can be compatibly accounted for: I and II
fall together as speech act pronouns in a hierarchy, in which I Implies II
and II takes precedence over II. Thus, one also accounts for the inclusion
of I and II in the so-called first person plural inclusive 'we.'
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A NOTE ON THE INTRANSITIVE NATURE OF THE JAPANESE RAISING
VERB OMO'U AND ITS IIIPLICATIONS*
Seiichi Makino
This article is concerned with the nature of the typical Japanese
raising verb omo'u ' think/ feel' . It is maintained, contrary to popular
belief, that the verb in question is not a transitive verb but an intran-
sitive verb. It is also argued that Japanese omo'u presents a real
counterexample to Postal & Perlmutter's allegedly universal laws about
raising: namely Host Limitation Law, Relational Succession Law and
Relational Annihilation Law.
My purpose in this short paper is a modest one: I would like to show
two things: first, that the most typical and almost unique Japanese
raising verb omo'u is an intransitive verb, contrary to generally accepted
categorization and secondly, that because the verb is intransitive, Japanese
raising provides a counterexample to the laws on raising proposed by
Postal & Perlmutter (1974)
.
First, I present three pieces of evidence that omo'u is not a noun
phrase but an adverbial phrase. The verb in question requires the comple-
mentizer _to as in:
(1) Taroo wa Hanako ga han'nin da _to omotta,
topic subj . culprit is that thought
'Taroo thought that Hanako was the culprit' > - • .
The first piece of evidence is the fact that the to-coraplement is not
a direct object noun phrase, simply because the complement cannot be
followed directly by the direct object marker o^.
(2) *Taroo wa Hanako ga han'nin da to o_ omotta.
The second piece of evidence for the intransitive nature of omo'u
is that the clefting rule that applies only to a noun phrase cannot apply
to the _to-complement. Thus, one cannot ",et (3) from (1) by means of
clefting. This simply shows that the to-clause does not satisfy even
the minimum condition for its being a direct object noun phrase, namely
that it be a noun phrase.
(3) *Taroo ga omotta no wa Hanako ga han'nin da to da. . - .
'*It is that Hanako was the culprit that Taroo thought'
The third evidence is the parallelism in semantic function between
the adverbial marker _to and the complementizer t£. The adverbial marker
to is exemplified in such sentences as (A).
(4) (a) Taroo wa biiru o gokun (gokuri, gabo-gabo, gabu-gabu) to
beer
non' da-
drank
'taroo drank beer with the sound .of J^okun (gokurl, gabo-gabo,
gabu-gabu)
'
(b) ana ga zaa-zaa (sito-sito, syobo-syobo) _to futta.
rain subj
.
fell
'The rain fell with the sound of zaa-zaa (sito-sito, syobo-
...
syobo)
'
In the above sentences t£ is preceded by an onomatopoeic express ioo,
and the entire phrase functions as a kind of manner adverb. The manner
adverbial nature is more obvious in (5) where non-auditory symbolisms
rather than auditory symbolisms are used.
(5) Taroo wa sesse (norari-kurari) ^ hataraita.
.,,„ ... hard slowly worked
'Taroo worked very hard (slowly)'
.The same marker to is also used as a quotation marker as in (6).
(6) taroo wa Hanako ga han'nin da to itta.
said
...,. 'Taroo said that Hanako was the culprit'
My view here is contrary to the traditional grammarians' claim that
to's in (A), (5) and (6) are semantically separate entities. I am not
claiming, however, that the underlined to-clause of (6) is not a complement.
In (6), instead of the sound symbolism one has a direct/indirect quote of
what Taroo said, but it is important to note that both onomatopoeia of (4)
and quotes of (6) are representations of sounds .
Now, when t£ is used with the verb omo'u it indicates a quote of what
the subject is thinking (i.e. inner voice, so to speak) and the manner in
which the subject's judgment is made.
The to-clause with omo'u is just an extension of Tion-auditory sym-
bolisms as in (5). Three pieces of evidence given above show almost
conclusively that the to-complement is not a direct object noun phrase in
a sentence such as (1), but an adverbial ddote phrase .
Next I am going to show that the Japanese 'raising' verb omo'u also is
very likely an intransitive verb, contrary to popular belief.
Firstly, omo'u cannot co-occur with the stative auxiliary verb te_ aru
which co-occurs only with transitive verbs.
(7) (a) doa ga simete aru .
door close^ (t.v,) ~ '
"
'The door has been cldsed'
(b) *doa ga siraat te aru .
close (TTv.) ' ' • ' *"
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(c) syoorai no koto ga kan'gaete aru .
future matter think (t.v.)
'Jtetters concernins future have been considered'
(d) *syoorai no koto ga omotte aru
.
The fact that omo'u cannot co-occur with _te aru is rather straightforward
evidence that the verb ±s_ an intransitive verb, simply because all the tran-
sitive verbs can take _te aru
.
Secondly, there is close parallelisin between so-called emotive verbs
and the verb in question. I am goins to show that both verbs take the
direct, object marker o (as in (8) and (11)), but that it is very likely
that o^ is not of the deep structure but of the superficial structure.
(8) (a) Haruko wa Fuyuko ga kekkon'sita koto £ kanasin'da (yorokon'da,
married fact grieved rejoiced
urayan'da)
.
envied
'Ilaruko was sad (ha[>py, envious) that Fuyuko got married'
(b) Haruko wa Fuyuko ga kekkon'sita node kanasin'da yorol-'on'da
because
urayan'da)
'Haruko ^'as sad (happy, envious), because Fuyuko got married'
(c) Haruko wa Fuyuko ga kekkon'sita koto o sitte kanasin'da
f ind ing
(yorokon'da, urayan'da).
(d) Ilaruko ni wa Fuyuko ga kekkon'sita koto ga kanasikatta
(yorokobasikatta, urayam^sikatta)
.
'For Haruko it v/as a sad (joyous, envious) thing that Fuyuko
got narried'
The paraphrasability betvveen (8a) and (8b) seens to suggest that the
surface direct object of (Ga) (i.e. Fuyuko ga kekkon' sita kote 'the fact
that Fuyuko got married') is semantically a cause for the psychology
identified by the verb (i.e. kanasinda 'grieved'). Such paraphrasability
does not exist with regard to ordinary transitive verbs. Consider the
following:
(9) (a) Haruko wa Fuyuko ga kekkon'suru koto £ soozoosinakatta.
marry that imagined-not
'Haruko never imagined that Fuyuko was going to marry'
(b) *Haruko wa Fujniko ga kekkon'suru node soozoosinalcatta.
*' Haruko never imagined, because Fuyuko was going to marry'
It may appear attractive to assume that (8c) underlies (8a), because
one can explain the direct object marker £ most naturally; namely, that it
is not the direct object of kanasin'd a but of sitte which is eventually
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deleied 3^ii does not appear en the surface, "cvever , for two reasons, I
re-ect this explanation: first, the perception verb (such as sitte )
that has to be deleted is not uniquely recoverable, and secondly, there are
cases vhere type (3c) cannot underlie ty-ie (Sa) , sinply because the neanin?
is quite different as one can tell fro= the English translation.
(iO) (a) larcK) va on'na toaodachi ni furareru koto o osoreta.
-" ;j 31^1 friend by dropped-be feared
'laroc feared that he eight be dropped by his (girlfriend'
(i) Tar:-c -a an'na to=odachi ni furareru koto £ sitte osoreta.
finding
'laroo becane fearful, finding that his girlfriend was
going to drop hi::'
Sentence fSa) appears to be also related to sentence (8d) : the rela-
tionship is accountable in terns of the assu^ption that the surface direct
object of (9a) is the underlying subject anJ the cause for the psychology
denoted by the verbs; i.e. because Fu>-u'<o r:arried, Har.ako felt sad. In a
vord, these ecotive verbs are underlyin^ly intransitive verbs.
Bov consider the following sentences.
(11) (a) Haruko ua Fuyuko ga -.eVkon' sita koto o kanasiku (ureslku
• '-
.
• sadly happily
urayamasiku) oootta.
•»•
.
enviously thought
'Haruko felt sad (Joyous, envloijs) , because FuyuV^o got
aarrled'
(b) Haruko -- z^ kekVon'sita node kanasiku (ureslku
because
.
' ttrayanasiku) c=otta.
'Har-iko felt sad (joyous, envious"), because Fuyuko »;ot
aarrled'
' (c) Haruko wa Fuyuko ga kekkon'sita koto o sitte
,
kanasiku
(ureslku, uravaaasiku) oaotta.
- *'•
.
- 'Haruko felt sad (joyous, envious), finding that Fuyuko got
'.-'.-
.- f- BarTied'
(d) Haruko ni va Fuyuko ga kekkon'sita Vjoto ga kanastkatta
for
(areslkatta, urayaaaslkatta)
.
•
.- Tor Haruko it was sad (joyous, envious') that Fuyuko got
arried'
All these sentences that Include omo'u are sijbject to the arguments
identical to those for (8), thus providing the evidence that the verb in
TJfestion is underlyingly intransitive .
I want to show here that gao'u U3ed with the direct object o is not
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2 rracsit-iv-e-vsri. The reacar ni-'-.t -jozder if there exists a transitive
one 'u along vith the ir:rransir±i^e orit^ indeed, I vili discuss serttdces 3ue':i
as (16b) which_aDpears to have the transitive cao'u. ilsc- t'he reader night
wonder-^ahetifer or not ve h^ve tvo homophono^is, serianticallv distinct case
5iar>ers £. Ilv analysis of orio'u does sees to shov, again contrary to the
popular belief, tr^t ve still have the archaic case narker £ ---.ich indicates
cause for hmsan en-tions. Cbser-.-e the fillcvinE:
(12) (a) ^-furasak-i no nihceru lao £ ni'.c:ku araba, hitoztsia vcwe ni -*£re
epithet beautiful ^irl detestable-it scsaecna's- vife because I
koi ne ya no. CJianvcoshua ca 77C)
love
'If I hated a beautiful lady like you, surely I couldn't love
you, because you are a narried voman'
(b) Kagnyahiae no yar-ore naru o_ nagekasikereba. . . . (Takeccri
... . , . , , . ,
>tono^eteri ca 900)
shining princess smgie girj. lasentasle
(Thinking it lanentalbe that th^ shining rrincess is still
imsiarr led , . . . '
Thirdly, there are a few Japanese psychological predicates thac rep-
resent such an internal hunan feeling that the subject is restricted to the
first person singular, unless the predicate is past tense or sibecdec intc a
larger construction, knd all the predicates constrained in this oianner are
intransitive
,
giotive adjectives .
(13) (a) 3oku (???anata, ???Hanako) va Taroo z= sS-.L iesu .
I you like
'I (you, Eanako) like(s) Taro-o'
(b) 3oku (?7? anata, ??"anako> va gen'gogaku o beikycositai desu.
linguistics study - «ant
'I (you, Hanako) want(s) to study linguistics'
(c) 3oku (??? anata, ???F.anako) wa totta-o kanasii (uresii.
very sac ?-=-
uray7i?iasii> desu.
envious
'I (you, Hanako"* an {are, is) very sad .^glad, envious)'
If we look at sentences of (13) in teras of the degree of iapersonality,
they are definitely on the side of tha inpersonal construction due to the
heavy restriction inposed on the graninatical person. There are languages
in which the entire predicates in (13) are, in fact, iapersonal. Kow, this
sort of restriction on the grassatical person of the subje-ct reveals itself
exactly alike in the oao'u construction.
(14) Boku (??? anata, ???Hanako^ va Tarcc ga baka i.
'I (you, Hanako) think (s> tr.at Tarco is a foe:
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One here recalls that the English verb think was historically of iraper-
sonal nature as shown in (5).
(15) me thinks V7e shal be strong ynough. (NED)
Fourthly, there are quite a feu omo'u constructions in which not only
the surface direct object is nisj^ing, but also the underlying direct obiect
is inconceivable.
(16) (a) Zibun no omo '
u
toori ni suru.
self just as do
'-'",.
r',..,
,' 7 '^'^^
does things as he likes'
(b) Omo'u nl makasete sigoto o suru.
•• to leave work do
'One does his work as he likes'
(c) Omo'u yoo nl halcadoranal.
as things don't go well
'Things don't go well as expected'
(d) '.'.'are ono'u yue ni ware ari.
. „ I so 1 exist
;<i ' 4n....i : t 1 'I think, so I am'
(e) Omotta hi ga kichizitsu.
day lucky day
'The day you decide on something is a lucky day'
Fifthly, there are a set of Intransitive verbs in Japanese that
basically indicate some soontaneous change, such as magaru 'bend', makeru
'be defeated', naru 'become', nokoru 'renain', sumu 'finish', ua'-aru 'under-
stand', yowaru 'weaken' etc. If the subject for these verbs is human it is
implied that the human behavior (identified by the verb) ^s n ^Ttvrr.l pheno-
menon; in other words, it is such an 'indirect' expression of human behavior
that it is 'polite' to use it especially when the person one is talking to
or one is referring to is your superior. As a natter of fact, the verb
naru 'become' is used as an auxiliary verb in an 'honorific' polite verb form
as in
:
.
-
.
(17) Sensel wa gengogakka no shuhin ni o-nari-natta .
prof. linguistic 's head into become honorific aux.
department
'The professor became the head of the linguistic departrrent'
Along with honorific' polite form v;e have the 'humble' polite form
which is to be used when the subject of the sentence is the speaker and
when he is speaking to his superior, as in (15^):
(18) l/atakusi ga sono nimotsu o o-nochi-itasimasu.
I subj
.
that luggage ace. carry humble aux.
'I carry your luggage'
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Now, interestingly, the set of 'intransitive' verbs in question cannot
take 'humble' form. It is because they are weakly but inherently 'honorific'..
One can emphasize his politeness by applying the 'honorific' formation rule
to them as in (19), but one can hardly turn the 'honorific' intransitive
verbs into 'humble' intransitive verbs as shown in (20), simply because
'honorif icness' and 'humbleness' are mutually exclusive, semantic notions.
Thus:
(19) (a) Sensei, nanzi goro made o-nokori-ni narimasu ka?
prof. vjhat about until remain honorific auz.
'Professor, until about when are you going to stay here?'
(b) Sensei wa choodo ano kado o o-magari-ni narimasita.
prof. just that corner turn
'The professor just turned that corner over there'
(20) (a)*Uatakusi ga sensei no Icabanmochi ni o-nari-itasimasu.
I subj . prof, 's secretary into become humble aux.
'I'll be your private secretary, Sir'
(b)''=Sensei, yoku o-wakari-itasimasita.
prof, well understand humble aux.
'Professor, now I understand well'
As far as I know, all the transitive verbs that can take a human sub-
ject can take both the honorific and humble forms. Mow about the verb
under discussion? Omo'u behaves exactly the same as the inherently honorific,
intransitive verbs as sho^jn in (21), implying that omo'u is an intransi-
tive verb.
(21) (a) Sensei kore doo o-oraoi-hi narimasu ka? (Honorific)
prof. this how think honorific aux.
'Professor, what do you think of this?'
(b) ^Watasi wa soo o-omoi-itasiraasu. (Humble)
I so think humble aux.
'I think so'
These five pieces of evidence that omo'u is an intransitive verb are
fairly strong. One objection one might raise to my conclusion is the
apparent impossibility to account for the direct object marker £ in (22b)
which is assumed to be derived from(l) which I repeat here as (22a):
(22) (a) Taroo wa Hanako ^ han'nin da to omotta.
culprit is that thought
'Taroo thought that Hanako vas a culprit'
(b) Taroo v;a l-Ianako £ han'nin da to omotta.
'Taroo thought Hanako to be a culprit*
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If raising exists in Japanese, as I, believe It does, then I assume that
after Hanako is' raised, Han'nin da 'to becomes amalgamated into a transi-
tive verb phrase and takes Hanako as its direct object r The newly created
transitive verb as a result of the raising is rather a tight unit which, for
example, cannot be split by the direct object phrase. Thus:
(23) *Taroo wa han'nin da to l}anako q oraotta.
Let me now discuss the intransitive nature of the verb omo'u in the
light of general t^^eory of- the 'Ititrahsitive/transitive distinction.
I propose the following to be a very tentative list of ^he distinctive
J ^^Lu^ri-'-^f intransitive and transitive verbs.
INTRANSITIVE VERB TRANSITIVE VERB
(1) cannot take direct object,
basically one-place.
(ii) cannot take the reflexive
pronoun.
(ill) the subject cannot be con-
verted into a passive
subject. '
can take direct object,
basically two-place.
can take the reflexive
propoun.
the subject can'be converte;-'
into a passive subject.
(iv) semantically there is no
directed action; normally
'' represent at least the
following ''oncepts.
semantically there is directed
action; normally represent at
at least the following concepts,
(a) self-propelling movement, (a) causative
e.g. go, come , arrive
,
stand
,
walk, swim
, etc.)
(e.g. show
,
drop
,
attach
,
stop, turn , etc.
(b) spontaneous change.
(e.g. expand
,
bfedowe
•
'
'
"^ shrink
,
remain
,
tvirh
, burn
' ^ begin, dry
.
melt
,
etc.)
(b) exchange.
.(e.e»" elve.
love, etc.)
pjet, tepelve.
(c) incontrollable human
psychology."
(e.g. rej-olce, grieve
,
relax, etc.)
(c) creative action.
Qe.g.t' make , write
,
fix , teach , etc.)
(v)
(d) life, deathi existence,
(e.g. live, die
, exist
,
etc.)
(d) report.
(e.g. tall: , c ommunicate
,
say , inform
,
spontaneity is a predominant causstivity 1;
feature. featu e.
etc.)
a predominant
(vi) if language has,.t!-;e preseni. if a language has the present
perfective tense, then the ' perf ect,ive ,then its auxiliary '
auxiliary verb could be a verb could be a non-'be' verb,
'be' verb.
The dichotomy of intransitive/transitive verbs is not as clear as it has
been claimed to be. Ny claim implied in the above list of features is that
the distinction in question should be made in terms of a bundle of universal
features. In so doing we can characterize a given verb more realistically
in the entire gamut of intransitive/transitive scale. At any rate, the
particular verb under discussion (i.e. omo'u ) satisfied all the listed
characteristics germane to an intransitive verb except (vi)
.
If my characterization of the raising verb omo'u as being an intransi-
tive verb is correct, then the verb seems to consittute a real counterexample
to Postal and Perlmutter's (1974) allegedly universal laws about raising.
First let me here summarize all basic laws which omo'u violates radically,
(A) Host Limitation Law : Only a term (i.e. subject, direct object,
indirect object) of a grammatical relation
;^
can be host (i.e. the NP out of which a
promotee ascends) for an ascension.
The HLL is violated simply because to-clause (as in (1)) is not an NP
but an adverbial clause. , .
(B) Relational Succession Law ; An NP promoted by an ascension rule
assumes the grammatical relation
borne by the host out of which it
ascends.
The NP Hanako o in (17b) is a direct object NP, but the to-clause
(i.e. Hanako ga han'nin da to ) out of which the Ilanako ascends is not a
direct object NP but a mere adverbial clause.
(C"i Relational Annihilation Law : If an NP assumes a grammatical
relation to a verb, then the ''TP
that previously bore that
grammatical relation to the verb
ceases to bear any grammatical
relation vjhatever; i.e. it becomes
a 'chomeur'.
In Japanese the to-clause is not an NP anyway, so the laws simply do
not make any sense.
Why does the Japanese omo'u violate those supposedly universal laws
for ascension? VJcll, the reason for this could be either one of the two:
(1) Japanese omo'u is a real counterexample to the universal laws or (2)
in Japanese we do not have raising. Kuno (1976) 's paper on raising seems to
defy any counterarsument on (2) at this juncture, so tV.ere is no alternative
but (1), nanely, Japanese omo'u does constitute a true counterexample to the
Postal & Perlrautter 's laws, thus casting doubt on the universality of those
laws and possibly on an important aspect of the theory of relational grammar.
NOTES
*An earlier version of this paper was read on August 1, 1977 at the
Faculty Seminar, Japanese School, Middlebury College, Vermont. I appreciate
comments of Seiichi Nakada and Susumu Magara. Also I would like to thank
Charles Kisseberth who gave me valuable comments on the earlier version of
this paper. But any errors are, of course, all mine.
See discussion of emotive verbs by M. Ilacawley (1975), esp. pp. 78-86.
2
Fairly strong arguments for raising in Japanese arc given in Kuno (1976)
and so far no strong counterarguments have been advanced.
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ON THE FUNCTION OF RIGHTHAND NPs IN JAPANESE
MasakqOgura '
In this paper, I will account for some characteristics of Japaneses sentences
like:
John ga kisushi-ta yo, Mary ni. ....
nm kiss past dm
.
.
•
'John has kissed (her), Mary.'
.-•..,
'.''•-'
' '
. .
.
•- [ >• .li
The structural and functional/pragmatic nature of this type of sentences will be
examined in the first section. It will be shown, in this section, that recoverability
of an NP moved to the end of the sentence plays an important role in determining :
the acceptability of the sentence. The second section is devoted td characte^rize
an NP moved to the end of an acceptable sentence of this type. Discourse
anaphoricity and newness of an NP deleted from the first part of a sentence ,. / ..
will be shown to play a decisive role in determining the acceptability of the
sentence. I Will propose to call the anaphoricity or genericness of lexical
;
items in the given discourse the absolute degree of recoverability and semantic .
relations which lexical items enter into the given sentence (new/old) the relative
..^
degree of recoverability. Then, it will be shown that the degree of acceptability,.
.
of this type of sentence depends on the degree of relative and absolute recover- ,
ability of the lexical item-i3eleted from the first part of the sentence. ; .,.
1. There is a type of Japanese sentences such as those in (1) (hereafter I will
call them RD sentences) which have right hand NPs attached. after VPs.
(l)a. Ki
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predicate always comes at the end of a sentence. In other words, those sentences
in (1) are a rare type of Japanese sentences^ that have an element following a VP.
1.2. Haraguchi (1973) gave several argaments, mainly selectional restriction
type arguments, to prove that (1) is related with (2):
(2)a. Basu ga ki -ta yo.
bus nmcome past
'A bus is coming.
'
b. Bob ga John ni sakki denwashi -ta yo.
• i nm dm while ago telephone past
'Bob telephoned to John some time ago. '
He has demonstrated that (1) is grammatical only if (2) is grammatical. Com-
parison of the first part of an RD sent(;rice (1) the part of a sentence preceding
a comma— with a corresponding sentence in (2) indicates that an NP is missing
in the first part of a seutftice in (1). A post[>,.cition which follows the missing
NP is also deleted. A righchand NP in (1; must be identical with the missing
NP. The righchand NP must also be foilovyed by a postposition which follows
the NP in an original position in (2). In other words, a sentence in (1) is formed
from that in (2) by putting a comma after the sentence and moving NP-> post-
position to the right of the co.v.r:-.a. A Eub-ect NP-i- non-i:"?tive case mavker,
basu ga
,
of (2a) is moved to the end of the seulence to j.^r.n (la), (lb) is
formed by moving an object NP-t' dative case marker, John ni , to the end of
the sentence.
This process makes the first part of a sentence in (1) look like elliptic.
(l')a. ki-ta yo.
b.. Bob ga sakki denwashi- ta yo.
In an appropriate context, however, these sentences are perfectly acceptable to
native speakers. They are acceptable when they can be interpreted that their
subject and indirect object are inter- sententially pronominalized. In the con-
text, native speakers interpret truth values of (I'a) and (I'b) as equivalent to
those of (la) and (lb) respectively.
1.3. The environment where sentences of the type in (1) is uttered is very re-
stricted.
1. 3. 1. They are uttered only in informal conversations. Since sentential parti-
cles _yo, ^, ze, ne and etc. signal that a sentence is uttered in informal conver-
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satioasv the ao««ptabillty of this typ«^ senteao«sJs higher if they are followed
by this type of sentential particles.
1. 3,2. A speaker utters (la) or (lb) in the context where he can pronominalize
basu 'bus* or John in his own mind because his mind has been occupied by
"Whether bus is coming" or "John's action". He attaches HPs after predicates
when he wants to make the sentences non- elliptic or when he realizes, while he
is speaking the first part, that the first part of RD sentences may be ambiguous
to hearers. For Instance, (la) may be uttered by a boy who is waiting for a bus
with his friends. Their conversation may be:
A: Koko no basu wa nakanaka konain-'dk,
here of bus nm very come not
'This bus does not come very often.
'
B. Boku wa kinoo wa 30 pun mo mat - ta yo,
I nm yesterday minutes wait past
'I waited it for 30 minutes yesterday.
'
Then A catches a bus in sight and utters (la) to inform his friends that a bus is
coming. In this context, it is clear that a bus is a topic of their conversation.;,.:.,
Boys are concerned with whether it comes or not. They are not concerned
with what will come. Therefore, the deleted information, a bus, is recoverable
from the context.
If the boys are waiting for a bus and a streetcar, .-- some boys are
waiting for a bus and others are waiting for a streetcar -- (la) is not an
appropriate sentence to utter. Since they are concerned to find out what,
a bus or a streetcar, is coming as well as when it is coming in the context. ' '
Basu 'a bus' can not be deleted from the first part of thie sentence because
it cannot be recovered from the context.
1. 3. 3. It is observed in 1. 3. 2. that an NP is deleted from the first part of a
sentence when It is recoverable from a given context. This observation can be
exemplified more explicitly by contrasting (3) against (4).
(3) A: Kimi wa dare o .Mary ni shookaishi -ta no?
you nm who am dm introduce past Q
'Who did you introduce to Mary?'
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B: (Watashi wa) Bob c shookaishi -ta yo, Mar>' ni.
I nm am introduce past dm
'I introduced Bob (to her), to Mary.
'
(4) A: Kimi wa Bob o dare ni shookaishi-ta no?
you nm am who dm introduce past Q
'Who did you introduce Bob to?'
3
B: #(Wata6hi wa) Bob o shookaishi-ta yo, Mary ni.
I nm am introduce past dm
'I introduced Bob (to her), to Mary.
'
The sentences uttered by B in (3) and (4) are identical RD sentences. An indirect
object Mary ni is deleted from the first part and attached at the end. This sen-
tence is acceptable as an answer to a question in (3) but unacceptable in (4). It
is acceptable in (3) because it is uttered when Mary is recoverable information
in the context. In (4), on the other hand, the relevant information conveyed by
the speaker B is the identity of the person, Mary , to whom the speaker intro-
duced Bob. Since the new Information, Mary ni , is deleted from the first part
of the RD sentence, it is not recoverable from the context. The sentence is
hence unacceptable as an answer to the question in (4),
1. 3.4. RD sentences tend to be uttered when a speaker wants to emphasize a
certain part of the sentence. Compare sentences (la) and (2a): (repeated below)
(1)
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conveys more relevant information to the front. For instance, the following two
sentences may be uttered under slightly different environment.
(5) a. (watashi wa) John ni Mary o shokaishi
-ta yo.
I am dm am introduce past
'I introduced John to Mary.
'
b. (watashi wa) Mary o John ni shokaishi -ta yo.
I nm am dm introduce past
'I introduced Mary to John.
'
A speaker more likely utters (5a) when John is the new information while he utters
(5b) more likely when Mary is the new information.
If it can be assumed that the tendency holds not only between NPs but also
between NPs and a predicate, it explains why a speaker uses an RD sentence to
emphasize the information expressed by the first part of the sentence. A speaker
utters (la) rather than (2a) in certain occasions because he wants to emphasize
a relevant part of the information, ki-ta yo '(It) is coming'.
In summary, I have observed in 1. 3. 1 that an RD sentence is used only in
informal conversations. In 1. 3. 2 and 1. 3. 3, I have discussed that an RD sen-
tence may be uttered when an NP deleted is recoverable from the given context.
It is speculated in 1. 3.4 that a speaker utters an RD sentence when he wants to
emphasize the information conveyed by the first part of the RD sentence.
2. In analyzing the function of particles wa and jga_, Kuno (1973) has used the
concept of anaphoricity and genericness as a crucial factor. Kuno (1972) also
examined the uses of wa_and ga from another angle, namely, from the view
point of what is old, hence predictable information and what is new, hence
unpredictable information in a given sentence. ^ He observed that^ as
subject marker in matrix clauses always signals that the subject conveys
new information.
The discussion in 1. 3. 2 and 1. 3. 3 reveals that an NP which is deleted
from the first part of an RD sentence must be recoverable from a context.
If it is true that a new information is not recoverable from a context, then,
why the RD sentence (la) is acceptable? The acceptable sentence is formed
by deleting a subject, basu 'a bus', which is followed by^ and hence con-
veys new information. In this section I will examine how the concept of
anaphoricity and old/new information have bearing on the recoverability of
NPs in RD sentences.
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A summary ,of Kuno's,work. DQ this subject will begicen in 2. 1. In 2.2, I
will examine RD sentences ia which subjects with, a variety of functions (theme,
contrasted element, exaustive listing element and neutral description) are
deleted from the first part. It will be shown that deletion of subjects with
certain functions from the first part generates unacceptable RD sentences.
Based on this observation, a hypothesis will be proposed that deletability of
an NP from the first part of an RD sentence depends on anaphoricity and newr
ness of the NP. In 2. 3, I will investigate how two factors of recoverability»
absolute and relative recoyerability of an NP, interact with deletability of the
NP from the first part of an RD sentence.
2. 1 A Japanese matrix subject is marked by wa^ when it is the theme or the con-
trasted element. G^ as a subject marker, on the other hand, is either for ex-
haustive listing or for neutral description.*^ These four distinct functions of
a subject are exemplified in the followings. , .
(6) John wa konogoro zutto uchi ni imasu. -ThemeJ
nm lately all the time home at be
'Speaking of John, he is always at horne in these days.'.
(7) John wa paati ni kimashi -ta. [jCoatrastj
;• . am party to come past ,: ..•;.:< ,^ •.;-\:,'
....; 'John came to the party (but Bob did not).'
(8) Mary ga kono yofuku o nuimashi-ta. ^Exhaustive Listing^
nm this dress dm sew past
'It is Mary who sewed this dress. |
(9) John ga . asoko o hashit-te-imasil.: [Neutral DescriptionJ
npi the^re at jog prog. ...
-Is • . ' T •_ ;
'John is jogging over there.
'
When a subject is the theme of a sentence, as in (6), it must be either
anaphoric (i. e. previously mentioned) or generic. The rest of the sentence
constitutes new information. . The sentence (6), in which John is the theme,
is uttered only when both the speaker:and he3rer(s) know who is John . ,.
Since the sentence is a statement aboutJohn , new informatipn of the sen-
tence is expf:essed by its predLpate.
,_ ,
' •.; ! . 1 ,
There is no constraint concerning anaphoricity for a subject when it is
interpreted as a contrasted element. It must constitute new information of the
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sentence while the rest of the sentence conveys old information. For example,
John in (7) can be either anaphoric or non- anaphoric, but it must constitute new
information of the sentence. The sentence has a connotation that the subject is
contrasted with someone (or somethiiig) whose action or state makes distinct
contrast with that of the subject. Therefore, (7) sounds most natural if it is
followed by something like
dakedo Bob wa kimasen -deshi-ta.
bi4t nm come not past
'B ut Bob did not come. '
where John' s action and Bob' s action make a contrast.
A situation of exhaustive listing interpretation is similar to that of con-
trasted element. A subject NP is either anaphoric or non- anaphoric. It
constitutes the sole new information of a sentence. Therefore, (8), whose
subject is interpreted as exhaustive listing, is uttered as an answer to the
following question:
dare
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Table 1
fuaption of ' subject • anapliorlcity semantic relation semantic relation
a subject
'
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RD sentences in (10) and (11) are acceptable. In general, a thematic subject is
always deletable from the first part to generate an acceptable RD sentence. For
stating this observation in terms of anaphoricitj' and newness, I will combine
this observation with the fact that a theme must be either discourse anaphoric
or generic. A tentative hypothesis will be like:
Hypothesis 1.
An NP is deletable from the first part of an RD sentence, if only
if it is either anaphoric or generic.
This hypothesis correctly predicts that no NP is deletable if it is neither dis-
course anaphoric nor generic.
The hypothesis 1, however, is falsified by ungrammaticalness of RD
sentences in which a contrasted or exhaustive listing element is deleted
from the first part. Consider:
(12) A: John to Tom to Bill wa gakusei desu ka?
'Are John, Tom and Bill students?'
B: *gakusei desu yo, John wa. iContrasted Elementj.
student be nm
(dakedo gakusei de wa ari-masen yo, Tom to Bill wa.)
but student be neg. and nm
'(He) is a student, John. But (they) are not students,
Tom and Bill. •
(13) A: Ford to Carter no dochira ga daitoryo ni
senkyos-are-mashi-ta ka? -
'Who won in the presidential election. Ford or Carter?'
B: *daitoryo ni senkyos-are -mashi-ta yo, Carter ga
president for elect pass past _ nm
_^
Exhaustive Listing^
'(He) was elected for the president. Carter.
'
An RD sentence in (12), which is unacceptable, is generated by deleting con-
trasted element from the first part of the sentence. The sentence is uttered
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after the aame of a boy, John , is mentioned by the speaker A. This implies that
the RD sentence (12) is unacceptable even though it is generated by deleting a dis-
course anaphoric NP from the first part. This fact contradicts to the hypothesis
1, which claims that all discoi^se anaphoric NPs are deletable. Similarly the
RD sentence in (13) is unacceptable. Since Carter is discourse anaphoric when
the RD sentence is uttered, the unacceptability of the RD sentence (13) also Indi-
cates that a discourse nanphoric NP, Carter , is not deletable from the first p^rt.
This, too, contradicts to the hypothesis 1, . , ,
This evidence suggest that the hypothesis 1 is too strong. It predicts unac-
ceptable RD sentences (12, 13) as acceptable. That is, the discourse anapho-
ricity is not a necessary condition, though it is a sufficient condition, for an NP
to be deleted from the first part of an RD sentence. Comparison between the
RD sentences in (10, 11) and (12, 13) reveals that a subject NP conveys new
information in the latter while it conveys old information in the former. This
is because the NP deleted from the first part of the RD sentence is a thematiQ
.;
^
subject in (10) or (11), while it is a contrasted element and an exhaustive
listing,' respectively, in (12) and (13). Hence, the Hypothesis 1 is modified as:
Hypothesis 2
An NP is deletable from the first part of an RD sentence if and
only if it is either anaphoric or generic and it conveys old infor-
mation.
This hypothesis correctly predicts distinction between acceptability of the RD
sentences in (10, 11) and (12, 13).
Hypothesis 2 is derived by examining sentences whose subjects are
thematic, contrasted element and exhaustive listing. Next, I will examine
whether the above hypothesis correctly predicts grammatical status of an
RD sentence in which a subjtcct is deleted from a neutral description sen-
tences. Observe the following sentences:
.
.^
•
'
.
•
"
(14) ara, mukoo kara yat-te-kuru wa,
ah! over there from come '" ; .
anata no otoot-san ga.
'••.'••
.• your brother nm
'Oh, look! (He) is coming over there, your brother.
'
Because of Its lexical nature, the subject of (14), anata no otooto-san 'your
brother', is discourse anaphoric. The speaker states his objective observa-
tion in this neutral dcac/iption sentence. We have seen, in the Table 1, that
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a subject of a neutral description sentence conveys new information. The hypo-
thesis 2, therefore, falsely predicts that the RD sentence (14) is not acceptable.
This indicates the following: it is not a sufficient condition to delete an NP from
the first part of a sentence that the NP conveys old information. A closer exam-
ination reveals that there is a distinction in the newness of information conveyed
by the subject of neutral description, on ons hand, and the contrasted element
and exhaustive listing element, on the other. The latter conveys new information
while the rest of the sentence conveys old information. On the other hand, the
whole.sentence conveys new information in the neutral description sentence.
This leads to modifying the hypothesis 2 as:
Hypothesis 3
An NP is deletable from the first part of an RD sentence if and only
if 1) it is either discourse anaphoric or generic and 2) it does not
constitute the sole new information of the sentence (the rest of the
'
sentence convey old information).
If we state Hypothesis 3 in terms of function of an NP, it will be like:
An NP is deletable from the first part of an RD sentence if and only
if 1) it is thematic or 2) it is an discourse anaphoric or generic NP
element of a neutral description sentence.
Kuno (1972) observed some syntactic phenomena' in which the distinction
between old and new information plays a decisive role. Hypothesis 3 indicates
that this distinction alone does not play a crucial role in deleting an NP from
the first part of an RD sentence. New information can be deleted from the
first part of an RD sentence if the rest of a sentence also conveys new informa-
tion. An NP can not be deleted, however, if the rest of a sentence conveys an
old information. This implies that there is distinct degree of newness and it
plays an important role in deleting an NP from the first part of an RD sentence.
Relation between the function of a subject and an acceptability of an RD sentence
formed by deleting the subject is shown in Table 2.
2. 3. Since an NP deleted from the first part of an RD sentence must be recover-
able from a context, the hypothesis 3 implies that:
An NP is recoverable from a context if and only if 1) it is discourse
anaphoric or generic and 2) it does not constitute sole new informa-
tion in a given sentence.
The above statement indicates that the recoverability of lexical items in a
certain context depends on two factors. The one is anaphoricity (or generic-
ness) of lexical items in the given discourse and the other is semantic
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Table 2
function of anaphoricity Vs^iaantic rel. . semantic rel. of acceptability of
the rest of S to S RD S formed by
attaching subject
old
subject
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T =' ^- A: soi^e'wayokat-ta desu.ne,; ' \' ,..,.."-.
.....: . •••.vv, ;:.;= :^
•
-•
'
-'Oh, that's wonderfail.' '' ' •'
B:??tc.temo sabara^hlkat
-ta desu yo, Hakone no
very wonciorial- past be ....,.., of
^' ^'morri'.ii
, gp^
'
.
,','.,
. :,. ,^_ .: .- .:
'"'•'''
v^' •' autOmu leaves
.
iiqi ' ':" .'
. . . •.::.,..;.......;.;:
'(They) were most.beautiful, autumn leaves at Hakone,
'
'
.
. -
•. •I
..': (16) A: kino machi tii kaimono ni yuki-mashi-ta. |,,^ .^,
: • ;.:
•
'^Yesterday, 1 Went ta dovmtown for shopping.' " .
... ...
•
•'
-i-'fe: nanikaii mono ga ari-mashi-ta ka?
,
. ] ..•.,,. .-. -
'Did you find something nice?''
A: ?sugoku yasukat -ta desu yo, fu3"iiTibno no kcoto ga.
very cheap past be winter of coat nm
'(They) were very cheap, wintercoats. ' - ..
.;
;. "-'(It^ A: naridaka sora'ga kuraku nat-te-^i-mashi .ta ne. :..
'•,]-- '•'
-'It's gating dark, isn't it?» ;',''.."';. Z'^" ; Z'..'.;,' '.
B: moo '•• "fteri da'shi ' mashi-ta ' yo, ame ga.^ ...;
alfieadyfall'"' start past rain .p,m. .; :..;
'(It) already started, rain.'
.. ....
. .•: V
(18) A: konoaid-a minna' de sense! no uwasabanashi p shi-te-itan da, ...
''-'
'
''
''
'"
'
' "
'
''''''
' '^^ '
_
_ __
•.:•;;. y. t\Ve were joking about diir teacher the other day.,'
B: omoshirok-katta roo ne.
'Oh, wasn't it fun?'
A: un, demo tochu de hai-te-kichat -tan da, sensei ga.
yes but in the midst come in past teacher nm
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'Yes, but (he) just came in, the teacher. (His sudden appearance
interrupted us.)'
q
The degree of acceptability of these RD sentences differ. "^ However, the relative
recoverability of subjects is the same in these sentences because all of them are
neutral description sentences. Then it may be predicted that the difference in
degree of acceptability is caused by difference in the degree of absolute recover-
ability (degree of anaphoricity) of each subject. Observation of the discourse in
which each sentence is uttered indicates that this prediction is borne out.
(17) and (18) are uttered in a very rich context for recovering their subject
NPs, ame 'rain' and sensei 'teacher'. The lexical item sense i is mentioned in
the preceding sentence in (18). Though the lexical item ame is not previously
mentioned in the discourse, weather is the topic of the conversation in (17).
This is a discourse in which lexical items such as rain, snow, fog, wind and etc.
are easily recovered. The discourse in which (15) is uttered, on the other hand,
is very poor for recovering its subject bfecause Hakone no momij i 'autumn leaves
at Hakone' is not a kind of object which can easily be associated with a sightseeing
in Japan as opposed to the Mt. Fuji, the Imperial Palace and etc. It is hard to
recover the subject from the discourse unless the hearer of the RD sentence is
very knowledgeable about Japan. If I replace Hakone no momiji by Fujisan
'Mt. Fuji' which is considered to be a symbol of Japanese scenery, the accept-
ability of the following RD sentence,
totemo subarashikat-ta desu yo, Fujisan ga.
'(It) was magnificent, Mr. Fuji.'
in the identical discourse as (15) is much higher than (15). Fuyumono no kooto
'winter coat' in (16) is more easily recovered from the discourse than Hakone
no momiji if this conversation takes place in January or February. The above
observation indicates that the acceptability of an RD sentence increases as rich-
ness of linguistic and extralinguistic context to recover a deleted lexical item
from the first part increases. This implies that the absolute recoverability
is not binary but continuous. And it depends on a property or function of the
deleted NP in the context.
Though I have observed that there are only three degrees of relative
recoverability -- the recoverability of old information, new information
where the entire sentence conveys new information and new information where
the rest of the sentence conveys old information --, I speculate that the degree
of relative recoverability of a lexical item is also continuous. This leads to
a hypothesis that :
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The degree of acceptability of an RD sentence is a function of the
degree of relative and absolute recoverability of the lexical item
deleted from the first part of the sentence.
In general, the newer the information that a lexical item conveys, the lower its
deletability from the first part of the RD sentence. Similarly, the higher the
discourse anaphoricity of the lexical item, the higher the deletability of the
lexical item from the first part of the RD sentence.
It has been shown in the above discussion that the acceptability of an RD
sentence is sensitive to the functional or pragmatic nature of the sentence.
Though I have not discussed how an |i,D sentence is generated, it has been
shown that an acceptability of an RD sentence depends on nature of an NP '
deleted from the first part. It has also been shown that nature of the NP
must be stated in terms of a property or function of the deleted NP, not in
terms of syntactic structure.
NOTES
Yo is one of sentential particles which are attached at the end of matrix
sentences (Uyeno (1971)). Uyeno stated that:
Yo serves to undertone a claim and add the connotation
'I will tell you. . . '.
^There are two other types of Japanese sentences which have some element
following main predicates. One has an adverb after a verb as in:
'
'
•
• (i) John ga France e iku soo you, raigetsu.
nm to go next month ''.'' '''*'':''
'I heard that John will go to France, next month.' ' ' • ''' '
The other has an NP clause after a main verb as in': •' • '
(ii) John ga it -te-ita yo, Mary ga keld^onsuru to.
nm say be past nm marry comp.
'John said (it), that Mary will get married.
'
^A symbol # preceding a sentence indicates that it is unacceptable in a
context.
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'
'ht is-cleafr that we Have to distinguish between two different concepts
related to old and new information: the concept applied to lexical items, on
one hand, and the concept applied t6 the particular semantic relations which
lexical items enter into the given sentence, on the other. Following Kuno, I
will use the terms "anaphoric/nonanaphoric" strictly for the former sense,
and the terms "'old/nev; information" strictly for the latter sense.
Hvhen the predicate represents a state (but not existence) or a habitual-
generic action, only the exhaustive listing interpretation is obtained.
• :;•-•:.: '^Kuno has claiiiled that there are predictable themes and there dre un-
•predictable themes. He observed that thematic subjects convey new Informa-
tion when new topics are introduced. In these context, whole sentence must
convey new information.
^The following assertion corresponds to Kuno's HypjJthesIs 2, 3, and 5 in
"Functional Sentence Perspective", (a) Subjects of matrix sentences which
convey new information can not be deleted. All instances of apparent missing
subjects are instances of deletion of subjects which convey old information,
(b) Ga for subject marking in matrix sentences cannot be deleted in informal
Speech. This means that the subject marking can not be deleted if the subject
conveys new information, (c) In embedded clauses, the subject cannot be
deleted under identity with the matrix sentence subject if it conveys new in-
formation.
8 ' • •'
I owe these terms to S. Kuno.
^One may not agree with judgement of acceptability marked on (lo) to
(18). However, I hope their judgement on relative acceptability of these
sentences coincide with rtine. ' "••••• - ••''•• »•
•.';•..•••::: ..::...:,.• REFERENCES
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THE USE OF THE HIGH RISIi^G CHAITGSI) TOHE IN CAi.'TOlTEGE:
A 30CICLBIGUI3TIC STUDY
liaurice K. 3, V/ong
There is a tone change phenomenon in Caritonese v/hich is not conditioned
by the tonal enviroiiment but is associated v.'ith certain special function ai^^d
meaning. Some words obligatorilj'' undergo tone changa. and some do optionally.
Phonological descriptions of Cantonese often refer to the latter cases as
"irregular" or "free variation'' v/hile hinting at the correlation betv/een the
frequency of tone change atid stylistic variation. This paper investigates
this correlation by using a socioling-aistic sampling method. Linguistic
data of three contextual styles—spontaneous conversation, reading sentences,
and word lists—are elicited, recorded, and analysed. It is found that the
use of the "optional" high rising changed tone is regularly conditioned by
a social variable—style, and that the frequency of occurrence of the high
rising changed tone is inversely proportional to the degree of formalness of
the style.
1.0. liitroduction
Traditional description of tones in Cantonese distinguishes betv/een
nine or ten tones. A list of the tones v/ith their traditional names and
their pitch contours is as follows:
Pinfc
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The Romanization used in this paper follov/s the Yale system as used in
uang (197O: ix-xv). The tones are notated as follows (talcing the syllable
i, or sik in the ru tones as an example):
Level Rising Falling
igh SI, sIk si si
id si, sik
^ ^
ow sih, sihk sih sih
.1 . The changed tone
V/hereas tone sandhi is a change conditioned by the tonal environment,
one change in Cantonese is "not affected by its adjacent tones, though it
ends to occur in v/ord-final position" (Kao 1975: 86). Tlie tone sandhi
henomenon in Cantonese is described by Hashimoto (l972: 112) as follov/s:
, falling tone becomes a level tone if followed by another tone that- begins
t the Same level, whether the latter is level or failing. Thus:
5 —; 55 / _ 55/55/5 •" Tone change, on the other hand, takes place
egardless of its tonal environment, but is associated with certain special
unction and meaning. Kao (1971: 113) distinguishes betv/een two functions,
affective" and "morphological," v.'hich are "often intertv/ined"
:
"The former refers to the affective overtones (or stylistic informality)
that characterise all changed-tone forms occvirring in familiar discourse.
In this sense the changed tone expresses a general concept of 'famil-
iarity, ' embracing a range of emotional attitudes such as endearrrent,
a diminutive, secondarir.ess, or disrespect. The morphological function
involves morphologic structure of v/ords with the changed tone playing
a role in seciaintic or phonetic modification (i.e., derivation or
compensation for an omitted morpheme)."
There are two products of tone change: a high rising tone and a high
.evel tone. The great majority of morphemes with a changed tone are derived
"rom those v;ith the high falling tone, lo\/ falling tone, lov/ rising tone,
ind low level tone. A changed tone derived from the high falling tone is
Llmost always high level, aiid one derived fr!j)m the other three tones is
ilinost always high rising (Chao 1947: 34-55)
..
Examples of the "affective function" are:
(1) V'ohiig saang 'lir- \7ong'
versus A yphng^''-^ '\7ong (a familiar form of address)'.
(a \/6hng^ is pronounced "a v;ong"— +35 and +55 '^s used to
indicate the high rising changed tone and the high level changed
tone respectively.)
(2) jing rauhn 'main door'
versus hauh muhn-"'back door' and v;aahng muiin'"' 'side door'
(3) gamnihn -. gamnihn^^^ 'this year'
binnihn - . binnihn 'which year'
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An example of the "morphological function" "is. "
,
-re
(4) yatgo yatgo — yatgo go 'one by one'
1.2. The problem
Since the conditioning for this tone change is unpredictable, "all
morphemes which are subject to tone change v/ill have to be specifically
marked" in the lexicon (Hashimoto 1972: 94-95 )• "Moreover, the morphemes
which do change fall into two groups: one alv;ays undergoes the change while
the other sometimes does" (ibid.: 95 )• In other words, the tone change
rule is considered obligatory for some morphemes (examples 1, 2, and 4
above), and optional for others (example 5) • Thus, not only that the
morphemes v/hich are subject to tone change have to be marked, they also
have to be marked as to whether tone change applies obligatorily or
optionally. This problem is further complicated in that "aside from a
number of well-established cases, the membership of the two groups fiie.,
the obligatory cases and the optional c£iseS3 varies \/ith individual
speakers
"
( Ibid
.
)
.
In discussing the optional cases, both Hashimoto ' and Kao allude to the
stylistic factor involved. Hashimoto points out that "the use of a changed
tone gives a more colloquial and informal style" (1972: 96), while Kao viev/s
the problem as a case of "free variation"—i.e., "the occurrence or non-
occurrence of a changed tone with a given syllable in the same environment"
—which is "a signal of stylistic variation only." She goes on to say that
"sometimes, one variant or the other \\fill be typical of a particular speaker
of Cantonese, and sometimes both variants will be used by the same speaker,
who will use them on different occasions" (1971 • IO3).
The implication of both Hashimoto's and Kao's descriptions is that the
changed tone occurs more frequently in informal styles than in formal styles.
This actually contradicts v/ith the notion of "free variation," as the
variability involved is not at all "free," being conditioned by a social
variable— style. Hov/ever, this claim, whether implicitly or explicitly
stated, has never been tested by any sociolinguistic method. The objective
of the present study, then, is to use a sociolinguistic sampling method to
investigate this phenomenon of "optional" tone change, and to study the
correlation between the frequency of occurrence pf the changed tone and
stylistic variation.
2.0. The procedure
As noted by Labov, stylistic variation is not erratic but regular, and
one approach to discover the system within this variation is by the isolation
of different contextual styles (Labov 1972). In order to test the hypothesis
that the frequency of occurrence of the changed tone increases as the style
becomes more informal and vice versa, the problem at hand is to isolate
different contexts that elicit different styles of speech. As \/olfram and
Fasold point out, "the essential dimension of stylistic variation in social
dialectology relates to the amount of attention paid to speech— the more
attention paid, the more formal the style" (1974:84). Accordingly I have
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chosen to deal with three different contextual styles—spontaneous conver-
sation, reading sentences, and v/ord lists, each requiring a different level
of attention paid to speech (in ascending order), and therefore representing
a different point on the continuum of style (ranging from casual to formal).-
2.1
.
Spontaneous conversation
In order to obtain as close to- casual speech as possible, I have used
a peer group setting. This is possible as all the informants are friends of
the interviev/er. Six informants, A, D, C, D, E, and F, A/ere recorded at a
gathering at B and E's residence. Two informants, G and H, were recorded
separately at G's residence, and tv/o more, I and J, \.'ere recorded together
at I's residence. The most spontaneous and casual conversations were
obtained from the first six informants, due to the group gathering situation.
To each informant I posed similar questions concerning their linguistic and
educational background, their experiences as foreign students, etc.
The main point to note here is that the context v/as not really a formal
interview that \/ould elicit careful speech as defined by Labov (1972). Most
of the conversations very quickly moved av/ay from my questions to a variety
of topics, and much of the data elicited are in fact comparable to three of
the casual contexts defined by Labov, i.e., speech outside the formal inter-
view, speech with a third person, and speech not in direct response to
questions.
2.2. Reading sentences
A list of ten sentences v/ere given to each informant (after the conver-
sation) with the instruction that they should say them as they v/ould
normally do in everyday discourse. The sentences are \n:itten in standard
Chinese, which, to a native Cantonese speaker, is strictly a v/ritten language
axid is quite different from his spoken language. Therefore, the activity
performed on these sentences v/as in fact not reading but a certain process
of translating a written language into a quite distinct spoken • language . For
example, v;hen asked to say it as they would normally do in everyday discoxirse,
all informants rendered sentence 5 in the Appendix into something like the
following:
Neih leihjo Heig\/ok geinoih (a)?
However, if they v;ere asked to read sentence 5> it v;ould have. Leen:
Ne'ih loihliuh Meigwok dogau liioh?
V/hat is involved here, then, is a style that is more formal than casual speech,
but is less formal than reading in the strict sense. Thirteen morphemes that
can optionally undergo tone change, taken from Hashimoto (1972), Kao(l97l),
and Cheung (1969), were built into the ten sentences, which are listed in the
Appendix.
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2.3. V/ord lists
A list of forty-nine v/ords, thirty of which potentially carry the high
rising changed tone, viere given to the informants to read. T^./enty-foiir of
them are listed in Table 3-
2.4- The recording;
The entire interviev/s were tape-recorded on a Sanyo portable cassette-
recorder with a built-in condenser microphone. The quality of reproduction
is more than adequate for the present study, as the changed tone is very
easy to be picked out by auditory judgement alone.
2.5- The informants
There are over a hundred native Cantonese speakers from Hong Kong at the
University of Illinois campus. However, given the nature of the hypothesis
to be tested— i.e., the use of the changed tone as it relates to style, it
does not seem to need a large number of informants, since the population
available for sampling is relatively homogeneous in terms of socioeconomic
status, geographical origin, age, and education, and can be assumed to share
a similar sensitivity to stylistic variations. Of the ten informants
studied, nine are university students and one is a recent graduate, now
employed (H). Eight are male and tv;o are female (D and l). As for their
linguistic background, nine grew up in Hong Kong and one in Canton (a).
3.0. Analysis
All v/ords with a potential changed tone are transcribed from the conver-
sations and are tabulated to shov; the number of times a certain v/ord is used
with or v/ithout the changed tone by different speakers (see Table 1). The
thirteen words built into the sentences and the word list are tabulated to
show the number of changed tones used by different speakers (see Table 2 and
Table 3 respectively).
Only tv/enty-four words from the v/ord list read by the informants are
tabulated in Table 3. Nineteen of the original forty-nine v/ere only for
testing the distribution of the high falling and high level tones. As
expected, the result is very confusing . It seems that most speakers either
do not have the high falling tone at all or they do not distinguish betv/een
the high falling and the high level tones. It is a problem too complicated
to be handled by a limited study as the present one, and I have chosen to
limit the study to the high rising chaiiged tone only. Six of the remaining
thirty v/ords are not listed in Table 3 because they obligatorily undergo
tone change. Of the six, some v/ere included because I was not sure \/hether
they were obligatorji' cases, and some v/ere included just to make the v/ord
list appear less uniform to the informants. Also, in Table 3 the v/ords are
grouped according to their original tones, but they \:ere not. grouped in any
particular order in the list read by the informants.
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5.1. Finding and discussion
Table 4 shov/s the frequency of tone change in three styles for all ten
informants. Comparing the percentages of changed tones realized accross
the three styles, a clear pattern emerges, i.e., "the occurrence of the change
becomes less frequent as each speaker moves tov/ard the formal end of the. style
continuum. There are only tv/o exceptions to this. First, informant B has a
higher frequency of changed tones in the v/ord list than in the sentences.
This, hov/ever, can be easily explained. Informants A and B v/ere recorded
together, and, when A was reading the.'./ord list, B wanted to see the list of
sentences in order to "prepare for a better reading." Partly not being
av/are of the significance of this action and partly wishing to experiment
with the situation, I let him look at the sentences, for a few minutes, before
it was his turn to read. Apparently this extra attention paid to the sen-
tences has resulted in fewer occurrences of the changed tone, or, in other
\/ords, more attention paid to speech has resulted in a more formal style,
oecondly, informant F has fev/er occurrences of the changed tone in
spontaneous conversation than either in reading sentences or word list. This
seems harder to explain. But, actually it points to a problem involved i"
the spontaneous conversation: not enough words with potential changed . tones
\/ere elicited. On the whole, the frequency percentage figures in spontaneous
conversation is much less reliable than thoce in the other two styles (se«
Table 4). In any case, the gradual decrease of the frequency of tone change
as the style moves from casual to formal ic the most important point, and
not the actual frequency percentages. The composite frequency percentage
of all ten informants is perhaps more significant than the individual on^s:
a decrease from 74/j to 39^ to 24^j as the formal end of the style continuum
is approached.
Looking at individual words as used by different speakers accross dif-
ferent styles, a pattern also emerges to confirm the hypothesis: if a word
is used v;ith the changed tone in a less formal style, it may be used with or
v/ithout th6 changed tone in a more formal style by the same speaker; but if
it is used v;ithout the changed tone in a less formal style, it is used also
without the changed tone in a more formal style by the same speajcer (see
Table 5)-. 3ven though the data elicited limits the comparison to the same
word uttered by the same speaker accross only tv/o styles', mpre complete
data will most certainly show that the use of the changed, tone in a specific word
by a specific individual follows one of the four patterns below:
conversation sentences v;ord li^t
(a) +•••-• •". + +
(t) "*"•,'•..* ~ (+ indicates a tone change .
.
(c) + . • • - - gj^^ _ indicates none)
'<''
:r' -:;::;.:'.,
Exceptions to these four patterns axe few. Out of ei^ty cases, each case
being a specific v;ord uttered by a specific speaker accross two different
styles, there are only eight exceptions. Of the eight exceptions, four
belong to informant B, and the idiosyncratic performance of B has been
explained above.
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3.2. Other observations
The vrards v/ith potential changed tones that are most frequently used in
the spontaneous conversations are Yingmahn, ' English, ' and Jmigmahn, 'Chinese.
'
Almost all, v/ith fev; exceptions, are pronounced v/ith the high rising changed
tone. Hov/ever, in Yingmahn hohkhaauh , 'English school,' Jungmahn hohkhaauh ,
'Chinese school,' Yingmahn .junghohlc , 'English middle school,' etc., mahn is
never pronouiiced v/ith the changed tone. This confirms the observation that
Hashimoto malces: "in many cases, the same morpheme carries the changed tone
v/hen it occurs in a final position of a combination but not otherv/ise"
(1972:126). The difference betv/een gamnihn , 'this year,' in sentence 1 and
mihngnihn (or cheutnihn , or daihyilinihn ) , 'next year, ' in sentence 2 also
supports this. Ilihn in sentence 2 is in a sentence-final position, and
therefore nine out of ten informants used the changed tone. In sentence 1,
hov/ever, nihn is embedded in gamnllin syuga , 'this summer,' and as a result,
five out of the nine informants (v/ho used the changed tone in sentence 2)
pronounced nihn in the original tone. Therefore it seems apparent that there
exists a variable constraint that favors the changed tone v;hen it occurs at
the end of a "combination. " Unfortunately, due to the lack of data for more
comparisons of the previous sort, this problem cannot be dealt v\'ith any fur-
ther.
Another problem that cannot be solved in the present paper is the dis-
tribution of the changed tone among individual tones. Various linguists have
made conflicting claims that certain tones undergo tone change more frequently
than others (Hashimoto 1972:96-97, Kao 1971=111, V/hitaker 1956:199, Chao 1947:
34 )• These claims deal v/ith all cases of tone change, including both v/ords
that obligatorily undergo tone change and those that optionally do so. As
the present study concerns only v/ith the "optional" cases, the task becomes
doubly difficult, since there are very few words in some tones, e.g. lov/
rising tone, that "optionally" undergo tone change. It becomes impossible
to compare statistically how v/ords in different tones are realized as changed
tones when there are eleven words in the lov/ falling tone and only one in the
low rising tone, as shov/n in Table 5.
An interesting result of this study is that tone change is shov/n to be
a productive process in casual speech. It can apply even to nativized
English v/ords such as en.jihn , 'engineering,' sammah, 'sioramer, ' etc. In these
cases, clearly tone change applies only in informal situations.
3. 3- Evaluation
As mentioned in 5.1 •, not enough v/ords v/ith potential changed tones v/ere
elicited in the spontaneous conversation. This is a difficult problem, as
there is a limited nvimber of v/ords, mostly nouns, that can "optionally" under-
go tone change. If this study v/ere to be done again, perhaps more useful
data can be obtained by asking more questions th3,t require ansv/ers using these
words. (There is, hov/ever, the danger that the conversation would become
more formal if more leading questions v/ere asked.) Also, in order to examine
the variable constraints—one in terms of the original tone category and one
in terms of the position of the syllable carrying the potential changed tone,
the sentences and word list have to be constructed in such a v/ay that there
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v/ill be sufficient number of morphemes in each tone category, as well as
various combinations of morphemes in v/hich the one cairying" the ""optional"
tone change appears in different positions. Both of these are difficult
problems ,. .as oentioned in 5.2., but can nontheless be improved to a certain
extent.
Also, due to the relative homogeneity of "the informants, it is not
clear what social variables other than style' condition' the frequency of tone
change. Labov (l97l) considers the follov/ing to be the chief factors, for
language variation: regional differences, socioeconomic stratification, ethnic
differentiation, sex differences, and age levels. In this study, the sample
v/as too small to show correlation,' if any, between sex differences (D and I
compared to the rest) and regional differences (A compared to the rest) and
the frequency of tone change. At least four of the five variables mentioned
cannot be adequately studied unless there is a larger and more heterogenious
community to be sampled. If this study 'v/ere to be repeated in this community,
sex differences is probably the only social variable that can be further
investigated.
4.0. Conclusion
Throu^ the use of a sociolinguistic sampling method, this study
confirms the hypothesis that the frequency of occurrence of the chajiged tone,
or more specifically, the hi^. rising changed tone,, in Cantonese is inversely
proportional to the degree of formalness of the style. The use of the
changed tone increases as the context becoiaeg less formal, and decreases as
the context becomes more formal. On a more general level, this study has
shovm that the classical dichotomy between rule-governed alternations and
"free variations" cannot adequately explain the tone change phenomenon in
Cantonese. \!ha.t is needed here is a sociolinguistic theory that treats the
heterogeneity of the language of everyday life as the norm, and deals with
variability as regular and being governed by the social context (Labov
1971a). . .
••
-
•• -•
•
.. ... NOTjES
-I wish to thank Professors V/ayne Dickerson, Chin-chuan Cheng, and
Chin-v/. Kim for their valuable comments on this 'paper.
Because of this distribution pattern, Kao (l97l) treats them as a single
changed tone that takes on two different shapes dependin'g'o'h the" tonal shape
of the original tone form from which it is derived. There is very little
evidence otherwise that supports the treatment of a single changed tone, as
the hi^ rising changed tone and the hi^ level changed tone each takes on
different functions-^ For example, the hi^. level changed tone can change the
meaning of a morpheme into its opposite
:
• cheuhng 'long' -.-> chelihng 'short'
Furthermore, some, morphemes can take on both changed tones with the same or
different meanings:
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maahn
^^
'slow'
maahnmaahn
^j. 'slowly'
maahnmaahn -'•^ 'slowly'
muih ,, 'younger sister'
muih ^}. 'younger sister'
muih 'girl< maid'
Therefore, for the purpose of this study, the two changed tones are treated
as distinct from each other.
2
In Cantonese text-books for second language learners, morphemes that
optionally undergo tone change are often shovm as having two alternate forms.
For instance, the alternate forms in example 3 (in 1.1.) can be found in
Huang (1973: 155, 368) and in Boyle (l970: 28), but no explanation is given
for the existence of the alternate forms. This is clearly inadequate for
the students of Cantonese, and it is hoped that this study v/ill be of some
pedagogical use.
Hashimoto comments that "when morphemes of the Yin-Ping Ci.e., high
falling," tone undergo this ctone3 change, the line between obligatory cases
and optional cases is not so clear—a lot depends on individual speakers"
(1972: 97 )• The line is not so clear for the high rising changed tone
either, but apparently it is much less clear for the high level changed tone.
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TABLE 1
Spontaneous conversation
V/ords with potential
changed tone
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TABLE 2
Reading sentences
V/ords with potential Informants
chaxiged tone ABCDEFGHIJ
1. gamnihn^"'"'^ 'this year' ___- + + -- + +
2. gelsih^"^^ 'when(?)' __---0--00
nuhngnihn^ ,/jheutnihn >^_^_^^ + + + _ + +
daihyihnahn^ ' 'next year'
3. ge'inoih^'^'^ 'hov/ long' ______-_--
4. yatchaih^ ^ 'together' ________--
5. pelhpah^'*''^ 'pipa' __ + + + + + + + -
saamyihn^ ^ 'sanxian' ______----
6. siimgaap^ ^ 'roast duck' +__ + _ + - + --
siungoh 'roast goose' + + + + + - + + + +
7. hiingjeuk 'peacock' +___ + _____
8. baahkgaap^ 'pigeon' +- + + + + + + + -
q. rii^rip-hihn'''*"^' saibihn^'^'' +_ + -----00
'east-side, west-side'
10. yatjahn^"*"
,
yat jahn^'*''^gaan _ + + -__-- + -
'a short while'
Tone change 7365654465
No tone change 7 10 78779958
Notes: 1. indicates that the informant has substituted another word
that does not undergo tone change. / \
2. Informant A in sentence 1 used saiamah instead of syu/?a .
He therefore has one additional potential changed tone,
totalling fovirteen of them.
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Words
daaikoi ( + )
neuihsai
siungaap
hungjeuk
daai^euk
( + )
( + )
( + )
baahkgaap ( + )
foseuiloiih ( + )
TABLE 5
• \/ord list
InformantsASCDEFGHIJ
'probably' ----______
'son-in-lavv' -- + - + -____
'roast duck' ++-+--+___
'peacock' + + - + + _____
'approximately' -----_____
'pigeon' + + _ + + + __ + +
'kerosene stove' --+-++___+
gaautohng^ ' 'church' +++__+__+_
gahnloih^ 'recently' ---_______
_^^ouhtouh^ 'grapes' __________
- 'tomb- sweeping __________
festival
'
'pipa' - + - + + + + + + -
dihnwa tihng^ ^ 'phone booth' __________
'this year' _____ + __ + +
yatchaih^ -' 'together' __________
Yingmalin^ ' 'English' + + + + _ + __ + _
''^^^''
'v/hen(?)' __________
( + )
-^
'dragon-eye _________+
(a fruit)
'
ching miling
peihpah^ '
gamnihn
2isih
,( + )
luhngngaahn
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lihngsih ' -'consul'
jiauih^ ' 'sisters'
bimyeh ' midni-ght '-
jeunggahn - 'about to'
bundeih 'local'
chaahk^"*"^ 'thief
Tone change
No tone change
TABLE 5. cent.
ABCDEFGHIJ
6647-692566
18 16 20 17 16 15 22 21 18 18
J9
TABLE 4-
Frequency of tone change accross three styles
Informants Spontaneous
. conversation
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TABL3 5
V/ords used accross different styles
siiHi^aap
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APPEITDIX
The follov/ing are the ten sentences given to the informants, and their
English translations. The iinderlined characters are the ones that require
words with potential changed tones in Cantonese.
V/hat are you planning to do this summer?
V/lien are you going? Is it next year?
Hov; long have you been in the U.S.?
I'm going along v/ith him. V/hy don't you come along?
Do you like to listen to Chinese music? Do you like pipa, erhu, or sanxian?
I think roast duck is better tasting than roast goose.
Have you ever seen a peacock showing its feathers?
s-
:^ 1_ ^: ')/\. ^ ^ t ^
,
^ 2_^ ^/; ^. .7. ;t;. ^:^ -.
There are a lot of pigeons here, but their color isn't too white.
^' j'^
^)')f^/-' ;5.'i^^ campus i><-)'5-~^ i^
-ft, v^-^
^
Does your friend live at the east-side or the west-side of the campus?
V/e will have soup in a short v;hile.
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restrictive; relative clauses in bahasa Malaysia''
Chiarig Kee Yeoh
In this paper, first, by using Keenan and Chung's own
examples I v/ill show that, in Bahasa Malaysia or Bahasa
Indonesia, the syntactic direct object of a sentence or
a clause, in fact, fails to undergo a relativization
rule directly, and that the failure of direct relativi-
zation of the syntactic direct object contradicts the
claims whifth have been made in Keenan(ig72), Chung(l976a)
and Keenan 8. Comrie(l977). Secondly, I will illustrate
that only two NP positions, that is, those of subject
NP and Poss-NP, of Keenan and Comrie's Accessibility
Hierarchy(AH) can be relativized directly. The other
NPs. lying in the strategy gaps betv/een the subject MP
and the Poss»NP on the AH are relativizable; only after
they have been systematically promoted to an accessible
position. Since only the subject NP and the Poss-HP
can be relativized directly, I would conclude that
Bahasa Malaysia or Bahasa Indonesia not only poses a
problem for but also presents a good counterexample to
Keenan and Comrie's AH as far as direct relativizability
of an NP is concerned, for direct relativizability of
a lov/ NP position, in this case, does not entail direct
relativizability of all higher NP positions on the AH.
1.0 Introduction.
From all the works written on Bahasa Malaysia and Bahasa Indonesia
that I have managed to gather and survey to date, I have discovered that
no satisfactory work has been v/ritten about Bahasa Malaysia restrictive
relative clauses. Some works such as Chung(l976a & 1976b), Keenan(l972)
and Keenan & Comrie(1977) have dealt very superficially on restrictive
relative clauses in Bahasa Malaysia and Bahasa Indonesia.
In this'paper, therefore, I shall attempt to give a fuller as v/ell
as more satisfactory account of the restrictive relative clauses in
Bahasa Malaysia. First, following Keenan. & Comrie's Accessibility Hierarchy
I shall scrutinize to see if all the six NP positions on the Accessibility
Hierarchy are relativizable in Bahasa Malaysia, and then, using the
Accessibility Hierarchy model as a basis, I shall proceed to determine
if contempot-ary Bahasa Malaysia- actually violates the Basic Constraint
for l/estern Malayo-Polynesian languages as it has been claimed in Keenan
(1972), and finally, to determine whether or not the Hierarchy Constraints
proposed by Keenan & Comrie are consistent with relativization rules in
Bahasa Malaysia.
2.0 Relative Clause .
According to Andrews a relative clause can be roughly described as a
subordinate clause which modifies an NP, and does so by virtue of the fact
that it contains in its deep structure an NP which is coreferential to the
modified NP.
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Follov/ing Andrews(1972) I will refer to the modified IIP as ^'^Pj^(ga)(ji
the relative clause as S ,/ .. ^>,, the NP which is coreferential to the
NP , which is within the relative clause as
^^'P^elCative) ' ^^^ ^^® sentence
which is the highest sentence dominating both the NP^^ and S^^^^ as
Bahasa Malaysia is a S-V-0 languag e; and like any other S-V-0
language, such as English-, the relative clause or S^ follows NP^^ . Thi;
type of relative clause construction is known as retrdspective relative.
Roughly, the structure of a retro-relative looks somewhat like the
the diagram below:
2.1 Restrictive Relative Clause.,
A restrictive relative clause is a relative that is derived from an
embedded of the type NP -> HP + S(e.g. The house that Ali built was very
strong) , as opposed to a non-restrictive relative clause that is derived
from a conjoined sentence: S + S * HP + .V + NP - S'.Ce.g. 'Ali built
a house, and it was very strong.' -^ 'Ali built a house, which was v§ry
strong. ' )
.
Generally, a restrictive relative clause in Bahasa Malaysia is marked
by the relative marker yang 'who/which/that', for example:
(1) Buku yang di atas meja itu buku saya.
book REL. on top table the book I
"The book that i-s on the table is my book."
(2) Guru yang memukul(meng+pukul) Ali itu guru saya.
teacher REL. Act. hit Ali the teacher I
"The teacher whd hit Ali is my teacher."
Besides yang 'relative marker' which Keenan & Comrie(l977) have
claimed to be the only invariable particle used as the relative pronoun
in Bahasa lialaysia, there are, in fact, other relative pronouns or markers
such as, tempat 'place', ketika 'when', teman 'companion', etc., which
cannot be replaced by yang and which I shall discuss in greater detail in
section J>.k of this paper.
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3.0 Relativization in Bahasa lialaysia .
In Bahasa Malaysia, a relative clause is formed by the postnoniinal
strategy, that is, the NP alv/ays occurs to the left of the restricting
clause, and this strategy is clearly illustrated in (1) and (2). In v/hat
follows I shall proceed step by step in accordance with Keenan & Comrie's
Accessibility Hierarchy to examine various NP positions which are
accessible to relativization. Keenan and Comrie's Accessiblity Hierarchy
is made up of six English MP positions which can be relativized directly,
and is stated as follows:
Accessibility Hierarchy
SU > DO > 10 > OBL > GEN > OCOIIP
Following the hierarchy stated above, the NP position that occurs to
the extreme left is the easiest position to relativize, v;hile the NP that
appears to the extreme right is the hardest position to relativize; and
any HP position occurring in betv/een may be the cut-off point for any
primary strategy of any particular language. In the following section I
would determine which NP position on the Accessibility Hierarchy is the
cut-off point for Bahasa lialaysia.
3.
1
Sub.i'ect Relativization.
. As subject NP is the starting point of the Accessibility Hierarchy I
would now look into subject relativization in Bahasa Malaysia. By applying
a relativization rule to the subject NPs of Ss ^ of (3) - (8) below^ rel.
v;e v;ould derive the restrictive relative clauses of (3') - (8'):
(3) Kav/an saya guru,
friend I teacher
"My friend is a- teacher."
(.k) Guru itu pandai.
teacher the clever
"The teacher is clever."
(5) Gadis itu duduk di atas bangku. .. •
lady the sit on top • bench
"The lady sat on a bench."
(6) Air sungai itu mengalir perlahan-lahan.
v;ater river the Act. -flow slow slow
"The water of the river 'flov/s slowly,"
(7) Kav;an saya membaca buku.
friend I Act. -read book
"My friend read a book."
S5
(8) Perempuan itu membasuh kain baju.
woman ' the Act. -wash cloth shirt
••
"The woman washed clothes."
•_
.
• (5') Kawan saya yanp; p:uru itu tinggal di' Malaysia,
friend I REL. teacher that live in Malaysia
"That friend of mine vho ife a teacher lives in Malaysia."
(4*) Guru yanp: TDandai itu datang dari Singapora.
teacher REL. clever the come from Singapore
.
..
•'
• "The teacher who is clever comes from" Singapore."
• • (5') Gadis yanp: duduk di atas banp:ku itu kakak Ali.
lady REL. sit on top bench the elder sister Ali
4 "The lady v/ho sat on the bfench is Ali's. elder sister."
(6*) Air sungai yang mengalir perlahan-lahan itu kotor.
water river REL. Act. -flow slow, slow
._
the dirty
"The water of the river that flows slowly is dirty."
(7') Kawari saya yanp; membaca buku itu telah ditangkap.
••'
•. *
.
friend I REL. Act-read book the Perf. Pass-arrest
'
. "My friend v/ho read the book had been arrested."
(8') Perempuan yanp; membasuh kain ba.ju itu perempuan Melayu,
v/oman REL. Act.-v/ash cloth shirt the v/om.^n Malay
"The woman v/ho washed clothes was a Malay woman,"
Constructions (3*) - (8') strongly support the claim that in Bahasa
Malaysia an KP which is coreferential to NI^. , and which is in the
subject position of a S
^
can be relativized. They also point to the
fact that one strategy of subject relativization in Bahasa Malaysia is to
replace the coreferentiaL NP i^ by the relative marker yang which is more
or less equivalent to English pronoun who
,
which or that.
3.2 Direct Ob.ject Relativization .
Having shown that subject HP o.fa S--- can be relativized, the next
thing, following the order of MP position! 'in the Accessibility Hierarchy,
that we ought to do is to' .find out if the direct object of a S is
relativizable in Bahasa Malaysia, In* some works, especiially KeenanC 1972)
,
Keenan & Comrie{l977) and Chung (1976a & 1976b), it has been claimed that
it is possible to directly relativize the direct object of a S , in both
rel.
Bahasa Malaysia (Malay) and Bahasa Indonesia. The Bahasa Malaysia and
Indonesian examples which they have used to support their claim are :
(9) Ali bunuh ayam yang Aminah sedarp;: memakan.
All kill chicken REL. Aminah Prog. Act. -eat
"Ali killed the chicken which Aminah is eating,"
(Keenan 1972: l8^; Keenan & Comrie 1977: 71)
(10) Ikan yang saya masak untuk Ali tidak enak rasanya.
fish REL. I cook for Ali not good taste its
"The fish that I cooked for Ali didn't taste good."
(Chung 1976a: 50)
First, let us examine sentence (9), that is, Keenan & Comrie'
s
example, to see if it is true that direct object of the underlined S^
is relativizable. As a fluent speaker of Bahasa Malaysia I would not
hesitate to rule it out totally; and my informants v/ho are native
speakers of Bahasa Malaysia have also judged sentence (9) as odd and
ungrammatical. In short, I would say that no competent Bahasa Malaysia
would accept (9) as a good grammatical sentence. To show that (9) is an
ungrammatical sentence, perhaps, it might be better for me to mal^e use
of Keenan 's other example v/hich is structurally similar to (9) and is as
f ollov;s:
(11)*Aminah membasoh baju2 yang Ali- tidak membasoh .
Aminah Act„-wash clothes R3L. Ali not Act. -wash
"Aminah is wahsing the clothes that Ali isn't washing."
(Keenan 1972: 183)
By comparing the structure of the underlined S ^ of (11) to that of
rel,
(9) v/e at once notice that there is total structural similarity between
(9) and (11). Now, if Keenan and Comrie's claim that the direct object of
the underlined S of (9), that is, ayam - 'chicken' can be relativised is
correct, then I see no reason v/hy the direct object of the underlined S
of (11), that is, baju2 'clothes', fails to undergo relativization since
the Ss of (9) and -(11) are structurally similar. (11) is indeed a
good counterexamiple, and there seems to be s serious contradiction in
Keenan and Comrie's work.
Before refuting Keenan & Comrie's claim, it might be v/orthv;hile to
first examine the example in Chung(l976a) , that is, sentence (10).
Grammatically, sentence (10) is perfectly correct. But what I would like
to point out is that the underlined S of (10) is actually not an
active but rather a quasi-passive sentence, and therefore, the NP , is
^ ^
'
' rel.
not the current direct object of S , , but rather the current or the
rel. '
derived subject of S on which passivization has operated at an eralier
stage. The fact that the verb of the S , of (10) is without the prefix
c rel. ^
/meng+ / and that saya 'I' occurs immediately to the left of the
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prefixless verb to fdrra an inseparable unit is a good indication of the
quasi-passiveness of the S^^ of (10) v;hich is compatible v;ith (12b)
belov/:
(I2)a. Saya membaca buku ini. (Active)
I Act. -read book this
"I read this book."
n
b. Duku ini saya baca. OR Saya baca buku ini« (Q-Passive)
book this I read
"This book, is r6ad by me."
Thus, the HP , of (10) is, in fact, the current. or derived subject
rel.
(ex-direct object) of the S ^ and not ' the syntactic direct object of th«
S , of (10) as has been claimed in Chung(1976a)
.
rel.
ilov;, to refute fCeenan & Comrie and Chung's claim that the syntactic
direct object of a S ' can be relativized directly, I would like to
cite some other examples which demonstrate that direct relativization
of current dijjeG* object is not -permissible in Bahasa lialaysia:
(13)a. / kauan saya /~Ali memukul kawan saya / 7
"^a. . rei.
Act. -hit friend I
anR Ali memukul_7_7
1.
friend I RZL. Ali Act. -hit
"My friend who(m) Ali hit "
c. / kawan saya /"^anp dipukul (oleh) Ali_7_/
hd. ' rel.
friend I REL. Pass. -hit (by) Ali
"liy friend who was hit by Ali *...."
(l4)a. /~buku /"saya akan membaca buku itu / itu /
hd. rel. .
boQli
. I Fut. Act. -read book the the
b.*/ buku / yanp: .saya akan membaca_/ itu
_7
NP, , S 'hd. rel.
book REL. T Fut. Act. -read the
"The book that I will read .."
, / buku / yanp; akan saya baca_/ itu
hd. re'l.
book REL. Fut. I read the
"The book that will be read by me ...
-The ungraramaticality of constructions (13b) and (l^b) further suggests
that so long as the UP ^ is in the direct object position it cannot be
relativized. However, v;e have seen that in (10), (ijc) and (l^c) the under-
lying direct object can be relativized, that is, only after we have applied
the passive rule to." promote 'it to a' derived subject position whence it can
be relativized. So, in other v/ords, we need two rules to. derive construct-
ions like (10), (I5c) and (l4c), and these two rule, pkssivization and
relativization, have to be ordered in -the following manner:
1. Passivization
2. Relativization
3.5 Indirect Object 'Relatrvization. •
Keenan and Comrie have also attempted to show that relativization rule
can apply directly to the indirect object of a S , and their Malay(
Bahasa Malaysra) example is as follows: - .T® '> , :
(15) Perempuan kepada siapa- All beri ubi kentang itu
•woman to who Ali give potato the
' •
-"Th-e- v/oman to v;hom Ali rjive the potato "
(Keenan & Comrie 1977: 71) '• • •••
To us(my inforKijrt's and me) construction (15) sounds very strange and
foreign; and it is, in fact, not incorrect' for us to say that (15) is a
direct translation of an English construction. Therefore, it is not an
acceptable construction in Bahasa Malaysia.
Like the direct object, the indirect object of a S ^ can only be
indirectly relativized, that is, after if has been advanced a subject
position of a S . Thus, the correct version of (15) should be (15')
^elow: *
..
_
" "{'15' ), Perempuan yang diberi ubi kentang oleh Ali ....
- ' woman' '" REL. Pass-give potato by Ali
"The woman who v/as given the--potato by Ali "
Other eamples shov/ing that direct relativization of the indirect
is always blopked, are :
,
(l6)a.
./ g.uru_saya ./orang itu mengirim buku icepada guru saya/
_/
IIP, - S -
.hd. rel.
teacher I person the Act. -send book to teacher I
b. */ guru saya / yang orang itu mengirim buku kepada 7_/
hd, rel.
t.acher I REL. person the Act. -send book to
"My teacher who the man sent a book to "
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(l6)c. */ f^uru saya / kopadanya orang itu mengirim buku_y_7
hd. r^l^
teacher I to him/her person the Act-send book
"My teacher to v/hom the man s«n.t a book "
(I7)a. /~oranp: itu /"saya akan membeli buku xirituk prang J^u_/_/
^'^hd. ^rel.
person the I Fut. Act. -buy book for person the
b.*/ orang itu / yang saya akan membeli buku untuk_/_7
^^hd. \el.
person the REL.
,
I Fut. Act. -buy book for
"The man v;ho I will buy a book for "
. .
.
^ c. */~orang itu / untuknya saya akan membeli buku _/_/
hd. rel.
person the for him I Fut. Act. -buy book
"The man for whom I will buy a book "
So, in order to make the indirect object of a S accessible to
relativization we have to advance it to a subject position by a Dative
rule and a passive rule, for it is only the subject position where
relativization is oper^i^le in Baliasa Malaysia.
By applying Dative rule to the Ss of (l6a) and (17a) we obtain
(18) and (19) below: ^ '
(18) /~guru saya /"orang itu mengirimi guru saya buku_/_/
hd. rel.
•• teacher I person the Act.-send-Dir. teacher I book
"/~my teacher /"the man sent my teacher a book_7_/"
hd. rel.
(19) / orang itu / saya akan membelikan orang itu buku_/
_/
hd. rel.
person the I Fut. Act. -buy-Ben, person the book
"/ ^^^ man / I will buy the man a book_7 _7"
hd, rel.
Ss of (18) :^nd (19) reveal that Dative rule can only promote the
underlying indirect objects to a direct object position, a position v/hich
is still inaccessible to relativization in Bahasa Malaysia. So, the Passive
rule has to apply to the newly created direct ob jects(ex-indirect objects)
of Ss^^ of (18) and (19) so as to advance them to a subject position.
On applying Passive rule to the Ss , of (18) and (19) we derive (20)
and (21): ^^1-
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(20) / £uru_saya / p:uru saya dikirimi btiku oleh orang itu_/_/
hd. rel.
teacher I teacher I Pass.-send-Dir. book person the
"/ my teacher / my teacher v/as sent a book by the man_/_/
hd. rel.
(21) / orang itu / oranp; itu akan saya belikan buku_/_/
hd. rel.
person the person the Fut. I buy-Ben, book
"/ .th£ man / the man v;ill be bought a book by rrie_/_/ "
Once the IIPs , that is, the underlying indirect objects of Ss
have been ^systematically advanced to the subject position of S , as
seen in (20) and (21) above, relativization can now apply directly to them.
As a result of relativization of the NPs of (20) and (21), (20') and
(21') are derived: ^.'
(20') / guru saya / yarig" dikirimi buku oleh orang itu_/..._/
hd... -., .r&l,—
teacher I REL. Pass.-send-Dir. book by person the
"liy teacher who was sent a, book by the man "
(21') / orang itu / yang akan saya belikan buku_/..._/
hd. . rel.
person the . REL. Fut. I buy-Ben. book
:• ^.. . - , "The man v;ho will be bought a book by me "
At this point it appears that Bahasa Malaysia does not, in any v;ay,
violate the Basic Constraint proposed by Keenan for Malagasy because it is
only the subject NP of a clause that can be relativized.
It might, hov/ever, be too early to warrant any decision with regard
to whether or not Bahasa .Malaysia violates the rtaiagasy Basic Constraint,
for there are still other NP positions to.be examined, that is, oblique
NP, Poss-NP and object of comparison.
3»^ Oblique NP Relativization. - :
'
Under this heading locative and temporal NPs^ v/hich Keenan and Comrie
refer to as having more adverbial function, will also be scrutinized as
they are considered relevant to the discussion of relativization of oblique
NPs.
In my data that I have so far gathered, I have discovered that
locative, temporal and even comitative NPs can be relativized directly,
for example:
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prefix is added to the verb stem, the stress falls on the prefix,
in (4) -(7) illustrate.
The examples
Imperfective
4a. tor sra skund31a
Tor Sra pinched
Tor was pinching Sra.
5a. tor sra t9xiiaw81a
Tor Sra tickled
Tor was tickling Sra.
6a. tor gaded^
Tor danced
Tor was dancing.
Perfective
b. tor sra w9skund91a
Tor Sra pinched
Tor pinched Sra
b. tor sra w3t9xnaw9l£
Tor Sra tickled
Tor tickled Sra.
b. tor w9ga^ed3
Tor danced
Tor danced.
7a. tor gaged9
Tor spoke
Tor was speaking.
b. tor w9gaged9
Tor spoke
Tor spoke.
Now let us look at clitic placement when on the surface nothing pre-
cedes a Class-I verb in the sentence. If the aspect is imperfective, the
clitics in such instances are placed after the verb, v;hich is stressed on
the ultimate or penultimate. The examples in (8) illustrate. The clitics
are underlined.
V -
8a. macaw9le ye
kissed he
He was kissing you.
b. macauf de
. .
kiss you
He is kissing you.
c. t9xnav;^la me^
tickled I ' •
I was tickling her.
d. t9xnawf me
tickles me ' " '
She is tickling ne.
If the aspect is perfective, the clitics are placed after the perfective pre-
fix, which is stressed. The examples in (9) illustrate. The clitics are
underlined.
9a. w9 de^ rita
you insult
You insulted him.
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b. w^ d£ pezandS
you recognized
You recognized him.
c. wti ba de_ ^awrawi
will you bother
He v/ill bother you.
d. we ba de guri
will you see
He will see you.
Thus in sentences with a Class-I verb not prededed by anything, "second
position" means in the iiaperfective the position after the verb, which is
stressed on the ultimate or penultimate, and in the perfective the position
after the perfective prefix, which bears stress.
There are a number of Class-I verbs which in the imperfective may
be stressed either initially or finally, the two being optional variants.
(The perfective, tlie same as all other Class-I verbs, adds the perfective
prefix wd- , which bears stress.) This subgroup of Class-I verbs includes
a small number of verbs whose roots start with a consonant and a number of
verbs vWiose roots start with /a-/. For convenience, I will call the former
"consonant-initial stress shift" Class-I verbs and the latter simply "/a/-
initial" verbs, since they constitute all the /a/-initial verbs in the lang-
uage. As far as clitic placement is concerned, the consonant-initial stress
shift verbs and the /a-/-initial verbs behave differently.
In sentences where on the surface nothing precedes one of these
consonant-initial verbs, the clitics are in the imperfective alv/ays placed
after the verb, regardless of where on the verb the stress is located. Ex-
ajnples are given in (10) and (11).
10a. satSm ye
keep it
.
I keep it. . \
b. satam ye
keep it
I keep it.
11a. parebdB me
beat I
I was beating him.
b. p9rebd8 me_
beat I
I was beating him.
In contrast, in sentences where nothing precedes one of the /a/-initial verbs,
the clitics are in the imperfective placed either in midverbal or in post-
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relativized indirectly:
•
•'••
•
• (27)a. /"rumah' /"orang itu diara di rumah it u 7 itu "/
hd. rel.
- -
.
house person the live in house the the
"/~the house /"the man lives in the hous e / / "
' f • • NP^^ S -
'.. ..
.
• hd. rel.
Sfep'l : Objectivize the locative MP.
(27)b, /""rumah / oran^; itu mendiami rumah itu 7 itu 7
,. .:
.'• hd. rel.
house person the Act.-occupy-Loc, house the the
"/ the house / the "man occupies the hoUse 7 _7 "
hd. rel.
Step' 2: Subjectivi:;e the derived direct object (ex-locative NP).
.;' (27)c. /"rumah /"runah itu didiam (oleh) orang itu_/ itu /
• hd. rel.
house house the Pass.'-occupy-Loc. (by) person the the
•,•••
.-
.
• •• "/_ the house / the house is occupied by the man_/ _/ "
"
'
• • NPu
.
^
-
•
•
. hd. rer.
Step 3: Re-lativize the derived sub ject(ex-derived direct object).
_
(27)d. ^ r^irnah /"^rang didiami (oleh) orang itu_7 itu _7
•NP, , S ,; •
.
— ..-.
• hd. rel.
"'
•
• — hoHse l^EL. Fass-occupy-Loc (by) person the the
•
.
;•...• •.; "The house -that is occupied by the .man "
Notice that we require tv/o relation changing rules, that is, object-
ivization rule and £ub jectivization(passivizatioa) rule, to systematically
advance the underlying locative IfP to an .accessible position, and, in this
case, it is the. .subject position; and v;e require three steps to indirectly
relativize the locative NP.
Instrumental case HP which expresses an argument of the main predicate
is by and large not ^re],ativizable in Bahasa Malaysia, for example:
(28)a» /^pisau / saya jnemotong roti dengan pisau itu / itu _/
NP, , S
,
•
'
hd, rel.
knife I 'Act-cut bread with knife the the
'
.. .,
•:
.r' "/ the knife / I cut the bread with the knif e 7 7 "
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(28)b.*/ pisau / yanp; saya memotong roti dengan( nya ) / itu _/
hd. rel.
knife R3L. I Act. -cut bread with (it) the
"The knife v;hich I cut the bread v;ith (it) "
c, */ pisau / dengannya saya memotong roti_/ itu
_/
"Pu^ 'Sthd. re]..
"The knife with it I cut the bread "
The ungrammaticality of' (28b) and (28c) suggests that v;hether or not
we do pied piping there is no way of relativizing the NP of instrumental
case. However, in the data I have gathered, I have come across certain
transitive verbs, such as, pukul 'hit'and tikam 'stab', that permit the
instrumental case NP to be ob jectivized. Once the instrumental: case IIP is
advanced to direct object position, it can subsequently be promoted to
an accessible position whence it can be relativized, (29) and (30) are
examples of this particular case;
(29) a. / kayu / saya memukul orang itu dengan kayu /
_/
hd. rel.
stick I Act-hit person the with stick
"/ stick /I hit the man v;ith a stick / _/ "
hd. rel.
Step 1 : Objectivize the instrumental case NP.
(29)b. / kayu / saya memukulkan kayu kepada orang itu_/_/
NP, , S ^hd. rel.
stick I Act-hit-Cau. stick to person the
"/ sticlc / I used a stick to hit the man_/
_/ "
hd. rel.
Step 2 : Subjectivize the derive direct object ( ex-instrumental case NP),
(29)c. / kayu / kayu saya pukulkan kepada orang itu_/_/ ••
hd. rel.
stick stick I hit-Cau. to person the
"/ stick / a stick was used by me to hit the man_/_/"
hd. rel.
Step 3 - Relativize the derived sub ject( ex-derived .object)
.
(29)d. / kayu,/ yang saya pukulkan kepada orang itu_/_/
hd. rel.
stick REL I hit-Cau. to person the
"The stick which v/as used by me to hit the man ...."
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' • (30)a. / keris / orang itu menikam saya dengan keri s /
_/
'
"\d. ^el. - - -
.
^ creese person the Act. -stab I with creese
',,-.,
..• :
"/~crees e / the man stabbed me with a crees e / / "
••••-''' \- NP^j S
,hd. rel.
Step 1: Objectivize the instrumental case -NP.-
. .(30) b. / keris ^ orang itu m'enikamkan keris kepada saya_/_/
^^hd. ^rel.
.
., -. creese person the Act.-stab-Cau. creese to I
.
'
•
•...•.• "/"creese /"the man used a creese to stab me_7
_/ "
'
• ' NP^, Shd. . rel.
Step 2 ; Subjectivize the derived ob jectCex-instrumental case NP).
(30)0-. / keris / keris ditikajnkan kepada saya oleh orang itu_/_/
hd. rel.
••->- creese creese Pass-stab-Cau. to I by person the
"/ creese / a creese was used by the man to stab me_/_7"
hd. rel.
Step 3: Relativize the derived sub ject(ex-derived object).
(30)d. / keris / yanp: ditikamkan kepada saya oleh orang itu_7_7
hd. rel.
" ' creese REL. Pass-stab-Cau. to I by pe'rson the
"The creese which was used by the* man to stab me ...."
Another major oblique cas'e NP is the locative NP which expresses an
argument of the main predicate, and therefore, grammatically it is
different from the locative NP v/hich has a more adverbial function. In
Bahasa Malaysia, this type of major -oblique case NP is also directly
accessible to reiativization although relativization of this type of
locative NP. involves the whole prepositional phrase. Below are two of the
examples:
(31) / me ja / saya meletakkan buku saya di atas meja it u 7 /
:•- •
,
nd. rel.
table I Act-put book I on top table the
"/ table / I put my book on the tabl e 7 7^^
' "•
•
' NP, , 5 ,hd. rel.
By applying relativization rule to the whole adverbial phrase that
contains the locative NP we deMve Oi' )-:
(31 ' ) / meja-/ tempat saya meletakkan buku saya_7 /
• '
. ;, NPj^ S^^
table ^® place ' I Act. -put book I
'The table v/here(on v/hich) I put my book
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(32) / almari / All menyimpan mal^anannya dalam almari it u /
_/
hd. rel.
cupboard Ali Act. -store food his in cupboard the
"/ cupboard / Ali stored his food in the cupboard / _/ "
hd. rel.
By relativizing the v/hole adverbial phrase that contains the locative
v;e derive (32 ' ) :
(32') / almari / tempat Ali menyimpan makanannya
_/_/
^!Pu 1 S ,hd. rel.
cupboard REIi. Ali Act-store fo'od his
'The cupboard v;here(in which) Ali stored his fooc
3.5 Possessor(Genitive) NP Relativization .
The possessor NP, however, can be relativized directly in Bahasa
Malaysia. But; relativization of the possessor NP is quite restricted in
the sense that it applies only to the possessor of subject NP, that is,
the possessed NP must be the syntactic sub'ject of S . This also implies
that the possessor of an underlying object NP is n-ot felativizable; and
it can only be relativized after its possessed NP has been promoted to a
subject position. Thus, it is obvious that in order to make the possessor
of an underlying object NP accessible to relativization a passive rule is
required to promote it to an accessible position whence the possessor of
the derived subject NP(ex~object NP) can be. relativized. Examples of these
cases are as follov/s:
(33) / kawan saya / guru kawan saya memuji 3aya_/
_/
hd. rel.
friend I teacher friend I Act-praise I
"/ my friend / my friend 's teacher praised me_/
_/ "
hd. rel.
(35' ) / kav/an saya / yang gurunya memuji saya
_/_/
hd. rel,
friend I REL. teacher his Act. -praise I
My friend v/hose teacher praised me
(3^+) / guru / Ali memuji kav\'an guru itu _/
_/
hd, rel.
teacher Ali A.ct. -praise friend teacher" the
"/~teacher / Ali praised the teacher 's friend_/ _/ "
NP,
,
S ^
'
hd.
_
rel.
_ _
(3^' )*/ guru / yang Ali memuji kawan
(
nya ) / /
NP,
.
S
^
nd. rel.
teacher REL. Ali Act. -praise his
"The teacher whose friend Ali praised ...... "
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'" Notice that (5'+') is ungrammatical because relativization of possesso
of an object N? is totally blocked in Bahasa Malaysia., as I have mentioned
earlier. However, if the object NP, in this case, kawan 'friend', is
advanced to a subject position by a passive rule, then its possessor NP
v/hich is coref erential to the NP can be relativized, for example:
(35) a. / Ruru / Ali memuji -kawan guru itu 7 /
^^Ed. ^rel.
/. . teacher Ali Act. -praise friend teacher the
- • "/ teacher /~Ali praised the teacher 's friend_/_/ "
hd. rel.
By passivizing the S of (35a) vre get (35b) below:
(35)b. / p:uru / kawan guru itu dipuji (oleh) Ali
_7_7
hd. rel,
...
.
.
".. teacher friend teacher the Pass-praise (by) A],i
f '- ' "/"teacher /^the teacher 's friend was praised by Ali_/_/"
..
-
•. ,
;
.1-: • hd. rel.
Nov/, by relativizing the possessor NP ^'-Jru itu 'the teacher' of the
derived subject NP kawan 'friend' of §® * of (35b) we would produce (35c)
(35) c. / guru /~yari£ kawannya dipuji (oleh) Ali
_/_/
hd. rel.
teacher REL, friend his Pass-praise (by) Ali
'The teacher v/hose friend was praised by Ali
Relativization of Poss-NP is slightly different from relativization
o-f any other NP we have witnessed so far. In addition to replacing the
NP with a relative marker yang v/hich is later moved out to a position
immeaiately following the NP, , a pronoun is required to fill in the slot
that is left vacant. In other words, it is appropriate for us to say that
in relativizing the Poss-NP, a pronoun retention strategy is used.
3.6 Relativization of Object of Comparison
.
In Bahasa Malaysia, the object of comparison is inaccessible to
relativization directly or indirectly; and unlike the direct or indirect
object, it caniibt be systematically promoted to the subject position of
a S . , for example:
rel. _
(36) / pokok / ruraah ini lebih tinggi daripada pokok it u / /
hd. rel.
tree house this more tall than tree the
"/ tree / this house is taller than the tre e 7 7 "
NP, , S , .hd. rel.
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(36' )a,*/ pokok / yang rumah ini lebih tinggi daripadaC nya ) / /
hd. rel. • -
tree REL. house this more tall than it
"/ The tree /"which this house is taller than (it) 7 7 "
ha. rel.
(36' )b.*/ pokok / yang daripadanya rumah ini lebih tinggi_/_/
hd. rel.
tree RZL. than it house this more tall
"/ The tree/which than it this house is taller / / "
(36'a) and (36'.b) clearly illustrate that uo matter how the words are
rearranged there is no vmy to relativize the coreferential HP as long
as it is the object of comparison. The only way to relativize""^^ the
coreferential NP 1 in this case, pokok itu 'the tree', is to resort to
lexical reorganization. The original S of (36) has to be reorganized
lexically so that pokok itu occurs in the'subject position of the S ^ :
(37) / pokok / pokok itu lebih rendah daripada rumah ini_/_/
"Pu» - S ^hd. rel.
tree tree the more short than house this
"/ tree / the tree is shorter than this house_/
_/ "
hd. rel.-
By applying relativization rule to the S of (37) we get (37'):
(37') / pokQk ./ yang lebih rendah daripada rumah ini_/_/
hd. .rel.
'The tree v/hich is shorter than this hous
^+.0 Reduced Relative Clause
.
A restrictive relative clause in Bahasa Ilalaysia can be reduced by
deleting the relative pronoun/marker yang 'who/which/that'. Deletion of
yang may be looked upon as equivalent to English 'Vlh-be' deletion. Hov/ever,
the restrictive relative clause reduction can only apply to the restrictive
-S that has an adjectival predicate.- After the deletion of yang the
adjective remains in the same position, for in Bahasa Malaysia the NP
modifier must alv/ays come after the IIP it modifies. V/ith the dropping of
yang the relative clause is nov; changed to an adjectival phrase; and this
syntactic change can be seen in the follov/ing examples:
(38) orang yang gemuk itu .......
person REL. fat the
"The man who is fat "
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(39) Bangunan yang tinggi itu
building REL. tall the
-•:••-- '
"The building that is tall ...."
After deleting the relative marker yang from (38) and (39) above, w«
now have (38') and (39') both of v/hieh are now considered adjectival
phrases:
(38') orang gemuk itu ...
'. person fat the
"the fat man ..."
^.
(39') bangunan tinggi itu ...
' building tall the - -
"the tall building ..."
Restrictive relative clause reduction is not operable on all adject:
for example:
(40) bunga yang sangat cantik itu ...
..:. .... flov;er REL. very' pretty the
"The flov/er which is very pretty ..."
- •.• C+O') *bunga sangat cantik itu ,,,
""• flov;er very pretty the
... "the very pretty flower .." • ""
..
(4l) bunga yang tidak cantik itu .... .\
........ ..
flower REL not pretty the
"The flower which is not pretty ..."
(^1') *bunga tidak cantik itu ...
-; flower not pretty the
..,._:.;„-
..
"the not pretty flower...."
(^2) buku yang lebih tebal itu ...
book REL. more thick the
" The book which is thicker .^."
ihzr) .'buku lebih tebal itu ....
\.
.'
. book more thick the
"the thicker book ..."
The ungrammaticality of constructions like (^0') - (42') clearly
indicates that restrictive relative clause reduction is always blocked
when there are constituents such as intensifiers, negatives or comparatoi
intervening in between the relative marker yang and the adjective which :
the predicate of the S
^
. In other words, there is constraint in Bahas)
Malaysia which does no?^permxt r^Sfrictive relative clause reduction to
operate if the predicate of the S is not a single adjective. So, it
might not be incorrect for me. .to. .^talm that, in Bahasa Malaysia, it is
impossible to literally express in written form such adjectival phrases i
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'the very pretty flov;er' and 'the thicker book'.
5.0 Yang As The Relative Marker.
Having seen all the examples of Bahasa Malaysia restrictive relative
clauses, I think it is time we tried to find out if it is true that yang
is the only invariable relative marker used in Bahasa Malaysia. Examples
(22'), (23'), (2^'), (25') and (26') seem to suggest that other relative
markers such as tempat 'place', ketika ' when' ,_kawan 'friend', and teman
'companion' are used when the NPs are locative, temporal and comitative.
However, close and careful examination of all examples given reveals
the fact that it is quite correct for one to claim that only th"e invariable
relative marker yang is employed to relativize the NP that is in the
subject position. And it is strongly supported by such examples as (l), (2),
(5), (^), (5), (6), (7), (8), (10), (12), (13), (1^'), (20'), (27d), (29d),
and (30d). Since yang is used to relativize any subject NP in Bahasa
Malaysia irrespective of its semantic properties or features, *it may, then,
be more accurate to equate the relative marker yang v;ith English that which
can also be used to fulfill similar syntactic and semantic functions.
6.0 Basic Constraint For ',/estern Malayo-Polynesian Languages.
Before determining whether or not Bahasa Malaysia violates the Basic
Constraint as it has been proposed in Keenan (1972), it is better for us
to thoroughly examine the Basic Constraint first. The Basic Constraint is
as follows:
Basic Constraint
An NP position in a sentence can be
relativized into if, and only if, it is
the subject position of the sentence.
(Keenan 1972: 173)
'..'hat the Basic Constraint actually expresses, as I understand it, is
that an NP in a S can be relativized if, and only if, it is the subject
KP of the S . 5f my interpretation of the Basic Constraint is correct,
then I would say that the Basic Constraint does not, in any way, refer to
the prepositional or adverbial phrases that contain the coreferential
NPs ^ such as those phrases underlined in examples (22), (23), (2k), (25)
(26^, -(31) and (32). Examples (22'), (25'), (24'), (25'), (26'), (30')
and (31') and vividly illustrate that what are actually relativized are
not the individual coreferential NPs, but rather the v;hole prepositional
or adverbial phrases; and these relativized phrases are replaced by such
relative markers as tempat 'where', ketika 'v;hen', etc. The fact that
these relative markers can never be replaced by the invariable relative
marker yang 'that' which is used only to I'eplace the relativized subject
NP, can be seen in examples (23"), (2^") and (25"), If one compares
example (23') to that of (27) repeated here for convenience, one would be
able to see the different grammatical roles played by the relative markers
tempat 'where' and yang 'that':
(23') rumah tempat orang itu diam ...
house PEL. person the live
"The house v/here the man lives ....."
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•7'~-<27>-j:umah yan^ didiami (oleh) orang itu .....
'• -'"
'"'"The house which is. occupied bjr- the, man...,^ '.»,,"
Further, the fact that, in Bahasa "Malaysiab-^.^it is aalx the~.subject
IIP, be it .underlying or derived, that can ~be-,relat-iAtized, can be.
substantiated bj such examples as (1 ) , (2), (3)V"Q*) , (-^l^ (6), C7), (8),
(10), (13),- 01^), 05'), OaO'), -(21'), (27)., (29) and (50).:/;.
Thus, on the basis of the -facts given above, I would claim that
contemporary Bahasa. flalaysia(Malay) conforms to the Basic Constraint. So^
ray claim obviously suggests that Keenan's observation, that contemporary
Malay (Bahasa Malaysia) does not conform to the Basic Constraint, can be
easil-y-refu,te.d»
. _. :.„..._._.....;_.
7-0 The Hierarchy Constraints .
Since throughout this paper the model of Accessibility Hierarchy has
been used as a basis for examining the relativizability of various NP
positions in Bahasa lialaysia, it_is only proper that Hierarchy Constraints
are examined now so. that correct decision as to whether these constraints
are corif^istent with.Bahasn Malaysia relativization can be made later. The
Hierarchy Constraints proposed by Keenan and Comrie(l977) are as follows:
Hierarchy Constraints
1. A language must be able to relativize subjects,
•• 2. Any RC-forming strategy must apply to a continuous
•
' • ^ segment of the Accessibility Hierarchy,
"•' 5. Strategies that apply a*t on^ point of the AH may in
principle cease to apply to stny lower point.
, The first constraint is very straight forward, and it definitely fits
Bahasa Malaysia quite well, for all sub jects .can be relativized in Bahasa
MalaysiaCsee examples (1) -(7)).
The third constraint which states that each NP position of the AH is
a possible- cut-off point. .£or any strategy that applies to a higher NP
position does not pose' any problem for Bahasa Malaysia, for v/e have seen
that Poss-NP(Gen.) position on the AH is the cut-off point for Bahasa
Malaysia( see example (33')), and the lower NP position, that is, the objec
of comparison is not relativizable at all.
The second constraint is, in ray opinion, the most important and most
controversial of all; and it states that if "a" given. RC-forming "Strategy
can apply to subjects and locatives, then it can also apply to direct
objects as well as indirect objects on* the AH. It appears that this second
constraint is -too- «trong for Bahasa Malaysia because it has been shown tha'
in Bahasa Malaysia the RC-forming strategy that can apply directly to both
subject and Poss-MP(see examples (8) and (33*)) fails to apply directly to
direct object, indirect object and oblique objects such as locative and
instrumental case nP(see examples (l4b), (l6b/c) and (28b/c)). Thus, it is
obvious that Bahasa Malaysia poses a great problem for the second Hierarch;
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Constraint. Unless this second Hierarchy Constraint is modified, Bahasa;.
Malaysia will remain a counterexample to Keenan and Comrie's Accessibility
Hierarchy.
Perhaps the second Hierarchy Constraint may be modified v/ith certain
qualification, that ,is, by adding a qualifying phr.ase such as 'directly or
indirectly' at the end of the constraint so that the modified constraint
will ,nov/ read: Any RG~forraing strategy must apply to a continuous segment
of the Accessibility Hierarchy directly ot indirectly. 3y 'indirectly' I
meg,n that; the 'inaccessible' NPs, in this case the direct, indirect and
oblique objects', can be systematically promoted to an accessible position
whfence they can be_ relativized(see examples (13c), (l4c), (20'), (21'),
(29d) and (30d)) and that the 'inaccessible' NPs are said to be indirectly
relativized v/hen actually the whole prepositional phrases in which the
'•inaccessible' NPs occur are relatiyized(see examples (22'), (23'), (24'),
(25')., (^6'), (31') and (32')). Now, it seems that the modified constraint
may be. able to account for the relativization of the NPs lying in the
strategy gaps between the subjesct .and the ?oss-NP. " .••.
However, on second thoughts I v/ill not guarantee that the modified
Hierarchy .Cdnsti-aint can adequately accoUnt for the relativization of the
NPs lying in the strategy gaps because there is still ground for one to
argue that the relativized ilPs such as those seen in examples (I5c), (l4c),
''20'), (21,'), (29d) and (30d) are actually not the syntactic direct,
indirect and oblique objects, but rather the current syntactic subjects
(derived subjects) at the .point of the application of the rule.
On the basis of the facts given, therefore, one can easily argue that
direct relativizability of a lov/er NP position on AH does not necessarily
entail direct relativizability of all higher NP positions.
In conclusion I would claim that Bahasa I-ialaysia presents a good
counterexample to Keenan and Comrie' s' Accessibility Hierarchy.
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subroto for helping me tq collect some , samples, check and .countercheck my
samples used throughout this paper-,
Bahasa iialaysia(lialaysian Language) v;as formerly known as Bahasa
ilelayu(Iialay) . Bahasa I-ialaysia was made the National Language of Malaysia
after the Federal Malay States had achieved self-goyernxnent in 1955. By and
large Bahasa Malaysia is spoken by about 100,000,000 people throuhout
Malaysia, Singapore, Bruriei and Indonesia. In Mialaysia there are many
dialects and varieties of Bahasa Malaysia spoken. But in- this paper I. have
concentrated on the standard dialect: spoken, in './est Malaysia. The spelling
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system used is the newly revised common spelling system for romanized
Bahasa Malaysia and Indonesian, which has been agreed upon by both
Malaysian and Indonesian Governments and which is being implemented in both
countries now.
There are many problems v/ith this construction. First, there is a
wrong choice of lexical item such as the verb bunuh (old spelling bunoh)
'murder'. No Malay v/ill eat the chicken that was murdered or killed.
According to Malay culture and religion a Malay Muslim like Aminah will
certainly not, eat the chicken that was not properly slaughtered. Thus, the
v;rong choice of verb makes this construction sound very awkv/ard to the
native speakers of Bahasa Malaysia. Sceondly, the marix sentence is neither
an active nor a passive sentence. To be an active sentence its verb lacks
the active marker /meng+/ and to be a passive sentence the MP that appears
to the immediate left of the verb stem(bunoh) as it is in this context free
situation does not have the referenc-e of first or second person. So, the
UP ayam 'chicken' is neither the syntactic object nor the syntactic
subject of the matrix SCcompare this matrix S Ali bunoh ayam . to those of
Chung and mine belov/) :
(l)*Buku itu Ali baca. OR *Ali baca buku- itu. (Sub j. -Predicate
book the Ali read inversion)
(The boo, Ali read) (Chung 1976b: 6l)
(2)*Ahmad pukul budeik itu. OR *Budak itu Ahmad pukul,
Ahmad hit child the
(Ahmad hit the child OR The child, Ahmad hit)
Chung's reason for ruling out such sentence as (l) above is that Ali is a
proper name, v/hich to me is unacceptable,
k
Chung's original construction appears in the old Indonesian spelling
and it is as follows:
Ikan .jang sa.ja masak untuk Ali tidak enak rasanja.
"The fish that I cooked for Ali didn't taste good,"
To show that NP of S above is actually the derived subject and NOT
the syntactic object o¥^ S I would like to make use of Chung's own
examples to refute her claim^ for example:
(^O)a. Ikan itu Gaja(saya) masak. (Object Preposing = Q-Passive)
"The fish I cooked(OR The fish was cooked by me)"
(Chung 1976a: 52)
(5)a. Buku itu saja(saya) batja(baca).
book the I read
"The book I read(OR The book was read by me)"
b. Ali saja(saya) pukul.
Ali I hit
"Ali I hit(OR Ali was hit by me)"
(Chung 1976b: 60)
Chung has arguedat length that the preposed NP(underlying object) is a
derived subject syntactically. How, if the preposed MPs such as buku itu
of (3a), Ali of (3b) and especially ikan itu of (^Oa) above, all of which
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are quite similar to the underlined S -ikanCitu) sa ja masak untuk Ali -
structurally, are cosidered the derived syntax- 1...-: .-sl.'j jects, xh-n \':i^-7-iw:\xld
ikartCi 'u) of the underlined S
-i
^e deemed differently by Cha.-.g as the
syntactic direct object. Isn't this contardictory ? I 'v;hat follov;s I will
show that if ikan(itu) * (the) fisl:)' of the underlined S is indeed the
syntactic direct object of S , "then it is not relativizable , for example:
*Ikan yang saya memasak untuk Ali' tidal'C enak -rasanya,
fish REL. I Act. -cook for-Ali not good taste ' its -
"The fish that I cooked for Ali didn't taste goodk"
The prefix /merig+/ 'active marker' is .changed to /meiage+/ when the
verb stem is monosyllabic; and the /ng/ of /meng+/ is always homorganic
with the initial conconant of a disyllabic or trisyllabic verb stem( there
are a few- exception)
,
v/hich in certain cases subsequently drops, for
example:
'
,_
meng+lap -^ meng+e+lap -» mengelap 'v;ipe' •
meng-tj-vkul —^ meriToiikul —> raemukul 'hit'
.....
meng+ b^j.c'a —4 mem+ijaca -> membaca 'read'
This inseparable unit can ,be formed by placing an NP-, which must have
a reference of first or second person, on the immediate ..left of the verb
stem. It is viev/ed as in'separable because no independent morpheme is
permitted to come i.n betwee'n the NP and .the verb stem; and- in this way it
is said to-be the same as any passivized verb, t-hat is, di+verb stem.
7This construction is the result of Subject-Predicate inversion. In
Bahasa Malaysia the constituents of Subject and Pre'dicate can be permuted,
for example:
1. -Dia 'guru be'sar. -•;> GUru'besar, dia. (-Sub j .-Pred, inversion)
he teacher big - '
"He is a "hea-draaster." . . -
2. Orang itu membaca buku.
-^ Jlembaca buku, orang itu.
person the Act. -read book "' :
"The man read a book."
3. Ikan itu dimakan kucing. -^ Dimakan kucing, ikan itu.
fish the Pass-eat cat
"The fish v;as eaten by a cat."
However, it ought to be pointed out here that direct object cannot be
preposed if the grammatical relation it bears to the verb remains unchanged.
Thus, it is not permissible to prepose buku 'book' of (2) above.
*Buku orang itu membaca.
book person the Act-read
"A book the man read."
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THE RISE AND FALL OF A TRANSDEPT/ATIONAL CONSTRAUrT:
THE CASE OF MALAY
Lee A. Becker <^; Farid yohamed Onn
In this paper we will present evidence supporting the existence
of a phonological transderivational constraint. We will discuss the
manner in which it was eliminated, and why individual morphemes were
treated differently. We will compare this example with several pro-
posed syntactic and morphological transderivational constraints and
note their common function - avoidance of ambiguity. Finally, we
will discuss the hypothesis of a universal characterization of when
potential ambiguity is not tolerated and describe one type of ex-
ample which, if found, could readily show that this hypothesis is
false.
Johore Malay (Jb') is a dialect spoken predominantly in the southern
part of the Malay peninsula. /\n^":)/ is a prefix which serves as a transitive
marker. ("'he symbol (3 represents a schwa.)
(1) /darat/ 'land' /m(?r(+darat/ 'to land'
/paku/ 'nail' /ro(?:)+paku/ 'to nail'
Together with the suffix /i/ or/kan/, the prefix Ixa^l also can ser\'e as
a causative marker.
(2) /Cumbu/ 'to caress' /m0i^cumbu+i/ 'to cause to caress'
/scarah/ 'to surrender' /ra(?rH-s(3raVH-kan/ 'to cause to surrender'
The final nasal consonant of the prefix /mf^n/ and the initial consonants
of root morphemes are involved in some interesting phonological interactions.
/ir0nl and l\>(^l are the only nasal-final prefixes in J>!. All the phonolo-
gical interactions that occur with /mgn/ are exactly the same for /p<an/,
which is a nominal prefix corresponding roughly in meaning to the - er
nominal suffix in English.
A phonological rule of nasal assimilation (NA), whereby a nasal becomes
homorganic to a following obstruent, is motivated by the following forms;
there are no sequences of tnasal plus non-homorganic obstruent in JM.
(3) a. /mi'an+bawa/ /m(arH-bunuh/ /m(?Tr'-buru/
[m(3mbaw(a]^
_
[m<?mbunoh] [m(?mburu]
'to carry' . 'to kill' '. ;• ir , 'to hunt'
b. /m(?i5+daki/ " /m(9n+dokon/ /mCaijfdakap/
[mf^ndaki] [m(?ndokon] [roTandakap]
'to climb' 'to carry on one's back' 'to embrace'
c. /m(?Tjfgali/ /m(?i]+goiok/ Ird^garil
[m(?ngali] [m@ngo^ok] [m(^^ari]
'to'dig' 'to''rub' 'to handcuff
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d. /ni(?rf+jolok/ /ni(?i^jawab/
[irf?njolok] [m(5fljawap]
'to pole down from tree' 'to answer'
/m(?rf+jahit/
[in(?fijahet]
'to sew'
The velar nasal has been chosen as underlying in the prefix /in(3n/ since it
appears bn the surface ijtierj- the prefix is combined with vowel-initial roots,
(4) •/Tn(3n+ajar/
[tn(?ijajar]
'to teaeh'
/ni(^adil/
[in@^£idel]
'to judge'
/in@i^undur/
Iin(anundor]
'to retreat'
IThen a root begins with a voiceless obstruent-, 'in place of the Under-
lying final nasal of the prefix and the initial ' bbstruent there appears on
the surface only a nasal horaorganic to the underlying obstruent. To account
for this, we propose a rule of voiceless obstruent deletion (VOD), which is
to be ordered after NA. VOD is formulated in (5a). (5b) gives a sample
derivation. (6a-d) illustrate the application of NA and VOD on a series
of roots v>7ith initial voiceless obstruents.
(5)
b.
(6) a. /mOiffpukul/ /ni(?ij+palu/ /mPi^pu^iij/
[ra@mu/enl
' to turn'
/mPn+taruh/
[ra(3naroh]
' to put'
/m(?t^koyak/
[mC'^ijoyak]
'to tear'
/irt^n+samar/
'"' {mC^amar]
' 'to disguise'
The symbol £ represents an alveopalatal. . As is evident from (6d), it as-
similates with the palatal f^, not the alveolar n.
Most interesting is the behavior of c-initial roots. In certain roots
the c is not delete^ (7), while in others it is optionally deleted (8).
The lack of deletio-n in (7) vs. optional deletion in (8) of "initial IHI of
roots when prefixed •l!)y/m(?rj/ appears to be conditioned by the presence vs.
absence in the lexicon of another root with the same phonological make-up
as the one with initial 1^1 except that the first phoneme ii/s'/.
voiceless obstruent
-S* / nasal
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(7) a. j*atu
m(?fidati>fi
dlcatu+i
•^atu
mijfiatu+i
disatii+i
Eo lek
m^ntolek
diiolek
sblek; '
ir.(3fiolek
disolek
(<(^rah
m(?nc(9rah-kan
-dife(arah-kan
^farah
m(3fi('^rah-kan
dis(5rah-kan
'to ration'
*to cause to ration'
'to cause to be rationed'
*;bne' '
"'
'
'
"
^
'to cause to un^te*, . r
'to cause to be united'
to kidnap*
•to kidnap (active)'
. f> •.• :
'to kidnap (passive)'
'to make-ruip' /
'to make-up (active)'
'to make-up (passive)'
'bright'
'to cause to brighten for'
'to cause to be brightened for'
' to surrender'
'to cause to surrender for'
'to cause to be surrendered',
iumbu
m(^n£umbu+i
diCumbufi
to caress
to cause to caress'
to Ccuse to be caressed'
sumbu
m(9nuinbu+i
disumbufi
.'wick'
'to cause to wick'
'to cause to be wicked'
(8)
b.
2iom 'to kii
m(5n2ium+i — m(?niumf i
£?ubet 'to pinch
m(5fiaubit+i - m(?nvbit+i
c. Conten 'to sraear'
mCafi^ontirj+i — iil(?noti^i. 'to cause to smear'
.*slum
to cause to kiss someoae'
to cause to pinch someone''
*sontetj
The lack of deletion in (7) serves to avoid homphony of the prefixed
forms of roots with initial /<!/ and those winh initial /if . This is il-
lustrated in (9).
(9) /m(ar) +- pVCV/ l^t^ + tVCV/ /x^ + kVCV/ /m(^| + ^VCV/ /m@ij + HVCV/
[vdjkaMTTf] [mCanVCV]
;
[mCp^yCV]
,
' [m(3nVCV] I '
.
: [mgfiVCV]
Note that the homorganlc nasals are sufficent to distinguish roots with
the other initial voiceless obstruents /p t k/. In a sense in these cases
the opposition in place of articulation is displaced from the obstruent to
the nasal. However, in the case of I si and /^/ were the deletion to take
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place in both caes, this opposition would be neutralized. IThat we have here
is an interesting and unusual phenomenon, i.e. the application of a phono-
logical rule is sensitive to whether or not another root exists in the lexi-
con. T'his type of phenomenon might be referred to as a transderivational
constraint. It is only with reference to another derivation that the im-
pending homophony of surface forms can be avoided.
In (8) we see roots with initial Itl where no corresponding root with
initial /s/ exists; in this case the deletion of /<?/ is optional. We assume
that in this case the original situ:-"toi v7ao that deletion did occur; however,
ii& also assume that the unusual trc.nsderiva:icnal constraint is being elimin-
ated and is being replaced by a lack of deletion of /2/ in all cases. At
the present time the variant with Itl retained is more frequent and is es-
pecially founJ in foreign borrowings, 3.g, /mPr^Xelen/ - [mCpftSelen] 'to
:hillange' and not -'[mPnelen] . IJe assume chat the diachronic sequehce of
stages is represented in (lOa-c),
(10)a. Regular deletion; all voiceless obstruents.
(10)b. Deletion of HI blocked where corresponding root exists with ini-
tial /s/.
(10)c. Deletion of /(f/ blocked everywhere, i.e. /?/ doesn't delete.
The data in (11) provide support for the diachronic analysis proposed
thus far. In these cases we find variation not only in the prefixed form,
vith vs. without 5, but also in the form of the root.
(11) a. cambok "\
'whip'
sambok '
n<?n<?ambok ~ ro(^ffambok 'to whip (active)'
•b. ^(?lok
^ ,to dip'
s(?lok J
m(?n<;(31ok-saku — m(?nalok-saku 'to pick pocket'
^^i >
,^1^3^.
suci ^
m'^ncuci ~ mC^nuci 'to clean (active)'
Here we assume that the root originally had an initial I (il . The /sV-initial
root forms would be back formations. As stage (10c)'becomes the rule, a sur-
face form like [m(?nambok] would be interpreted as coming from a root with
initial /s/.
The question immediately arises as to why some /c7-initial roots, those
in (8), without corresponding /s7-initial roots, would be treated differ-
ently from others, those in (11). We asjume that the difference is con-
nected with the relative frequency of usa^e of the prefixed vs. unprefixed
forms of these two classes. A glance at the glosses in class (8) is suf-
ficient to reveal that the causatives here would have an extremely limited
sphere of usage. Presumably the causatives in this group would be heard
no
less than 1/100 as frequently as the corresponding non-causatives; con-
ceivably, they might not be heard even once in a speaker's lifetime. In
class (11), however, the transitives would have a much wider scope of ap-
plication, and thus, presumably, could play a much greater role in the
speaker's determination of an underlying form for this root.
^^at must be emphasized is the method of avoidance of the potential
homophony. On the basis of the later development we infer that the indivi-
dual lexical items were not merely marked as exceptions, but rather a trans-
derivational constraint was instituted. A situation came to exist whereby
a speaker 'checked' the lexicon for the presence of another root, and if
one existed, the rule wis blocked. Later this presumably costly-to-the-
graramar 'check' was eliminated. The fact that this potential ambiguity in-
volved a significant class of roots, at least twenty pairs, may have been
involved in the adoption of this particular method of avoidance.
What we have proposed is the. rise of a transderivational constraint
serving to avoid homophony between prefixed froms of/^/- and ///-initial
roots by blocking the application of a phonological rule, VOD, in those
/^/-initial roots. This transderivational constraint is being eliminated
by the generalization of the non-application of VOD to all instances with
/c/. As a result, some commonly occurring forms exhibiting the earlier
deleted form of the root have been interpreted as being from underlying.
/s/-initial roots.
Several syntactic transderivational constraints have been proposed re-
cently. Lakof<(1973) illustrates that some forms of ambiguity are not
permitted in natural language with (12).
(12)a. John and Mary entered the room, and he took off his coat.
(12)b. *John and Bill entered the room, and he took off his coat.
In Grinder and Postal (1971) the term transderivational is used to describe
the constraint that would block the derivation in (12b) in either of its
readings. It is transderivational in that the ambiguity is not a property
of a single derivation. The purpose of this instance of a transderivational
constraint appears to be to avoid referential ambiguity.
Hankamer (1973) is concerned with characterizing what kind of ambi-
guity is unacceptable. Hankamer (1973:40) formulates The Structural Pecover -
ability Hypothesis : 'Deletion rules involving variables are universally sub-
ject to a transderivational condition which prevents them from applying in
such a way as to introduce structural ambiguity. ' He notes two ways in
which this condition can be manifested. First, both, or all, ambiguous out?
puts can be blocked. Hankamer (1973:40-41) cites as an example that al-
though there is a rule which deletes constituents from a comparative clause
under identity with a constituent marked by the comparative morpheme more
or -er, if the comparative clause contains a V NP NP sequence, neither NP
can be deleted. This follows since deletion of a constituent of the type
X from a sequence XX would result in structural ambiguity. Consider (13a)
in which deletion is blocked whether (13a) 's source would correspond to
(13b) or (13c).
Ill
(13a) *In Berlin there are more widows, than matchmakers give wealthy
old bachelors.
(13b) , than matchmakers give widows wealthy old bachelors.
(13c)
,
than matchmakers give wealthy old bachelors widows.
The second means by xjhich structural ambiguity is avoided is by blocking
only one derivation. Ha.^amer (1973:31) cites an-^example of this involv-
ing Gapping:
(14a) Jack calls Joe Nike and San Harry.
(14b) and '^[Jack calls] Sam Harry.
(14c) and Sara *[calls JoeJ Harry.
(14a) can only 'be derived from (14b), not (I4c). To account for this type
of solution Hankamer (1973:31) proposed The Peripheral Gap Principle : 'If
any interpretation is possible for an unacceptably ambiguous structure
it will be the interpretation under which the location [of the deletion] is
peripheral rather than internal.' Hankamer does not suggest a possible
motivation for this principle, nor does he deal with the question of why
one of the methods rather than the other is used in a particular case,
notice in the example from Malay the second type of avoidance is utilized,
i.e. only the deletion of /if/ is blocked. This raises the important ques-
tion 61 why /i/ and not /^/ is allowed to delete. The only explanation
that we can offer is that /s/ is a more frequently encountered phoneme
than /?/. The correctness of Hankamer's analyses are not in question here.
T'hey are presented to illustrate one type of ambiguity potentially caused
by the application of a syntactic rule, which may be avoided by means of a
transderivational constraint.
In 'A Case of Systematic Avoidance of Homonyms' Kisseberth and Abaskeikh
(1974) propose a trartfiderivatlonal constraint which applies to the ap-
plication of a, morphological rule. Kisseberth and Abaskeikh argue that the
normal means of forming the past tense of stems ending- in 1^ or 1^ with an ,
applied suffix in ':hi-I.wi:Ni is ablaut. However, if the ablauted form
would be identical to the past tense of the non-applied stem, than a suf-
fixed form of the past tense is employed. Compare /mo:l/ ' shave
'
j which
forms the past of the applied in the normal manner, with /su:l/ 'want',
where were the past of the applied to be formed in the normal manner, i.e.
by the ablaut for stems ending in 1^ oi; I, it would be identip^l to the past
of the non-applied. Instead, /su:l/ forms the past of the applied, by means
of suffixation.
'
,
. ,
(15)'
,.
Past of non-applied ,Applied stem Past of applied
/m6:i/ mo:z-el-e niorl-el-
.
' mol*e:l-e
/su:l/_ sul-l:l-e '' 'su:l-ll-. - • : *sul-l:l-e sul-il-i:l-e
Notice the application of a rule change 1^ - z^ in the, past, tense. One of
the strongest arguments in favor of Kisseberth and Abaskeikh' s analysis
is that in cases where the normal i - 2 rule exceptionally does not apply
to a morpheme, the suffixed form of the past of the applied occurs, since
ablaut would create a past tense applieti form which was identical to the
past tenae non-applied. This transderivational constraint serves to avoid
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morphological ambiguity.
In the foregoing discussion transderivational constraints have been'
proposed to account for referential, structural, morphological, and lexi-
cal ambiguity. They have been proposed as conditions on syntactic, mor-
phological, and phonological rules. The common denominator of all these
proposed transderivational constraints is the avoidance of ambiguity .
In order to claim that avoidance of ambiguity is always the motivation
of a transderivational constraint, i.e. that it is the only motivation of
a transderivational constraint, one would have to show that all proposed
transderivational constraints which have other functions are wrong, i^e.
that some other device is more approporiate to account for the data in
each case. This will not be done here; we have not surveyed all the pro-
posed transderivational constraints. 'Je will, however, question the appro-
priateness of one transderivational constraint proposed in an article cited
above.
Grinder and Postal (1971:291) propose a transderivational constraint
to accout for the ungrammaticality of (16b) and (16c).
(16a) The wheat Harry bought seems to be regenerating itself.
(16b) "'"'The oats Harry bought seem to be regenerating itself.
(16c) "The oats Harry bought seem to be regenerating themselves,
(16d) '^he oats Harry bought seem to be self-generating.
Grinder and Postal (1971:292) propose constraint (65): 'A derivation will
be ill-formed if it contains a structure in which an NP whose head is the
lexical item OATS is the Antecedent for coreferential anaphoric pronouns
which morphologically mark the contrast singular/plural.' In a footnote
(1971:292 FN 24) they claim: 'A constraint like (65) is not representable
within terms of any hitherto proposed theory of linguistic rules. It has
a property we can call transderivational, that is, the definition, in par-
ticular, the phrase, 'morphologically mark the contrast singular/plural',
must refer to the set of derivations, not just to the propoerties of the
trees internal to derivations.'
Ue do not see why a transderivational constraint must be invoked here,
or which are the other derivations one must check. Uhether or not the pro-
nouns itself or themselves can be used to refer to oats is a function of
whether certain grammatical (or semantic) properties of these morphemes
match Thus the reason itself or themselves cannot be used to refer to
oats is the same kind of reason that themselves cannot be used to refer
to wheat or that she cannot refer to Bill. Pegardless of the manner of
representing these features, which <=eatures are utilized, and how they
are introduced, it seems to us reasonable to assume that the reason that
itself and themselves cannot be used to refer to oats is that some features
of these mor'phemes do not match, and thus has nothing to do with other de-
rivations. We feel that the appeal to a transderivational constraint here
is unwarranted.
We have seen several cases of ambiguity which have been avoided in
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natural languages, yet we know that some ambiguity is tolerated. Either
there exists a way to characterize those instances where it is avoided or
there is.no difference in kind between the two classes. VJe will refer to
the first possibility as the Universal Non-Toleration Hypothesis (UNH).
UNH could be disproved by two examples of potential ambiguity which are
alike in every way except that one is avoided and the other i- -. -lerated.
The -problem of what characteristics we compare and how to evaiuaLe when they
are the :Bame is, of course, considerable. In (17) we list some tenative
characteristics of the instance presented ^ove.
-^(LTa) The ambiguity is introduced by the application of a phonological rule.
'(17h) The .^ijibiguity which is introduced is lexical, and the amL-iguous items
:
,
are roots, ratV.er than affixal morphemes.
.L\7c.) Bo*:!! instances \'htch rc-ate the potential homophony were introduced
.
' by the application of the same rule.
'(l7d) This phonological rule is of a more general nature, i.e. ether
segments are also affected by its application.
(17e) This is a rule cf deletion.
(17f) A previous assimilation results in a displaced contrast which would
be" suspended were the rule to apply regularly.
(17g) The potential ambiguity does not Involve only an isolated example,
but involves a whole class; presumably the number of examples or
size of the class could be pertinent.
(17h) Some instances of the application of this deletion rule to the per-
tinent segments do not •'ntroduce ambiguity.
t? •.
•
The reality of UNH and especially the characterization of when ambi-
guity is unacceptable would be very revealing about lang^Jage. IJe assume
that not a single union of characteristics, but a set of separate unions
would be necessary to define the environment for non-'toleration, i.e. a
different set of characteristics would be necessary to define it when it
'.was introduced by a phonrlogical , rathei' than a syntactic rule or when the
ambiguity is tructural, rather than lexical. Not only is this assumption
.intuitively appealing, but the structural ambiguity ruled out by Hankamer,
which would result from the deletion of a constituent X from a sequence XX,
does not seem to apply for phonological rules, since <legeminatlon is a com-
mon phonological process.
. . The characteristics listed in (l?) can be compared with other instances
of the avoidance of ambiguity in order to make stronger claims about the
;i^ltimate nature of a universal characterization, if one exists. At pre-
isent all we may do is suggest' that if the charactet'ist ics (17a-g) are found
..in an example where ambiguity is allowed, TJNH is invalid.
NOTES
before the suffix /kan/. For examples and details consult Onn (1976).
2 This word-final reduction of /a/ -» [(^] , as well as vowel lowering
in closed syllables (/i,u/ -> [e,o]) and final devolcing are not relevant
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to the thesis of this paper. The interested reader can consult Onn (1976):
section 2.4, and pages 30 and 15, respectively. We have chosen not to re-
present final glottal formation in the phonetic representations; this pro-
cess, which takes g and k to a glottal stop word-finally and before another
stop, is discussed in Onn (1976:15-21).
^However /k/-initial roots and vowel-initial roots both show up with the
velar nasal. For example, /m(?g-(-kawal+kan/ [ni(?riawalkan] 'to cause to guard
for' vs. /m(?Tj+awal+kan/ 'to give priority to' (extremely infrequent).
Although in principle this creates homophony, it so happens that there are
very few corresponding pairs.
It should be noted that (12b) may be acceptable
if he is somehow disarbiguated. This disambiguation could be a result of
prior reference: for example, if (12b) was preceeded by the utterance:
'You know that crazy gay Bill.' This disambiguation might also be the
result of an extralinguistic gesture like pointing. I'Jhat is involved here
is the interplay of syntax and pragmatics, in particular the process of
pronominalization and its function of referring. The constranit only holds
if the pronoun he is not otherwise disambiguated.
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TONAL CORRli^LATIONS IN CHINESE DIALECTS: A .QUANTITATIVE STUDY*
Chin-Chuan Cheng
u.j.c».j.ci^ o xui-aj.x I, J.CO ouivejeu uy vcii-xoua acnoxars ana
organizations. These tone systems encompassing all the
Chinese dialect groups were stored on a computer file,
and the computer was utilized in an extensive search for
tones are given. Correlation coefficients between
different contours have also been obtained. Implications
of the findings for the reconstruction of l6th century
Pekingese are also discussed.
1. FREv^UENCY OF INDIVIDUAL TONES. This study examines the
occurrences of basic tones in Chinese dialects. The empirical
basis is a collection of the tone systems of 737 dialect localities,
obtained from various surveys and other literature. Some results of
a quantitative study of the tones are already given in Cheng (1973).
The present work tries to bring into focus how various tones are
synchronically mutually related.
The five-point scale system with 1 representing the lowest
and 5 the highest relative pitch value has been used in the Chinese
linguistic literature to transcribe tones. Consequently, uniform
interpretations of tone height and contour and computer processing
of the data collection are fairly straightforward. Because of their
shortness, in the literature the ENTERING tones (i.e. tones occurring
in checked syllables) are considered distinct from the tones
occurring in open syllables even though some of them may have the
same contours.
Before we discuss correlations, it is useful to examine a few
facts concerning individual tones. The possible tone contours in
Chinese are level, rising, falling, rising-falling, and falling-
rising. AS reported in Cheng (1973), in terms of the 737 tone
systems falling tones have the highest incidence of occurrence,
and bidirectional tones, with the complexity of both rising and
falling, have the least number. Following is the detail of the
occurrences of the tones:
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(1) (a) Level tones occur in 65I (or 88.35?^) of the 737 dialects.
(b) Kising 597 (8l.00;i)
(c) Falling 696 (9^. ^3'/^)
(d) Kising-falling 5^ (7-32$^)
(e) lalling-rising ... 310 {.k2.0&,i)
The above figures warrant the following conclusion:
(2) Falling tones gre the most widespread. The frequency
of occurrence in a descending order is: falling,
level, risirr, falling-rising, and rising-^falling.
Rising-falling tones are., rare. This fact lends support to '.bang's
(1967) postulation that rising-falling. tones are more complex than
falling-rising tones. .•.•••••
Gince my report of the fact that'' falling tones outnumber other
tones in 1973? others have also found similar or related phenomena
in various areas. Ohala and Lwan (1973) reported that for a given
pitch interval a subject could execute a falling pitch faster than
a rising pitch. Hombert (1976) in ah experiment found that the
subjects, who were asked to imitate nine fundamental frequency
(FO) patterns, had a greater difficulty for rising (vs. falling)
and for higher (vs. lower) FO patterns. Hyman and Tadadjere (1976)
states that a high "floating" tone in hbam-nkan occurring between
a falling and a low tone has a general tendency to form a falling
contour with the right rather than a falling-rising contour with
the left tone. Vance (1977) has noted a tendency for the impression-
istically level tones to have falling FO contours in Cantonese.
Jimong the various contours, falling tones may involve least
physiological effort in production. Generally, pitch tends to fall
before pause. This fact provides a ground for Cooper and Sorensen's
(1977) speculation that the' fall is one by-product of a generalized
relaxation response of the speech-processing mechanism as. it nears
completion of the j)rocessing. However, Atkinson and Urickson (1976)
found an increase in strap muscle activity, particularly the sterno-
hyoid, with low FO. Gandour (1977) speculates that the drop in FO
from high to mid might be accompanied by relaxation of the crico-
thyroid, whereas a drop from mid to low range by increased strap
activity.
Hombert 's (1976) experimental results that her subjects had a,
greater difficulty in imitating higher (vs: lower) FO patterns should
not be taken to mean that low tones would occur more frequently
than high tones. Generally speaking, the high-low contrast is
determined by the. phonolo,,ical system of the language or dialect.
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However, if a tone containing a pitch level k or 5 is regarded as
a high tone, otherwise a low tone, the Chinese data collection
yields the following figures:
(3) (a) High tones occur in 736 dialect localities.
(b) Low tones occur in 695 dialect localities.
The following generalir^ation can be made: " ..
ik) High tones are more prevalent than low tones; all the
dialects except one have high tones.
The one exception is Yongming, Hunan.
2. TOhAL COHkELhTIuNS. Wang (196?, 1972) in a survey of several
hundred tone systems of /^sia found that very -few languages have
more than (a) four noncontour tones, (b) two rising tones, (c)
two falling tones, or (d) tv/o complex (falling-rising or rising-
falling) tones. In this section I will report on the details of
the cooccurrences of tones in the 757 Chinese dialect localities.
In terms of the contours, the high-low distributions are'
given below:
(5) (a) High level tones occur in 55? localities totaling 655 tones.
Low level
,
. ^ 32^-' ' • .
^
^31
(b) High rising '
.
.
'./ -
_ h^h ' .-.., • ' _'. •. J ' " 58V-'
Low rising ' 201- ....... .' ' 213-
(c) high falling
... ,
612 /. ' 717'
Low falling
,
.••' y^7 ' . .
..
.-.'... ^17
(d) High rising-falling ^+8 5^
Low rising-falling 17 ' •;. •,., 17
(e) High falling-rising 93 : •. ' •
:
96
Low falling-rising 226 2if7
r.otice that the high and low tones of a specific contour may occur
in the same localities, and hence the localities- may be counted
twice. This is why the sum, of the high and low tones occurring
does not necessarily equal the figures given in (1). The above
figures show: .:,.;..•...
(6) Level, rising, falling, and rising-falling tones are
often high tones; on the contrary, falling-risxng tones
are often low -tones. ' ' '
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The fact that in (5) the number of individual tones is generally
greater than that of localities is due to coexistence of the same
type of tenths. For example, some of the 555 localities have more
than one high level tone, resulting in 655 tones of the same contour.
The tones of Jingshan, Hubei can help clarify this point. Jingshan
as surveyed by Chao et al (19^8) has the following four tones
(traditional tone categories being given in capitals):
(7) (a) YIN LEVEL 55
(b) YANG LbVEL 13
(c) RISING 31
(d) DEPARTING kk
Although the phonetic details are different, YIN LEVEL and DEPARTING
are both high level tones.
AS seen in (5)? most of the tones can occur with another tone
of the same type in the same dialect. The only exception is low
rising-falling tones, which occur in 1? localities totaling also
17 tones. Vie can thus make the following statement:
(8) No Chinese dialect has more than one low rising-falling
tone.
AS we examine the cooccurrences of various low tones with high
tones of any contour, we also find the prevalence of high tones as
in the following tabulation; each figure in the parentheses is the
number of localities where the type of tone occurs, as already
given in (5)
:
(9) (a) Low level tones occur with high tones
in 323 localities (out of 32^).
(b) Low rising 200 (201)
(c) Low falling ' 376 (377)
(d) Low rising-falling 17 (17)
(e) Low falling-rising 226 (226)
From (9d) and (9e) we arrive at the following conclusion:
(10) If there exists a low bidirectional tone there also
exists a high tone in the same dialect.
The correlation shown in (9a), (9b), and (9c) is imperfect. This
fact is also shown in the occurrences of high and low tones of
'
any contours:
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VJ^i {.a) m erh. t-'^n^iv, ocnur in 736 lcKiaJLiti.es.
(b) Low tones occur _ii c-^t;
•' ooal i.t-Les-^. :
(c) .High and low tones coexist 1ti- -Cq./^ Jcc«_ixt.±e-s. • ••
Again, the locality that does not have a high tone is Yongmiiig,
Hunan. h generalization can thus be made as the following:
(12) Except for one dialect locality, if there exists a low
tone, there also exists a high tone; the converse is
not true.
lie now turn to the correlations between various contours. Of
the 651 localities that have a level tone, 285 have another level
tone; of the 597 Ix^'-aTities that have a rising tone, 519 also have
a Ir-vrj -i-ono, etr. The entirety is given below,
(13). Level Rising Falling i-iising- Fallir
,.' : falling rising
(a) Level (65I)
(b) i^ising (597)
(c) Falling (696)
(d) riising-falling (5^)
(e) Falling-rising (3IO) 273 20k 296 6 32
As (13d) shows, rising tonet. occur in all the 5^ localities where
risins-fall i n^ tones occur. as already given in Cheng (1973:10^),
_siioh a correlation can be stated as follows:
(1^+) If a rising-falling tone occurs in a dialect, then a
rising tone must also occur; the converse is not true.
The figures in (I3) do not allow for a straightforward interpretation
of the occurrence? of falling-rising tones, but a -careful check of
all the 737 tone systems shows the following correlation:
(15) If a falling-rising tone occurs in a dialect, then at
least one of level, rising, or falling tones must also
occur; the converse is not true.
On the basis of the occurrences of the tones in the data
collection, we can calculate the tonal correlation coefficients.
The coefficients are numerical indeces ranging from +1 to -1, the
higher the value the better the correlation in a positive or negative
direction. Following are the Pearson (moment-product) correlation
coefficients between different contours; the probability of error
519
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MORE y Fred Is rich to y
(14)-
Fred V NP
/ \
thinks S
NP
I
Fred
i.y, NP
Trees (13) and (lA) do not differ significantly from the underlying
structures needed by McCawley. \-lhat does differ Is the aspect of
semantic structure taken to be responsible for the ambiguity cf (9).
According to McCawley, the contradictory reading results from the
subordination of the description y [Fred is rich to y] to the verb
think, while according to Postal, the contradiction results from the
subordination of the comparative predicate MORE to think . The relative
scope of the description and think are, in Postal's analysis, irrelevant.
Thus, the most important differences between McCavrley's and Postal's
analyses are the rules interpreting the structures. Although neither
Postal nor McCawley provides an explicit formal semantics for his
analysis, it is clear that McCawley 's and Postal's rules of semantic
interpretation (in the logical useage of the term) would be sensitive
to different things: McCawley 's to the relative scope of a predicate
and a description, and Postal's to the relative scope of two predicates.
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.
Postal's Analysis o f Definite Descriptions
I would like to turn now to Postal's treatment of sentences like (6).
(6) Tom says that the man who killed Kennedy didn't kill Kennedy.
Postal assimilates the ambiguity of (6) to that of (9) by proposing that
(6) contains a covert predicate analogous to MORE in (9). In the case of
(6), the predicate is SAME, defined by Postal as "a binary predicate
expressing extensional identity. (p. 382)" On the non-contradictory
reading, (6) ijould be represented as (15), and on the contradictory
reading as (16)
.
(15)
(16)
X didn't kill Kennedy
y killed Kennedy
Before discussing whether Postal's analysis is tenable when extended
to definite descriptions (I think it is not), I would like to point out
the essential role played by SAME in Postal's analysis. It will be
remembered that Postal's analysis of comparatives like (9) differed from
that of ^cCaxJley in that according to Postal the ambiguity derived from
the relative scope of MORE and think. For McCawley MORE played no such
role in the ambiguity. But both Postal and McCawley would posit an
element like MORE in logical structure.
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Number of Level Hising Falling Rising- Falling-
tones falling rising
Number of
localities
2
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(19) Level Rising Falling" Rising- Falling Kumber of
falling rising localities
(a) + + +
•
..
^^^
(b) + + +..... .+ ,-. '. 159
(c) + +-,....'+, 9if
(d) + +...-, ..".':"'.'.. 34
(e) • • - + +=•.. / . + : . . 29
(f) '^ "
- + + ; 22 ..
(g) + + + + .16
(h) . + . + + -.;.... 14 ...
(i) + + 13
"
(j) + + + " 10
(k) + + 9
(1) + +8
(m) + + + + + 6
(n) + + + 5
(o) + + if '
3. IMPLICATIONS. Since the 737 tone systems cover extensively all
of the Chinese dialect groups, the generalizations derived from
them can be regarded as the characteristic nature of Chinese tone. .
To extend the cooccurrence statements to the languages beyond the
Chinese boundaries would be a useful undertaking for investigation
of language universals. On the other hand, the synchronic generalizations
can facilitate historical reconstructions. That is, the generalizations
can help us determine whether a reconstructed tone system is reasonable
or not. I will venture to demonstrate this point in this section.
Hei (1977) has reconstructed the tonal values of l6th century
Pekingese as high rising, low rising, low level, high level, and
short low level (for the isNTLRING tone). He has arrived at this
conclusion through the following reasoning. Firstly, he cites Sokuro
Kono's (1951) view that according to Xunmin :i-hen<3:yin Yan.jie
( Hwunmin Cengum IJnhay , in Korean) written in the l6th century,
hiddle Korean had the following tones, excluding the ENTEi^ING tone
for checked syllables:
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(20) (a) LEVEL 11 (low level)
(b) RISING 15 (low rising)
(c) DEPAHTING 55 (high level)
Secondly, l6th century Pekingese tones were described in some Korean
texts. Cui Shi-Zhen (Choy Sey-Cin), a l6th century Korean scholar,
appended the "General Principles" of Chinese pronunciation to the
Laoqida Yan.jie and the Puton^shi "yan.jie , which had been written earlier.
Mei (1977:238) has translated the description of the Chinese tones
in the "Principles" as follows: (Here for clarity the traditional
categories are given in capitals.)
(21) The unvoiced variety of the LEVEL tone, whether
aspirated or unaspirated, is lightly pronounced,
with a faint rise; it is like the Korean DEPARTING
tone. The voiced variety, including those with
nasal or lateral initials, is low in the beginning,
accented in the middle, strident and slow at the end;
it is like the Korean RICIi.G tone. The RISING tone
is low and stable, like the Korean LEVEL tone. The
DEPARTING tone is level and high, identical with the
Korean DEPARTING tone. The ENTERING tone is pronounced
like the voiced variety of the LEVEL tone, but more
abrupt
.
The philological evidence is very convincing, indeed. l.ei has thus
reconstructed the tone values of l6th century Pekingese as follows:
(22) (a) YIN LEVEL 35 (high rising)
'
(b) YhNG level 13 (low rising)
(c) RISING 22 (low level)
(dj DEPARTING 55 (high level)
(e) ENTERING 2 (short low level)
The reconstructed tone system has three level and two rising
tones. However, there is no such a tone system in our data collection.
One would naturally question the plausibility of the reconstructed
values. Mei himself also discusses the plausibility. He cites
my observation (Cheng 1973) that the most frequent contour is that
of falling both for modern Chinese dialects as a whole and for
northern Mandarin. He states that it seems attractive to change
the value of the l6th century DEPARTING tone from 55 to 53 (or the
modern value 51) and thereby make the total systorr, more pi'- usitle.
Then he i-c,1ec.t3 f.h:.c r-^'-; 'j:, 011 on the ground that the DEP>.RTIi.G tone
was higher than the YIN LEVEL tone as described in Jin Ni-Ge's
(Trigault) work Xiru Ermu Zi published in I625. Mei (1977:243)
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has translated the relevant passage as follows:
(23) There are two LEVEL tones, YIN and YaNG; and three
Oblique tones, RISING, DEPARTING', and E.NTE.^II;G. These
five differ with respect to pitch height. The YIN
LEVEL is neither high nor low, and occupies a position
in the middle of the other four. Two are above it,
and two below. The highest is the DEPiiRTIKG tone.. The
second highest is the ENTERING tone. The lowest is the
YAIiG LEVi.L tone. The second lowest is .the KL^IIiG tone.
He first remarks that the ENTERING tone seemed to have floated up.
Thmhe goes on to give the following argument (1977:243):
iZk) Trigault's' ranking bears upon our problem in the following
way. First, if the DEP/u-iTING tone was a high falling
tone, say, with a value of 53, then it could not be so
clearly considered to be higher than the YIN LEVEL tone
(high-rising 35) , which Trigault did. Therefore instead
of revising the value of the DEP/ikTING tone froiji 55 to
53, we will consider such a shift as an event that
actually took place after the early '17th century.
The shift that he postulates in order to explain the modern value
is never substantiated .in the paper. as the falling contour is the
most prevalent in modern dialects,' I feel that a falling contour
instead of high level is a better reconstruction of the l6th century
Pekingese DEPiVKTINQ tone. To accept what Mei rejects, I will need
to show that (a),Hei's interpretation of Trigault is not entirely
adequate and (b) the Eiddle Korean DEPARTING tone may have been a
falling pitch.
Trigault's description did not really give the entire shape
of the tones; contours were not mentioned. If it were taken as
a detaiiei description of the tonal values of the time, tiien there
would nave been five level tones in l6th century Pekingese. Eei's
view that a falling value of 53 could not be so clearly considered
to be higher than 35 seems to have ruled out the possibility that
Trigault was describing the values in terms of the beginning pitch.
Even in modern Pekingese,, or standard Putonghua, the DEP..RTIIIG tone^
which is usually given as 51, actually starts higher than the modern
YIN LEVEL tone, 55, This fact is often slighted or ignored in the
literature. For example, Dreher and Lee (1966:l6) conclude from
their experimental study of modern Pekingese that. the YIE LEVEL
and DEParTIIhG tones, begin at statistically the same level; yet,
the beginning of the DEPARTING tone in their summary graph is
plotted at a point higher than that of the YIN LEVEL tone. Howie
(1976:220) also plots the beginning of the Di^PARTiriG tone higher
than that of the YIN LEVEL tone. Hy own results of an experimental
study of these two tones also show that the highest pitch of the
DEPARTING tone on average (198,283 Hz) is higher than thrt of the
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YIN LEVEL tone (I82.765 Hz). It is therefore appropriate to
consider 53 to be higher than 35, especially when the onset pitch
is taken to be the focal point.
The above discussion only shows that Trigault's description is
not a compelling piece of evidence for reconstructing 55 for the
16th century Pekingese DEPAi\'i'ING tone. The identification of the
Peking DLPr.I<Tir;G tone with the liiddle Korean DEPARTING tone in the
16th century Korean texts is the most essential philological
information for reconstruction. The t-dddle Korean DEPhkTING tone
has been considered a high level tone by some scholars. Ho.ever,
others have taken a different view. For example, Hayata (197'+) and
Ramsey (1975) show that l-iiddle Korean and modern Hamkyeng and
Kyengsang Korean dialects are pitch-accent languages like Japanese
rather than a true tone language like Chinese. and that the tone marks
in Middle Korean texts indicated the positions of high or low pitch-
accent rather than tone* lioreover, in the South Hamkyeng dialect,
according to i^amsey (1975:183), if the last mora in a phrase is
high pitched and followed by a pause, th>. pitch falls through the
end of that mora. iiei (1977:238) translates the description of the
DEPARTING tone "zhi er gao" in Chinese characters as "level and
high". Ramsey (I975)t however, renders the same phrase, which also
appears in Hwunmong Cahoy
,
more literally as "straight and high".
"Straight" may very well mean falling. rtamsey also cites Ledyard's
(1966) translation of liiddle Korean Hwunmin Cengu m Ha,>lyey that
"the DlPAaTING tone is raised yet strong". "Strong" may have
indicated a falling contour. In the light of the re-analysis of
modern Korean dialects and rtiddle Korean tone, the l6th century
Pekingese DL,PyvRTIi.G tone, which was equated with the l.iddle Korean
DEPARTING tone, may have been a high falling tone.
ith such a revision rf liei's important contribution, l6th
century Pekingese is now considered to have the following tones:
(25) (a) YIN LEVEL 35 (high rising)
(b) YaNG LEVEL 13 (low rising)
(c) RISING 22 (low level)
• (d) DEP,.RTING 53 (high falling)
(e) i:.KTEi<IKG 2 (short low level)
As was already shown in (I8), this tone system ( 2 level, 2 rising,
and 1 falling tones) is the most wide-spread sysbem among the
modern dialects which have 5 tones.
In conclusion, the quantitative study of the Chinese dialect
tones has allowed us to see the general tendencies, if not language
universals, of tonal correlations. The generalizations can help us
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delimit possible tonal combinations and hence help us determine
the plausibility of historical reconstructions.
NOTES
An earlier version of this paper was presented at the Tenth
International Conference on Sino-Tibetan Languages and Linguistics
at Geoib^town University, October l^-l6, 1977.
According to Yang (1957), the Yongming dialect has the
follov;ing tones:
(a) YIN LEVEL 33
(b) YANG LEVEL 31
(c) KIoING 31
(d) DEPARTING • 13
(e) ENTE.^IhG 22.
All the tones in this dialect are low according to our high-low
definition. The YANG LEVEL and RISING are identical. Yang (1957)
lists this dialect as a 5-tone dialect but does not provide
any explanation for establishing two distinct categories for the
same low falling tone.
In the experiment one subject pronounced 29 pairs of Putonghua
YIN LEVEL and DEPAKTING tone v/ords with various initial consonants.
A pitch extractor sampled the voice once every 5 milliseconds and
sent through an interface the count of time interval between
two wave peaks to the PLhTO computer system for conversion to
fundamental frequency and for graphic display of the contour.
The pitch extractor device was designed and constructed by
Jean-Pierre Bijon at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.
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CORRELATION AMONG ATTITUDINAL FACTORS, SPEFD
AND TONE SANDHI IN CHI^TESE*
Yen Ling Lee
This paper investigates the role that attitudinal factors
and speed play in the tone sandhi process in Chinese. Sixteen
sentences consisting of al] third tone words in different lengths
(ranging from five to tvelve syllables) vere read in seven
different artificially induced moods and two different speeds
by seven subjects. It is found that speed does affect tone sandhi
and that attitudinal factors are also related to tone sandhi
process because they are found to form clear speed divisions.
The mean syllable durations for different tone sandhi patterns
show convincingly xhat faster speeds trigger larger nhonlogical
phrases predicted by the surface structure causing more tone
sandhi to occur and that faster speeds also influence the relative
nosition of tone sandhi occurrence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mandarin Chinese has the following four basic tones- 1- ( ~) high level
2- (/) high rising, 3- ('/) low falling and rising, and h- (\) high falling:
plus a neutral tone derived from the four tones . Among these tones , the
third tone is the longest in duration and the most diverse in shape subject
to the influence of its tonal environments. (Dreher and Lee. 1968- Fang
and Li. 1967)
It is well known that in a sequence of two third tones, the pitch con-
tour of the first third tone is changed to a rising contour similiar to
that of the second tone. In their study of the third tone. Fang and Li
(1967) have sho-v.m that the rising tone derived from application of the third
tone sandhi cannot be distinguished from the basic second tone. "H^erefore,
the derived rising tone vdll henceforth be treated the same as the second
tone.
The interest here lies in the behavior of the third tone sandhi when
a seouence of more than two third tones is encountered. Cheng (1070,1973)
has observed five possibilities for sentence (l), which consists of a
seouence of five third tones:
(1) la^ lY me!i hao ,1iu
'Old Li buys good wine.*
(a)
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The high level tones in (e) are derived from an ap-qlication of tone
sandhi in Chinese which changes the second tone (in (d) ) to high level tone.
Cheng states that all five patterns ahove are possible in actual speech
tut the choice of its realization depends on attitudinal factors such as
speed of speech and casualness of the. spefidter.
The different possibilities of tone sandhi rule application are results
of the different size of the Dhonological nhrase corresponding to the
surface structure groupings. The sentence above would have the following
structure where the number under each node indicates the level of depth
in the surface structure:
(2)
ATTITtfelNAL
(CASUALNEFS)
Cheng states that the size of the phonological phrase corresponds to the
depth of the surface structure and is determined by speed and degree of
casualness of the speaker. Each successive phonological phrase involves
more structural nodes and reflects a distinct degree of casualness. The
level '1» in (2) would represent the smallest phonological phrase (i.e. the
NP's) to which tone sandhi applies while level '2' would represent applving
the rule to the VP dominating the NP as one phonolosical phrase. And level
'3' would include the whole sentence as the phonological phrase, while level
'0' would, mean the non-application of the tone sandhi rule.
vrhile the above claim is intuitively sound, it is not clear how speed
is partitioned with respect to tone sandhi and whether other attitudinal
factors -are also involved. The purpose of this study is to establish some
of the attitudinal factors involved in addition to speed and what level of
tone sandhi they represent. Throug.h the study of sentences of different
lengths and structures, read in different manners and speeds, within a
limited sampling of speakers, I hope to establish the relation anong
attitudinal factors
,
speed and the tnird tone sandhi
,
in more concrete
terms, such as the length of syllable duration for each tone sandhi pattern.
II. PROCEDURE
(a) subjects. Seven subjects were selected from among praduate
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Students at the University of Illinois who have Mandarin Chinese as their
primary language. Subjects ranged in age from 24 to 30 years old. Six
were females and one, male. This imbalance is based on an assumption that
females are in general less inhibited in display of emotion, an important
ingredient to this experiment.
(B) design. Sixteen sentences labeled A-P as shown in Appendix I
wlrose constituents are all third tone words were constructed with length
ranging from 5 to 12 syllables. Grammatical structures varied within this
set, including declarative, imperative, and those containing subordinate
structures. Some sentences vary only slightly so that we can see vrhat a
.slight change in meaning and/or sentence construction would affect tone
Scindhi application. Sentences were written on sixteen coded index cards in-
a purposeful intermixing o f short and long sentences. A situation was then
told to the subject to build a certain mood. The subject was then asked to
read through the full set of sentences in what they considered to be their
most natural manner in that mood. This step was repeated once for each
mood, Reading sentence by sentence through the range of emotions would
require too much of the speaker who might fall into a set pattern of tone
sandhi not really natural to her/him; and this was purposefully avoided.
For each sentence, the context of use vras modified to suit the contents of
that particular sentence. For example:
(l) lao li mai hao jiu. angry: You are broke but your spouse
' Old Li buys good wine . ' still wants to buy good wine
.
happy: As a guest, you find that your
host wants to buy your favorite
wine.
The most representative emotions were chosen: happy, sad, angry, disgusted.
They are also easy to assume. Sentences were spoken in each emotion in two
speeds: natural and fast.. These three categories were also chosen and
spoken' in one speed only: neutral, fast and meticulous. In total, each
subject spoke I76 sentences.
The experiment v/as conducted in an informal conversational setting,
to reduce tension and self-consciousness. Subjects vrere not told of the
purpose of the experiment. A typical session ran from ^3 to 60 minutes.
A high quality cassette tape recorder was used at each session, with results
being transcribed in tonal marks. The duration of each utterance was then
timed to thousandth-of-a-second degree with the help of a PLATO computer
program. The accuracy is of course not reliable -to that level siven that
(a) PLATO is an interactive system and as it also serves others on the
system, it may delay the required response for a fraction of a second; and
(b) the start and stop of each sentence was signaled to PLATO by pressing a
Key and thus was subject to human reaction time error. However, assuming
a consistent human reaction time error, v:e caJi accept the validity of these
times as relative times. In all, 1232 spoken sentences were processed in
this manner. For grphing purposes,, mean duration of each syllable ;-ras also
calculated (still accurate in relative sense).
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III. MALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
Our basic goal is to experimentally establish the relation between
speed and tone sandhi ahd the role, if any» that different attitudinal
factors .play in the tone sandhi process'. The first half of the analysis
consists of grouping the attitudinal factors according to speed. And on
the other hand, \ie try to see if tone sandhi is indeed a function of speed.
If so, since attitudinal factors can be classified according to speed, they
should ai"fect tone sandhi in a similiai' way as tempo alone does. The second
half of the analysis consists of pinning down how speed affects tone sandhi;
what speed triggers the forming bf a latger phonological phrase according
to the surface structure and whether syntactic structure a^one provides in-
put to the tone sandhi process. Using sentences A ( lab ll mai h^o jjCu ),
E (1^ II xiSng m5i hSo .jfu) , and P (l^ 1^ bi xi'jo lI al li^rr chl) .~we try
to see if there, is any general pattern in the occurrence of tone sandhi
with various sipeedst
In order to see how attitudinal factors can be classified according
to speed, the mean speed of all the sixteen sentences spoken, by. all the
subjects in different manners were .calculated and shown in Table I,
Table I
Mean Syllable Duration in Seconds of All Sentences
by All Speakers in. Different Attitudes
Attitudes
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Now we turn to the tone sandhi patterns observed in the use of dif-
ferent attitudes and different speeds. If we can establish that tone sandhi
is indeed a function of speed, then we can prove that different attitudes
affect tone sandhi in a similiar way since we have already established above
that they can be classified consistently according to speed. Graph la
represents the sorting of sentence A ( lao li mai hao .jiu) according to the
tone sandhi patterns along the vertical axis and the seven attitudes along
the horizontal axis. The numbers on the graph indicate subjects who spoke
that particular pattern (l=subject one).
Graph la
Attitudes and Corresponding Tone Sandhi
Patterns by All Speakers
Tone Sandhi for Sentence A
Patterns
I./V^/"
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Since the subjects were asked to read: two speeds in each of the four
selected emotions: anger, disc:ust, happy and svi, Graph lb represents the
four emotions readings in a very speaay deij.vsry of sentence A by all the
subjects. Comparison of Graph la with Graph lb indicates that within any
given emotion, speed does cause the subject number points to shift down the
tone sandhi axis showing that increased speed incurs increased tone sandhi.
Ue have established that tone sandhi is a function of speed and that attitudes
and emotions can be classified according to speed. Tone sandhi is thus
related to attitudinal factors.
To fu..ther support the above position, we observe in Graph la that
attitudes can be classified roughly according to the tone sandhi patterns
as (ll), (N, S, D, H, a) and (f). All the subjects spoke only one tone sandhi
pattern in II, another pattern in F and diverse patterns in N,S,D,H and A.
Looking back at Table I we find that II is in a speed class by itself, so
is F, thus matching closely with the tone sandhi patterns. Therefore, the
position that t!-t-::c exists certain correlation between attitudes, speed and
tone sandhi patterns is further verified. ,.. •
Now we will concentrate on the study of tone sandhi with respect to
speed. Through calculating the mean speed (in time/syllable) of each tone
sandhi pattern of a given sentence, we hope to fruther substantiate the
claim that tone sandhi is a function of speed with faster speed implying
more tone sandhis. Tables H? Ill, IV 3how tI:o nec.n syllable duruticn of,
sejitence^ A ( la^ 11 m^i hjio .jjiu ), E (l^ 1 j^ xiang m^i h^o jYu ) and (lao
ll bi x^o 1^^ a^ liang chl ) respectively. In addition to the mean, the
number of speakers who used that particular tone sandhi pattern, the number
of its occurrences, and the percentage of number of occurrences against thfe
total number of utterances (77. sentences) are alao shown-
Table II
1 in Secor
1^0 ir m^i h^o
Syllable Duration nds of the Sentence
ifu
!•"• Standard >i of
Patterns Mean Deviation ^S UP Occurences
7 25 32.5 %
6 42 5^'5 %
3 • 1 9.1 ^
1 3 3.9 ?J
T.S.- tone sandhi, S-subjects, US- number of subjects,
#0- number of occurrences
The surface structure of sentence A (l^ 1^ mal h^o jiu) aad its
five possible tonal patterns were already given in (l) and (2) In the
Introduction Section and are now repeated bellow:
I. / V V <> V
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(1)
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attitudefe (S, N, H, A, F and D) quite evenly thus excluding the possibility
that certain attitudes may have triggered the rearrangement of surface
structure, lioreover, as Cheng argues quite convincingly, there seems to be
no other motivation for the rearrangement of the surface structure except to
explain the lonexpected tone sandhi patterns; therefore, it is rather an ad-
hoc device created only for this use* Rule reapplication, on the other hand,
is found more frequently. Therefore, the position ..that tone sandhi can re-
apply to its output is preferred here.
From Table II, three more observations can be made. Firstly, pattern
la which is a derivative of pattern I, is not only faster than pattern I,
it is even faster than the second level of tone sandhi predicted by the
surface structure. Secondly, comparing la and II, (//V''v^ and/v^// V ),
we find that for a given sentence, disregarding the surface structure group-
ings, for the same number of tone sandhi occurrences, the faster speed induces
tone sandhi earlier in the sentence. Thirdly, comparing Table II with (l)
,
vfe notice that within our sample population, only four tone sandhi patterns
were observed, with (le) missing. It should be kept in mind that the missing
pattern here and later in other sentences do not iniJly that the pattern is
ungrammatical . It is only not present in our sample population.
In order to see if the above observations would generalize with longer
sentences, we examine sentences ?, aind given in Table III and IV. Sentence
E has the following surface structure and possible tone sandhi patterns
according to the surface structure:
(3)
lao
(4) lao li xiang mai hao jiu
'Old Li vfants to buy good wine,
(a) / V • \/ / s/
(t) / y V / / ^
(c) / v/ / / / v/
y-X' / / / / v/(e) / ~ - - - xy
Comparing ('ra - e) vrith Table III, we find that (^ib) is missing and
there are four new patterns: pattern la (///•/*/), lb {/ / V V //) , Ic (//
/ / / / ) and Ila {f / V / / ^) . Again since there is no real motivation for
rearranging the surface structure (these patterns are evenly distributed in
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different attitudes), we regard them as a result of tone sandhi reapplica-
tion. This position is well motivated since pattern I (i.e. 4a) contains
a sequence of three third tones and (//•//•) ( i.e. 4b) which is nonex-
istent in our sample population contains a sequence of two third tones.
Thus we regard la and lb as derived from pattern I (/vv^//*/ )and Ic (/''V
/•) as derived from pattern lb {u V^/v) since IB still contains a sequence
of two third tones. And Ila (//•//•) is derived from ( / y i////) ( i.e.
4b) even though it does not occur in our sample population.
Table Hx '
Syllable Duration iiv Seconds of the Sentence
lao li xi&ip; mal hao .1.iu
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structure grouping, thus my be inherently caused by a speed' much faster than
that of level I. But S.s reflected in the position of tone sandhi occurrences
(Ic earlier than III) , the syllable speed for pattern Ic is almost as fast
as that of pattern III.
Table IV
Syllable Duration in Seconds r;-^ the Sentence
lao ir bxxi^o 2I J 2l^^£c ~-.ll
(c) / V' V/ / / / / v/
id) y \/ / / / / / ^
(e) ////// / v/
(f ) / 1/
Table IV again represents a fairly close match with the patterns de-
termined by the surface structure except that (6c) and (6f) are missing in
our sample population. The extra patterns la-Id are derived from pattern I
(i.e. 6a). Again, the observations obtained from Tables III and II still
hold true here. Firstly, the size of the phonological phrase to which tone
sandhi applies increases with speed. Although pattern III is slightly
faster than IV by 0.018 sec/syllable, since both occur only once with only
one subject, the result should be regarded with some reservation. Secondly,
just as in the case of sentence A, the speeds which cause the tone sandhi
reapplication ( patterns Ib-Ic) is faster than the following level of
tone sandhi pattern determined by the surface structure grouping, (pattern
il in this case.). Thirdly, also as in the case of sentence A,E, disregard-
ing the surface structure, for a given sentence having the same number of
tone sandhi occurrences, a faster speed would induce tone sandhi earlier in
the sentence. Thus la (/^/n^ />///•) is caused by a faster speed than that of
pattern It ify^t^nv) and lb {//V/W f \^) is caused by a faster speed
than that of la i'W/WfV)' In the case of Ic {,/V// ^ '^''^ , it is
slightly faster than lb by O.OOlsec/syllable even though lb has tone sandhi
occurring earlier. in the sentence (second syllable vs. third syllable) How-
ever, again the descrepancy is small enough so as not to invalidate our
general conclusion.
Examing Tables 11,111 and IV, we can make some other general remarks
with respect to the occurrences of tone sndhi patterns. For sentence A
la'^ li^ m^fi hao jiu , two tone sandhi patterns are favored! (/Z*^//) (5^.5 %)
and i I \/ \/ 1'^) (32.5 % )• For sentence E lao 11 xiang mai hao jiu , the pat-
tern (///i//!/) (64.9 fo) is favored. For sentence \^o li bi xiao lJL^a*i
liang chi , the pattern {/^^/v\//v) is more favored ( 40.3 %) > The percent-
age of occurrences for other patterns is comparatively small indicating
that overall, the majority of the subjects favors one or two types of tone
sandhi patterns. Also the tone sandhi patterns induced by faster speeds
(i.e. levels III and IV) occur more rarely in our experimental setting.
IV. CONCLUSION '.
^
'
Through the experiment, we have shown that speeds do affect tone sandhi,
V/e have also seen that other attitudinal factors play a role in the tone
sandhi process since they can be classified according to speed. And there
is a certain correlation between the tone sandhi patterns governed by dif-
ferent attitudes and the speed classes which these attitudes fall under.
Specifically, we have examined how speed afifects tone sandhi. Different
speeds do correspond to different sizes of the phonological phrase predicted
by the surface structure with the faster speed triggering a larger phonologi-
cal phrase. Moreover, the reapplication of tone sandhi when the output
contains a sequence of third tones, and the relatively early occurrence of
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tcne sandhi In sentences with the same number of tone sandhi occurrences
are also found to be caused by faster speeds.
NOTES
I would like to thaJik Professor Chin-Ghuain Cheng for his patient
guidance over the course of this paper and for his writing thp PLATO
t::vlng program vjhich added a great deal of accuracy and subtracted a
trenendous amount of time in tabulating the tilling data.
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'List of test sentences with all. third tone words •
(in Pin Yin romanization)
A. lao li mai hao jiu.
• Old Li buys good wine .
'
_tVVV^ • V v/ k/ •* V'i/'^^W^B. lao li zong. xiang mai hao liang tong jiu, gan jin zou.^
'Old Li always wants to finish buying two barrels of wloe.and leaves in
a hurry.
'
C. qing ni ba zhi bi zheng li h^o. .•....• • <
'Please tidy up the paper and pencil.' • . '• • • • -•
D. lao li b*^ Xiao li al hao j^ c^.
'Old. Li is shorter than Little Li by quite a few feet."
E. lao 1^ xiang mai h^ jiu.
' Old Li wants to buy good wine .
'
•
r, .V V, V V ^ . V ^ y \/ ^ ^F. xiang gai xuan nu zhu jiao ? qi you ci li. , - " •
' Thinking of changing the main actress? RidiculousJ '
G. lao li mai hiao jiu, (jiu zou).
As Soon as Old Li finishes buying the wine, he leaves.'
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H. hao qiao, wo xiang zao qi, ni ye xiang zao qi.
' Uhat a coincidenceJ I vfant to get up early, you also want to get up
early * '
T- T
V/
T • . ^ •.,/..• v' . / \/I. lao li xiang mai hao jiu, gan jin zou.
'Old Li wants to finish buying the wine and leaves.'
/ v/ y. ^y. V 1/ I/. .^
J. wo guan mai mi ye guan mai j.iu.
'I'm in charge of buying rice as well as buying wine.'
,, V V K V v/
K. qmg ni gei wo guen.
'Please get out of here.'
L. jia shi ni you dan, ni mai liang tong jiu.
'If you have the guts, you buy two barrels of wine.'
V •* v/ \/ \^ \/
H. xiao kung hen shao xi lian.
Little Kung very rarely washes his face,'
N. lao li zong xiang mai liang tong hao jiu.
'Old Li always wants to buy two barrels of good wine.'
Lao li bi Xiao li ai0. l x liang chi.
'Old Li is shorter than Little Li by two feet.'
P. qing ni gan jm gei wo guen.
'Please get out of here right away.'
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PERFECT LE:
TEM-ORAL SPECJTICATION IN I'lAlTOARIN CHINESE
John S. Rchsenow
Tlie present paper^ reanalyzes the so-called perfpctive aspect
suffix le in Mandarin as a marker of both perfective aspect and
relative anteriority, sitailar to the English Perfect. This anal-
ysis further identifies the surface Perfect marker l_e as well as
its negative counterpart nei-you as both being surface reflexes
of the co-occurence cf the underlying universal atciric prenicate
COME ABOUT (which accounts for perfective aspect) acting _in con-
junction with a coffiioanding instance of the universal existential
predicate, renderec here as YOU.
1. In Rohsenow (19 78), the tinie deinis of Mandarin ir, analyzed in terms
of the theory of temporal specification originally proposed by the phil-
osopher Hans Reichenbach (19^7), and more recently developed by C. Smith
(1976b).
The scheme of time specification originally suggested by Reichenbach
(19^7:287-298) Involves three notions of time: Speech Time, Reference
Time, and Event Time. For any sentence, Speech Time (hereafter to be re-
ferred to as ST) is the moment of utterance of that sentence. Event Tiice
(ET) is the moment at which the state or event in question occurs, which
need not be the saire as ST. Reference Time (RT) , on the other hand, is
the time specified by the sentence, which may also be different from both
ST and/or ET. All three referents are needed, because ST, RT, and ET need
not necessarily coincide.
As Smith (19 76h) notes, to understand the full temporal specification
of a sentence, one must know the values of ST, RT, and ET as well as how
they are related or ordered with respect to one another, the only two pos-
sible ordering relations being simultaneity or sequence . (Cf , Pul Z (1960:
8)) Thus RT may be simultaneous with, or sequential to (I.e., either
anterior or posterior to), ST, and similarly ET may be siirultaneoi^-s with
or sequential (anterior or posterior) to RT.
ST, the moment of utterance, is obviously the one clearly defined
point in the system. Bull's universal "prime axis of orientation" (1960:
27). UTien RT is simultaneous with ST, RT indicates "Present time"; when
RT is temporally anterior to ST, it refers to "Past time", and when RT
is temporally posterior to SI, "Future time" is indicated. Note that
"time" as used here (i.e., the general reference plane of reference time
fis oriented tc ST) refers to actual time orientation and not to the names
cf syntactic "tenses" in any one particular language. Thus to say of a
sentence that it specifies Future time means that the general reference
plane given by RT for the state or event in question is located af ter ST,
the moment of utterance.
In addition, the actual occurrence of the state or event described by
the sentence may also be described as having an ordering relation anterior.
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simultaneous, or posterior to some axis within the general reference plane '
specified by RT. Thus for complete tep.poral specification , a sertpnce
should specify whether an event happened (ET) before, simultaneouf , or
after Torder) some point or axis of orientation In a specified reterence
plane (PT) , which in turn should be "anchored" by specifying whether that
RT is before, simultaneous with, or after (order) the universal public
axis of orientation, the moment of utterar.ce(ST) .
For full temporal specification, then, all three times (EI, RT, rrd
ST) should be specified as well as the ordering relations between thee,
specifically the order of the time of the event with respect to the ax^'
in reference time (ET/RT), and the order of (at least the general reference,
plane of) the Reference Time specified, with respect to the moment cf '
utterance (RT/ST) . Given that we know the relation ET/PT and the lelat^ -
RT/ST, we can deduce the relation ET/ST. In the past, the relation fll
/
has been identified vith the notion of (absolute) "tense", while the :-
lation ET/RT has been identified with the notions "aspect" or "relative
tense". (Cf. Binnick (1976:A^))
As is well known, the surface syntax of English requires that all
"independent" surface sentences contain overt specification cf the order
ing relation RT/ST, usually marked by (absolute) tense markers. Markl: .
the ordering relation (ET/RT) of the time of the event (ET) vith respec;
to (some axis in) the general reference plane specified by the sentence
(RT) is, however, not obligatory,'' (This is the relation called "relative i
tense".) As Smith (1976b) shows, however, when this latter type of crcier-
Ing relation (ET/RT) is specified, it is specified through the use of
operators as (the predicates underlying) surface prepositions such as
English before
,
after , on , in , (?, as well as by the surface auxiliary nave
in the Perfect construction, which specifically marks relative anterior ity .
(Cf. Smith (1976a; 1976b))
Thus in English, specification of the "absolute tense" relation
(RT/ST) is obligatory, while specification of the "relative tense" rela-
tion (El/RT) is optional. As Bull (1960:27) has noted. In contrast to
English, which "almost always defines the ordering relation of the axis
£rT with regard to ST^, ... Mandarin is extremely parsimonious. Ir de-
fines the axis [_RT with respect to StJ only to avoid confusion." It is
the thesis of the present work that it Is not necessary in Mandarin to
specify the ordering relation (RT/ST) of Reference Time to Speech Time and,
conversely, that one function of the so-called optional aspect suf -ix ]je
is to define the ordering relation (ET/RT) of the time of the event with
respect to (some axis in) a reference time (which may or may not b? ex-
plicitly given). Furthermore, it is here advanced that this aspect suffix
le characterizes the ordering relation ET/RT ('relative tense") to be one
of relative anteriority, as well as additionally expressing perfective
aspect. In this respect, le may be characterized as a marker of the Per-
fect as this term is defined in Rohsenow (1978).
^
2. We will now examine hcv the suffix 2£ predicated of the var'ous
classes of verbs in Mandarin operates tc express relative anterirt :<-•, and
perfective aspect.
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The tripartate classification of Mandarin verbs in Rohsenow (1976a;
1978) into state, action, and change-of-state (CS) verbs derives from
Teng (J.973; 1975). Examples are given in (3-3) belcw:
(1)
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(5a) S (5b
NP \T
S YAO
I
S ACT
f
NP VP
I I
HJ. COMING
Ta yao lai. (- 2a)
^He's go inn; to come.
s
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verbs whose surface forms happen to be homophonous with the surface
of the underlying states, but which belong to the different grammati
category (CS verbs). Examples of such "derived" CS verbs are given
(7a) Ta neng (zhang) gao. (c) Ta yao hao
he able (grow) tall(er) he will better
"He can become (grow) "He is going to improve."
tall(er)." (d) Chenshan yao xlac.
(b) Ta hui pang. shirt will small (er)
he possible fatten "The shirt (s) will
"He would/may get fat(ter)." be(come) small(er)."
There are, however, some tonderlying state verbs which may not com-
bine with COME ABOUT in this fashion to produce "derived" CS verbs. An
example of such a "pure state" verb is congiaing , "to be intelligent",
which has no corresponding CS verb meaning "to become intelligent".
Thus there can be no sentence such as (8)
:
(8) *Ta neng congming.
he able intelligent
*"He can become Intelligent."
Other examples of such "pure state" verbs are yonggan "to be brave",
keqi "to be polite", anj ing "to be quiet", liaojie "to understand".
Transitive CS verbs, also known as "achievement verbs", are two-
place predicates also consisting of an underlying state (which again may
or may not have a corresponding surface form) similarly embedded below
the atomic predicate COME ABOUT, as in (9) (underlies (3b):
(9)
HE AMERICA KNOWING
Tg xao.. faxian Mgi,r,h9U (= 3b)
"He will discover America."
3. COME ABOUT and the Existential Verb YOU: The above mentioned construc-
tions — that is, either an underlying state alone or an underlying state
commanded by the higher predicate ACT (i.e., an action verb) plus au in-
stance of the higher predicate COME ABOUT — may further be commanded by
the existential operator YOU, sometiiseg translatable (I.e., sometisies
also having as a surface reflex a form translatable ) as "to have, there is/
there are", etc. As in a number of languxiges, (French avoir , il y a;
Spanish haber , hay ; Japanese arimasu , aru ; etc.) this existential verb
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(which we shall render here as YOU) "asserts the existence of an event or
state" (Teng 1973:24). Note specifically here, however, that it is advanced
by the present analysis that the "event or state" asserted by the construc-
tion under discussion — a state or action verb plus COME ABOUT further
cotnmanded by the existential predicate YOU — is the coming about of the
underlying state or action predicated. The effect of predicating the exist-
ential verb YOU over the atomic predicate COKE ABOUT (which itself commands
an action or state) is to describe that state or action as "having come
about". Thus, similar to the case in English (and those other languages
where some form of the existential or 'have' is associated with the perfect;
cf.. above), the existential verb here expresses the ordering re Is "Ion of
anteriority , as suggested, for example, in the analysis of English "perfect
have" given by C. Smith (19 76a) referred to above.
Specifically, states and actions embedded under COME ABOUT in turn
commanded by existential YOU have underlying structures as in (lOr.) and
(10b) respectively:
(10a) S (10b) S
NP VP ,./ ^,
I
S YOU
^\ /N
KP VP
I I
S YOU
KP
COME ABOUT
NP (NP) VP
(State)
I NP VP
'nun? annrrr I I
S COME ABOUT/\
NP VP
I I
S ACT/IN
KP (NP) VP
(State)
Structures such as (10a) and (10b) underlie sentences as in (11) and
(12) respectively:
(lla) Ta si le. (12a) Ta lal le.
he die le he come le
"He had died." "He came/had come/
(b) Ta gao le. coraes/ls coming (now)."
he tall le (b) Ta he le cha.
"He becaune/had become tall(er)/ he drink le tea
he is tall(er) now." "He drank/had drunk tea."
Note that is is the underlying syntactic combination of COVI. ABOUT
commanded by the higher existential verb which In coniblnation underlie the
surface marker le, and that semantically this combination express*:-? the
existence (YOU-"being") of the "coming about" of the underlying state or
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action. This analysis thus differs from earlier analyses of surface le
(Wang 1965; Teng 1973; Su 1973; Rohsencw 1976a) in not identifying instance
of l_e in surface structure with any one operator in underlying structure,
but rather analyzing such instances of surface le_ (as well as instances of
surface meiyou— to be discussed shortly) as markers of the interaction of
the two logical predicates in underlying structures vinder different syn-
tactic conditions.
As to the question cf whether what is being asserted is an "event or
state" (cf. quote from Teng 19 73; ?.A above), note that the '"coming about"
of a state or action while itself an event, serves to create a new stare of
that state or action's having (at some tine) come about. Thus sentences
such as those in (11-12) above describe a change from (a state of) non-
existence of a state or action to (a state of) tlie existence of the state
or action as having taken place (at some unspecified time)
.
The Interaction of action verbs commanded by COME ABOUT in turn coo-
manded by the existential YOU is thus relatively straightforward, signify-
ing in (12a), for example, a change of state from "not coming" to "coming"
as "having come about". (The placement of surface le_ in transitive actions
predicates such as (12b) is discussed in section 5 below and in Rchsencw
(1978)).
Note that the verbs in (11) are change-of-state verbs, either "inher-
ent", as £1^ "to become dead, to die" in (lla), or "derived", as gao , "to
become tall(er), to grow" in (lib). Thus the structure underlying a sen-
tence such as (lla) containing the "inherent" CS verb ^ (which ccn.sists
of the underlying state (BE) DEAD plus the higher predicate COME ABOUT) is
in (13) below:
(13) S (14) S
NP VP NT VP
I
I
>
S YOU S YOU/\ /\
NP VP NP VPII I i
S COME ABOUT S COJIE AEOUT
NP VP KP VP
HE (BE) DEAD HE (BE) T;jJ.,(ER)
That is, (lla) asserts of "his coining to be dead" that it exists, or de-
scribes (the state of) "his being dead" as "having come about" (as of
some unspecified time)
.
Similarly, we analyze the structure underlying a sentence such as
(lib) which contains the "derived" CS verb gao "to becocie tall" (which
consists of the underlying state verb (BK) TALL(ER) coimnanded by CO?aE;
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ABOUT) as in (14). (See above.) That is, (lib) asserts of "his coming to
be tall(er)" that it exists, or that (the state of) "his being tall(er)"
has (had/will have) come about (prior to some unspecified time).
Note further that it is also possible tc view the structure just
given in (14) as similar to that underlying sentences such as (12a) above
which contain an action verb plus le in their surface structure. The
underlying structure of (12a) is given in (15):
A
VP
) I
S YOUy^
NP VP
I I
S COME ABOUT
NP VP
I I
ACT/\
NP VP
i I
HE COMING
As noted above, (12a) Ta lai le describes (the act of) "his coming" as
"having come about" (as of some unspecified time). Note that in (15) the
combination of COME ABOUT plus YOU appears to correspond directly with the
presence of the surface marker le. One may similarly view the structure
in (14) which underlies (lib) Ta ^ao le as a combination of COME ABOUT
plus higher YOU (corresponding to surface le) predicated of the state verb
(whose surface reflex is) gao . This interpretation is perfectly acceptable
and accounts for the ambiguity of such sentences as reflected in the two
readings "He became tall (er) /He is tall(er) (now)".
Recall, however, that some state verbs such as congming cannot com-
bine with COME ABOUT to form "derived" CS verbs. For such "pure state"
verbs there can be no sentences such as (16):
(16) *Ta yao congming. (17) *Ta congming le.
he will intelligent he intelligent
*Ee will be/become intelligent. *He became intelligent.
In addition to the fact that such state verbs may not be commanded by a
higher instance of COME ABOUT to form such "derived" CS verbs is the fact
that such state verbs also may not occur in sentences such as (17) (above).
(Cf. R. Cheng 1977:18)'. That is, this type of state verb, which may not
be commanded by COME AEOUT alone, als o nay not be commanded by the com-
bination of COME ABOUT plus higher YOU (which correlates with the presence
of surface le )
.
Thus collocability with the higher predicate COKE ABOUT
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is in a sense prerequisite for elJ.gibility to further combine wich a high-
er existential YOU to form sentences such as (lib) Ta gap le. Thus while
a sentence such as (lib) with an underlying structure as given in (14) atay
be viewed on the surface ac an imderlylng state verb plus le, it is per-
haps better viewed as a combination of a "derived" state verb plus a high-
er predicate YOU, parallel to sentences such as (11a) Ta si le containing
"inherent" CS verbs. This asytsmetr^/ may be summed up in a ch;vrt, as in
(18):
(18) Pure State: State: Derived CS: Inherent C3:
Underlying Ta (hen) Ta (hen)
State: ccngming gao.
Plus COME ~ Ta yao gao. Ta van si.
ABOUT:
Plus YOU: Ta gao le^Ta gac le
.
Ta si le.
As noted in Rohsenow (1978) failure to distinguish correctly between
state verbs and their "derived" cJiange-of-state counterparts (as, e.g.j
in Comrie 1976:19-23) has given rise to serious confusion in the study of
the interaction of "state verbs" with the "perfective".
It follows that if the underlying state or action is itself negated
(as in (19a/b)), then a reverse shift froin existence of istate or action to
non-existence of state or action is described, as in (20-21):
(19a) S (.19b)
NOT
NP (KP) VP
(State)
(State)
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(20a) (^)
Ta bu yonf;gan le. Ta bu gao le.
he not brave Ifi ^^ °ot tall J^
"Ee is no longer brave/ "He is no longer tall(er)/
(Contrary to what was expected,) (Contrary to what was expected,)
he is not brave." he is not tall(er)."
(21a) Ta bu he cha le.
he not drink tea 1^
"He not longer drinks/is drinking tea/ (Contrary to what
was expected,) he does not drink/Is not drinking tea."
(b) Ta bu lai le.
he not come jjj.
"He no longer comes/is no longer coming/ (Contrary to
what was expected,) he does not come/is not coming."
The acceptable semtences in (20-21) may be used to describe either the
actual termination of some state or action (the "no longer" readlnj-is) or
the coming about of a reversal of a conception previously held by the
speaker or hearer to be true (i.e., contradiction).
Because "inlierent" change-of-state verbs such as sj^ "to become dead/
tc die" incorporate COME ABOUT within themselves, a sentence such as (22a)
must be analyzed as in (22b). Note, however, that a sentence containing
a "derived" change-of-state verb such as gao in (20b) could not have the
underlying structure given in (22b), as there would be no way to differ-
entiate between Itf; surface realization and that of (19a) (underlies
(20b)).
(22a) Guofu sixiang bu si le.
National father thought not die
^g,
"The National Father's thought never dies/will never die (now)/
(Contrary tc what is believed,) the National Father's thought,
will never die."
(22b) ^S-*^
i^ VP
I I
YOU
NP TP
I
I I
^^. NOT
NP Y
^S.»^^ COME ABOUT
NT 7P
N (State)
A
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If it is the combination of CCiME ABOUT comioaiided by the existential
verb YOU which is negated, then the semantics of the predication describe
the coiDJng abc^ut of the state or action as net existing , or not having
cojne about, and the resultant state not existing. Thus the negative fortiis
of the structures in (10a) and (IDb) above are given in (23a) and (23t)»
and the corresponding negatives of the sentences in (II) and (12) are given
in (24) and (25). (Note that mei is the surface form of the negative
which occurs only before the surface existential verb you "to htive",
(Cf. Chao (1968: (566))
(23a) S
NP VP
I I
S NOT
NP VP
I I
S YOU
NP VP
i 1
S COKE ABOUT
KP (NP) yp
(State)
(23b) .S^
I I
S N01
I I
S YOU/N
NP VP
) i
S COME ABOUT/\
CT' VF
I I
S ACT
CT (KP) VP
(State)
(24a) Ta mei (you) si.
he not (have) die
"Be did not die /had
net died."
(b) Ta mei (you) gso.
he not (have) tall
"He did/had not become
tall(er)."
(25a) Ta nai (you) lai.
he not (have) come
"He did/had not come.
(b) la mei (you) he ch.i.
he not (have) drink tea
"He did not drink/hsd not
drunk tea."
Note that the surface marker vou (after the negative mei- ) in these
sentences indicates the presence in underlying structure of both COME
ABOUT plus the higher existential predicate YOU in turn commanded by the
negative (which accounts for surface mei-) . Thus gao in (24b) can only be
identified as a ("derived") CS verb, parallel to the ("inherent") CS verb
si in (23a). It was also noted previously that a "pure state" such as
(BE) INTELLIGENT J corresponding to the surface state con groin
g
"intelligent'
could not be commanded by either COME ABOUT alone or CO.ME ABOUT plus YOU.
Therefore there is no possible negative structure corresponding to (23.-)
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with (BE) INTELLIGENT as its underlying state, which accounts for the non-
occurrence of me±i you ) with such '"pure state" verbs as in the unacceptable
(26)(cf. R.Cheng 1977:18):
(26) *Ta mei(you) congmlng.
he not (have) intelligent
*He did not becone intelligent.
Note again that the present analysis differs frcm that of Wang (1965)
and Su (1973) in rejecting the notion of a le»<»you alternation in the
sense that both are taken tc be variant surface manifestatlcns in rompli-
mentary distribution of one underlying form (usually identified wich
either you or le) . This analysis also differs from that of Teng (1973)
and Rohsenov (1976a) in not identifying the underlying atomic predicate
COME ABOUT directly with the surface fonn U^ (either Teng's "Lp" or "Li"),
but rather in correlating the presence of such surface forms as le_ aud
(mei ) you in surface structure with the presence of both COME ABOUT and
the existential verb YOU in the underlying structure of both af f ivniatlve
and negative sentences. More licportantly , the present analysis also dif-
fers in relating the meaning cf sentences containing 1^ and melyou iu a
systematic fashion to well-defined logical operators in their underlying
S3rntactic-semantic structures.
4. I would like to suggest that underlying surface sentences with le_ and
eiyou , the existential predicate YOU operates as a marker of relative
anteriority similar to "have" in the English Perfect, while it is also
possible to identify the function of the atomic predicate CO>:l ABt-iUT under-
lying such sentences with the notion of "perfectivity" when this notion is
properly defined. Note again that under this analysis neither surface le^
nor surface (me
i
) you is a direct surface reflex of eitiier one of thesf;
underlying predicates, but rather that both are surface reflexes cf the
presence of both underlying predicates operating in combination , under dif-
ferent syntactic conditions (i.e., presence or absence of a higher nega-
tive) .
It is of course not uncomnoc tc find surface realizations of the uni-
versal existential predicate (e.g., Chinese surface you
.
French il y a.
Spanish hay , Japanese arinasu , etc.) used to assert that a state exists.
In command of a subordinate instance of COME ABOUT (which in ti-rr commands
an embedded S), the existential expresses the existence of a (new; state
of being Cs having ccme about) for the state or action commanded by COME
ABOUT, thus expressing relative anteriority . /\n analysis of English Perfect
"have" as a marker of relative anteriority has been given by C. Smith
(1976b). The present analysis derives from that of Bull (1960:26-27) in
asserting that the underlying existential predicate operates as a marker of
anteriority only in conjunction with an underlying operator such as COME
ABOUT (cf. English Perfect, as well as the languages cited above in which
some form of the surface existential is also used in the Perfect: English
tte has seen it; French 11^ I'a vu; Spanish (el ) lo ha visto ; Japanese mite
aru, etc.)
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The verbal suffix le_ In Mandarin has also been characterized as a
marker of "perfective aspect" (Chao 1968:246; Corcrie 1976:58;8I-82) . In
his recent book on aspect, Comrie (1976:16) characterizes perfectlvity as
"the view cf the situation as a single vhole
, without distinction of the
various phases which make up that situation, while the isLperfective pays
essential attention to the internal structure of the situation." Examples
of verbs with imperfective and perfective tneaniogs are given by Conirie
(1976:3) as in (2 7).
(27) John was reading when I entered.
Of this sentence, Comrie notes:
The second verb presents the totality of the situation re-
ferred to (here "my entry") without reference to its inter-
nal constituency ^cf. his definition of perfectivlty just
above - J.R.J: the whole of the situation is presented as
a single unanaiyzable whole, with beginning, middle, and end
rolled into one; no attempt is made to divide the situation
up into the various phases that make up the action of entry.
Verbal fonas with this iceaning will be said to have perfec-
tive meaning
,
and where the language In question has special
verbal forms to indicate this, we sha.ll say that it has per-
fective aspect. (1976:3. Hy italics - J.R. Sue also 1976:
40)
This characterization of perfectlvity is similar to that described by
Kirsner and Thompson (1976:216-217) as "bounded in tice", as of the verb
drown in (28a) (1976:215):
(28a) *I saw her drown
,
but I rescued her. CPerfective^
(b) I saw her drowning, but I rescued her. flmperfectivej
It is "perfectivlty" in this setose of a "bounded" amount of t. state or
event which 1 should like to identify with the atoirlc predicate COJS ABOUT.
This atomic predicate predicated of z state or activity expresses the notion
of a certain deliaiited ("boimded") amount of the state cr activity taking
place . wTien not in conjunction with a higher logical operator such as the
existential predicate or tense, this delimitation of the state or activity
is an (as yet) unrealized conception, as may be seen in English senLences
referring to future cr subjective situations:
(29a) Would you like to see him drown?
(b) Would you like to see him drink a cup of tea?
(c) Would you like to see him drink?
The complement predicates in these sentences are understocd to refer tc a
certain delimited amount of state or activity as taking place (coming
about), although nothing has actually happened or may ever happen. Further,
unless the activity is inherently resultative (as in 29a) or has a auanti-
fier specifying a certain amount of activity (as in 29b), the anourt of
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activity is understood to be delimited ("boxinded") but imspecifiec as to
amount. Higher predication by the existential predicate (and/cr tense)
will of course further specify that such an (otherwise abstract) aiccunt of
activity actually 'has' (or 'did') take place.
Note also that Comrie states that his notion of perfectivity cenotes
"a ccmplete situetion, with beginning, middle, and end", and stresses that
he prefers the term 'complete' to ' completed' , because "the use of 'rom-
pleted' ... puts too much emphasis on the termination of the sitiiatiuc"
(1976:18). Under the present analysis, the presence of the verb suffi;^ le
represents an instance of the atomic predicate COME ABOUT embedded under
the existential predicate YOU, and conveys that (some amount of ) the state
or activity eiobedded under COME ABOUT has (had/will have) come about (as
of some unspecified time).
If the state or activity in question Is quantified , predication with
le indicates the coming about of a specific (quantified) amount cf the
state or activity, and thus implies completion cf that amount of st.'ite or
activity, as in (30). (Cf. Comrie 1976:82)
(30) Ta xie le yi feng xin.
he write le one classifier letter
"He wrote a letter."
(The syntax of such quantification is analyzed in sectlcn 5 below.) Com-
pletion is only inferrable, however, if the amount of action is not ac-
tually specified, as in (31):
(31) Ta xie le xin.
he write le letter
"He wrote a letter (some letters) /he engaged
in some letter-writing activity."
All that (31) says is that some amount of letter-writing has (had/will
have) taken place, or that a shift from non (existence cf) letter -writing
to (existence of) letter-writing has (had/will have) come about. Tlius a
sentence such as (31) is ambiguous, and may be taken only in an inchoative
sense, as may be seen from (32):
(32a) Ta xie le xin, keshl mei(you) xie wan.
he write le letter, but not(have) write finish
"He did sone-letter-wrlting (i.e., started to write
letters) but didn't finish."
(b) Ta xie le xin, keshi xie bu wan.
he write le letter, but write not finish
"He did some letter-writing (i.e., started to write
letters) but couldn't finish."
Further, for some native speakers, even overt quantification does net pre-
vent an inchoative reading, as in (33). (Cf. Chu 1976:
-48):
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(33) Wo xie le yi feng xin, keslii Dei(you) xie wan.
I write i^ one clfr. letter, but not (have) write finish
"I worked on a letter, but didn't finish it."
Thus„ contrary to Coiarie;, it seems that even whon cociinanded by the
existential YOU, the 'perfective' (COl-IE ABOUT) does not specifically assert
(even) a complete a.ctioD. (as well as not asserting a completed one) unless
a certain amouji t of action Is specified, as by a quantifier, as in (30).
(The lack of specificity as to completion even in sentences with quantifiers
— compare (30) with (33)—for some native speakers, suggests that Che per-
f'active component of ]je (I.e., COME ABOUT) may give only an impli cature of
completion. (Cf. Comrie 1976:29; Grice 1975)
The perfectivity of meaning in (30) implies completeness or corripletion
oialy because a certain amount: of action is specified by the quantifif'.r. In
sentences such as (31) , hcwever, we know only of the existence cf some
letter-writing as havd.ng, come about; there is no quantifier tc suggest com-
pletion. A similar situation in English may be found by examining perfec-
tive sentences with and without quantifiers. Kirsner and Thompson (1976)
note that verbs of perception force a perfective reading of their comple-
ment predicates. (See (28) above).
(34a) You will see him drink a cup of tea.
(b) You will see him drink tea.
(c) You will see hitn drink.
The perfectivity of the quantified action Jn (34a) describes the (complete)
drinking of one cup of tea as coming about. The notion of completeness
clearly stemis from the presence of the quantifier, and a complete act, which
— as noted by Comrie — Includes inception, middle, and termination, may
be viewed as a completed one. In (34b and c) , howevtir, we know only of
some unspcicif led airiount of tea-drinking' s coming about. This is equally a
complete act., but with no quantifier expressed or ev€'.n implied, there is
no specifically delimited aincmnt of activity which one may view as com-
plete (d). This is the: effect of "perfective le" on Chinese action predi-
cates, as in (31) above.
I suggest then that Comrie's characteriz'ation of "perfective a&pect"
as "viewing the situation as a complete whole" (1976:18) is better under-
stood In terms of the pressent analysis of being subordinate to the proposed
universal atomic predicate COME ABOUT, Comrie's notion of the perhictive
as "denoting a complete situation with beginning, middle, and end' (19 76i
16) has b€ien seen to be accurate in that COME ABOUT predicates that some
amount of activity is described as coiaing about, but the terms "complete"
and "beginning, middle, and end" place too much stress on quantified ac-
tions. Any notions of completion derive from notions; of quantification
either explicit in th e predication itself, or else inferred from context.
As noted below in section 5, the interaction of the aspect markers le with
qiaantification and context leads us into the related realms of discourse
analysis and pragmatics.
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5. Understanding the true nature of the perfect and its function in the
time deixis marking system of Mandarin clarifies the interaction of Mandar-
in verbs with the verbal and sentential markers le_. A sentence such as
(35):
(35) Ta lai le.
He come le
is airJaiguous among readings translated as "he cane", "he has cone", cr "he
had come". Because le_ indicates only that a change of state from (a state
of) not coining tc (a state of) coming has (had/will have) taken pl?ce, jle
predicated of lai "to come" only describes some amont of coming as 'having
come about". But if no specific RT is given (which might orient us towards
ST), then we have no way of knowing where to place such an Isolated vtter-
ance in the time universe. Of course, in real life discourse, such Hofer-
ence time axes are obvious from context, either elsewhere in the discourse,
or at least from the extralingulstic "context of situation" (cf. Mslinowski,
1923; J. R. Firth, 1957).
As is common In human languages, in the absense cf any sped ficatior.
to the contrary, RT will be taken ("by default", as it were) to be the
mor.ent of utterance, "now"; "the present". Thus (35) ta lai le would ordin-
arily translate as *'he came" or "he has come (as of now)". In a certain
context, however, it might be cl^ar that le indicated anteriority to an
earlier RT, as in (36):
(36) (Wo chi lai de shihou) ta (yijing) lai le.
I get up of time he already cone Ije
"(When T got up) he had (already) come."
note that this analysis eliminates the need for the "haploiogy" or "collapsed
double Le" analysis advanced by Chao (1968:2A6) for such sentences.
A similar analysis may be advanced for transitive sentences cmtrlnirg
a "sentence final particle"
_le, as in (37):
(37a) Ta he cha le. (b) Ta he san bei cha le.
he drink tea jLe he drink 3 glass tea le
"He has drunk (seme) tea." "He has/had drunk three trasses
of tea (bo far) ."
In the absence of any explicit or contextual specification to the c r.trary,
such a "sentence final" le is taken tc mean that the state or action ir the
sentence commanded by the (operators underlying) "sentence final" Le "has"
come about as of the time cf utterance. However, if context, either explicit
or implicit, indicates the contrary-, a different readin? is possible, as in
( 38):
(38a) (Wo chilal de shihou), ta (yijing) he cha le.
"(VJhen I got up), he had (already) drunk some tea."
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(38b) (Wo chlLai ce shihou) , ta (yijing) he sau bei cha le,
"('^^^^en I got up), he had (already) drunjk. three glasses of tea
(so far) ."
(Sentences such as those ic (37) with ''sentence final'' le only ot ccurse
also have a simple change-of-state reading in which a general change of
habit or action is predicated, i.e., (37a) "He drinks teas now"; (37b)
"Now he drinks thr'Se glasses of tea (e.g., as opposed to soiae other nuisber),")
The so-called ''sentence final" _le represents a combinaticn of tbr
operators COME ABOUT plus the existential YOU which together havt. the re-
mainder of the predicate in their domain. Thus in a sentence such as (39a)
(39a) Ta tia:ntian lai le.
he everyday coa-e Le
"He coD'es everyday (now)."
the "sentence final" _le (i.e., COME ABOUT plus YOU) nust comcand the adverb-
ial tiantian "everyday" as in (39b)
:
(39b) S
KP VP
i '
NP VP
I I
S COliE ABOUT
NP VP
I
J
S IIANTIAI^
NP VP
1 I
S ACT/N
NP VP
I I
HE COMING
giving the readings,, "He comes ever>'day (now)" or "Ee('s) started coming
everyday (now/then)". If "sentence, final" l_e were cotmnanded by t-Lantian,
the proposition would assert that the one time change cf state frci;) "not
coming" to "coming" came about not once, but repeatedly everyday, a logical
contradiction.
With soiae transitive predicates, however, it is possible tc distinguish
between the so-called "verb suffix" _le and "sentence final" l£ depending
on the relative height of the operators which underlie these two le's in
underlying structure. Thus while (37b) with "sentence final" le alone may
mean "Ee has (had) drunk three glasses of tea (so far).", (40) weans only
"He drank three glasses of tea.":
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(AO) Ta he le san bel cha.
he drink Le three glasses tea
"He drank three glasses of tea."
while a sentence such as (41), in an acceptable context,
Beans "He drank
(some) teaV:
(41) Ta he le cha.
he drink Le tea
"He drank (some) tea."
Dealing first with the quantified predicates, we may analyze senterces
such as (40) as in (42) (cf. K. Kei , 1972:251):
" /x
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Is given in (44b) belcw:
(44b) S^
NP VP
I 1
S YOU/N
NP VP
I I
S. COME ABOUT/\
NF VP
/\ /\
S N y NP
^\ TEA YOU THREE GLASSES
I I
S YOU/\
NP VP
I I
S COME ABOUT
/\
NP VP
I I
S ACT
NP NP VP1)1
HE TEA DRINKING
That the higher instance of (the operators underlying) "seivtence final''
le takes ST as its unspoken reference point (RT *= ST «= "now"; "the present")
is further shown by the restriction of such quantified "double le" sentences
tc cooccurrence with Reference times with present time adverbials only,, Tliuti
in the afternoon, one can say (45a), but not (45b), while (45c) is still
acceptable. (Cf. Chao 1968:799)
(45a) Wo jintian xiawu he le san bei cha le.
I today afternoon drink Lg. three glass tea le
"I have drunk three glasses of tea (so far) this aftei'noon."
(b) *Wo jintian zaoshang he le san bei cha le.
I today Tnoming drink l£ three glass tea l£
"I have drunk three glasses of tea so far) this nsorning."
*'(Not an acceptable utterar.ce in the afternoon.)
(c) Wo jintian zaoshang he le san bei cha.
I today doming drink _le three glass tea.
"I drank three glasses of tea this aoming."
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(Cf parallel restriction on the use of English "present perfect"
in the
aftemoor: "I have drunk three glasses of tea (so far) this afternoon/
*this morning.")
It appears that a so-cnlleci 'verbal suffix" l£ placed within the
surface verb phrase is acceptable only when embedded in a clause which is
itself comnanded by a higher predicate. In sentences with quantified objects
such as (40) above, the higher quantifying predicate (containing the exis-
tential verb YOU) serves as the higher predicate. Such quantificatlcn may
be of the object, as in (40), or of the entire action, as in thf so-cineiJ
"tiiEe as a measure of action" durationals, as In (A6)
:
(46a) Ta he le san fen zhong de cha.
he drink le_ three minutes of tea
"He drank tea for three minutes."
(b)
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(47d) Ta he le cha le.
"He has (had) drunk (some) tea."
A "sentence'- final" le^ provides the listener with the RT "Taoment of utter-
ance" (=ST) . When the surface le^ is positioned "within" the surface verb
phrase, however, many speakers feel at a loss for some higher predicate
which would orient them, (Note that the higher predicate in sentences wi!:h
quantifiers such as (40) or (46) is simply the statement of existence con-
veyed by the YOU in the higher predicate.) In isolation
, out of context,
such sentences feel "incomplete".
It is interesting to note, however, that not only are sentences such
as (47a) cited in Isolation by Chinese linguists, e.g., L. Vang 1946:114),
but also that M. Spencer found that seventy percent of sentences containlrig
le in the dialogue plays of the modem writer Lao She which she exaicined
contained such V - le constructions (Spencer 1970:26).
In his recent Harvard Ph.D. thesis, K. MeJ (1972:287-8) notes; that:
Professor Lian Shang Yang has told me that the ^sentence! final le
is required in all cases when there is an indefinite post-verbal
phrase, but I think this rule probably reflect fsj the Peking dialect
spoken by older generations. To the younger people, I'rr. quite sure,
the following sentences are all well formed:
[48] a. ta zai Jiazhou fa le cal "he K^^ot rich in California"
b. wo zuotian kan le dianshi "I watched TV last night'
c. wo fjintlanj zaoshang li le fa "1 had c haircut this
morning."
[sic ; but my additions - J.rH
From the point of view of the present analysis, what is significant
about the seiitenoes in (48) is that the adverbials, which may be ai'.alyzed
as higher predicates, all provide r. context. It appears that the precondi-
tion for placement of _le within the surface verb phrase is the presence of
a higher context- providing predicate, either explicitly, as with the higher
quantifiers in (40) or (46), a higher matrix sentence, as in (47c), a higher
"sentence final" _le_, as in (47d), or adverbials, as in (48), or implicitly
,
in terms of explicit or iiriplicit time references in other sentencef in the
discourse, or in the "context of situation". Such an analysis of the condi-
tions for the placement of the "verb suffix"J^e within the transitive verb
phrase takes us beyond the limits of "(one) sentence grammar" and even be-
yond "transderivatinnal constraints" (G. Lakoff, 1971), and Into Che realms
of discourse analysis and pragmatics.
NOTES
Portions of the present paper were presented to the Sympcsiuir, csi
Chinese Linguistics, Honolulu, Hawaii, July, 1977, and to the Tenth Inter-
national Conference on Sino-Tibetan Languages and Linguistics, Washington,
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li.C.y October, 1977.
2. Cf. Chomsky (1965:107): "Aux --> Tense (Modal) (Aspect)".
3- This Reichenbachian analysis of the "Perfect" in English snd Man-
darinas marking relative anteriority (as well as perfective aspect, cf.
below) clarifies Comrle's notions of "relative" vs. "absolute" tense
(1976:1-2), as well as resolving his equivocation as tc whether the Perfect.
is an "aspect" or not (1976: 52-55).
^- COME ABOirr is defined in terms of George von Wright's (19 (.8) logic
of change as by Dowty (1972:i3): "COME .VBOUT «=. ^ #\/F N p". (Cf. Rohsenow
1976a). In Dowty 19 77:55, this predicate is callefl BECOME.
^' Examples of similar CS verbs whose underlying states have rc< surfa
relfexes are cher 'to sink', £o 'to become broken', wan 'tc finish', cheng-
gung 'to becoice successful'. A list of such verbs in given in Teiif (1975:
165 (10)).
^' Note that not all state verbs have homophcucus CS fcruie. A test
for distinguishing states which do from states which do not Js glvpn by
Teng (1973:'35 fn. 16).
7' L.S. Yang also criticized the Chinese linguist L. Wang cited
above for jjiving sentences with "verbal suffix" le^ but no additional
"sentence final" le^. See L.S. Yang's (19^7) review of L. Wang (1944).
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::::aCHING CKIi.^SE NUMLHaTION on COhFUTEH
Chin-Chuan Cheng
In numeration, only a fev; linguistic rules and a
limited number of lexical items are involved. Yet,
bilingual speakers often fall back to their native
languages v;hen counting is required. A computer
lesson oh Chinese numeration has been implemented
on PLhTO at the University of Illinois to help the
student attain fluency. This paper deals vjith the
following aspects of the interactive lesson: (a)
the structure of the lesson, (b) rules of numeration
in Chinese, (c) algorithms for computer translation
of numbers from concepts to words", and (d) the use of
computer-generated random numbers for selecting
alternative ways of expression. 6in,ce the lesson writ«
Chinese in both Finyin and charac.ters, the display of
Chinese characters on the computer is also discussed.
Geneirally speaking, numeration is fairly simple as compared
to other linguistic "expressions. There are only a few rules, and
the number of lexical items involved is small. Yet, we all know
that when one speaks a second language, the numerals, especially
larger ones, are often the slowest to produce and the hardest to
understand. For example, people usually fall back to their native
languages in order to be able to count quickly or to repeat the
number for understanding.
It is pei'haps because of the surface simplicity of the
numeration system that counting is often overlooked or slighted
in foreign language teaching. On the other iiand, extensive drills
on numbers in a classroom setting are not very enlightening.
Moreover, numeration' generally does not require the understanding
of intonation and the intricate social interactions of the speakers.
Furthermore, the linguistic rules can be made explicit for a computer
to generate and understand the system. It is therefore feasible and
desirable to teach numeration on computer. ouch a computer-assisted
instruction can relieve the classroom teacher from the extensive
drills. HS we all have an urge to "out-wit the computer", it can
also provide an incentive for the student to study.
On the basis of the above considerations, I have implemented
the teaching of Chinese numeration of. positive integers on the
interactive PLhTO system at the University of Illinois. The lesson
is part of the series of the Chinese teaching materials on PLrtTO
(see Chen and Cheng (1976) for an interim report). However, since
the vocabulary is small in number, it can be considered seli-suf ficient
and hence can be used independently. The only prerequisite is that
the student needs to know the pronunciation of Chinese words as given
in the Pinyin system. On the computer, the l-inyin romanization
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is slightly modified, with 1, 2, 3, and k attached to th-^.^ end of
each syllable instead of the conventional diacritic marks to designate
the high level, high rising, low level, and high falling tones.
1. LiiiScON oTSUCTUSE, The lesson is designed to be used as much as
possible to attain fluency and as long as the student wishes to stay
on the computer. In order to accomplish such a function, after
learning the general rules the student is allowed to do various tests.
It, therefore, consists of the following sections:
(l) (a) ^explanation of numeration concepts, showing the
contrasts between the Chinese and linglish systems.
(b) Vocabulary and the writing of the Chinese numerical
characters.
(c) Exercises to allow, the student to type in any numbers
in Arabic numerals or in English words for the computer
to translate into Chinese words.
(d) Exercises to allow the student to type in numbers and
the corresponding Chinese phrases for the computer to
judge the grammaticality of the Chinese wording.
(e) Exercises to allow the student to translate numbers
randomly generated by the computer into Chinese words.
The computer immediately judges the response.
(f) Evaluation of the student's perf,ormance at the end
of a session, showing the number of mistakes he has
made.
Since numbers are infinite, the student doing the exercises will
rarely encounter the same number, unless he deliberately chooses to
do so to see alternative ways of expression. The lesson, therefore,
can be considered open-ended. Naturally, there is the limitation of
human memory and computer storage. For practical purposes, numbers
greater than or equal to a trillion (lxlol2) are not accounted for in
exercises.
The linguistic rules and computer algorithms for the implementation
of the lesson are given in detail in the following sections.
2. CONCEPTS aWv j'ORDS. hs the lesson is intended for -nglish speakers,
comparisions of the numeration systems of the two languages can help
place emphasis on the right points for learning. The explanations
of the concepts is hence done in a contrastive fashion.
The learning of the numbers through 10 is treated as a matter
of acquiring the lexical items:
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(2) zero—ling2
,
• one--yil , tv;o--er^, three—sanl , four— si'+,
five--wu3, six--liu^, seven--qil, eight—bal, nine
—
jiu3,
ten—shi2
The other Chinese words used in the lesson are the following:
(3) two—liang3, hundred—bai3, thousand
—
qianl,
ten thc-isand—wan4, hundred milliou--yi^,
trillion--zhao4
The vocabulary section give the meanings for all these words. It
also shows the Chineae characters. By pressing a designated key,
the student can also seo the writing of each character stroke by
stroke. The design and display of Chinese characters will be discussed
later.
Unlike English, the Chinese way to express the concepts between
•11 and 99 is simple:
(4) (a) Say the number of tens, the word shi2
,
and the
number of ones if it is not zero.
(b) If the number of tens is 1, yil can be optionally
omitted.
For 'example, . .. . ;
(5) (a) 32 sanl shi2' er4
(b) 15 yil shi2 wu3
(c) 15 shi2 wu3 "j • • '"'' \'
The interference of one's native language usually occurs
when the number is greater than a thousand. In ray view, part of
the -difficulty can be attributed to the fact that the Chinese
and .iiinglish names change at different amounts,
student is explained the following difference
of the power of 10:
(6)
In the lesson the
in naming the units
10-
10^
^°9
^^11
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It should be obvious that the ilnglish names of the units change
at every third power of 10, whereas Chinese names change at every
fourth power. The punctuation convention, which groups 3 digits
together, reflects precisely this fact of i::nglish. The Chinese and
Japanese punctuation used to mark off digits in groups of k, which
is sensible to the speakers of these languages, but now has changed
to the tJnglish system to conform to the '..'estern practice for inter-
national communication.
Hsueh (1974) convincingly argues on the basis of both literary
and figurative expressions that "thousand" is the "psychological
maximum sum" in i-nglish; the Chinese "psychological maximum sum",
on the other hand, is "ten thousand" (wan^). He then concludes that
the difficulty in quickly translating one system to another by
bilingual speakers is because of such a "psychological" difference.
I believe the fact that in ii.nglish the word hundred can take attributes
greater than 9 is another cause of the difficulty. For example,
1100 can be said as eleven ]iujidred or one th ou.-^ and one hun d red
in Lnglish while in Chir.ese cne must use the word oianl 'thousand'.
On the other hand, the Chinece.word wan4 can be freely "multiplied".
The concept "hundred million" can be said as yiU or wan^ wan4 .
The rules of numeration in Chinese are given bellow:
(7) (a) starting at the numerically highest unit, say the
number of the unit and the name of the unit. Proceed
to the lower units in the same way until the end.
(b) If the number of a unit is zero, then the name
of the unit is not said.
(c) Zeros at the beginning and at the end are not mentioned.
(d) The word lingZ is mentioned for the zero or zeros
occurring between tv/o non-zero numbers.
(e) Before the unit names other than shi2 and shi2 wan4
,
er^ can also be said as lianK3.
(f) The unit name of the last non-zero number can be
optionally omitted if it is preceded by a non-zero
number in the next higher unit.
The following is a set of examples illustrating the numeration
rules, including those given earlier for the numbers between and
99:
(8) (a) 102 yil bai3 ling2 er^f
(b) 120 yil bai5 er^ shi2 or • yil baij erk
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(c) 53^6 wu3 qianl sanl bai3 si^ shi2 liu^ :
(d) 123^^56789 yil yi^ liang3 qianl sanl bai5 si^ shi2
wu3 wan't liu'4 qianl qil bai3 bal shi2
Oiu3
In (8d), wan^ wan^ and er^ can replace y±k and lianp:3 respectively.
Naturally, in the lesson the student is given much more examples to
illustrate the use of the rules.
5. iiXERCISiiJS. It is not of much use to present only rules and
examples for learning. i:;xercises are important components of the
lesson. As mentioned before, tnere are three sets of exercise.
The first set allows the student to type in a- number in Arabic
numerals or English words. The computer translates the numerals or
words into a number concept. From the concept it then generates the
Chinese numeration in both Pinyin and Chinese characters. For
example, in the following, (9a) is the student's typing; (9b)
and (9c) are the Chinese phrase in romanization and characters
generated by the computer:
(9) (a) 2003 '• •
(b) erk qianl ling2 sanl
(c) ^ r :lf- ^ ,
,
.
This type of exercise allows the student to 'find out how a specific
number is said in Chinese. By pressing certain designated keys he
can repeat the exercise or go to other sections.
•
-The second type of exercise allows the student to check his
understanding of the rules. He is asked to type in a number in
Arabic numerals or in ^-.nglish words and the corresponding Chinese
way of numeration. The computer translates both into numerical
concepts. If both match, the computer gives an encouraging response;
the student then may repeat the exercise to do a different number.
If the concepts do not match, then the'computer requests the student
to try the Chinese phrase again. If he fails to type in the correct
phrase to match the number at the third trial and beyond, the compute]
then shows the phrase in Pinyin and in Chinese characters.
In the third type of exercise the number is randomly generated
by the computer and given in Arabic numerals for the student to
translate into Chinese in Pinyin. Judging responses similar to those
given above are provided.
Ks said earlier, these exercises are open-ended; the number
can vary from zero to one trillion. The limit is simply a practical
one; the computer follows certain algorithms to judge or generate
responses.
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h, TSANSLmTIoK ALGOKITHMS. The translation from Arabic numerals
to numerical concepts as bit configurations in the computer is done
by the computer system. The translation from English words to
numerical concepts is linguistically interesting, but it is not
the focus of this paper and will not be discussed here. In the
following, I will discuss only the algorithms relevant to Chinese
numeration. 1 will specifically show how alternative ways of
saying the same thing can be generated by the computer. There is
no unique way of translating the nuirbers into words or vice versa.
However, the algorithms presented here are intended to reflect the
working of the rules that we provided earlier. Due to the nature of
the paper, many operations such as initializing the variables,
incrementing the display position, saving values for reference,
etc. have to be assumed.
The procedure for translating a number into Chinese will be
discussed in detail. As we saw earlier, the words wan4 and y±k
or wan4 wan^ can have multiples of tens, hundreds, and thousands,
whereas shi2
,
bai3 , and qianl can have only single digit multiplication.
It is convient to discuss the lower order (O through 9i999)
numeration first. The lower order numeration is done with the
following procedure, In the statements if no specific direction of flow
is mentioned, the processing continues on the next step.
(10) (a) Set O'RDER equal to J>.
(b) Divide the number to be processed by 10 to the power
of ORDJJR.
(c) If the integer result of the division is zero, then
check to see if l ing2 is to be written and then go
to step (e). Otherwise continue on the next step.
(d) Write an appropriate Chinese word according to
the result of division.
(e) Calculate: (number to be processed) = (number to
. .
be processed) - (integer result x 10 to the power of
OHDER).
(f) If ORDER is 3, 2, 1, determine according to certain
conditions if qianl
, bai3, shi2 respectively is
to be written.
(g) Subtract 1 from ORDER. If ORDER is -1, end this
routine. Otherwise go back to step (b).
Before we proceed to explain the detailed procedures for how the
computer decides to write lin<r2 and the appropriate Chinese words
as required in steps (c), (d) , and (f) above, it may be more
useful to look at the general procedures for translating a number.
The number in question is assumed to be lower than one trillion.
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The procedures are the following:
(11) (a) If the number is zero, then write lingg and end
the routine. Otherwise continue on the next step,
o
(b) Divide the number by 10 . If the integer result is
zero, then go to step (f). Otherwise continue on
the next step.
Q
(c) Calculate: number = number - (result x 10 )
.
(d) Consider the integer result as the number to be
processed. Do the lower order numeration.
(e) Generate a random integer number. If it is even,
then write the word y±k . Otherwise write the
v/ord wan^ wan^ .
(f) Divide the number by 10 . If the integer result of
the division is zero, then check to see if ling2
is to be written and then go to step (j). Otherwise
continue on the next step.
(g) Calculate: number = number - (result x 10 )
»
(h) Consider the integer result as the number to be
processed. Do the lower order numeration.
(i) write the Chinese word wanA.
(j) Consider the number as the number to be processed.
Do the lower order numeration.
In the procedures random numbers are used to determine the choice
of alternatives. Linguistically optional items are thus selected in
the computer programs. This flexibility certainly helps the student
to learn all the possible ways of expression.
Now we return to the details of some of the procedures referred
to earlier. First of all, the decision as to whether the word ling:^
is to be written or not is based on the following conditions:
(12) (a) The number of the unit in question is zero.
(b) There is a non-zero number occurring,- in the units
higher than the unit in question.
(c) The value of the units lower than the unit in
question is not zero.
(d) The word preceding the one in question is not ling2.
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If all the conditions are met, then the word ling2 is written.
The writing of the Chinese words is based on the integer result
of the division done in the previous processing. The Chinese words
in Pinyin and in characters are written according to the following
procedures:
(15) (a) If the integer result of the division is zero, then
stop.
(b) If the result is not 2, then go to step (d).
(c) If the result is a number for the tens unit, then
write erk; go to step (e). Otherwise generate
a random number; if it is even, write erk; otherwise
write lian,?3 ; go to step (e).
(d) ' If the integer result is 1, 3, ^, 5i 6, 7, 8, or
9, then write the corresponding Chinese word yil ,
sanl , s±k , wu3, liu^ , qil , baL-, or ,iiu3 .
(e) Search for the Chinese word in the Chinese character
storage and plot it .
Since erk and liang:3 alternate freely before the unit names other
than shi2 and shi2 wanf+, a random number is generated for the variation.
As already said in the numeration rules, under certain conditions
the unit names shi2 , bai3, 'and qianl need not be mentioned. The
choice is determined, as for other cases, by random numbers.
The processing of the name shi2 is more complicated and w-ill be given
first as the following sequence:
(1^) (a) Generate a random number. If it is odd and if the
original number to be processed is less than 20, then
••"• go to step (f)
.
(b) If the random number is odd and if the integer
result of the earlier division is 1, then continue
on step (c). Otherwise go to step (e).
(c) Generate two random numbers. If both are odd, then
go to the" next step. Otherwise go to step (e).
(d) ..rite the Chinese word shi2 and stop.
(e) .j'rite an appropriate Chinese word according to the
result of division.
(f) Determine if the unit name is to be written according
to certain general conditions.
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The numbers 10 through 19 are more often said with the number word
yil if they are part of larger numbers. For example, the use of yil
in the following cases is more natural:
(15) (a) 31^ sanl bai3 yil shi2 si4 or
sanl bai3 shi2 s±k
(b) ^516 si^ qianl wu3 bai3 yil shi2 liu^ or
si4 qianl wu3 bai3 shi2 liu4
The natural impression is perhaps due to the specific mentioning of
the number to resolve an uncertainty in listening to the numeration.
At any rate, in the procedures we generate two random numbers and
decide to write it without the word yil only if both numbers are odd.
That is, by requiring two odd random numbers, we actually reduce the
chances of occurrence of such a phrase.
The general procedures for deciding whether a unit name is to
be writtai or not are the following:
(16) (a) If both of the following conditions are ffot met, then
", write the unit name and stop. Otherwise continue
on the next step.
(i) The number of the units lower than the unit in
question is zero.
(ii) The number of the units higher than the unit
in question is not zero.
(b) If the word last written is lian£3, then write the
appropriate unit name; stop.
(c) Generate a random number. If it is odd, write the
unit name. Otherwise do not write it.
Again, alternatives are selected accordinr, to the value of a random
number. Speech variation is thus accounted for in the computer
lesson.
The translation of Chinese phrases into numbers by the computer
also follows certain well-defined procedures. Since the linguistic
rules have already been stated, analyzed, and discussed above, the
operation of translating phrases into numbers will not be presented
here. One point needs to be mentioned, however. Ue realize that the
Chinese- phrases typed in by the student may contain illegal words
as well as syntactic errors. Therefore the program provides an
extensive diagnosis on the input string.
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5. CHINESE CHAi-iACTERS. The student is expected to be able to read
and write the Chinese numeral characters when he completes the lesson.
The section that, introduces the vocabulary provides each word in Pinyin
and in Chinese scripts. As each character is shown, the student has
the option to choose to see the writing of it stroke by stroke.
The duration of the pause between strokes can be adjusted by the
•learner by pressing certain designated keys.
To understand how a character is displayed on the PLhTO screen
and how a stroke is determined, we need to look at the design of
Chinese characters on PL/.TO. ks mentioned in Chen ana Cheng (1976),
Chinese characters are designed on a l6 x l6 grid. Strokes are made
of straight lines. A straight stroke consists of one line; a slanting
one consists of a number of. short lines . connected to form an appropriate
curve. The computer representation of a line is a set of k numbers
representing the beginning and end coordinates (xl, yl ; x2
,
y2 )
.
As the PLaTO alphanumerical characters are coded in octal 01, 02, 03,
etc. beginning with the letter "a", the program for designing Chinese
characters displays the coordinates in the l6 letters "a" through
"p". Thus each coordinate is contained in a 5-bit segment. But as
the coordinates are stored, each of: them is subtracted by 1, and in the
actual storage each is only k bit long. The 4-bit segment still
.allows for l6 distinct patterns.
To display a character, the computer program takes each four
4-bit segme.nts from the storage as the coordinate pair (xl, yl) and
(x2, y2). k line .is then drawn between these two points. Drawing
continues until the entire character is displayed. The number of
lines .of each character is also stored along with tht coordinates.
It should be obvious that the l6 x 16 grid is only an abstract
resolution. In the actual display, the coordinates are scaled up
or down to obtain various sizes of characters.
The storage actually consists of three areas: (a) 'the names of
the characters in Pinyin, (b) pointers which relate tht names and
-theip coordinates, and (c) the metaning and the coordinates of each
of the characters, which are of variable length. Each pointer (a
.60-bit computer word) also contains the number of lines of the
character. The meanings given 'can help identify the characters for
the lesson author and serve in other minor ways in the lesson; they
are not extensively used in presenting the meanings of the word
to the student. The stprage resides on a PLATO permanent common.
A common is an area shared by all 'the students who use the lesson.
The names of the characters in the common are arranged in alphabetic
order. To find a name in the common, a binary search is carried out
in the following way. First, the name in the middle point is compared
with the search object. If the object is alphabetically greater,
then the lower half of the area can be discarded and a similar search
can be done with the higher half. Similarly, if the object ig
alphabetically smaller, then the higher half can be ignored. The
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search continues until the object is found or until the area is exhausted.
A common in our Chinese lessons usually -contains about 200
Chinese characters. The binary search is fast enough to avoid a
delay in response to the student. Once the name is found and its
position in the area determined, we go to the same position in the
pointer area to obtain the number of lines and the address of the
coordinates.
To write a character stroke by stroke, the program has to be
able to recognize the stroke boundary. Because of the nature of the
design of the characters, it is easy to determine the end of a stroke.
If the end coordinates of a line are the same as the beginning
coordinates of the next line, then the lines are part of a stroke.
In such a case p-lotting continues until the end point is not the
same as the beginning point of the next line. The process is as
follows
:
.•..-.'•.
(17) (a) Get the beginning xl, yl, x2 , and y2 coordinates
from the common storage.-
(b) Draw a line between the points (xl, yl) and
(x2, y2).
(c) Store x2 and y2 in variables X and Y respectively.
(d) Get the next 4 coordinates into xl
,
yl, x2 , and y2
from the common storage.
(e) If xl = X and yl = Y, theti .go . back to step (b)
immediately. Otherwise pause foi- h predetermined
number of seconds and thgn go back to step (b). ,
Generally speaking, the display of a stroke on the PLhTO terminal
screen in the way just described can show the sequence of the strokes
in writing. However, since the speed of lifie drawing is so fas't
that only- very att-entive students can. see the direction of writing
of short strokes. To remedy the situation, I have implemented another
' feature that writes the- strokes in slow motion, so to speak. Instead
of writing the whole stroke at one' drawing, a line is divided into
a number of points and the points are then connected together, Such
'a drawing shows the animated writing of the stroke, and thus the
direction of pen movement is clearly displayed for the student.
To locate the points, the slope of the line is calculated an. then
the points are determined by increasing (or decreasing) the
appropriate coordinates along the axes. The procedure given in
(17b) is now changed to the following sequence:
(18) (a) Calculate the directions:
x-direction (XD) = x2 -xl
y-direction (YD) = y2 - yl
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(b) If the line is vertical (i.e. XD = 0) , go to step
(g). Otherwise continue on the next step.
(c) If XD is negative, set increment (INC) equal to
-1. Otherwise set it equal to +1.
(d) Calculate the coordinates for the next point:
slope (SLP) = YD / XD
abscisa (XX) = xl + INC
ordinate (YY) = (SLP x XX) - (SLP x xl) + yl
(e) Draw a line frem- the point (xl, yl) to the point
(XX, YY).
(f) If XX is equal to x2 , the- entire line is displayed;
leave the line drawing routine. Otherwise set
xl equal to the value of XX and go back to step (d).
(g) If YD is negative, set increment (IMC) equal to
-1. Otherwise set it equal to +1.
(h) Calculate the next ordinate:
abscisa (YY) = yl + IKC
(i) Draw a line between (xl, yl) and (xl, YY).
(j) If YY is equal to y2 , then the entire line is displayed;
•- leave the line drawing routine. Otherwise set yl
equal to the value of YY and go back to step (h).
This animated writing is operative only when the student is using
a PLATO V terminal, which, in contrast with the PLaTO IV terminal,
has a micro-processor in it. The elaborated line drawing procedure
is carried out by the terminal processor; the central computer is thus
not demanded of the task to do such a time consuming operation.
6. CCKCLUDING x^ZHaRKS. ,/ith regard to numbers, there may be a marked
difference between writing on the one hand and speaking and listening
on the other. Training in listening can be done on PLkTO witn
the facility of the audio unit, and I have plans to implement this
feature*. i-.s to automated analysis of numeration from voice input,
it is something of the future.
NOTES
Hsueh (197^:121) says that
^il before any unit names can
be omitted. Hy speech does not allow for the omission of yil
excent before shi2.
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Shangwu Publishing House (1971:129) gives the rules concerning
the use of erk and liang3 as follows: Before shi2 and bai3, erk is
used, but before qianl
, both erk and liang3 can be used. The exclusion
of liang 3 before bai3 is apparently a mistake.
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GLIDE y III KOREAii HISTORICAL PHONOLOGY
Soo-Hee Toh
Three cases .involving y in Korean historical phonology-
are examined: (1) y' s role in vowel harmony in Middle Korean,
(2) gemination of y-, and (3) mononhthongization of diohthongs
of the form Vy . It is argued here that y had an effect. of
neutralizing vowel harmony, that y gemination is not a case
of consonant insertion to break up vowel hiatus but a case of
progressive assimilation, and that monophthongization of Vy
is but, a part of a general nrocess of palatalization.
1. In the Vernacular literature, there are many articles urritten
on various, roles that glide y played in the history of Korean phonology
(e.g.. Huh 1952, S-H. Lee 195"i+, K-I, Lee 1972, W. Kim 1964, Toh 1977).
Although some of these works express different and sometimes even
(ppposite. views, all seem to agree that y played a rather important and
dynamic role in the phonological history of Korean. For example, certain
consonants, notably k, Sjand p, were weakened and eventually deleted
after i/, palatalization occurred after i and y, and y triggered
umlauting (vowel fronting). In this paper, I will try to describe and
explain a few as yet unobserved or not satisfactorily explained phonological
phenomena involving y in diachronic Korean; namely, the function of post-
vocalic y in vowel harmony in Middle Korean, y gemination, and
monophthongization of Vy.
2. Discussions of vowel harmony in Iliddle Korean have traditionally
excluded the funciton of y. . It was assumed that y in either yV or Vy
did not affect the operation of vowel harmony in the nucleus vowel.
This, is understandable on one hand since prevocalic y didn't indeed
disrupt vowel harmony. But on the other hand, in view of the fact that
i is a neutral vowel with respect to vowel harmony (as in some vowel harmony
languages like itongollan and Finnish) and that i and y are phonetically
similar and eVen behave similarly phonologically (e.g. , in palatalization,
umlauting, etc.), such an assumption seems rather strange.
The following table summarizes, the vowel harmony patterns in Middle
Korean:
Harmonic class
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Distinctive features that would divide these harmonic classes in
what appears to be a "diagonal" vov/el harmony system into natural classes
are not our concern here (cf . C-W. Kim 1976). VJhat is to be noted is
that, unlike in Mongolian where the neutral vowel i,which can follow
either a front vowel or a back vowel, can be follov/ed by only a front
vowel. Middle Korean i was completely neutral as can be seen in the
following examples:
harmi-rAr 'grandmother' (Ace) api-nAn
acami-rir 'aunt' (Ace) emi-nAn
mari-rAr 'head' (Ace) cip-in
syomin-ir 'people' (Ace) uri-nAn
'father' (Tonic)
'mother' (Topic)
'house' (Topic)
'we/us' (Tonic)
sin- Ay 'god' (Log)
sim-ay 'mind' (Loc)
rim-ay 'forest' (Loc)
zir'-ey 'day' (Loc)
him-Aro 'force' (Instr)
potyeysim-iro 'mercy' (Instr)
kir-hAro 'road' (Instr)
iD-iro 'mouth' (Instr)
Since i is neutral with resrect to vowel harmony as was exemplified
above, and since i and y are phoneticallj'- and phonologically similar in
many ways, one might ask if y behaved in any way like i in vowel harmony.
King Seijong, v^ho invented the Korean script hankul in 1443, specifie
clearly in his imirmincengum-iaylyey (annotated examples of hankul) that
complex vowels with prevocalie y (yV) behave exactly like simple vowels
(monophthongs) in vov;el harmony. Examoles also shov; that the harmony is
kept between vowels in V-Vy (- = morpheme boundary). These cases
undoubtedly contributed to a sweeping generalization that y had no effect
on vowel harmony. But vjhat has not been examined carefully is vowel
harmony in Vy-V. Here, we find many examples that appear to violate the
vowel harmony rule: Thus, alternations of the following kind
suruy-nAn - suruy-n±n 'v;heel' (Topic)
coy-rAr ~ coy-rir 'crime' (Ace)
mithiy-nAn - mith±y-n±n 'low part' (Topic)
syuy-rAr ~ syuy-r±r 'ray' (Ace)
are found abundantly in the fifteenth century texts which otherwise
observed strict vov/el harmony. (Statistically, there are a vastly more
number of examples of "light" suffix vowels after the stem-final Vy than
of "dark" vowels, indicating that the direction of neutralization here
was toward "light". This is puzzling, because in t^-odern Korean where
vowel harmony is almost lost, harmonic classes merge into "dark" rather
than "light" series. See Toh 1970 for some discussion and detailed
statistical analysis.)
It was assumed traditionally that these examples were inexplicable
vowel harmony violations and, furthermore, that these violations might
indicate the beginning of the monophthongization process of complex
vowels (Vy), implying that vowel harmony violations were due to the
changed vowel quality in the nucleus vowels before y in dinhthongs.
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This view, however, is rather unoersuasive. Historically, the
monophthongization nrocess occurred later (18th century) than the
texts in which these examples are found (15th c). Furthermore, if a
disruption in vowel harmony began with monophthongization of diphthongs,
why didn't the same process occur in '/-% as it did in l^z/-!''? In other
words, if both light and dark vowels are found after Vy because the
quality of the nucleus vowel in Vy has changed either throur^h umlauting
or monophthongization and no longer required strict observation of vovfel
harmony with the following vowel, why can't Vy follow any vowel, light
or dark?
Such differential behavior can be explained if we assume that y,
like i, possessed a neutralizing quality. Vov;el harmony being a process
of progressive assimilation, its observance in V-Vy is natural, while
its violation in Vy-V can also be explained in a natural v/ay in terms of
i/'s intervention in the vowel sequence, thereby neutralizing vowel harmony.
Not incidentally, for this post-vocalic y to be a vowel harmony
neutralizer, it must be assumed that the complex vowel sequence Vi/ was
a diphthong, not a monophthong, for y is deleted simultaneously v/ith
monophthongization, e.g. , ay -> c^ ey -> e^ oy ^ '6, etc., and therefore
monophthongized vov/els would no longer have y, an i-like semi-vcv/el.
3. One of the functions of y in Middle Korean v;as thought to be
that of a consonant inserted between two vowels to break up a hiatus
(S-il. Lee 19it7). A careful examination of Middle Korean texts shows,
however, that such a generalization cannot be maintained. Examine the
following
:
Locative
cyeQsa-ay 'pavilion'
toQto-ay 'east capital'
sA-ay 'temple'
cyeQke-ey 'nirvana'
cwau-ey 'both sides'
s3ri-y9y 'crowd'
noray-yey 'song'
syey-yay 'generation'
soy-yey 'iron'
kuy-yay 'ear'
kelciy-ysy ' there
'
pAy-yey 'boat'
amoki-9y 'anyone'
Noninalizer
na-am 'going'
po-om 'seeing'
hA-om 'doing'
sye-em 'standing'
tu-um 'leaving'
khi-um 'growing'
psk±ri-yom
~psk±ri-yum 'embracing
ponay-yom 'sending'
tAoy-yom 'becoming'
mAy-yom 'tieing'
hySy-yom 'calculating'
sy9y-yum 'setting'
pichuy-yom ' shining
'
y3h±y-yom 'partiHg'
-^' yeh±y-yun
Adverbal
sa-a 'to buy'
sso-a 'to shoot'
thA-a 'to receive'
nye-e 'to go'
iru-3 'accomplish'
psi-e 'to use'
ti-ys 'to fall'
nay-ya ^ nay-ye
'to produce'
tAoy-ya 'to become'
koy-ye 'to love'
kArhAy-ya ~ kArhAy-yS
'to choose'
pskey-ye 'pierce'
muy-ye 'to move'
yehiy-ye 'to part'
These examples can be summarized in the form of a table as folic
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Stem-final
vowel
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4-. I now turn to i/'s role in the monophthongization process.
Here I will question neither the truth nor the chronology of such a
process in Korean historical phonology. My attention is rather directed
to the following questions
:
a. VJhat motivated/prompted monophthongization?
b. Monophthongization tooR .the form of vowel fronting; thereby
producing a new series of front vowels. VJhy \v'as vowel fronting limited
to diphthongs? Couldn't nev; front vowels come from something else?
c. Is monophthongization a process of 'vovjel
-.contraction" as is
traditionally believed? If it is something else, what?
It is generally assumed that the vowel system of Korean underwent
a great vowel shift sometime in early Middle Korean period (cf. V,'-J. Kim
1963, K-M. Lee 1972). This shift in general took the form of retraction
of non-high front vowels in the initial stage. This must have left a
large space empty in the front (left-side) of the vowel system, creating
a phonetically quite unstable and unbalanced state. It is extremely
appealing to speculate that it is into this room (hole) that diphthongs
moved via monophthongization, producing a nev; series of front vowels,
and consequently a more balanced and optimal vowel system, in the process.
Such teleological explanation, however, is dangerous to entertain in
historical phonology (cf. Anttila 1972). I am not certain that a sound
change occurs in order to achieve a specific purpose or to obtain an a
priorily well-defined goal. Rather, it must happen because phonetic
environments condition it to haopen vjhether or not it accomolishes some
noble aim. This is not to say that there is no case of sound change
which is motivated by some universal Drincioles governing the general
xaws of language, e.g., rule application, rule reordering, etc. (cf.
Kiparsky 1968).
I-ly view of monophthongization of diphthongs in Middle Korean is that
it happened not necessarily in order to create a new series of front
vowels but as a part of a general process of palatalization that occurred
in pre-Modern Korean. As is well known, palatalization of consonants
in the environmrnt of i/y occurred in the middle of the 17th century.
I regard monophthongization as a case of palatalization of vowels. In
this view, palatalization becomes an extremely general rule that applied
to both consonants and vowels in the same environment of i/y-
A teleological view that monophthongization occurred in order to
create new front vowels cannot explain why they couldn't come from some
other sources besides diphthongs, nor can it explain why all diphthongs,
not only those that gave rise to desired front vowels, monophthongized.
Notice that such generalized monophthongization process created some
phonologically not so desirable vov.'els as well as desirable ones. Thus,
as a result of monophthongization of uy and cy , Korean acquired "m.arked"
front rounded vowels, and monophthongization of iy created a case of
''absolute neutralization" betv;eeen the new i < iy and the old i.
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That the monophthongization process applied to all complex vowels inspite
of these "complications" indicates that it was more a phonetically
determined process than a phonologically motivated rule.
Mo doubt, phonological systems constantly strive toward achieving
more ideal and optimal states, but it cannot override natural phonetic
processes in the course. Phonojogical states are by-products of phonetic
processes, not a motive force that sets phonetic processes into motion.
A natural riverbed is not formed in order to draw water into it; rather,
it is formed as a result of the flow of water. Monophthongization did not
occur to fill an- empty space in an unba-lanced vowel chart. It occurred
because the input string, met the structural description of the rule of
palatalization.
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VOWEL LENGTH IN KOREAN
CHIN-W. KIM
The role of vowel length in Korean is examined. It is shown
that, although its functional load as a suprasegmental phon&ne is
marginal3 it is an important factor in determining several
pho>iologiaal alternations in Korean, in particular, in anomalous
verb conjugation, in devocalization, and in deletion of vowel i.
It is argued also that abstract underluing representation and
a global rule application are necessary to account for certain
phenomena involving vowel length.
In Mbdern Korean, there are pairs of v/ords that contrast in meaninrr
solely due to differences in vowel length, for examole,
(1) mal 'horse' ' cok-ta 'to record'
ma:l 'speech' ce:k-ta 'be snail'
pyerj 'bottle' - • chi-ta '.to strike'
pysirj 'illness' chi:-ta 'run over' :
The repertoire of such examples, however, is limited, and., like the
phonemic status of /'^/ or /P/ in English, voviel lenc^th has occupied a
marginal status in Korean phonology.
The purpose of this brief paper is to show that there is much more to
it than is apparent on surface in the role that vov;el length plays in
Korean. In particular, it will be shown that vcnrel length has a trade-off
relationship with lexical length, and that it is a determining factor in
devocalization and deletion of vowel %. Along the way, it v.'ill be arj^ued
that it is necessary to postulate a rather abstract form of underlying
representation and aoplication of .a global rule in order to derive
certain forms correctly.
To begin, examine the follovjing examples of two representative classes
of tbf^ so-called 'anomalous' (irregular) predicates in Korean.
(2) t- irregular _
,
••
ke:''^-ta;, 'to walk' k$:t-ko, kap-e, kar-ini, etc.-
mu:t-ta 'to inquire' mu:t^ko, mui*-e, muj'-ini, etc.
"
nu:t-ta 'to scorch' nu;t-ko, nur-a, nur-ini, etc.'
cf. t-regular
ket-ta 'to roll up' kot-ko, ket-a, ket-±ni, 6tc.
.
.. mut-ta 'to bury' mut-ko, mut-a, mui-ini, etc.
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p-i rregu lar
ko:p-ta 'be pretty' korp-kp, koU-a, kow-ini, etc.
ku:p-ta 'roast' ku:p-ko, kuu-e, kuu-ini, etc.
shi:p-ta 'be easy' shi:p-ko, shiw-a, shiw-ini, etc.
cf. p-regular
kop-ta 'to fold' kop-ko, kop-a, kop-ini, etc.
ip-ta 'to wear' ip-ko, ip-©, ip-ini, etc.
These examples show that 'anomalous' predicates — called 'anomalous'
because the stem-final consonants behave unpredictably before vowel-initial
affixes — contain long stem vowels while regular ones have short vowels.
One might wonder then v;hat anomality there was to sneak of if the alternation
of the stem-final consonant is phonetically determined by the length of
the oreceding vowel. One reason is that many traditional Korean grammarians
were reluctant to assign such an important role as determining 'anomalous'
conjugations to such a marginal phonological feature as vowel length.
Ahother more obvious reason was that , to regard vowel length as the sole
determinant of anomality in predicate conjugations, there were too many
exceptions. Thus, although C-W. Kim (1971) was the first to examine the
classes of anomalous verbs in depth and claim that they are not anomalous
at all, he did so by postulating different underlying segments for irregular
stem-final consonants from the regular ones and then by invoking the
'principle of close articulation' to exDlain neutralization between the
two in preconsonantal environment. It v/as only in 1973 that vowel length
was considered as playing an important role in irregular predicates (Lee
1973; Kim-Renaud 1973). Even here, exceptions were left unexplained.
Exceotions are of two kinds: one genuine and the other superficial.
The former includes several lexical items that behave anomalously although
their stem vowels are short (e.g., t4t-ta 'to listen', cliuv-ta 'be cold'),
and, conversely, those that show regular patterns despite a long stem vowel
(e.g., u:s-ta 'to laugh'). Although a diachronic explanation can be found
for these exceptions, they v/ill orobably have to be recognized as genuine
exceptions in synchronic phonology if the length of the stem vowel is made
to be the governing factor in anomality. The second class of exceptions
involves polysyllab ic stems as given in the following:
(3) kk£tat-ta 'to realize' tukkep-ta 'be thick'
ilkhet-ta 'to name' al±mtap-ta 'be beatiful'
These words are also irregular predicates (the stem-final t and p
alternate with r and w, respectively as in (2)). But note that the last
vowel of the stem here is not long. But this can be easily explained by
a general rule in Korean that shortens long vowels in all non-initial
syllables within a word, as is exemplified in the following.
(4) no:l-ta 'to play' ttwi-nol-ta 'jumn and olay'
pa:lp-ta 'step on' cis-ppalp-ta 'to trample'
te:cep 'hospitality' r>hu-tecap 'inhospitality*
sa:lara 'man' nun-salam. 'snovman'
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Thus, if we apply the non-initial syllable vowel shortening; rule, the
kind of exceptions in (3) will cease to be exceptions.
A more serious problem is the length alternation in the stem vovjels
of anomalous predicates v/hen they occur with various affixes. For example,
(5) te:p-ta 'be warm', te:p-ko, te:p-ci; taw-ini, tew-ase, tew-imyen
mu:t-ta 'to ask', mu:t-ko, mu:t-ci; muT'-ini, mui^-ese, mui^-imyen
These examples appear to indicate that the stem vov/el in anomalous
predicates maintains its length only before a consonant-initial affix, and
that it is shortened before an affix beginning with a vowel. From a
universal phonetic point of view, this is rather difficult to explain,
for, ceteris paribus, a vowel should tend to be longer before a voiced
vowel than before a voiceless consonant (of. systematic variations in
vowel length in such English words as his vs. hiss^ bead vs. beat, etc.).
Furthermore, the following examples show rather clearly that the alternation
in vowel length in (5) is related not so much with the nature of the"
initial segment of the following affix as with the number of syllables
in the affix.
(6) ka;m-ta 'wash hair' kam-ki-ta (Passive/Causative)
a:l-ta 'to know' al-li-ta
.ki:l-ta 'be long' kil-i-ta -"to lenpthen' • •
.no:l-ta 'to play' nol-li-ta 'to kid, jest'
to:l-ta 'to turn' tol-no-ta 'to look back' ''' '• ' •••'••'
kke:-ta 'to awaken' kkt-tat-ta 'to realize.' " •''' ' ''
I- think it is an accident that many one syllable affixes, begin with a
consonant,' whilfe many polysyllabic affixes begin with a vowel, and that
a more reasonable view is that vowel length is not a function of the
initial segment of the affix but' is in inverse relation with' the length
of the affix; Such a trade-off relationship between' vowel length and the
word length is not surprising. In speech production, there is a tendency
to make the same phonological units (a syllable, a word, or a "foot") be of
equal length. What is called 'compensatory' len.ethening/shortening, Lehiste's
"finding- that such English words as stay 6 stayed, and stead & steady, etc.
'are of "equal duration, are examples of this tendency (Lehiste 1970)
Examine next the following examples of devocalization (glide formation).
cu-ii -> ewe 'to give'
o-a -> \-ja 'to come'
teli-e -> telye 'to bring with'
In general, a voivel is devocalized to a glide in front of another vowel
which is lower in. height. In .this. case, a front vowel devocalizes into y,
the back vqv/el into w.
Another relevant rule that we have to introduce here for our discussion
is an intei^vocalic glide deletion rule as is exemnlified below.
(7)
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(8) co:h-a ^ co-a 'be good'
to:p-a ^ tow-a -» to-a 'to help'
Given these tv;o independently motivated rules in -Korean, one night ask
if the output of the glide deletion rule is further subject to devocalization
rule. The answer, as far as the examples given in (8) are concerned, is no.
That is, ooa and toa are not further contracted to cwa and twa, although
poa to pwa and tu& ->• tws are perfectly permissible as shown in (7).
An initially appealing way to 'describe this phenomenon is in terms of
rule ordering. That is, if devocalization rule is ordered to apply prior
to glide deletion rule, oo-a v;ill not devocalize to cwa., for at the time
when devocalization rule applies, the intervocalic h has not been deleted
yet, thereby blocking the application of devocalization rule. This solution,
however, is not v/orkable because of the following kind of examples:
(9) noh-a ->- no-a -»• nv/a 'to put, leave'
chuw-e -» chu-9 -» chwa 'be cold'
These examples show that the output of glide deletion is still subject to
devocalization. That is, in order to derive the forms in (9), the order
of the two rules must be glide deletion before devocalization. This is
exactly the reverse of the order suggested above to account for the forms
in (8). Hov7 can v/e get out of this dilemma?
A careful examination reveals that the stem vowel in (8) is lonp,
while that in (9) is short. This means that devocalization is dependent
UDon the vowel length of the stem, i.e. , a short vowel may devocalize in
front of a lower vowel, while a long vowel may not. Since a long stem vov;el
is shortened in front of a polysyllabic affix which frequently begins with
a vovjel, this may result in neutralization in vowel length in some stage of
derivation. In such a case, the stem vowel will no longer be able to provide
the crucial information as to whether or not it can be devocalized. However,
by ordering devocalization before vowel shortening, and by requiring the
former to apply only to a short vov^el, we will be able to derive correct
forms as the following derivation shows:
(10) noh-a
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For these examples to belong to a class of irregular predicates, the last
steiTi vowel must be considered to be long underlyingly. I.'ote, hov/ever, that
examples in (11) are different from those given in (2) in that in no case
is the last stem vowel in (11) surfaces as long, vjhile in (2), the mono-
syllabic stem vowel alternates between long and short depending upon the
follov;ing affix. Since the last stem vowel in (11) never alternates,
this is a case of 'absolute neutralization', and therefore, even though
the rule that shortens long vowels in non- initial syllables can take care
of the stem-final vowels in (11) even if they v/ere specified long, it
would be nothing but a case of an unmotivated 'free ride'.
But when we examine the behavior of the final syllables in (11)
with respect to devocalization, the picture changes, for, although the
vov/el in these syllables never surfaces as long, it also never devocalizes.
Recall that only a long vowel can prevent itself from being devocalized.
This means that in order to prevent the devocalization rule to apply to
(11), its last stem vov/el must be posited as underlyingly long although
a long vowel is never realized in this environment. This then is a case
of postulating a quite abstract form of underlying representation desuite
absence of any alternant bearing the posited shape (absolute neutralization),
Examine now the follov/ing:
(12) ta:h-ini 'to touch' -> ta:-ni ^ ta-±ni
co:h-ini 'be good' -» co:-ni ~ co-±ni
ci:z-ini 'to build' ^ ci:-ni * ci-ini
i/hat these examples show is that whenever a long vov/el is immediately
follov/ed by % (a high central vowel — it has in Korean somevjhat like
that of the schv;a vowel in English), i is deleted, unless the preceding
vowel is shortened, in which case it remains. The following examples show
that t' may be deleted after a short stem vcvjel as v.'ell:
(13) na-ini "* na-ni 'to produce'
ka-ini *" ka-ni 'to go'
o-ini ^ o-ni 'to come' -. •
The difference between (12) and (13) is obvious; the long stem vowel
remains long, v/hile short stem vov/els stay short, when the follovring i. is
deleted. The fact is, hov/ever, not so simple and straightforvjard as this.
The problem is that i- deletion is only optional in (12) while it is
obligatory in (13) and that when i is not deleted in (12), the stem vowel
becomes short. That is,
(m) ta:h-±ni -> ta:ni taini 'to touch'
na-ini ^ nani "naini 'to produce'
How shall we account for this differential behavior between ta:h-ini
and na -inil Since i deletion appears to be dependent upon the length of
the preceding vowel, in the sense that % must delete after a short vowel
but may remain after an (underlyingly) long vowel, we may order i deletion
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and vowel shortening in such a i^'ay that 4 is first deleted before the
preceding vowel is shortened, as in the following derivation:
(15) ta:h-±ni
ta:-ini
Underlying
Glide deletion
ta:-ni * deletion (after a long V only)
Vowel shortening
ta:ni "naini Surface
This ordering generates ta:ni land "naini, "but neither taini nor nani.
We night try to remedy the situation by relaxing the rule environment of
ft deletion. VJhile this will give nani, the original motivation for ordering
ft deletion before vov;el shortening disappears, for that particular ordering
v/as chosen just so that « deletion would be made conditional upon the
length of the preceding vowel. This being the case, one might as well
reverse the relative order of the two rules
:
(16)
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correct application so that the deletion of 4 will be prevented after a
vov-fel just in case it was underlyincly long. This is of course a case
of a recently r.uch discussed 'frlohal' rule application. Korean seems
to provide a good exaniple with interaction between vov;el length and i
deletion.
In sum, vje have seen several cases in v.-.nich vov;el length plays an
important role. It has been shown that,, far fi.'om.bfeog a marg.^rial
suprap'ea.^ental phoneme whose function is manifest only in a limited
number of vocabul^ory iterr^s, vowel length is intricately and intimately
related with other phonological phenomena in Korean, namely, the so-called
anomalous predi:ates, word length, devocalization
, % deJ.etion, etc.
It v;as argued along the V7ay that abstract underlying representation of
vowel length (despite its resemblance of a case of absolute neutralization)
and the principle of a 'global' rule application are necessary for
correct generation of certain surface form.s.
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El concepto de norma en linguistica. Luis Fernando Lara. (Estudios de
linguistica y literatura $.) Mexico D.f., El colegio de Mexico, 1976.
Ilt8 pp. in small 8 . Price not stated.
Reviewed by Lad is lav Zgusta
Discussions of the linguistic norm attract little attention and less
favor, this side of the Rio Grande del Norte. At the same time, everyone
who deals with standard language must either try somehow to cope wi'^h the
norm, or continue the Johnsonian tradition of making choices without a
(stated) principle. Our author, being director of the huge project of a
Mexican Spanish dictionary, reasonably writes this book as a theoretical
preparation for his task. He sees, quite correctly, that there are two
main understandings of the linguistic norm. First, the norm is what is
usual or habitual (e.g. Zwirner)
. Second, the norm is the prescription
of what should be (e.g. school gramjuars).
Few theoretical linguists have offered an opinion on the subject.
Trubetzkoy, caught in the Saussurean dichotomy of parole and lar^ue
decided that the norm pertains to the former; whic;;_, j'-.y" we say,' is not
partic^jlarly illuranatingc Hjelmslev went beyor.i' *.his dichc^.-my: the
syste.T of la-iguage is purely oppositive, is constructed wiT,i--..ut reference
to sut'-it.Hnce; form referred to substance is the norm. For exai';ple, in the
system of Sparv'.sh, the abstract phoneme /s/ is defir.ed by its opposition
to the other phonemes. When we say that /s/ is a sibilp.nt, we are ta].'-.ing
about the norm of Spanish. When we describe the various local pron'incid-
tions (dental, palatal), we are talking about local usage. Clearly we shall
be allowed to say that the Hjelmslevian understanding has little connection
with the general understanding of the term 'norm'
.
This comes back with Coseriu, for whom the norm (social or individual)
is a constant variant within the system. For example, the different pronun-
ciations of -11- in Northern Spain, Southern Spain, Mexico, Argentina, etc.
belong to various social norms. Since these variants are constant, the
norm does not belong to the parole . For Havrahek, to speak a language
implies the necessity to conform in speech to the general pattern of other
speakers. This conformation is the objective, unconscious norm; when put
on paper by the linguist, it becomes the codified norm. Which statement
will have a strong appeal to every descriptivist heart. Only, we are sorry
to say real life is not so neat as these dichotomies. The codified norm is
not simply the objective norm captured and revealed, there usually are
elements of (prescriptive, pardon me) fiat in it.
For Heger, the norm is the (prescientif ic) capacity of the speaker to
form an unconscious judgement concerning the acceptability of his sp-.rch.
This seems to be a good approach, but it does not take into consideri.-.ion
the social, interpersonal factor. Lara agrees with Heger that the norm is
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a metalinguistic judgement of acceptabilitj', based (v/ith Coseriu) on the
historically given system of language. However, the judgement is based
on the 'constant and obligatory evaluation of the linguistic product' by
its purpose. A useful r-->'aguian prir.ciple, nobody will depjf, that allows
sid-tching of norms with changing registers and blocks the idea of one
single, stifling, rigid, static norm of the fully prescriptive -puristic
type. On the other hand, continues our author, there also are the codified
norms, but they are sociolinguistically founded.
I think this is the best point of the book: the demonstration of
these two different sources of norms per se (function) and codified norms
(sociolinguistic considerations). One could squabble about minor points,
e.g.: is the codified form really founded on sociolinguistics, or rather
on the unconscious norm per se, with sociolinguistic considerations added?
One could regret that only contemporary theoreticians are discussed, not
the old practitioners, such as, say, Vaugelas, or the contemporary stand-
ardization of languages and language planning. In any case, the book has
the indisputable merit of developing a theory of the norm which transcends
the Fraguian s:^_mplicity by allowing different sources for different typ«s
of norms thereby becoming more true to life.
Studies in the Linguistic Sciences
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Studies in Functional Syntax/lEtudes de syntaxe fonctionnelle. By AhdYe
Martinet. Miinchen: Wilhelm Fink Ver lag, 1975. Pp. 275,
Reviewed by Frederic M. Jenkins
This is Martinet's fourteenth book-length endeavor, either as editor
or full-fledged author, since the beginning of his 40-year career as a ' \
promirierit figure in the field' of linguistics. It follows the fornjat
. :
"'
'
of two of his most recent volumes". La Linguistique synchronique , eitude's'
et recherches (Paris: P.U. F., 1965) and Le francais sans fard '(P.U.F. ,
'''
1969) , in that it is a collection of his articles that have appeared
for the most part in a variety of scholarly and semi-scholarly periodicals
published throughout the world. In this particular case, there are 23
articles (only two of which were written specifically for this volume),
having originally appeared between 1956 and 1973 -- the vast majority
during the '60's; eight are in English, with resumes in French in a final
appendix; the rest -- 15 --in French, with corresponding resumes in English.
M. 's subject matter is, obviously, "functionalism", his counterpart
of Chomsky's TG grammar. Lamb's stratificational grammar, Bloch and Harris*'
distributional structuralism, Hjelmslev's immanency, and the like. Exactly
what this term means never quite comes through clearly to the average reader,
in my opinion, despite considerable redundancy of statement and of illus-
trative examples in article after article. Supposedly it concentrates' on
reality, actually attested examples of language behavior (i.e. performance), '
yet it is not, tl. claims, simply a restatement of the structuralism of the'
'30's, '40's-, and '50's. Its ultima ratio is "the principle of relevanty"
(10); i-n its briefest form, it can perhaps be defined as "the study of
human language' in itself and for itself" (11), a statement with which,
obviously, hardly anyone would quarrfel. It has phonology, morphology, and '
'
syntax, as do most theories, but, unfortunately,M. doesn't go much beyond
the generalities lie has been espousing for years now: double articulation';
(phonology + all the rest) , monemes (minimal signs, but not American
"morpheme", because based on" slightly different criteria) , synthemes
(syntactic units of surface structure, like" 'headache') , and so forth. If
we only had a full-fledged description of some reasonably well-known lahguace
couched in Martinet ian terms, we minht be in a better position to jud&e the
worth of his theory: appatehtly a.' single example does exist — Denise-
FranCQJs'. Le francais parle d' Argehteuil (Paris, SELAF, 1974) --but I have
been unable to see it. There exist a few others on rarer languages: a
Basque dialect, Mbum, Houaiilou, Fataluku. In the absence of d great deal: .
of concrete evidence, We should perhaps withhoid final judgement on the
value Of "functiondl*^ desci-iptions, but frankly, 1 remain skeptical' as to
their Ultimate worth,' except perhaps as simple depositories of data.
M.', on the other hanid, is ndt'bne to withhold judgement on contemporary
(arid near-contemporary) theories.^ 'Throughout the volume he never hesitates ;...,
to castigate American linguists in' general and TG grammarian^ in particular."
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He is especially bitter about the international success of theories developed
on this side of the Atlantic: "IVhat has been detrimental to the progress
and spread of functional linguistics is the existence of an American
linguistic imperialism which tends to convince specialists the world over
that everything boils do\\m to a conflict between distributionalisnv simplistic
and largeley overcome, and generativism, with its successful selling
techniques, its logico-mathematical apparatus and catching (sic) terms and
phrases such as 'creative' and 'deep structure'" (9).. His prejudices run
deep: "After fifteen years, the hypotheses of the new-comers (= TG gram-
marians), meant to remedy the limitations of their predecessors, remain just
as unverified as they were to start with. With both parties, we find the
same rigidity mistaken for rigor, the same incapability of grasping language
in its multifarious reality, with its fringes, imperfections, variations in
society, space and time" (10). V.'hether one agrees or not with these
assessments, no one will dispute M.'s opening statement: "So far linguistic
functionalism has had the good fortune of never being really fashionable"
(9); unfortuanately, he never pauses to examine the reasons for thisi
American linguists of TG persuasion will be interested nonetheless by
his lengthy discussion of Fillmore's theory of cases ("Cases or functions?",
216-232), as it appeared in its initial formulation. Naturally, we would
expect functionalism to win out in the end, but, surprisingly enough, given
the tenor of most of the book, M. does grudgingly acknowledge that F. may
have stumbled on to sdmething of value -- but only because it is at variance
with the TG tradition: "The great merit of Fillmore is his questioning the
universal character of the subject-predicate pattern" (218). However, since
F. is American, he cannot possibly be 100% right: "The term 'case' being
applied to all substantival functions, one has to determine the universals
of case, in deep structure, of course. For a functionalist, this is a non-
linguistic problem implying an examination of the relations of man to the
surrounding world..." (224). Further, F.'s terminology is faulty: "The
terms chosen for the cases are not always felicitous: 'dative' normally
evokes the beneficiary and cannot be considered a satisfactory designation
of the animate patient case; 'objective' sounds too much like 'object' and
is the more dangerous because Fillmore's objective is so often identical with
the object of 'surface structure'" (225). Still, overall, M.'s article is
worth reading, if only for the few new insights he gives us on his view of
syntactic structure.
In the final analysis, one really wonders what the justification is for
this third collection of M.'s articles: their supposed unavailability to
the general public interested in the technical aspects of linguistics, or
simply another excuse to attack (mainly with generalities) those who disagree
with his own ideas. I opt for the latter explanation and consider it not
at all to M.'s credit. Beyond this rather basic flaw, one could easily cite
other objectionable aspects of the volume: repctitiveness from article to
article (one gets the impression that M. believes that restating a fundamental
concept will somehow make it "right" or "real"); considerable unevenness of
level of discussion ("A Functional View of Grammar", 32-88, seems to have been
v;ritten for absolute newcomes to linguistics, whereas "Le genre feminin en
ihdoeuropeen", 247-259, in itself an interesting article, is most definitely
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written for specialists); plus a few other minor objections that shall
remain unspecified here. Let's face it: all of us are good at some tasks
and not as good at others; in M.'s case, he could do better to concentrate
on historical linguistics (cf. his seminal -- but still controversial --
Economie des changements phone'tique s, Berne: A. Francke, 1955), non-
technical observations on contemporary French ( La Prononciation du francais
contemporain , Paris: Droz, 1945; recently reprinted), and other topics
of a fairly specific nature (e.g. his outstanding treatment of the concept
of "word" in the volume under review: "Le Mot", 161-175).
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Whistled languages. By REIIE-GUY BUSIJEL and AIIDRE CLASSi;. Berlin, Heidelberg
and Hew York: Springer-Verlag, 1976. Pp. vii, 117. [=K. 3. Fu, '.;. D.
Keidel, and H. Welter eds.: Communication and Cybernetics, vol. 13].
$16.40.1
Reviewed by CHIN-W. KIH
This is a fascinating book. I read it through in one eveninp as if it
were an ' intriguing novel. The contents in fact are intripuing and the book
is written in a lucid style "readily intelligible to the general reader"
(p. vi).
The book consists of seven chapters and conclusions. Self-exnlanatory
chapter headings are:
1. Introduction and historical sketch (pn. 1-12)-
2. Ecology (pp. 13-31)
3. Physics of the signal (pn. 32-43)
4. The mechanism of v/histle production (pp. 44-52)
5. Phonology and phonetics of whistled speech (pp. 53-34)
6. Extra-linguistic information contents of the signal (pp. 85-95)
7. Whistling in the animal kingdom (pp. 96-106)
The middle three chapters (3-5) constitute the core of the bpok, and of
these. Chapter 5 is the most interesting and even provocative, if not
controversial.
A whistled language is a form of "tele"-communication still found
scattered among different ethnic and linguistic groups, e.g., in Canary
Islands, French Pyrenees , northeast Turkey, northern Mexico, etc. It is •
by no means a common phenomenon, .notwithstanding the authors' calim that .
"it is in use at the present time in many parts of the world and ... is in
wide distribution" (p. v; emphasis mine).
The authors point out that all the regions having whistled lanf.uages
share common ecological and geographical features, namely, roufrh mountainous
terrain and scattered settlements, which present difficulties in normal
communication to those who cultivate the hillsides, for agriculture or
sheepherding. In fact these seem to be the necessary (but obviously, not '
.
sufficient) conditions for the development of a whistled language. The
effective distance that a whistled signal can travel is said to be 2.3 - ' •
4 km (=1.5 - 2.5 miles; p. 21), but sometimes upto G - 10. km! (5-6 miles;
D. 40) under some ideal conditions (e.g., wind, temperature, humidity, fete).
Why whistles carry so far is an interesting question. but is not satisfactorily
answered in the book. Obviously its great intensity (HO - 120 db; p. 37)
is one factor. Its distinctive color easy to be recognized amont the
envirorimental noise (.cf .refefee's whistles, sirens, etc. ) is another. But-
in the end, the authors invoke "human attention" (Colin Cherry's eooktail
party's problem) to explain the whistle's enormous range of propagation.
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Before leaving the subject, I should.mention perhans the following.
All photographs of the landscapes (Figs. 7 and 9) in which the locations
of the observed whistlers and the recipients are indicated in numbers
show curiously all the v;histlers at the bottom of the picture and the
receivers in the upper region. Perhaps it's a coincidence. Or does it
imply that whistles only/always travel up but not down?
Another set of photographs that are to be appreciated but not too
informative are Figs. 2-4, 15, and 28-30, all showing variants of the
whistle method 2 using fingers (the method 1 is a simcle labial whistle).
V/hat is precisely the role of the inserted finger(s)? Do they contribute
to make the whistle's intensity and/or range greater? If so, why and how?
What are some acoustic characteristics of the fingered whistles vis-cl-vis
the fingerless v/histles? Despite the authors' disclaimer that whistles
are not produced on the principle of edge-tone (p. 44), I am inclined to
think, perhaps naively, that a finger inserted into the mouth simulates
a small-angle wedge to create eddies. An X-ray picture on p. 46 (Fig. 26a)
is quite instructive from this point of view.
How, everyone knows that a whistle is a near-nure tone which, like a
sine v;ave, is characterizable with three parameters: pitch, intensity, and
duration. If someone thinks, however, that whistled sipnals are some sort
of calls or codes whose different pitch contours and durations are
idiomatically and idiosyncratically associated with some fixed meanings,
he is in for a surprise. The authors state time and again that a whistled
speech is segmentalized , with the articulatory information transposed onto
the acoustic scale of frequency, of course. The fact that whistles are
neither unitary calls (like animal calls) nor arbitrary codes (like Morse
code) but are 'articulated' speech is evidenced by the fact that the
'segmental' composition of a whistled utterance is recognized by foreign
v;histlers, because there is a very close correspondence between the 'sound'
systems of different whistled languages, just as a foreigner can recognize
the segmental composition of Tom [tarn] and transcribe it into his own script.
Such a whistle "fulfills all the functions of speech, its use does not
exclude puns, plays on v/ords and kindred verbal pei^formances" (d. 20), and
as such, whistled languages are ''not speech surrogates but adjuncts" (p. 107).
VJhat the authors are saying is that, despite some unavoidable limitations
due to the inherent nature of the whistling mechanism (for example, it is
not possible to have a distinction in voicing and nasality, although
whistled Tepehuan is reported to have the nasal/oral distinction, p. 78,
nor is it: possible to produce bilabial consonants), whistles are actually
articulated, or, more precisely, articulation goes on v;hile whistling. In
this sense, whistle becomes a particular kind of suorasegmental. Such a
\Aistling would be a mirror-image of singing, for, while wide pitch variations
accompany articulated utterances in the latter, articulation accompanies
wide pitch variations in the former. It goes without saying of course that
the frequency modulation in singing is done by the vibrating vocal cords,
v;hile in whistling it is done by the entire vocal tract. The pitch of the
whistle is then deflected, as by closing different stops in a wind instrument,
by intra-oral articulatory movements according to the resonance
characteristics of the changing shapes of the vocal tract. It is not
surprising that the patterns of such frequency deflections in articulated
whistles show considerable similarities, in frequencies transposed a few
octaves upward, with those generated in a normal unwhistled speech. This
is the very foundation upon which segmentability of whistled speech is based.
For example, the distinction amonp; different vovrels is made with discrete
intervals in v/histled nitches v;hose direction resembles that of higher
formants in normal vowels (although there is some adjustment in the
x>?histled pitches of front vowels due to the constant lip-rounding in
;\rhistling). Other articulatory information is also transposed onto the
pitch scale such that vov.'els have steady pitches, while consonants have
complex gliding pitches. The following simplified generalizations of the
gliding patterns for major places and m.anners of articulation should
recall in one's mind the locus (hub) theory of the Haskins group.
Stops - silent periods, i.e., breaks in whistle
Fricatives - gently sloping glides with short breaks
Sonorants - continuous glides
Bilabial - no glide
Alveolar - long and wide glide
Velar - short and narrow glide
Naturally, there are some inherent limitations. Anything that would
considerably vjeaken the airflow which is vital for whistling will not be
permitted. Thus, distinction in voicing and nasality is difficult if not
impossible in whistled speech. It is also difficult to incorporate
prosodic (suprasegmental) information into the whistle since the system
can tolerate only so much pitch variations as phonological oppositions.
Incidentally, the authors make a naive remark in this connection in p. 75:
"Admittedly a system of conventions could evolve that would get over
these difficulties but users of whistled languages v;ho are avid
readers of CilOHSKY are not thick on the ground."
As if grammars or grammarians can enrich linguistic systems and guide
the evolution of language!
Chapter 6 describes an experiment that the authors conducted in Turkey
which was designed to determine the extent to which the vjhistled signals
can convey such extra-linguistic informations as the sex, age, and identity
of the whistler, in order to see if whistled speech is as versatile as
ordinary speech in its extra- linguistic function, and to see if a
simplification could be effected by examining extra-linguistic informations
in whistled languages since their single phonetic exponent, namely frequency,
is easy to quantify, while acoustic carriers of these informations in,
ordinary speech are too complex to be extracted easily. In any case, the
result of the experiment showed that the receiver of a v;histle could
recognize the sender's sex with VS'S accurary, while unable to guess his/her
age with any degree of confidence (57% error). The authors do not attempt
to guess why sex recognition was much better than age discrimination
(uniformly weaker intensity and/or uniformly higher pitch due to a shorter
vocal tract in female whistles may be a factor), but only state, upon
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examination of spectrograms of whistled utterances, that there are enough
individual variations in the signals to nermit the recognition of a
whistler, but a very poor score in sender identification (73% error)
is quite puzzling in light of the above statement. It makes us suspect
that there is a parameter (pitch?) of sex recognition which is independent
of others.
The last chapter 'Whistling in the animal kingdom' reviews recent
researches in animal whistles, with the expressed hope that the information
one derives from a comparative study 6f animal communication may show
that man's communication is deeply embedded' in the history of evolution —
namely, some men whistle presumably because their forebears or primitive
Icinsmen did.
There are several typographical errors in the book, none serious.
But the following should be noted. On p. 15, decay should be birth or
genesis, and <3n p. 53, a voiceless whistle should read a voiced whistle.
All in all, this, is a very enjoyable, intellectually rev;ardin(^, and
linguistically interesting book.
The full version of this review will anpear in the Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America.
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Distinctive features: theory and validation. By SADAIIAND SINGH. Baltimore,
MD. : University Park Press, 1976. Pp. viii, 269. $16. 50^
Reviev.-ed by CKIN-W. KIM
The book is designed "primarily for students and Drofessionals in the
fields of speech pathology and audiology'' (p. vii). The concept of
distinctive features (DF henceforth) is explored for its use as a
diagnostic tool in speech and hearing disorders. In this sense, the
subtitle 'Theory and validation' is a bit misleading. 'Theory and
application' would be a better one, for the book really has nothing to say
about the validity of the DF theory.
Central to Singh's thesis is the notion of phonetic distance (phonetic
dissimilarity) as displayed by the feature differences. That is, v/hile in
terms of atomistic phonemes, each phoneme would be equally different from
any other, the extent of the differences betv/een segments specified in terms
of DFs can be measured precisely by counting the .number of different
features (more precisely, different value specifications for the same set of
features) that the segments possess. The greater the number, the greater
the distance. To Singh then, DFs are "pillars of distinction" (p. 22)
standing between different phonemes, some niilars stronger than others.
Diagnostically, a speech disorder/error disregarding "strong pillars"
would be judged to be more serious, and corrective measures would be taken
accordingly. Indeed, Singh recommends (p. 28) that, when examining a child
with articulatory problems, his phoneme score be transfered to a DF score,
for a DF matrix vjill unfold the magnitude of phoneme substitution errors,
and that, once this is determined, a therapeutic work begin v/ith the most
serious error. (V/hy this should be so is not stated clearly. It is
presumably because more serious errors nresent greater problems and are less
negligible, but from a patient's point of viev;, the least serious error may
be m.ost easily correctible. )
Singh recognizes that the number game doesn't work alv;ays , for some
features may be more important than others, for example, nasality more than
voicing, and the latter in turn more than the place of articulation feature
(i.e., min for bin is considered to be a more serious than bin for pin,
which in turn is more serious than tin for pin , although all three cases
involve only one feature error). Singh does not give any principles to set
up this soi't of feature hierarchy (which he calls "generative" hierarchy
(p. 13) for an unexplained reason) among DFs. Incidentally, this hierarchy
is almost reversed on p. 71 where Singh cites a "true'' perceotual feature
system established by Singh, Uoods, and Becker (1972) vjhich showed a
different rank order among five feat'ores as follows: 1. Place of articulation,
2. Nasality, 3. Sibilancy, ^. Voicing, and 5. Plosiveness.
Chapter 2 reviews existing DF systems dealing with consonants. Singh
justifies separation of consonants from vowels on the ground that they
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einploy different strategies both in production and percention. The' review
includes the follov;ing six: Jakobson, Fant, and Halle (1951), Miller and
Nicely (1955), Halle (19614), Singh and Black (1956), Wickelf^en (1966), and
Chomsky and Kalle (1958). From a linguistic point of view, only the first
and the last can be said to be serious proposals of DF systems. Halle (1964)
is basically the same as Jakobson-Fant-Halle (1951), and others are not
original and/or alternative proposals of DF systems but merely perceptual
studies using the DF matrices, some ernoloying heuristic features. A serious
DroDOsal of a DF system that Singh fails to cite is Ladefoged (1971).
Interesting is Singh's claim that, while a phonological DF system (•such as
Chomsky-Kalle 1968) may be satisfactory from a theoretical (linguistic?)
point of view, it has been found unable to account for speech production
and perception errors (e.g. , fully one-third of a dozen consonant features
of the Chomsky-Jialle DF system could not account for any variances in the
perceptual errors of English consonants, d. 69), and therefore that a new
"true" perceptual feature system is needed. One of his own studies, i.e.,
Singh, Woods, and Decker (1972), based on a "multidimensional scaling
analysis", is offered as a potential candidate for such a true Dercentual
DF system.
Chapter 3 reviews, three DF systems of vowels: Jakobson-Fant- Halle
(1951),- Peterson and Barney (1952), and Chomsky-Halle (1968). Again, it
cannot be said that Peterson and Barney ever proposed their pioneering
acoustic study of En-^lish vowels as a DF system. To a certain extent,
most vowels can be given a two-formant characterization, but no one has
oroposed the relative formant positions as DFs. Unlike in the case of DFs
of consonants, it is stated that the existing DFs of vowels are in total
agreement with the experimental results of multidimensional scale analyses
of perceptual patterns.
Chapter 4 is an extension of Chapter 2. Since there is. so much
disagreement among the oroposed DF systems of consonants, Singh decides to
compare them in the form of counting the frequency of each featural tern'
among the different systems, and finds that features like nasality and •
voiaing appear in i.iost systems, while some (e.g., coronal) aopear only
idiosyncratically. The implication is that the most frequent feature is
the most valid and the least questionable one. This ass'omption, however,
is not tenable, and the whole chdpter is a pointless exercise in tabulation.
VJhat is more meaningful would be sor.e statements of equivalence relations,
e.g., Chomsky-Halle's ^continuant - Miller-IIicely'^s \affriqation - Singh-
Hood-Becker's -plosive, etc. o • . ' -•. ..-.
Having -stressed the importance of perceptual behavior in devisin'' a
'true" DF systaci in Section 1, Section 2 presents a historical survey of
perceptual studies done in the DF format in the past two decades; Chapter 5
on consonant perception and Chapter 5 on vowel perception. The ultimate
goal of the section is stated to be, 'to propose a theory of speech perception
based solely on the psychological reality of distinctive features" (n. 101).
The survey takes the form of givine. a summary of each of the relevant
publications (including some "in-press" items) in chronological order,
without integrating, cross-referencing, or giving Singh's own viev?s.
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For example, Wang and Bilger's (1973) conclusion that there is little
support for the hypothesis that natural features or featxire systeir.s exist
is given without any comn-.ent or a counterargument (p. 123), ar.d this by
an author whose primary aim in v.rriting a book is to Drove orecisely the
opposite! This form of survey is followed throughout the rest of the book.
In fact, the book ends with one of these surveys. I could not helo but
feel that the bulk of the book (especially Sections 2 and 3) consists of
copies of Singh's file of 5 x 7 cards.
Some of the items reviev.'ed seem to be irrelevant. For examols, I fail
to see how two studies by Danhauer and Singh (1975a/b) on SDeech Derceotion
by hearing-impaired subjects can tell us anything about the oerceutual
strategies of normal subjects that are said to form the basis of a
posteriorily constructed feature systems. Singh states that the ability
by hearing- impaired subjects to perceive some common features deiTionstrates
the independence of features from close auditory ties and indicates that
these perceptual features supersede man's auditory and productive
capabilities (p. 144). But if a near-blind man develoDS unusual acuity in
hearing, does it mean that hearing supersedes seeing and that hearing is
a part of strategies in visual nerceotion in normal r^en?
In any case, the most persistent Derceptual features in the surveyed
literature are saia to be voicing, nasality, sibilancy, continuancy,
sonority, and the place of articulation (front/back). Singh is satisfied
that these six perceptual features deduced in the a posteriori analyses
are essentially similar in nafore to the major features in the a priori
feature systeir;s. For vowels, however, even this much synthesis is not
given, and the reader is left wondering whatever haonened to the stated
goal of "proposing a theory of speech perception."
The third and final section deals with the role of DF in language
acquisition, articulation deviation, and auditory discrimination in three
chapters in that order. Chapter 7 begins vjith an introduction of Jakobson's
famous 'Kindersprache' , but after a survey of more than a dozen studies on
language acquisition utilizing DF concepts including a detailed and lengthy
(26-page) review of VJeiner and Bernthal: 'Acquisition of phonetic features
in children two to six years old' (in progress, in press?), there is no
mention whether the recent studies have corroborated Jakobson's classical
observation on the order of acquisition of phonemes. Interesting error
patterns are only graphicall\r reported but never explained.
A basic premise of Chapter 8 is that articulatory deviation is m.ainly
a disorder in DF misapplication and therefore that it is only logical to
describe phonemic deviances in terms of DFs (p. 205). Again, the relevant
literature is reviewed in a 5x7 card fashion, purporting to demonstrate
the efficiency of DF theory in the diagnosis and treatment of articulatory
disorders. Chapter 9 reviev;s a half dozen studies showing evidence that
it is the knowledge of DFs that a listener invokes in perceiving speech
sounds
.
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It is probably true that some sort of subphonemic comuonents (that may
be called DFs ) are ODerants in SDeech oroduction and perceotion, and that
speech errors in articulation and discrimination often reveal some interesting
facts about how man processes linguistic sinnals (of. Fromkin 1971). But
if one constructs an a posteriori feature system on the basis of
experimental tests on percention and finds. that such a system is not
consonant with an articulation-based feature system, and furthermore, goes
on to say that only the former is a ''true" system, thert unless one has
strong evidence to show that speech is all perception and not at all
articulation, it would be nothing but a heuristic statement. Also, the
fact that speech errors tend to cluster around a parameter may be a
necessary, but not a sufficient, condition to postulate that parameter
as a DF. In any case, since there is more than one articulatory way to
generate auditorily similar signals (e.g. , both lio-rounding and larynx-
lowering will produce a 'flat'' sound due to an extended vocal tract, and
both labials and velars will produce similar "^rave'' spectra), a question
arises as to how one may reconcile the differences betv/een an articulation-
based feature system and a percention-based feature system. Singh favors
the latter without giving any convincing argument. In my view, an ideal
feature system cannot be totally articulatory nor wholly perceptual, for
language is both spoken and heard. A viable compromise may be found,
but ultimately, there may have to be two separate feature systems. The
instability of language that results in constant sound change may in fact
be due to the discrepancy betv/een the two, for if there were always an
isomorphic one-to-one correlation between production and perception,
between encoding and decoding, then there would be no room for confusion
and sound change.
.
DF may be useful as a diagnostic and therapeutic tool in speech
pathology. But the motivation underlying its original proposal was
anything but clinical in nature. It was .intended .to characterize sound
patterns of lan^juage in a systematic and universal way. Such a' system
may or may not serve as a useful instrument in clinical audiology, just as
a theory, of zoology may or may not serve a useful purpose in veterinary
medicine. Of course, if it serves both purposes adequately, so much the
better. S.ingh's book is an analytical attempt to give a pragmatic function
to the theoretical concept of DF. Its presentation is orderly and detailed,
but its goal is ornery and derailed. At least, it is an admirable
collection of ainnotated bibliography on articulation deviation, perception
errors, etc., and as such, it should prove to be useful to students in
speech pathology and audiology, but to a linguist it hardly offers a
new insight about the nature of the sound of language.
•
;
' NOTE:-
A condensed version of this review will appeeir in. Aslva, a Journal
of the American Speech and Hearing Association. • -
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